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ABSTRACT

The 1898 Convention of PeKing that leased the New Territories

(NT) to Britain is due to expire in 1997. Since over 90% of the Crown

Colony of Hong Kong (HK) lies within the leased area, any political

changes that affect the NT will certainly affect HK as a whole. What

then will be the fate of the 5.5 million people living there? The

first part of the dissertation looks at possible political futures for

HK through various forecasting methods such as computer simulation,

survey research, elite interview and historical analysis. The second

part of the dissertation is devoted to the evaluation of the strengths

and weaknesses of the various methods as illustrated by the research

results.

The results of the forecasting methods are discussed in terms of

three distinct ideal types for HK's future, namely sinification,

status-quo and independence. None of the three ideal types is seen as

probable at this point in time. Fifteen variations, three

sinification oriented, ten status-quo oriented and two independence

oriented, are presented and evaluated from the Chinese, British, HK

people's and this author1s perspectives. All the variations are

possibilities of HK's future. Most variations, especially the

status-quo oriented ones which retain an official British presence in

HK, are shown improbable at this point in time. However, the Special

Administrative Region option is judged probable from the vantage point

of the present.



In addition, all methods are examined with respect to their

strengths and weaknesses. However, there is no one particular method

that this author can comfortably recommend for exclusive use. The

results confirm the author's bias towards the use of multiple methods

even though none of the major findings from the different methods

contradict each other.
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PREFACE

This dissertation stems in part from the author's efforts to

seach for his own political identity and in also from his concern for

the future fate of the Hong Kong (HK) people. As such, this

dissertation focuses more on exploring possible futures for HK (given

the situation in HK) than on predicting the ultimate political future

of HK.

In our research context, lithe ultimate future" refers to the

future of HK in the time period immediately surrounding 1997 and the

extended period beyond that date. The date of the ultimate future is

intentionally 1eft open for two reasons, First, there is really no

"ultimate" future of HK, since HK will continue on after 1997 to

change and develop according to future circumstances and events.

Second, it is this author's belief that HK's future around 1997 is

still changeable and shapable. Whatever Sino-British Agreement

accepted by the current Chinese and British governments, there is no

necessity that subsequent governments of the respective countries will

abide by the same.

Thus even though the initialing of the Sino-British Agreement on

HK has taken place, the final version of the dissertation stays very

close to the next-to-fina1 draft already completed in early August,

1984. This is so in part due to the assumption of the fluidity of the

situation noted above and also to avoid having the results of research



methodologies distorted by ad hoc adjustments.

The dissertation should, therefore, be read with the above

orientation in mind.

xvi



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

NEW TERRITORIES (NT)
The resldue of a term of 99 years less the last
three days thereof commencing from 1 July, 1898.
URBAN AREAS (NORTH OF BOUNDARY STREET)
For the rest of the period of the lease minus
three days.
URBAN AREAS (SOUTH OF BOUNDARY STREET)
For 75 years with an option for 75 years more. l

The above are qualifying phases printed in every land title in

Hong Kong (HK).2 The applicability of the phases is determined by

the location of the land properties.

Hong Kong Island (HKI) (29-32 square miles in area, depending on

whether or not one counts the newly-reclaimed areas) was ceded to the

British permanently by the "unequal " Treaty of Nanking (1842) as a

result of the First Anglo-Chinese War.3 Later in 1860, by the

Treaties of Peking (1860), Kowloon Peninsula (KP) and the

Stone-Cutters' Island (about four square miles) were also ceded to the

British in perpetuity.4 Still later, the New Territories (NT) (over

350 square miles, more than 80% of Hong Kong1s total area), which

consist of a large piece of land adjacent to the Chinese Mainland (see

r~p 1-1) as well as 235 surrounding islands, were leased to Her

Majesty for 99 years by the 1898 Convention of peking. 5 11Th is

leased territory covers an area of 355 square miles and is in the form

of a peninsula with its northern boundary roughly along the Shum Chung

Ri;er from Deep Bay to the northern shore of Mirs Bay; it includes 235

islands, the biggest being Lantau, Lamma and Cheung Chau. The island



2



of Hong Kong from which the colony takes its name is less than

one-tenth of the size of the New Territories, having an area of

tllirty-two square miles; Kowloon is again only a tenth of the size of

the island, being only three and a half square miles ll
•
6 Today: Hong

Kong Island, KP, Stone-Cutters' Island and the NT are collectively

known as Hong Kong, the IIPear1 of the orf ent".

Initially, Hong Kong was primarily an entrepot for trade between

China and the Western World.? Later, when the United States (US)

and the United Nations (UN) placed an economic embargo on China as a

result of China's entry into the Korean War (1950), Hong Kong ceased

to be an entrepot and began to develop its own manufacturing

industries. Presently, by any standard, Hong Kong can be considered

to have moved to the forefront of economic prosperity in Asia. It has

a population of about 5.5 mi11ions;8 an area of 404 square

mi1es;9 a gross domestic product (GOP) of US$ 24.2 bi11ions;10

with GOP/Capita reading at Hong Kong $ 29,79611 or at US$

5,100;12 an average inflation rate of 15%;12 a generally low

unemployment rate; a GOP/capita growth rate of 6.9%;13 and a GOP

growth rate of 7.5%.15 Hong Kong thus compares favorably with the

"economtc mirac1 es II. Taiwan and singapore.16

All of this is subject to change, however~

Before I go any further, some additional remarks on the size of

Hong Kong are necessary. The total area of Hong Kong is about 400

square miles, of which the NT comprises an overwhelming portion (see

Map 1-2). Hong Kong Island and KP total about 35.5 square miles.

3
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Most of the cultivable land and the industries of the Colony are

located in the NT,17 as are the only international airport and all

the satellite new towns. lhe NT is expected to house half of the

population of Hong Kong by 1985.18 Any political changes that

affect the NT will certainly affect Hong Kong as a who1e. 19

As the readers all know, about 13 years from now the 1898 NT

1ease will come to an end. What wi 11 happen then? Can 1I0ng Kong

survive without the NT? 46% of the students surveyed and 87% of elite

interviewed by this researcher answereq no. Indeed, 48% of the

student respondents and 93% of the elite respondents agreed that

whatever happens to the NT will also happen to the rest of Hong Kong.

In this context, Peter B. Harris has pointed out, "Ihe New Territories

problem does not constitute a separate issue, but is part of a package

dea1 II ( p. 62). 20

What will be the fate of the 5.5 million people living there?

Will they be 111 iber-ated" when and if the Chinese Communists take Hong

Kong back? Will Taiwan, namely the Kuomintang regime, claim a right

to this little Pearl of the Orient? Will the British Government make

a deal with the Communists and ask for an extension of the lease? Or

will the British ask for a permanent right of occupation of the NT?

Will both the British and the Chinese pretend that they have forgotten

about the lease and continue to maintain the status quo? Or will the

residents of Hong Kong ask for independence as is customarily the case

for most former colonies in this day and age? If they do so, +0 what

extent can their voices influence the decision of either the British
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and/or the Communists?

There is no doubt that Hong Kong people know about the lease

(Table 1-1 }.21 Most of them want to resolve the NT issue (Table

1_~},22 preferably now (Table 1-3). Yet in an official and as late

an issue as the Hong Kong Annual Report (HKAR) 1983, there was no

mention of Hong Kong1s futures. This dissertation is an systematic

attempt to address this timely issue, namely to explore the possible

and to gauge a probable political future of Hong Kong. Hopefully, the

dissertation will make a modest contribution to the unfolding of the

actual political future.

Tab1e 1-1

Knowledge Of The NT Lease

Had prior knowledge
of the NT 1ease

Mean number of years
of knowledge of lease

STUDENT

90%

11

5

ELITE

100%

23

HK Reform Club Poll

58'%,



Table 1-2

Is There A Necessity To Have A Settlement On
The IIExpiring ll NT Lease?

(% ) YES NO

Student Sample 85 14

Elite Sample 67 27

HK Observer Sample 82 9

This researcher's 100
Preference

DON'T KNOW

9

MAJORITY ANSWER

yes

yes

yes

yes

Tab 1e 1':'3

Time Of Settlement Of Hong Kong Futures

STUDENT ELITE

PREFERRED 1984 (65% ) 1984 (77% )

LIKELY 1984 (31% ) 1984 (67% )

WORST After 1997 (60% ) 1997 (55% )

(%) indicates frequencies of response in percentage.
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CHAPTER II

RESEARCH DESIGN

Harold D. Lasswell defined politics as IIwho gets what, when and

howll .1

Who will get what, when and how in regard to Hong Kong will

depend upon the "ul tfmate" political future of Hong Kong. Forecasting

possible (and possibly the) political future(s} of Hong Kong will help

us anticipate the "mtx" of these variables from the uncertain

perspective of the present.

First, the major assumption of this dissertation is that the NT

Lease settlement and the rest of Hong Kong are a package deal. This

means that whatever settlement is reached for the NT will be

applicable to HKI, KI and the Stone-Cutter's Island.

Second, this dissertation asks three major questions:

1} At the macro lewe1, what are possible political futures for Hong

Kong and what is the most probable future? This researcher will

guide the discussions of Hong Kong futures from the possible to

the probable and hopefully to the political future of Hong Kong

as illustrated in Diagram 2-1.

2) Who will get what, when and how under the forecasted most

probable future?

3) What are the strengths and weaknesses of the methods involved as

illustrated by the results?



Direction ~
Inquiry &
Discussion

DIAGRAM 2-1

DIRECTION OF INQUIRY &DISCUSSION
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"Tne future of Hong Kong" can mean different things to different

people. To believers of continued growth, it may mean prosperity. To

others, it may signify the end of their hard-won pr~,ious freedom. It

was probably with these differences in mind that Hong Kong Observers,

a local interest group made up mostly of professionals in HK, set out

to find out Hong Kong residents' spontaneous reactions to the phrase

lithe future of Hong Kong". 2 According to their polls, 26% said the

future of Hong Kong meant the return of Hong Kong to China; 18%

referred to 1997 and the lease; 10% took the phrase to mean economic

development, while 29% did not know what it meant.

For the purpose of this dissertation, this researcher restricts

meaning of lithe future of Hong Kong II to that of the politica1 future

of Hong Kong. Specifically, what will be the future,of Hong Kong,

politically speaking? What will Hong Kong's future political

arrangements be? And who will benefit from the arrangements?

There are probably as many possibilities for the future of Hong

Kong as there are stars in the Milky Way. There are also as many ways

to forecast Hong Kong futures as there are possibilities. A plausible

way is to "anchor" our forecast on a major decision-maker -- either

China, United Kingdom or Hong Kong for they are the principal parties

involved. A good way to choose an anchor is to base the choice on who

is the decisive decision-maker over the political future of Hong

Kong. It is this researcher's contention that China possesses the

power to be such a decisive decision-maker.

12



BEIJINGIS POWER OVER HONG KONG

Chinals power over Hong Kong is of three kinds. TIlese are

political power, economic power and military power. The following

figures show how much enormous power China has over Hong Kong in each

of the three categories.

First, regarding political power, China may not have had much

international political clout in the 1950s and 1960s, but it has

always had political influence over Hong Kong, as is shown by the

British and Hong Kong Governments· sensitivities to Chinals needs and

reactions. For example, as early as lithe 6th February 1950 His

~iajesty IS (King George VI IS) Government accorded de jure recognition

to the Central Peoplels Government of China which had been formally

established in Peking on 1st OCtober 1949. 113 In the same year,

IIGenera1 Yeh Chien-Ying, Governor of Kwangtung, issued a statement

alleging the violation of Chinese territorial waters and territory by

shipping and aircraft in the vicinity of Hong Kong and threatened

retaliatory action in the event of any repetition ••• shipping •••was

warned to avoid passage through Chinese territorial waters as far as

was practicab1e. 1I4 Even during the 1960s when China made its border

policy statement saying that Hong Kong is an outstanding issue which

China would take up when lithe condition is ripe,1I5 there was no

major opposition from Hong Kong or Britain or anywhere else for that

matter. In the 1970s when China expressly stated at the United

Nations that Hong Kong is Chinese territory and not a British colony,

a point on which Britain does not disagree,6 the Hong Kong
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Government quietly let the pending matter be dropped from the

so-called United Nations Special Committee On The Situation With

Regard To The Implementation Of The Granting Of Independence to

Colonial Countries and Peoples. This special committee was mandated

by the UN General Assembly to examine "r-ecent political and

constitutional develorments as well as current economic, social and

educational conditions ll? of territories that had not attained

independence. ~loreover, the conmittee is lito seek suitable means for

the immediate and full implementation of the Declaration (of

IndependenCe)1I8 in those territories. Nowadays, with China's rights

over Hong Kong virtually universally accepted, China's political clout

over Hong Kong is all the more mighty.

Closely related to China's political power over Hong Kong is its

power over the economy of the "colony ". If rumors were to run wild

that the re-taking of Hong Kong by China was inminent, virtually all

local and foreign investors in the colony would surely attempt to

transfer their funds out of the colony as soon as possible. Since

Hong Kong does not have any exchange control laws, outward capital

flight is an ever-present danger to the colony's economY. The Hong

Kong economy would no doubt collapse in a very short time if funds

were withdrawn by most investors.9

Another economic-related power of China over Hong Kong is the

dependency of Hong Kong on China's food and water supplies. IIAbout

14% of the (Hong Kong) land is cultivable, and over 30% of the food

supply must be imported. 1110 IIHong Kong has consi stently obtai ned
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approximately 40% of her imports from Japan and China, with the former

being the most important source of raw materials and the Iatter

supplying foodstuffs. The two are about equally important as

suppliers of consumer goods ", 11 A look at Table 2-1 illustrates

China1s power over Hong Kong as expressed in Hong Kong1s dependency on

China1s food supp1ies.12 From Table 2-1, one can see over the years

that Hong Kong has imported at least 15% of its total imports from

China. In some years, for example in 1952, 1958, 1966, 1967 and 1975,

Hong Kong imported 21.91%,28.79%,26.67%, 21.04% and 20.00% of its

total imports from China respectively. Obviously Hong Kong and China

have sensitive import relations, with Chinese foodstuffs being crucial

to Hong Kong1s daily survival. Over 2/3 of Hong Kongls imports of

live animals, which are significant items in the overall picture of

food consumption, have been from China over the years except in 1962

and 1967 wtien "only" 52.69% and 48.93% of Hong Kong live animals were

from China. Even these are not insignificant portions of anyone1s

food imports items from one particular country.

Hong Kong has also drawn over 1/2 of its meat and meat

preparations imports from China since 1967. Generally speaking, Hong

Kong has imported at least 1/3 of its dairy products and eggs imports,

its fish and fish preparations imports, its cereals and cereals

preparations imports and its fruits and vegetable import from China

over the years. In addition, Hong Kong has also imported over 1/3 of

its clothing from China. The above citations prove Hong Kong's heavy

dependency on China1s foodstuffs and consumer goods.13
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Table 2-1

Dependency Of Hong Kong's Survival On Imports From China Over
Time By Selected COOII1oditles *

~ of Total HK's Impor-ts ~rnm rhin, 1952 I fci54 1956 1958 1962 1966 1976 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

00 Lh'e Anin.a1s 91.97 92.21 87.73 86.21 52.69 89.72 48.93 79.60 83.5 84.66 82.93 87.48 90.51 89.84 89.77
01 Meat ~ ~leat Preparations 23.08 34.38 48.89 71.43 34.48 67.91 59.22 56.05 58.1 55.82 52.02 56.00 58.81 52.81 46.99
02 Dairy Products ~ Eggs 56.18 60.92 54.76 55.88 42.95 56.68 51.05 51.20 49.6~ 49.31 ----- 52.37 50.31 47.44 43.99
03 Fish &Fish Preparations 20,00 41.67 60.00 71.55 45.05 63.59 63.60 51. 49 53.0C 46.60 43.67 45.22 50.15 43.41 35.26
04 Cereals &Cereals Preparetions 06.41 08.84 16.36 34.03 25.92 27.90 21. 35 25.18 26.3 33.10 41.69 39.14 40.75 40.20 35.37
115 Fruit ~ Veget~bles 63.75 55.05 58.50 67.23 36.59 54.13 50.00 45.16 41. 7C 40.71 37.36 40.82 41.91 39.74 38.93
29 Crude Animals ~ Veg. nat, n.e.s. 59.86 66.21 53.67 65.13 47.54 53.70 47.73 40.16 38.51 37.54 36.40 40.20 39.94 38.39 38.76
65 Textile, yarn. fabrics &related 08.96 12.97 20.82 32.20 28.36 36.85 25.72 16.14 14.55 16.63 22.69 14.90 20.14 18.97 19.42
66 NOIl-inctallic min, manu. n.e.s. 09.52 18.51 35.16 46.24 37.12 18.48 11.47 08.42 10.7 12.99 13.40 13.17 12.67 10.44 08.50
84 Clothing I 15.38 20.69 30.23 49.23 36.36 5"7.49 41. 72 46.76 43.0 42.71 59.81 42.48 41. 70 48.59 50.31
89 ~tisc. manu. arti, n.e.s. 12.79 17.39 21.21 26.73 14.97 24.72 32.32 12.90 11.85 15.31 17.22 14.72 16.35 17.83 15.71

Total lIerchani"e -- .._- 20.20 ----- 30.41 18.22 27.42 --- ... - ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Gund Total 21.91 18.37 20'.57 28.79 26.67 21.04 15.80 16.14 17.51 19.14 17.36 20.00 17.03 16.37

·Percentage figures are handed-calculated based on data from the f~llowing sources:
1I0ng Kong Department of Commerce &Industry, Hong Kong Trade Statistics-Imports [December).1952, 1954~ 1956, 1958
~__~__~__~~~~~~~~~__~~__~., Hong Kong Trade StatistiCS-Imports (December) 1962. 1966. 1967
Hong Kong Census ~ Statistics Department. Hon Kong Trade Statistics-Inl arts (December) 1970;1971. 1972, 1973. 1974, 1975.

197 , 1977; 1~78 Septem er
1I0ng Kong Government Press, Hong Kong Annual Report 1970, 1971, 1972. 1973. 1974, 1975, 1976. 1977. 1978
1~.F.Beuer, The Commercial Future of Hong Kong, 1'.130



As early as 1949, Hong Kong was experiencing strains on its water

supply and acconmcdatf on facilities. 14 By 1950, lithe (Hong Kong)

Government is constantly exploring every available means of increasing

water supp1ies. 1I15 By 1961, the Hong Kong Government had decided to

accept water from China.16 By 1963-64, following a period of

unprecedented drought, "an arrangement was made with the Kwangtung

Provincial Authorities to purchase 15,000 million gallons of water

annually. 1117 By 1965 5 Hong Kong had begun receiving an additional

15,000 million gallons of water annually from the East River under a

new agreement with China.18 Interestingly, China's water supplies

to Hong Kong were essentially constant even during the Cultural

Revolution years. 19 In 1973} an additional supply of 3,500 million

gallons of water was secured from China.20 In 1977, another extra

1116 million cubic metres of water were piped from China to Hong

Kong. 1121 As we can see, Hong Kong has been bui1 ding its dependency

on China's water supplies (in absolute numbers) over the years.

Putting it in another way, China is increasing its power over Hong

Kong through its control of the water supply to Hong Kong.

Just based on I~ng Kong's dependency on China's food and water

supplies alone, it would seem that China has enough power to bring

Hong Kong to its knees. But even if China's cutting off its food and

water supplies could not effectively cripple Hong Kong, and if Hong

Kong were to try to import its food stuffs from outside, China could

place a naval blockade against all supplies to Hong Kong (just what

Taiwan watchers fear China might do to Taiwan).
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As to China's military power over Hong Kong, with the deployment

of conventional forces, II gi ven its location, Ho.ng Kong could easily be

taken by the Peking government whenever it chose to do so".22 It

took the Japanese army less than three weeks to force Hong Kong to

surrender during W.W.II. 23 China should take less time than the

Japanese did to take Hong KOng. 24

In short, China does have political, economic and military power

over Hong Kong and this power is readily available if China ever wants

to exercise it.

Since China is clearly the decisive decision-maker in this

case23 (see Table 2-2), the forecast will be anchored on China.

Table 2-2

Who Has The Deci sive Say On The Pol itical Future Of HK?

CHINA &
(% ) CHINA OTHER UK HK TAIWAN MAJORITY ANSWER

ELITE 87 7 7 a 0 CHINA

STUDENT 41 12 3 37 a CHINA*

* More precisely, it is the modal answer.

Conceptually speaking, this dissertation conceives the political

future of Hong Kong as a freedom continuum with three distinctive

possibilities: sinification, status-quo and independence. Freedom

means those freedoms that the People's Republic of China will allow

Hong Kong to enjoy. lilt is widely believed that people in the Colony
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enjoy a high degree of freedom II (A. King, 1981: 154). The freedom

that Hong Kong is enjoying can oe classified into economic freedom and

political freedom. While it is well known that Hong Kong has the

luxury to exercise a great amount of economic freedom, it is less

obvious to casual observers that Hong Kong also possesses some degree

of political freedom too.

For example, in the economic field, Hong Kong residents have the

freedom to choose:

1 ) What, where and at what price to buy,

2) What, where and at what price to sell,

3) What occupation one likes to get into, and the like ••••

Politically speaking, while Hong Kong does not have a

Western-styled direct or indirect political representation on major

policy-making bodies, it does have IIhigh degree of political freedom,

at least freedom of expression" (A. King, 1977: 134) that is rarely

allowed in the People's Republic of China. For example, Hong Kong

people can protest against what they perceive as unjust governmental

policy by staging demonstrations or by petitioning the respective

authorities for help without the fear of a midnight visit oy the

secret police. There is also the freedom to publish and disseminate

different perspectives on almost all subjects (except pornography) as

evidenced by the publication of major newspapers of communist,

. t 1" t d/ th . l' t" 26 Th th' t bcap1 a lS an or 0 er lnc 1na 10ns. e same 1ng may no e

said about the People's Republic of China.
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Of course, ideally for the people of Hong Kong, it would be nice

to have the economic freedom that a capitalist system ensures and the

political freedom that is based on direct or indirect political

representation'. The reality in Hong Kong often times subverse the

ideal. Political freedom based on representation has not been

forthcoming in order to avoid a possible backfire of a Chinese

takeover. 27 IIThough this pervasive fear of conflict (especially

with China) among the Hong Kong Chinese is receding, it undoubtedly is

still a retraining force on political activities in Hong Kong ll (Lau,

1982: 11). Nevertheless, having economic, and possibly minimal

political, freedom is better than no freedom at all.

In sum, there is no denying that Hong Kong people may not ever

have exercised certain pure types of II political freedom. 1I Yet it is

fair to say that the Hong Kong people have probably exercised relative

political freedom especially when compared to those exercised by the

citizens of the People's Repuolic of China or other S.E. Asian

countries. This relative political freedom is well attested by the

fact that there seems to be many people who are willing to risk their

lives to flee China or Vietnam to go to Hong Kong. No other endeavor

is likely to top this life-risking tribute to flong Kong's freedoms.

Conceptually speaking, if the People's RepUblic of China allows

Hong Kong to continue to enjoy the same amount of freedom in the

future (such as having a British administrative presence and a

capitalist economic system) as it is enjoying now, such a situation

wi 11 be called lithe status-quo. II A (0) wi 11 be used to represent

numerically such "neutral t ty;" Going further, if the People's
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Repub1 ic of China were to all ow Hong Kong to enjoy more freedom in the

future than it is enjoying now, so much so that Hong Kong could

virtually exercise "compl ete" control of its political destiny, such a

situati on wi 11 be desi gnated lithe independence of Hong Kong. II Gaining

the eligibility to be a member of the United Nations would be an

indication of Hong Kong1s independence. The independence chapter will

further define what independence is. For now, a (+) sign will be'used

to indicate the Peop1e 1s Republic of China's support of more Hong Kong

freedom and (+4) will be used to indicate such support of total

freedom for Hong Kong.

On the other hand, if the Peop1e1s Republic ~f China were to

reduce/restrict the amount of present Hong Kong freedom in the future,

so much so that the People's Republic of China comes to direct all the

major political and social life of Hong Kong, such a situation will be

signified lithe sinification of HORg Kong. 1I Hong Kong becoming part of

Guangtung Province would be such an example. Organizationally, Hong

Kong would then report to the highest party apparatus and state

apparatus of the Province. Economically, Hong Kong would have a

planned socialist economy. The sinification chapter will provide

further details of sinification. A (-) sign will be used to indicate

reduction of freedom and a (-4) will oe used to indicate the total

reduction or absence of freedom. Of course, there are other possible

combinations. But the above three conceptual possibilities set the

parameters of this forecast. Now let's take a look at Diagram 2-2,

which outlines the conceptualization scheme. 28
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Diagram 2-2

A Conceptualization Scheme of Possible Political
Future of Hong Kong.

Nways of anchoring forecast

Anchor forecast on China,
we wi 11 have,

US

META-CONCEP T:

MACAu TAIWAN CHINA
I
I
I

I
FREEDOM

UK HK
,

-4 (_I
ve

)

I

o (+I
ve

)___________ +4

CONCEPTS: Sinification Status-Quo
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Though there are infinite possibilities for the political future of

Hong Kong, conceptually, no possibility can "escape" the above

continuum.

Methodologically speaking, this is a somewhat unconventional

dissertation. First, it is not aiming at confirming or disconfirming

a thesis. Second the major skeleton of the research design is

structured in an inductive form of reasoning -- using statistical

generalizations to arrive at probabilistic predictions.

Diagramatical1y, the research design is illustrated in Diagram 2-3 as

follows:

Diagram 2-3

Research Design

Possible Political

Futures of HK

r---------r---------1

METHOD 1:

METHOD 2:

MEHTOD 3:

METHOD 4:

METHOD 5:

Survey of HK Students --------~

Interview of elite -----------~

Simulation -------------------.

Historical Analysis ---..------~

Delphi &Cross-Impact --------~

-4 o

In the remainder of the chapter, this researcher will address why

specific and multiple methods as well as the adopted research design

were used.
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WHY SPECIFIC METHODS WERE USED

SURVEY RESEARCH

Survey research, probably the most commonly used data collection

technique in the social sciences, is one of the most sensitive

instruments available for tapping generalizations about the

characteristics of, or predictions about, the beliefs, ideals,

feelings, attitudes, opinions, and behavior of a great body of

people. It is customarily used to ascertain public opinion on

political issues and candidates. Since the "final" political future

of Hong Kong will probably reflect in part the wishes of Hong Kong

residents, it is therefore useful to conduct a survey examining the

attitudes of Hong Kong residents towards the political future of Hong

Kong. In this case, a sample of 147 Hong Kong students ~t the

Uni~ersity of Hawaii at Manoa were surveyed.29 They were chosen

because they all have a stake in the issues involved. All of the

respondents in the sample were born after the communists' takeover of

China in 1949. They will all be in their 30s or 40s when 1997 comes.

So they are potential leaders and have the most at stake over the
30future of Hong Kong. Moreover, they are educated enough to know

quite thoroughly the complexity of the issues involved. Furthermore,

their availability in Hawaii made them a cost-effective sample.
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ELITE INTERVIEW

The employment of the interviewing of elite sample is based on

the belief that "tnf'luent'iat " people do affect at least in part the

ultimate political future of Hong Kong. Therefore, this researcher

personally interviewed an elite sample of Hong Kong residents and of

non-Hong Kong residents.

SIMULATION

Simulation modeling, especially using mathematics, has become one

of the most influential techniques in futures research. 31 The word

"stmal at.ton" is no longer restricted to the sole use of various

branches of engineering. Simulation has spread into military science

(war games), marketing, economics (Leontief, 1964), psychology,

sociology, political science (Guetzkow, 1972) and futures research

(Meadows et al., 1972). However, as will be evidenced from the

literature review chapter, this researcher's use of simulation to

study the political future of Hong Kong is probably a novel

application; apparently no other person to date has employed

simulation in the study of Hong Kong's futures.

Coming back to our research problem here, this writer is

attempting to forecast probable as well as possible decisions which

might affect Hong Kong1s futures. These decisions involve whether the

People's Republic of China will let Hong Kong stay as it is, reabsorb

it, or allow it to gain independence before, around or after 1997.

The PROBE simulation technique is used to help assess these
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decisions. PROBE, which stands for ~olicy ~esearch, Qbservation, and

fvaluation, is a computer simulation model for Prince Analysis. It

was developed by Michael K. O'leary, William D. Coplin t Gary Brey and

Sharon Dyer (see Coplin &O'Leary, 1976).

The Prince concept essentially employs David Easton's (1965)

definition of politics as the decision-making process leading to the

authoritative allocation of values. It focuses on competition among

actors over specific policy outcomes. Issues and Actors are the

principal analytical units that have evolved out of this focus.

Issues are defined as "a proposed allocation of values which can be

achieved only through collective action,"32 and the actors are

"those tndtv i duals , groups and/or institutions wh ich determine whether

or not the coll ective acti on occurs. 1133 Notice the assumpti on that

decisions are made on a collective basis. In other words, the

simulation model assumes that the final decision-maker (the actor,

more precisely, the output actor) considers the positions of other

actors as the basis for determining his own position on authoritative

decisions. PROBE is therefore based on a branch of social science

called "ref'er ence group theory" in sociology,34 "tnteres t group

theory" in political science,35 and "dtssonance tneory" in

psychology.36 In addition, the Prince concept seeks to study

politics from the perspective of policy analysis. The contemporary

study of international politics "has been permeated by the concepts

developed most extensively by Hans Morganthau ll (Copl in et al , , 1973:

74) in his Politics Among Nations. Most empirically based theoretical
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policy studies were found to be directly or indirectly related to or

based on war-peace questions and the struggle for power among states

(McGowan and Shapiro, 1973). Prince, however, "f'ocuses on how and \'Ihy

policy outcome occurs, rather than how and why political actors seek

to dominate each otner " (Coplin et al., 1973: 74). In short, the

Prince concept begins with a set of theoretical questions different

from the Morganthau framework; "they are focused on policy outcomes in

the transnational settings rather than on a struggle for power among

states " (Coplin et al., 1973: 74). This focus on policy outcome fits

the research problem well. Finding alternative and probable political

futures of Hong Kong is just like finding policy outcomes, with the

ultimate political future of Hong Kong being the issue. Prince1s

assumption of final decisions being derived from collective action

fits Hong Kong1s conditions "perf ectly ," It is obvious that the

People1s Republic of China, the United Kingdom and the Hong Kong

residents, just to name a few, have high stakes in the outcome of Hong

Kong1s future. Thus, it is safe to infer that the final decision on

Hong Kong1s futures will invariably be a collective effort among

concerned actors, though the Peop1e 1s Republic of China is thought to

have the strongest voice and the final decision. This assumption of

an over-riding decision-maker is reflected by the Probe model in that

the final policy outcome is strongly determined by the issue position

of a output/principal actor (in our case, the Peop1e 1s Republic of

China). Another feature' in Probe is called II ref erence output". It

assumes that other issues which are of joint concern to both an output
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actor and reference actors would affect the output actor's issue

position on the policy output (the issue under study). This

assumption mirrors the characteristics of the Hong Kong situation

well, as it is apparent that there are other relevant issues which can

potentially affect China's output policy decision.

In conclusion, the Probe simulation model may be said to be

tailor-made for our research problem. As shown above, it has

established near isomorphism between the theoretical assumptions it

employs and the characteristics of Hong Kong's reality. Prince's

concept, as expressed by the Prooe model, in short, uniquely fit the

study of our research problem.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Qualitative analysis is as old as mankind itself. As soon as man

starts thinking, he is involved in some kind of qualitative analysis.

Strictly speaking, we can trace the origin of this traditional way of

analysis to Aristotle whose system of logic is the backbone of Western

qualitative analysis. In addition to employing careful logic to

reason through problems, qualitative analysis, unlike formal rigid

models, also makes use of hunches, judgements and insights accumulated

over years of experience. This way of analysis is a good complement

to the other "modef -or-tented", "str-tc t ly" analytical methods

(simulation) this writer described above. It may also tap relevant

information which the more rigid methods fail to detect.
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DELPHI

Delphi survey and cross-impact analysis were planned, tried and

then dropped from the research due to a low questionnaire return

rate. For technical details, please see Appendix C: Delphi Survey.

WHY MULTIPLE METHODS?

The preference for a variety of methods in research is simply due

to the author's mistrust of total reliance on a single method. As

Webb, Campbell, Schwartz and Sechrest say:

Today, the dominant mass of social sciences
research is based upon interviews and question
naires. We lament this overdependence upon a
single, fallible method. 37

They go on, lithe principal objection is that they (interviews and

questionnaires) are used alone. No research method is without bias"

(Campbell et a1., 1966:1). In other words, each research method has

its strengths and weaknesses. So what kind of method should be used?

They answer,

But the issue is not choosing among individual
methods. Rather it is the neces~ity for a
multiple operationism, a collection of methods
combined to avoid sharing the same weakness
(Campbell et a1., 1966:1).
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Such a necessity is due to the fact that

Efforts in the social sciences at multiple
confirmation often yield disappointing and
inconsistent results. Awkward to write up and
difficult to pUblish, such results confirm the
gravity of the problem and the risk of false
confidence that comes with dependence upon
single methods (Campbell et a1., 1966: 5).

Corrective measures should be taken by employing a multiple approach

to cross-validate results arrived at by various methods. This

multiple approach has the advantage of reducing uncertainties, thereby

increasing confidence in the results. As Campoe11, et a1. state,

Once a proposition (in this case a particular
possible future) has been confirmed (or
repeatedly predicted) by two or more independent
measurement processes (in this case, forecasting
methods), the uncertainty of its interpretation
is greatly reduced. The most persuasive
evidence comes through a triangulation of
measurement processes. If a proposition can
survive the onslaught of a series of imperfect
measures, with all their irrelevant error,
confidence should be placed in it (Campbell, et

1 ln~~. ~ 0 th dd d)a ., ,:;00; ... I aren eses a e •

Following the ~bove logic, if a particular possible future of Hong

Kong is pointed at and validated by a series of the lIimperfect yet

Independent;" methods used in this research, confidence should be

placed in it. Of course, the future all these methods point to may

turn out to be the wrong future. Then a question may be asked in

later work as to why would these methods all point towards one

particular "tncorr-ect" future. We might begin to question the quality
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of the forecasting methods used. Even if highly regarded forecasting

methods are used, there is no guarantee that a correct forecast will

oe achieved, considering all the possible mishaps that may occur

during the research ranging from operationalization, data collection,

and data manipulation to finding an interpretation. It may also be

that the "qual f ty" methods employed are not suited for tapping the

variation of the particular future problems involved. Thus, as long

as the particular cross-validated (most often forecasted by various

methods) future is not disproved by actual events (happenings), that

particular future will enjoy more of the researcher's confidence than

other less forecasted futures. 1"is researcher is, therefore, using

the frequency of forecast by various methods (after adjustment for the

quality of the method from which the forecast is made) as the

"ob Jecttve " criterion to determine the extent of confidence that

should be placed in a particular forecast.

A second reason for employing an array of forecasting methods in

this research is to utilize the different properties of each method in

order to capture the unending variability that the future holds. In

sum, the employment of various methods is partly intended to explore

the richness of the future by letting var.ious methods come up with

whatever alternative futures there are. It is also partly aiming for

the "accur-acy" of forecast by using the results of various methods to

validate or nullify every possible future that the various methods

forecast.
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Why evaluate t1e methods? We, as academicians, usually write

recommendations, say for a public policy issue, based on our

research. Then some decision-maker makes a policy decision partly

based on our recommendation. Since our recommendation is oased on our

research, the quality or the appropriateness of the final policy

decision is at least partly dependent upon the quality of our

research. In order to know the quality· of our research findings, we

must know the methodology from which the research findings derive. In

order to increase the quality of any research findings so as to

improve the quality of recommendation upon which a policy decision is

made, one must sharpen one1s methodological sophistication. In order

to improve one1s methodological technical competence, one must

constantly learn and practise methodology. What better way of

learning and practising existing methodology than actually to conduct

research with the methods and thereafter to evaluate the methods?

Some methodologists agree:

The purpose of learning about methodology is to
understand the process of social scientific
inquiry. This understanding involves
describing, analyzing, and evaluating various
methods; specifying their assumptlon;
ldentifying their strengths and weaknesses; and
suggestlng new appl1catlons (McGow &Watson,
1976: 4. Emphasis added).

The practical significance of this kind of study is echoed by

Armstrong who notes: "studies that compared the effectiveness of two

or more forecasting methods in an actual forecasting situation were of

immense value" (Armstrong, 1978: 8). There is indeed every
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possibility that this dissertation may uncover certain peculiarities

of individual methods which may bring new applications to those

methods.

The traditional way of conducting research is:

1) Identifying a research problem,

2) Reviewing previous research on the problem and on problem-related

subjects (thereby enabling the researcher to locate a gap in the

research which may be filled),

3) Formulating the research question into a proposition form,

4) Operationalizing the propositions into hypotheses and variables,

5) Identifying the units of analysis, selecting the data sample,

6) Choosing a research technique to measure the variables by

collecting data that will be justified by the criteria of

validity, reliability, precision and cost,

7) Choosing a method for data manipulation,

8) Presenting the research results, including any serendipitous

findings, and

9) Giving concluding remarks.

The research design of this dissertation deviates somewhat from the

above sequence of research steps. The skeleton of this dissertation's

research design includes all the traditional steps above except steps

#3 and #4. For a visual illustration of this researcher1s research

design and the traditional research design, please see Diagram 2-3 and

2-4 respectively.
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Since this researcher wants to forecast some possible political

futures of Hong Kong, the "bestUway to do so is to ureason

inductivelyU -- drawing probability statements from statistical

generalizations. There are simply no future facts available for this

researcher deductively to confirm or disconfirm any a priori

hypothesis. One may suggest that one can always formulate a

proposition about the future of Hong Kong and then test the

proposition based on people1s opinions, as expressed in, say, a

survey. Although such a research design is legitimate, it is too dry

in the sense that it fails to tap the richness of future possibilities

(uncertainties). It is precisely this kind of failure that would

prove to be a fatal weakness of traditional research design in future

research. For example, the traditional research design can only tell

whether a particular proposition holds or does not hold under certain

conditions based on data collected. But it does little to help go

beyond that particular proposition. It does not directly lead into a

new proposition. It does not tell what alternative propositions there

are.

Although using a variety of methods to try to forecast some

possible political futures of Hong Kong does not guarantee us any new,

startling propositions, it does promise a greater probability of

identifying more possible alternatives. Uncertainty should thereby be

reduced. The forecast may not De as precise as those in formal

propositional form. But remember, probing the future means dealing

uwith uncertainties rather than with unchanging relations.

Uncertainty implies a wide range of possible outcomes, a meaning that
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China retains

UK rights to re-

Admini strati on take HK.'

Diagram 2-4

Traditional Research Design

A PRIORI (RIGID & FIXED)

METHODS

-------------------. THEORY------------HK'll be as it is

2 -------------------~

3 --------TO---------~

4 -CONFIRM/DISCONFIRM~

5 -------------------~ OPERATION

6 -------------------~ ALIZATION-

ETC -------------------~
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is conveyed in the concept of variability. ,,38 In other terms, the

forecast needs to be fluid and flowing. It cannot be fixed and dry.

It may at times necessarily look vague as John W. Tukey (1962) wrote

"Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is

often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong question, which can

always be made preci se. II

Thus hypothesis testing is not aimed at here. Rather, forecast

building is the goal -- to arrive at some forecasts on the possible

political futures of Hong Kong through several research methods.

Conducting the main thrust of this research "inductively"

distinguishes the major research design of this dissertation from some

of the rigid, formal, theory-testing research designs used in other

dissertations. Some critics may argue that an inductively-structured

dissertation is not as good or as "scientific" as a

deductively-structured dissertation would be. Before this researcher

argues otherwise, he would like briefly to touch on the properties of

deductive and inductive forms of reasoning. Several definitions seem

useful here. First, "the exp1anandum is the thing to be explained"

(McGaw & Watson, 1976: 60. Emphasis added). Second, "the explanans

explains the expl anadum" (Ibid, emphasis added). Third, "The

exp1anans are the premises, and the explanadum is the conclusion"

(Ibid, emphasis added). "In deductive reasoning, the premises lead

necessarily to the conclusion; if the premises are true, the

conclusion must be true" (Ibid, 1976: 7). "In inductive reasoning the
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premises provide evidence only for the conclusion; if the premises are

true, the conclusion is likely to be true" (Ibid). For

Inductive explanations ••• contain statistical
rather than universal generalizations in the
exp1anans. The exp1anandum, therefore, cannot be
deduced from the exp1anans with certainty. The
exp1anadum is implied by the exp1anans as being
probable. The exp1anans confers support or
evidence for the explanadum but does not make
the exp1anadum certain. The exp1anans could be
true and the exp1anadum could still be false in
inductive explanation (McGaw &Watson, 1976: 63).

It is precisely induction's property of uncertainty that causes critics

to look down upon the potential worth of an inductive argument.

Paradoxically, the supposed weakness of an inductive argument proves to

be its stren gth. IIWhereas one negati ve event can falsi fy a deductive

explanation, one negative event cannot falsify an inductive

genera1ization ll (Ibid, 1976: 65). In turn, one may argue that an

inductive statement is stronger than a deductive statement on the grounds

that the inductive statement is harder to be falsified. The relative

strengths and weaknesses of these two types of reasoning are not at issue

here. The researcher raised the above points just to illustrate that the

strengths and weaknesses arguments for these two types of reasoning can

go either way. The main issue here is that this writer must use the

inductive approach for his research design due to the very nature of the

research problem (only partially known and partially specified

generalizations and initial conditions for the future are available).

Although deduction seems to be the traditional way of doing

"sci errtt ff c" research, it is not the only \'iay. As a matter of fact,

"mos t explanations in the social sciences are inductive rather than
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deductive. Many of the explanations in the natural sciences are also

inductive" (McGaw & Watson, 1976: 63). In practice, both deduction and

induction are so frequently and jointly employed in the course of doing

research that a researcher can hardly label any particular research as

being conducted by a purely inductive or deductive way of reasoning. For

instance, writing a dissertation requires both inductive and deductive

reasoning. Therefore, structuring the major research design of this

dissertation on inductive reasoning, and the possible use of more

inductive forecasts than deductive forecasts should not make this

research 1ess "sci entific" than those researches which rely heavily on

deductive reasoning.
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CHAPTER III

LITERATURE REVIEW

THE STATUS-QUO OF HONG KONG

Before a literature review on the future of Hong Kong is

undertaken, a brief review of the actual status-quo of Hong Kong is in

order. Specifically, this author would like to examine the

theoretical and actual governmental structure and functions of present

Hong Kong.

As mentioned in the introduction, present day Hong Kong owes its

birth to the three "unequal treaties" of 1842,1860, and 1898. The

status-quo of Hong Kong owes its existence to lithe coincidence of

interests (that) is reached by mutually exc1 usive arguments 11.1

To the PRC, the three "unequal " treaties were forced on their

predecessor government when the Manchu rulers could not resist.

Therefore, the three treaties are void. Consequently, 1997 has no

legal significance. The existence of a British-administered Hong Kong

is only an accident of history. China, therefore, has the right to

take Hong Kong back whenever it is in China1s interest to do so.2

To the United Kingdom, the "unequal " treaties must be looked upon

as valid international agreements. Otherwise, .th~Jegal basis for the

existence of Hong Kong would totally collapse. And if Hong Kong is a

British colony derived from valid bilateral treaties between England

and China, the British must also recognize 1997 as the valid

termination date of the New Territories Lease. 3



Paradoxically, it is these two fundamentally different legal

rationales that make the status-quo of Hong Kong possible.

FORMAL POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF HK

Probably owing to the peculiar nature of Hong Kong, the formal

governmental structure of Hong Kong, even in this day and age, remains

a classical colonial one, with almost all power concentrated in a

governor appoi nted from the mother country. "The Hong Kong

administration is largely controlled by British officia1s11 (Miners in

Lethbridge, 1980: 140). "The bureaucratic elite is small and

cohesive and its authority practically unchanged" (M. Mushkat, 1982).

As a result, Hong Kong "is not equipped with the usual paraphernalia

of political independence, namely parties, conventions, charismatic or

military leaders, and has indeed I enjoyed I the same government for

(over) 130 years. u4 Hong Kong is theoretically ruled oy the Royal

Prerogative as manifested in the (Hong Kong) Letters Patent and Orders

in Counci1. 5 Since in a constitutional monarchy like the United

Kingdom, the Crown acts on the advice of the Prime Minister and

Government of the day, which are both responsible to Parliament, so it

is the British Foreign Secretary who answers today to Parliament for

the affairs of Hong Kong. 6

Unlike the United Kingdom, Hong Kong has a written constitution.

According the Attorney General John Griffiths of Hong Kong, the

essential components of the constitution are as fo11ows: 7
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I. There shall be a Governor and Commander-in-Chief over"
Our Colony of Hong Kong and its Depenoencies ••••

II. We do therby authorise, empower, and command Our said
Governor and Commander-in-Chief ••• to do and
exercise all things that belong to his said office,
according to the tenor of these Our Letters Patent and
of any Commission issued to him under Our Sign Manual
and Signet, and according to such Instructions as may
from time to time be given him, under Our Sign Manual
and Signet, or by Order in Our Privy Council, or by Us
through one of Our Principal Secretaries of State, and
to such laws as are now or shall hereafter be in force
in the Colony.

V. There shall be an Executive Council in and for Hong
Kong, and the said Council shall consist of such
persons as We shall direct by instructions under our
Sign Manual and Signet ••••

VI. There shall be a Legislative Council in and for Hong
Kong and the said Council shall consist of such persons
as we shall direct by Instructions ••••

VII. The Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council, may make laws for the peace, order
and good government of Hong Kong.

It is upon the legal base of the twenty-four Articles of the
Letters Patent and the thirty-seven Royal Instructions which
flesh them out in more detail, that rest the edifice that is the
Government of Hong Kong, with its 154,000 civil servants, 22,000
policemen, 128 judges and magistrates (who are mostly HK Chinese)
and 409 statutory ordinances. IIB

Since Hong Kong is a British Crown Colony, according to Norman

Miner,

In theory, the Colony is entirely subordinated to
the British Government in London. Parliament can
pass laws applicable to Hong Kong or the
government can legislate for the Colony by issuing
an Order in Council. Any ordinances passed by the
Legislative Council can be disallowed ••• by the
Crown ••• the Foreign and Commonwealth
Secretary. Mandatory instructions can be sent to
the Governor and any decision he takes can be
overridden; for example in 1972 the Governor's
decision to refuse a reprieve to a murderer was
reversed by the Foreign Secretary.9
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Although such may be the formal constitutional requirements,

Miner continued,

In practice Hong Kong enjoys almost complete
autonomY over its internal affairs. The power to
disallow local legislation was last used in 1913.
The British Parliament legislates for Hong Kong
only on matters which touch on foreign and
Commonwealth interests, such as diplomatic
privileges, air navigation, fugitive offenders or
British citizenship. Controversial local
legislation may be discussed with London in draft
before publication, but any suggestions for changes
are subject to negotiation between Whitehall and
Hong Kong. This does not apply to the annual
finance bill which is entirely drawn up in Hong
Kong by the Financial Secretary in consultation
with the Governnor. 10

The governor of Hong Kong, who is the head of the government

officials of Hong Kong, is a personal representative of the Queen of

the United Kingdom. Since the founding of the Colony, the governor

has always been a British citizen from the UK. He is also the

Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces in Hong Kong. He has, among

others, the power to appoint jUdges and magistrates, the prerogative

of pardon or remission of sentences and the power to commute death

sentences. He presides over both the executive and legislative

councils of Hong Kong. l l

The Exco, as the executive council is commonly known, is Hong

Kong's equivalent of a cabinet. Exco is the major policy-making body

of Hong Kong, consisting of 10 appointed members usually from the
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local business community and 5 ex-officio members from the flKG. The

role of the Exco is to advise the governor in all cases (except in

emergency cases).12

The Legco, as the legislative council is commonly known, is Hong

Kong's equivalent of a parliament or a congress. Legco has 50

appointed meffiDers, also usually from the local business community and

four ex-officio members from the HKG. The role of the Legco is to

debate on and pass out bills for Hong Kong. All Legco1s Dills require

the governor1s assent before they become laws.13

In addition to the two councils stipulated in the Hong Kong

Constitution, there is an independent judiciary. Since 1975,

se1ecti ons for the benches must be made by the governor with the

advice of an Judicial Service Commission.14 This commission is made

up of lithe Chi ef Justice (Chairman), the Attorney-General, the

Chairman of the Public Service Commission and three unofficial

menbers II (tv'li ners, 82: 104).

There is also an Urban Council which was created by t~e Urban

Council Ordinance. The functions of the Urban Council is to oversee

and administer the environmental sanitation, public hygiene and

recreation for Hong Kong1s urban areas. 15 Since the Urban Council's

responsi~ilities are not II po1i t ical l y ll sensitive, 15 of the 30 urban

councillors are elected merrbers out of 1115 constituencies with the

electors living in each constituency electing a candidate of their

choice ll
•
16 Eligible voters in the Urban Council elections are made

of "al l resi dents in the urban areas who are over 21 years 01 d and who
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have been in Hong Kong for more than seven years 11.17

The lIeung Vee Kuk, an elected body of representatives of

villagers in the New Territories, plays an advisory role in the

overall administration of the New Territories in safeguarding the

inhabitant's customs and traditions. 18

Moreover, since 1982 there have been 18 district boards which are

the Hong Kong1s equivalent of the US neighborhood boards. The

district boards have mainly advisory role over district affairs such

as recreational activities and minor environmental works. Some

members of the boards are elected. 32

Diagram 3-1 summarizes the relationships of the above-mentioned

structure.

The auove paragraphs reveal the enormous power that the governor

wields in running Hong Kong in theory. In practice, his power may be

severely limited Dy the Governor1s need ~o take
account of public opinion, to secure the operation
of important groups within the community, to heed
the advice of experienced officials, and to take
account of the reactions of China and of Hong
Kong's other trading partners. During his term of
office (which is nominally five years, but has
usually been extended) the Governor has the
opportunity to develop new policy initiatives and
can attempt to reorient the whole government
machine, but in practice the sheer inertia of the
bureaucracy preoccupied with the implementation of
past policies means that many of his new plans
will only come to fruition under his successor. 20
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Diagram 3-1
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In short, the modus vivendi of Hong Kong is:

Politically, Hong Kong is a British Crown Colony.

Diplomatically, Hong Kong is represented by the United Kingdom.

Judicially, British laws take precedence over Hong Kong laws. The

British Privy Council is the final court of appeals. 2l

Militarily, in theory, the British garrison is stationed in Hong Kong

to assist the Hong Kong Government in maintaining security and

stability and lito sustain confidence in the United Kingdom's stated

comnf tment to Hong Kong ll22• In actuality, what the Gurkha and

British battalion will do to defend Hong Kong, if attacked, is

uncertain. 23

CHINA-HONG KONG RELATIONS

Advice on Hong Kong foreign affairs to the HKG, with the

exception of trade, is provided by the Political Adviser and his

staff, who are seconded from the Royal Diplomatic Service. 24

Regarding trade, Hong Kong is represented by the United Kingdom in the

GATT. When the United Kingdom joined the EEC, the GATT was informed

that a member of the United Kingdom delegation would speak for Hong

Kong. In practice, that member is invariably a Hong Kong government

official who may, under this arrangement, take positions different

from the EEC and by implication, the United Kingdom. 25

Since the British government is responsible for the foreign

relations of Hong Kong, Hong Kong relations with China are officially

run through London. But in practice, there have been official and
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unofficial exchanges between Hong Kong and the Guangdong Province. 26

There are quite a number of foreign consulate general offices in

Hong Kong,27 out China is, in theory, not represented. There were

times (1870, 1955) Beijing had asked London to allow it to set up some

kind of representative office in Hong Kong. 28 Officials in the

British Foreign Office were very receptive to the idea since it would

offer opportunities to improve Anglo-Chinese relations. In both

instances, the Hong Kong Governors successfully opposed the presence

of a Chinese official on the ground that such a representative would

have "t l l vdef ined duties, status and authority and that interference

in Hong Kong1s internal affairs would be an inevitable result. 1129

Consequently, London politely declined Beijing1s requests. Beijing,

however, did not attempt to press its requests further. In practice,

China has been "off tc i al ly" represented by the Bank of China and the

New China News Agency (NCNA) in Hong Kong. The head of Hong Kong

NCNA, whose deputy this researcher interviewed in 1983, is widely

considered to be Beijing's "spokesman" in Hong Kong.

Relations between China and Hong Kong since the communist

takeover in 1949 have been fairly good. The lowest ebb in relations

between China and Hong Kong came during the start of the Great

Proletarian Cultural Revolution (GPCR) when Hong Kong experienced with

local communist-incited riots. 30 Although the pro-communist press

in both China and Hong Kong were vocal in their attacks on the British

lIimperialist ll,31 and a few border shots were exchanged between Hong

Kong and China border guards,32 China stopped short of demanding
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the return of Hong Kong to China.33 Relations between Hong Kong and

China since 1967 have generally been on the rise. Today, there are

all kinds of exchanges going on daily between Hong Kong and

China.34 There are direct flights from Hong Kong to Beijing, to

Shanghai and other Chinese cities where formerly there were none.35

There is also a direct railway route from Hong Kong to Guangzhou with

no stop required at the border. 36

Of course, all these good relations with China are due in large

part to the desire of the governments of Hong Kong and United Kingdom

to avoid even the slightest provocation of China. Ex-Hong Kong

Governor Sir David Trench once said, "Hong Kong does not do anything

silly and against China's legitimate interests."37 Lawrie echoed,

"The British, it is true, avoid as far as they can any deliberate acts

which might antagonize Peking or be interpreted as anti-Chinese. 1138

An author even stated that "Hong Kong government knows that everything

it does must have the invisible approval of China".39 1. C. Jarvie

put it flatly that "Hong Kong had always tolerated the conununists II

(1968: 365). Others complain that this careful governmental policy

towards China is keeping an "oversensitive posture to politics" (Lau,

1982: 37). To what extent the above statement is true or not is

beside the point. The point is that the Hong Kong government has

prevented a Soviet presence in Hong Kong, restrained the KMT influence

in Hong Kong40 and in no small way fostered an apolitical

environment41 that makes the emergence of a viable independence

movement unlikely, if not outright impossible.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

A review of the available literature indicates that there are no

books and only about a dozen more so articles on the possible

political futures of Hong Kong. 42 Numerous academic and

journalistic articles, some books, master theses and PhD dissertations

have dealt with a wide variety of subjects ranging from Hong Kong1s

anthropology to its technological development. Sociology, social

work, economic, population, education, geography, history, law,

environment and even archaeology are among the subjects about which

scholars have written.43 Although social research into Hong Kong's

problems goes on, pUblished books about the colony are few, but

publications on possible political futures of Hong Kong are fewer.

Why has there been so litte "ma jor-" work on Hong Kong? Dennis

Duncanson suggested that

Hong Kong does not fi t "convent ent1y the
theoretical categories social science prescribes
for itself -- as does the doctrinaire UN
Trusteeship Council -- so that contemporary
scholars tend to be shy of it; to cite one
example, colony though Hong Kong is, its lack of
parliamentary democracy is not connected, as it is
elsewhere, with technological backwardness. 44

Duncanson1s suggestion may explain the lack of major social science work

on Hong Kong in general. But it is insufficient to explain why there has

been so little work on possible political futures of Hong Kong. Is the

lack of work on possible political futures of Hong Kong due to the

sensitivity of the subject? Or is it because people (particular Hong

Kong people) want to avoid facing reality: the necessity of settling

questions arising from the approaching end of the 1898 Lease? Or is it
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because it is a very difficult issue, as Peter B. Harris states in his

article,

While the legal situation remains unchanged, the
political situation is always flexible and no one
can foresee either the likely attitude of the
Chinese £overnment in 1997 or who may be 1n power
at that 1me. Few persons would be so bold as to
speculate What choices the Chinese government
would make in 1997, for all the political choices
remain with Peking.45

This author would agree with Harris that the political future of Hong

Kong is indeed a very difficult sUbject. That is why Harris's

prediction that few persons would be bold enough to speculate on the

subject has proved so correct. Of almost all the dissertations

written from 1861 to 1978 under the subject classifications of

history, law and political science, and sociology, 14 deal with Hong

Kong. 46 However, none deals with the political future(s) of Hong

Kong. Although there has been a 75% increase (8 to 14) since 198047

in the number of articles that deal with the future of Hong Kong, the

extent of the increase i~ not even proportional to half the immense

popularity of the subject given by Hong Kong and foreign press daily.

Considering the serious nature of the subject, people must have

expected more discourse on the subject, especially in academic

circles. Of almost all the available literature on Hong Kong, only

five books and 11 articles deal with subjects at least remotely

related to the political futures of Hong Kong; whereas only 14

articles deal directly with the issue. Ironically, these 14 articles

did not give enough treatment to the subject. None of the
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publications give any concrete suggestions as to how Hong Kong people

can participate in shaping their future.

In the remainder of this chapter, this researcher will first

list all the books and articles which deal with possible political

futures of Hong Kong and its related areas. Then he will point out

the similarity and difference of major themes in these articles and

books.

The five books and 11 articles that deal with subjects related

to possible political futures of Hong Kong are as follows:

BOOKS

1) Norman J. Miners, The Government and Politics of Hong Kong
(London: Oxford Unlverslty Press, 1976) pp. X1V+ 288.

2) William F. Beazer, The Commercial Future of Hong Kong
(New York: Praeger pub11shers, 1978).

3) Peter B. Harris, Hong Kong: A Study in Bureaucratic Politics
(Hong Kong: Heinemann ASla, 1978).

4) , Ref1 ecti ons on Hong Kong
(Hong Kong: Heinemann ASla, 1981 ).

5) Peter Wesley-Smith, Unequal Treaty 1898-1997
(Hong Kong: Oxford Unlverslty Press, 1980).

ARTICLES

1) "Red China Turns on Britain,"
US News and World Report May 26, 1967. pp. 36-37.

2) G. Ap1ain, "Peking Double Standards, II

New Times (Moscow) August 7, 1968. pp, 9-10.

3) Patrick Yeung, "Trade Ties between Hong Kong and Mainland China,"
Asian Surv~y Vol. X. no. 9 Sept. 1970. pp. 820-839.

4) William Heaton, "Maoist Revolutionary Strategy and Modern
Colonialism: The Cultural Reo1ution in Hong Kong, II Asian Survey
Vol. X no. 9 Sept. 1970. pp. 840-857.
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5) Gary Catron, IIHong Kong and Chinese Foreign Policy, 1955-60,"
The China Quarterly no. 51 July/Sept. 1972. pp.405-424.

6) Peter B. Harri s, lithe Frozen Pol i ti cs of Hong Kong, II
The World Today Vol. 30 June 1974. pp. 259-267.

7) , "Representatf ve Politics in a British
Dependency: Some Reflections on Problems of Representation in
Hong Kong, II Parl iamentary Affairs Vol. XXVIII no. 2 Spring 1975.
pp , 180-198.

8) S. Manezhev, IIHong Kong and Peking's Policy,"
International Affairs (Moscow) August 1974. pp. 52-59.

9) Colonel Norman L. Dodd, British Army, Retired, lithe Crown Colony
of Hong Kong,1I Military Review OCtober 1976. pp.37-46.

10) Dennis Ducanson, "cotontal Rule in Hong Kong,1I
Asian Affairs Vol. III June 1977. pp. 197-202.

11) Denis Bray, lI.Hong Kong: Recent Developments, II

Asian Affairs June 1978. pp.135-142.

The 16 articles which deal directly with the subject are as follows:

1) E. Stuart Kerby, IIHong Kong Looks Ahead Notes and Comments, II
Pacific Affairs Vol. XXII. no. 2 June 1949. pp.173-78.

2) Dick Wilson, "Ihe Future of Hong Kong,1I
The World Today Vol. 20. Sept. 1964. pp.395-402.

3) , "New Thoughts on the Future of Hong Kong, II

Paclflc Community Vol. 8 July 1977. pp. 588-599.

4) Peter B. Harris, lithe Internati anal Future of Hong Kong, II

International Affairs (London) Vol. 48, no. 1 Jan. 1972 pp.60-71.

5) , "Sources of Stability and Instability in Hong
kong, Ii S. Eo ASia Sprectrum Vol. 3, no.1 OCt. 1974. pp.42-50.

6) Brigadier C.N. Barclay, C.B.E. ,O.S.O., "Hong Kong, The Past,
Present and Likely Future of the Colony, II The Army Quarterly and
Defense Journal Vol. 102, no. 4 July 1972. pp. 468-474.

7) Norman Miners, IICan the Colony of Hong Kong survive 19971"
Asia Pacific Community Fall 1979. no. 6 pp. 100-114.
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8) , "cntna and Hong Kong's Future,1I in Leung, Chi-keung
et al. (ed.), Hong Kong: Dilemma of Growth (Australia: Research
School of Paciflc Studles, Austral1an Natlonal University and the
Center of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, 1980).

9) Gordon Lawrie, IlHong Kong and the PRC: Past and Future ,"
International Affairs Vol. 56 no. 2 Spring 1980. pp. 280-295.

10) Andrew Wong, liThe Political Future of Hong Kong 19971 Who cares ;"
Convocation Newsletter (Hong Kong University) March 1982.

11) Joseph Y.S. Cheng, liThe Future of Hong Kong: A Hong Kong
'Belonger's' View,1I International Affairs Vol. 58, no. 2 Summer
1982. pp. 476-488.

12) Peter Wesley-Smith, IlHong Kong - The Coming Bad Years,1I article
given to this researcher on Jan. 1983, which is scheduled to be
published in Euro-Asia.

13) Jeanette Greenfield, "the Hong Kong Solution: 1997 (1),11
Australian Outlook. Vol. 37, no. 1 April 1983. pp. 29-33.

14) Lucian W. Pye, "the International Position of Hong Kong, II

The China Quarterly no. 95 September 1983 pp.456--468.

As to the general theoretical trends of the publications listed

above, 15 articles (Beazer, Wilson (2), Harris (2), Dodd, Manezhev,

Catron, Heaton, Yeung, Miners (2), US News and World Report,

Greenfield, and Aplain) attribute the existence of Hong Kong to the

economic benefits which Hong Kong offers to China. This old theme of

China reaping economic benefits from Hong Kong, figures ranging from

89 m. pounds sterling in 1963 (in Wilson) to US $600 m./year (Heaton),

to US $ 6,000 mi 11 ion in 1980 (Mi ners, 1"981-3ed: 38), has been

reiterated numerous times by many newspapers and magazines.

Appreciably fewer, 10 articles out of 32 (Aplain, Beazer, Catron,

Greenfield, Harris (1972,1981), Manezhev, Miners (1979, 1980) and

Wilson), attribute Hong Kong's existence not only to economic but also

to political factors. This is indeed a very significant consideration.
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The history of Chinese communist behavior has demonstrated that

it will not totally abandon its political ideology to opt for economic

gains. The rift oetween China and the USSR is a good case in point.

Wilson (1964:397) pointed out that the Hong Kong postmark was useful

for political propaganda mailing purposes to countries where a China

postmark would not be welcome. Catron (1972: 422) theorized that the

Chinese politics of allowing Hong Kong' to exist was "apparentfy ••• to

avoid a political and military confrontation with the British and to

divide the British from the US on the China Issue". He further said,

IIAt least before the 1960s, careful calculations of profit and loss

were not the controlling factors in every Chinese decision concerning

Hong Kong ll
• Harris (1972: 65) reasoned, as J. Galtung did

(conversation with this author, Nov. 1979), that China uses Hong Kong

as a political sounding board to express any discomfort she might have

over the British or the US. Catron (1972: 410) reported that Chou

En-Lai, through Hong Kong Governor Grantham, had conveyed China1s

displeasure over Lisbon's proposed 400th anniversary of Portugal's

settlement in Macao. Apa1in (1968: 10) revealed that it was through

Hong Kong that IImenDers of various breakaway groups abroad, which

exist on Peking subsidies, enter and leave china." All the political

considerations given by Wilson, Catron, Harris and Apa1in seem

plausible. What strikes this author as a particularly hard-hitting

criticism on China1s political consideration over Hong Kong is

Manezhev1s accusation (1974: 55-56) that Hong Kong is only partly a

reflection of China1s neocolonialist ambition in the Third World to
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trade and earn "convertible currency" with the West, while exploiting

the labor of her compatriots in Hong Kong. Through China benefits

economically from Hong Kong, she has also traditionally been viewed as

a self-appointed protector of the Hong Kong compatriates (Catron,

1972: 424). Besides, pye (1983: 462) pointed out the possibility that

China may end up getting more foreign exchange by taking Hong Kong

back.

In addition to accusing China of employing a neoco1onia1istic

pol icy over Hong Kong, Manezhev charged that Peking must "further

develop" Hong Kong in order to advance her own neocolonialist goals.

Incidentally, Partick Yeung found that both Peking and Hong Kong are

economically interdependent on one another (Yeung, 1970: 838-839).

But it could hardly be argued that such interdependency reflects

China's neocolonialist practice towards HK. In fact, the reverse can

be argued that China could never practise neocolonialism over Hong

Kong for China and Hong Kong both depend on each other economically.

If neocolonialism does exist, there should be asymmetric dependency

instead of the present interdependency (symmetric dependency).

In addition to economic and political advantages, Greenfield,

Miner (1980) and pye mentioned the strategic advantage for China of

letting Hong Kong remain under British rule. Should China ever be at

war with the Soviet Union, they reasoned, Hong Kong would be the only

unb10ckaded port in the Pacific which China could use, since

blockading British Hong Kong would theoretically commit the Soviet

Union against NATO.
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Although no writer on Hong Kong explicitly employed any general

international relations (IR) theories to articulate their views in

explaining China's tolerance of capitalist Hong Kong, ~~eir focus on

China's economic, political and strategic gains from Hong Kong,

nevertheless, can be said to have implicitly employed such a theory.

For example, power theory, an outgrowth of cognitive rationalism 48,

can be and was in fact used to explain the existence of Hong Kong.

According to this theory, China uses a C1ausewitzian cost/benefit

analysis to determine their policy towards Hong Kong. Harris, Wilson

(1977), Miner (1979) and Apa1in all implicitly employed this theory

when they pointed out that China needs resources (economic ~nd other

gains from Hong Kong) in order to achieve its objectives (e.g pay for

China's imports).

Underlying the reasons why China lets Hong Kong exist is the

implicit acknow·1edgement that China already-possess considerable

influence over Hong Kong. Virtually all publications dealing with

China-Hong Kong relations and/or Hong Kong futures acknowledge China's

unrivaled supremacy over the colony. Of all the above-listed

pUblications which dared to venture a guess on possible political

futures of Hong Kong, six (Apa1in, Bray, Dodd, Harris's 1972, Heaton

and Minier) said China could not tolerate an independent Hong Kong.

Seven others (Beazer, Wi1son 1s 1964 $ 1977, Harris's 1972 &1974,

Barclay, and Apa1in) attempted to forecast that the status-quo or some

form of arrangement which is not far removed from the status-quo will

be the political future of Hong Kong. Very importantly, none of the
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publications mentions China's total reabsorption of Hong Kong as a

viable possibility. In other words, if we were to conceptualize the

possible political futures of Hong Kong as the one-dimensional

continuum going from one end of total re-absorption into China to

another end of an independent Hong Kong, the available literature has

only considered a little over half of the continuum -- the part that

ranges from "net far removed fr-om" status-quo to little less than

complete independence (see Diagram 3-2).

To put it another way, it is at least filling a research gap, if

not outright very useful, to consider whether or not total

re-absorption of Hong Kong back to China or independence of Hong Kong

is a possible and yet viable political future of Hong Kong.

Several publ tcatf ons, which .in my ?pinion have particularly

contributed to the understanding of China-Hong Kong relations, deserve

special mention.

Dick Wilson's "lhe Future of Hong Konq" distinguishes itself by

probably being the first to say that the application of force is not

necessary for China to liberate Hong Kong, and to suggest that Hong

Kong would be allowed to exist as some form of separate economic unit

when the lease expires. In another article, Wilson (1979: 594)

lamented that "Ihe Hong Kong population itself has no voice tragically

on this question (Hong Kong futures), it knows that if it organizes

itself in anyway to lobby towards one solution or another it will only

provoke the People's Repub l ic", Cheng (1977) thought, no matter how

unlikely, that the Hong Kong people should have a say in Hong Kong's
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Diagram 3-2

One-Dimensional Continuum of Possible Political Future of HK
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future (p.486). He plainly stated that the Hong Kong people have the

right to demand from China definite guarantees concerning Hong Kong

interests (p.487). He also stated that the Hong Kong people have the

right to demand the British government give top priority to local Hong

Kong interests when negotiations on Hong Kong1s futures take place.

Indeed, Luci an Pye (1983: 468) thought "only the peopl e of Hong Kong

themselves can turn the negotiations to determine the future of their

historically unique territory into something more than strictly

bilateral ones between Great Britain and China".

Harris, probably the most prolific writer on recent Hong Kong

pUblic affairs, has changed his mind over time from forecasting the

status-quo as the likely political future of Hong Kong (1974a, 19740)

to saying Chinese reabsorption of Hong Kong is a likely long term
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possibility for Hong Kong (1981). He (1974: 260) also anchored his

distinction, as did pye (1983), on saying that the political future of

Hong Kong will depend in large part on Chinese domestic politics. Yet

Gary Catron's article prides itself on arguing for an opposing

position, contending that Hong Kong is ~n unique case and therefore an

exception somtimes to Ilgenera11l Chinese foreign policy towards the

non-Communist World.

Miners (1980) made his mark by contrasting the political

difficulty of extending the lease with the economic advantages of

extending it. He said, "Ch ina is faced by an acute dilemma where the

economic arguments point in one direction and the political

consi derati ons in the other II (p. 105).

pye (1983: 460) provided very helpful pointers for negotiating

with China by his understanding of Chinese negotiating style. He

contended that the Chinese usually negotiate with initial "hyperbol e

and apparently inflexible positions, which later (concedes) to more

accommodating solutions by ingeniously claiming adherence to their

principles even as they make exceptf ons" (p, 460). The effect of this

negotiating style, he continued,' "bemases diplomats, (but) can terrify

bus inessnen " (p. 460).

E. Stuart Kirby's IlHong Kong Looks Ahead ll was probab l y the first

article on the subject that employed different time-frames to discuss

the future (mostly trade) of Hong Kong.

The articles by Apalin and Manezhev gained attention by accusing

China of practising neocolonialism toward Hong Kong. Apa1in, by
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denouncing China's acquiescence over the existence of capitalist Hong

Kong, implied that sinification is his preferred future for Hong Kong.

Barclay's IIHong Kong, the Past, Present and Likely Future"

achieved a b,"eakthrough oy suggesting Hong Kong enter into a treaty

with China which would permit Hong Kong citizens certain rights and

privileges if and when the New Territories are returned to China. He

gave the treaty b~tween the United Kingdom and Ireland as an example

for possible adoption in the Hong Kong case. Pye also suggested that

the case of Hong Kong offers the opportunity to arrive at and to

practise novel forms of government. Indeed, authors such as Cheng,

Greenfield, Harris, Miners, Wilson and Wesley-Smith have proposed

solutions to Hong Kong's futures. (All the proposed solutions will be

examined in the respective ideal type chapters.) Wong (1982:2) was

quick to point out that one must not confuse solut10ns with

predictions.

All these proposed solutions are for the most part different

only in name and in the ways of arriving at a resolution.

SUDstantively, they are not dissimiliar to one another. Most

solutions reflect a desire for some kind of official or unofficial

British presence, or China's guarantee of a continuing "fr-ee" Hong

Kong.

Scenarios for sinification and for independence were barely

mentioned, let alone discussed seriously. Possibilities were looked

at mostly from China's and the British points of view. Very little,

if any, were based on Hong Kong people's feelings towards their future.
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Only one article reviewed here (Greenfield) and another one by

New York Times correspondent Steve Lohr (Sept 17, 1982) mentioned the

difficulty of finding solutions that are acceptable to the Chinese

government, the British government and the Hong Kong people. None,

however, mentioned the deep-seated, intense ambivalence within the HK

people of being HK Chinese residents under British rule that should be

a key to finding solutions acceptable to the party that has the most

at stake, namely the Hong Kong people. J. Woronoff (1980) cautioned

that a considerable number of Hong Kong people, who are former

refugees or freedom seekers, fled China not just for economic gains,

but for political reasons as well.

As a Hong Kong Chinese, this author has literally suffered many

sleepless nights when confronted by his own ambivalence in the

matter. The ambivalence is caused by the fear that any change in the

status-quo would almost certainly mean a choice between being a

Chinese or being a subject of British dependent territory. Any

self-respecting Chinese would definitely not like to remain a

second-class British subject. Yet being a British subject appears to

be the only way of avoiding a communist life style. It is this

internal emotionally-charged struggle of being either a

self-respecting Chinese and living under communism or being a British

subject and living under capitalism that has led so many Chinese,

including this writer, to escape from it all -- by migrating to a

different country.49 Dick Wilson captured this exodus desire well.

He sai d, IIEverybody in Hong Kong has a fri end or a re1 ative who is
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actively seeking to emigrate -- to Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the

United States, Britain, Singapore -- in order to make sure that his

family have as good a chance as he had." (1979: 593).

Being in a different country does not necessarily mean the

struggle is over or less emotional, for there are also other identity

and adjustment problems to deal with in life in a new country.50

Very often, one must deal with new problems alone when previously one

might share the burden with one's family members in Hong Kong.

Moreover, many overseas Chinese, including this writer, still have

many close relatives and friends in Hong Kong who must face the future

in Hong Kong. It is, therefore, a sincere hope of this writer to

articulate the Hong Kong people's point of view on the futures of Hong

Kong.

In conclusion, numerous articles have been written about Hong

Kong on a wide range of SUbjects. But little study has been done on

China-Hong Kong relations, let alone the possible political futures of

Hong Kong. Most academicians and journalists who have written on

China-Hong Kong relations believe economic benefits are the cause of

China1s acquiesence over Hong Kong's capitalistic presence. Gary

Catron added that at least up to the 1960s Hong Kong had been used by

China to help divide US and Britain on the China issue. P. B. Harris

further added that Hong Kong had been used as a sounding board for

China to express any discomfort it might have with Britain or the US.

Greenfield, Miners, and pye also pointed to the strategic advantage of

keeping Hong Kong British. Moscow too accused China of subjecting
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Hong Kong itself to neocolonialist policy. Indeed, an examination of

Chinese policy towards Hong Kong indicates that China does derive

considerable benefits from Hong Kong and acquiesces in Hong Kong1s

presence even though she has acquired enough diplomatic good will and

enough military power to re-gain Hong Kong at anytime.51 Therefore,

it is no surprise that almost all Hong Kong watchers forecasted that

China is likely to allow Hong Kong to maintain its status-quo or some

variation thereof. Recent Chinese announcements might have seemed to

confirm their forecasts. 51

Beware~ Surprise is the characteristic of the future, especially

in view of the volatility of Chinese politics. Consider that at

various times it has been held that:

1) China could never gain true unity and independence;

2) Chinese communism could never become a significant political force;

3) China would necessarily develop as a pro-Western power;

4) the Chinese peasants could not be collectivized;

5) the Sino-Soviet alliance could not be broken;

6) the authority of the Chinese Communist Party could not be

seriously threatened from within. 53

IINone of these propositions was unreasonable at a particular point in

time, but in every case the 'impossible l became not only possible but

real 1154 • In addition, the continuing rift with Vietnam, the

rapprochment with the US started under the ardent anti-communist

Richard Nixon, climaxing with the normalization of Sino-US relations

under Jimmy Carter, followed by recent economic and technological
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co-operation with cardinally conservative Ronald Reagan all the more

confirm the volatility of Chinese politics. klything can happen in

China or in Hong Kong for the next 13 years (1997-1984). IIA week in

pol itics is along time ll as ex-British Prime Minister Sir Harol d

Wilson liked to say. 55. Thus, this is indeed a very opportune

moment to examine possible political futures of Hong Kong.

This writer will employ 'the three ideal types to discuss

possible, probable, and it is hoped the political future of Hong Kong

in the next few chapters. For an overview of things to come, please

refer to Diagram: 3-3.
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Diagram 3-3
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CHAPTER IV

SINI FICATION

DEFINITION

By lithe sinification of Hong Kong ll this writer means the complete

re-absorption of Hong Kong back to China. It means the total

elimination of the political relationships that HK is experiencing

now. It is represented numerically by a (-4) in our conceptual

scheme. Under sinification, Hong Kong will be totally under the

control of China in politics, economics and social affairs.

Specifically, China will be the political anu organizational head of

Hong Kong. China will speak for Hong Kong in all foreign ~ffairs.

The People's Liberation Army (PLA) will replace the British garrison

in the defense of Hong Kong against foreign invasion. The People's

Police Force will replace the Royal Hong Kong Police Force (RHPF) in

the maintenance of Hong Kong1s internal law and order. The

opportunistic, fast-paced capitalist economy of Hong Kong will be

replaced by the rigid, planned socialist economy of China. The

freedom enjoyed by Hong Kong res i dents such as the popul ar horse race

and the incessant, fast night life will be replaced by Chinese

communist party discipline on social activities and rules requiring

late marriages. In short, for many Hong Kong residents, whatever it

might mean otherwise (from other perspectives), the sinification of

Hong Kong woul d mean the arrival of Bi g Brother from George Orwell· s

1984. A possible example of the sinifkation of Hong Kong would be



the rule of Hong Kong oy China as a regular part of Guangdong Province.

SINIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to reach the conclusion of the possibility of

sinification as the political future of Hong Kong, direct and/or

indirect evidence for the following requirements is needed:

1. Primarily, the existence of China's determined intent and action

to rule Hong Kong as a full-fledged socialist unit of China.

2. Secondarily, a requirement implied by the first requirement, that

is either a) China's willingness to sacrifice all benefits derived

from the continual existence of a colonial or an independent Hong

Kong, or b) the control of top Chinese leauership by persons

simil ar to the II gang of four II. facti ~n who are determined to

observe communist ideological purity as much as possible.

FACTORS THAT MAY PUSH FOR SINIFICATION

Now let's look at the essential forces that may tend to push Hong

Kong towards the possibility of sinification. The forces are:

A. Resurgence of Chinese Nationalism,

B. Increase in emphasis on communist ideological purity,

C. Decline of Hong Kong1s economic performance,

D. Rise of an indigenous Hong Kong independence movement.

It is obvious that Chinese Nationalism should be considered a

factor in pushing Hong Kong towards the possibility of sinification.
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If Chinese nationalism were not a factor, there would be no need to

consider sinification as a possibility. Therefore the concept of

nationalism with one people speaking a common language and living

under an unified nation is relevant to this discussion.

Communist ideological purity is a force in moving Hong Kong

towards sinification because it dictates that the Chinese communists

cannot allow Hong Kong to be "exploited" by the capitalists. As has

been shown in the literature review chapter, 17 out of 32

publicationsl attributed the existence of capitalist Hong Kong to

the economic gains that China reaped from Hong Kong. Such an

attribution, even if it may be only partially true, would suggest that

China would have little hesitation to recover Hong Kong comple~ely

should there be no economic gains for China. Consequently, the

decline of Hong Kong1s economic performance is considered a factor.

The aspiration for an independent Hong Kong is a factor here because

it runs against the spirit of Chinese nationalism. An indigenous call

for Hong Kong independence could backfire by inviting China to nip the

movement in the bud by re-taking Hong Kong.

What follows will be an examination of how the presence and

absence of the aforementioned forces would push Hong Kong towards or

away from the possibility of sinification. Then an evaluation will be

made based on the present conditions as to how likely the possibility

of sinification is. The desirability and feasibility of variations of

ideal-type sinification will also be examined in light of these forces.
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A. THE RESURGENCE OF CHINESE NATIONALISM

Chinese nationalism has played an important role in modern

history. Harold Hinton referred to Chinese nationalism as a major

"enqine of change ll2 that transformed 01 d China from the weaknesses

of the Chi ng Dynasty to the exuberance of Chi na today. II ••• throughout

the three-hundred-odd years of modern China, the thread of

nationalistic-racial protest against elements in Chinese life formed a

distinct theme of his tor-y " (LC.Y.Hsu, 75:9). Hsiao I-Shan, a noted

China historian, even attempted to conceive the history of modern

China as a history of nationalistic revo1ution. 3 Chinese

nationalism will again undoubtedly play an important role in the

political future of Hong Kong. The amount of Chinese nationalism

(both in Hong Kong and in China) in existence during the settlement of

Hong Kong's future would affect the outcome of the agreement. The

complete aDs~nce of Chinese nationalism regarding Hong Kong would mean

that sinification as a possible future of Hong Kong is unlikely and

that independence of Hong Kong may become a very likely possibility.

On the other hand, a strong presence of Chinese nationalism would

probably give China no choice out to re-absorb Hong Kong compiete1y.

A moderate presence of Chinese nationalism, hopefully moderated by the

presence of Chinese pragmatism, may leave room for the possibility of

China1s agreeing to a symbolic recovery of Hong Kong or some variation

(of the status-quo) thereof.

It was the sudden attack in ~lay 31, 1841, of the "retreatf nq"

British at San-yuan-li, launched by 10,000 irate Cantonese under the
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direction of the local gentry, in the very war that 'i u:)'t Hong Kong

Island to England, that has been hailed by Marxist historians as the

first sign of modern Chinese nationalism.4 There are other

manifestations of Chinese nationalism regarding Hong Kong. As early

as August 16, 1945, Chiang Kai Shek called for the surrender of Hong

Kong immediately after the capitulation of Japan.5 British and

Chinese forces were reported racing each other to Hong Kong. Even the

Americans assumed that China would take over Hong Kong as part of lithe

spoil of victory.1I6 Later in 1949, Mao Tsetung announced, liThe

Chinese people ••• have now stood up • • ••• Ours will no longer

be a nation subject tc insult and humiliation. 1I 7 There were strong

hints at the intention to recover full sovereignty over Taiwan, Hong

Kong, Macau and Tibet. During the Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution in 1967, many Chinese announcements on settling the debt of

British imperialism were made. 8

Prominent scholars agree that territorial reunification, a form

of Chinese nationalism, is a major aim of China. A. Doak Barnett, a

renouned Chinese specialist, maintains that IIOne of Peking's basic

national aims is to complete the territorial unification of the

country. 119 Alice Hsieh, another expert on China, has this to say:

"Since the establishment of the Peking's regime, China's overriding

objectives have been ••• the filling out of her territorial

boundaries in Taiwan and Tibet."10

If territorial unification is such an important priority, why has

China not taken Hong Kong back? It is not because of the lack of
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opportunities (or "excuses") to re-absorb Hong Kong. Connnunist CiliM

has had several opportunities to re-take Hong Kong if it had wanted

to. The fact that China did not re-take Hong Kong even when

"opportuniti es II presented themselves indicates Chi na I s prudent and

pragmatic attitudes towards Hong Kong.

The earliest opportunity to re-take Hong Kong came when irregular

Chinese Communist forces took full control of the Chinese side of the

China-Hong Kong border in 1949.11 It would have seemed the ideal

time to re-take Hong Kong when the communist "revolutf on" was during

its peak. wining all major battles against the Kuomintang (KMT). Mao

himself even stated, before and after the establishment of the PRC.

that unification of lost territories was one of China1s top

goals. 12 But the PRC did not take back Hong Kong, probably because·

problems facing China's internal stability amidst and right after the

civil war took precedence over the small area called Hong Kong.

Moreover, objective conditions showing the British willingness to

defend Hong Kong by bringing in reinforcements to the British Hong

Kong-based garrison13 could have deterred the PRC from taking over

Hong Kong at that time.

During the 1950s, China should have been able to deal with Hong

Kong right after it had straightened out its internal political

problems. But, the unexpected occurred: China entered the Korean War

(1950). As a result, the US placed an economic embargo on China. and

the US Seventh Fleet on the Taiwan Strait barred any communist attacks

on Taiwan. The US probably proved to be a very formidable opponent to
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the Chinese communists because it. was the wor1d 1s major nuclear power

then. With an external war and a Five-Year Plan going interna11Yt

II pr udent ll Chinese comnunists presumably could not find time to face

the question of Hong Kong.

During the 1960s t it was a new story. In the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revo1ution t certain important people in the Chinese top

leadership were purged.14 Communist ideology was riding high. It

would appear that if the Red Guards were radical enough to purge the

party1s top 1eadershipt they would have had the clout to march to Hong

Kong. Again t China did not take Hong Kong t though there were some

incidents of leftist-incited riots in HK during the Great Cultural

Proletarian Revolution years. 15 Neverthe1ess t if the PRC had really

wanted to re-take Hong Kong t that would have been a good time

especially because China joined the nuclear cluo in 1964. China could

have argued that rioting in Hong Kong was a sign of internal decaYt

warranting China's assistance. But the objective conditions in the

1960s were not favorable for such action. China was experiencing a

period of considerable danger t or at least assumed danger. The KMT

seemed to attempt an invasion, perhaps with US support t against

Communist China.16 Serious fighting broke out on the Sino-Indian

Border on October 1962. TIle Sino-Soviet rift became public in

1963.17 The US escalated the Vietnam War; the "disrupt.tve" GPCR

burned in China1s backyard and caused the isolated international

position of China. SOt China once again practised a pragmatic policy

towards Hong Kong.
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In the 1970s, relations with other countries generally were

growing, and China was admitted to the UN. 13 The global political

climate might have proved helpful to the re-taking of Hong Kong. But

China has not taken Hong Kong, probably because the Soviet Union had

replaced the US as China's number one enemy.19 As US-China

relations grew warmer, China began to show a right-shifting of its

trade20 and economic' po1icies. 21 With the "Four Modernizations"

in mind and the US-China normalization of relations nearing,

aggressive action in Hong Kong would have jeopardized both.

A1 though there have been opportuni ti es for Chi na to re-take Hong

Kong, China's policy towards Hong Kong has been carefully calculated

witryin the framework of global political conditions, not just based on

Chinese nationalism alone. Given any ideologically-minded radicals in

real control of China's foreign policy, Hong Kong might have been

taken back by China even at great risk. But China's foreign policy

towards Hong Kong was run with tact and pragmatism, avoiding

adventurism and brinksmanship.

In addition to Chinese nationalism expressed outside Hong Kong,

there were incidents of Chinese nationalism expressed inside Hong

Kong. The workers' strike of 1921-2 and the KMT's combination strike

and boycott of 1925-6 are two examp1es. 22 There were also campaigns

to add Chinese as an official language in Hong Kong. 24

Demonstrations at the Victoria Park against the US handing over of the

Island of Senkakou to Japan can also be considered as a manifestation

of Chinese nationa1ism. 23 Recent protests of the Japanese
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Government1s alleged intentions to change the wording of the country's

history texts from the word "tnvas i on " to the word "advance" in

depicting Japanese behavior towards China and other parts of the

Southeast Asian countries can also be viewed as manifestation of

Chinese nationalism in Hong Kong. 25

Close to half of the student respondents (41%) and most of the

elite respondents (87%) implicitly recognized China's legitimacy over

Hong Kong by agreeing that China would be the decisive decision maker

of Hong Kong's future. Despite the long years of "separetton" from

China and the existing capitalist fervor in Hong Kong, close to a

quarter of the student respondents (22%) thought China should rule

Hong Kong. This is a fairly strong showing of Chinese nationalism, or

at least a strong identification with China, considering the fact that

most of the students sampled (87%) were born in Hong Kong and all were

born after ~he communist takeover of China in 1949. However, such

showing of Chinese nationalism does not necessarily suggest that the

students in Hong Kong are happy to see Hong Kong to be ruled as a

regular socialist unit of China.

Only a very, very small proportion of students (2%) preferred

Hong Kong becoming part of Guangdong. No elite shared that

sentiment. Even of the students (22%) who preferred China to rule

Hong Kong, only one student (0.06%) wanted Hong Kong to be part of

Guangdong. Most of the China-rule student advocates (73%) were afraid

of sinification. Certainly, the more highly educated the students

were, the more they were afraid of sinification (~=-.26; p<.03).
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Similarly, those students \mo viewed Taiwan favorably were also afraid

of sinification (0=-.28; p~.08). Of the small proportion of students

(18%) that preferred an appointed type of government, none wanted

China's rule.

Regardless of how the people in Hong Kong would feel towards

sinification, present day China, with its diplomatic relations with

124 countries 26 and its fairly good relations with the United

Kingdom and the US, can re-take Hong Kong if it should so desire.

World opinion would probao1y not be against it. 27 Although

re-absoroing Hong Kong would not add much importance to the size of

China (with the exception of ·the deep natural harbor of Hong

Kong)28, it carries major symbolic significance. For it was the

Treaty of Nanking (1842), which ceded Hong Kong to Britain, that

marked the beginning of over a century of China's humiliation at

foreign hands, culminating in the loss of China's sovereignty in the

form of fixed tariffs, extraterritoriality and most favored nation

status granted to foreigners. 29 The re-absorption of Hong Kong

would symbolically end all the humiliations that started with the

cessation of Hong Kong to Britain. Therefore, it would be wise to

assume that China's long-term national objective regarding Hong Kong

is to integrate Hong Kong into the PRC. 30 The extent and the speed

of integration of Hong Kong into the PRe will depend on the interplay

of Chinese nationalism and Chinese pragmatism vis-a-vis the concrete

situations.
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B. THE INCREASE IN E~PHASIS ON COMMUNIST IDEOLOGICAL PURITY.

According to the latest PRC's constitution adopted on Decemoer 4,

1982, "China is a socialist state under the people's democratic

dictatorship ••• The socialist system is the basic system" (Article 1)

and "the state practises economic planning on the basis of socialist

pub1ic ownersh i pII (Art; c1e 15).31 If Hong Kong is Ch inese terri tory

as China has maintained, strictly speaking, China may be judged as

guilty of communist ideological heresy by allowing Hong Kong to remain

under the British capitalists. My readers must have heard of what

violent and horrible acts the "true" comeuntsts committed when they

tri ed to enforce ideological purity aimed at ri dding "capf tal ist

roaders" in China during the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution

years. This ideological struggle involves the "questions of the style

and practice of revolution, the will and commitment to push for bold

and radical change as well as the institutional obstacles to

revolutionary performance" (Wang, 1977: 118). Communist ideology had

an impact on Hong Kong1s past as was evidenced by the local

leftist-incited riots in 1967 against so-called British "bloody

oppression ll of workers in Kong, which was believed to be inspired by

what happened in China at the time. Certainly co~munist ideology will

playa role in the future of Hong Kong. An absence of emphasis on

communist ideological purity may allow the Chinese leadership to

consider the possibility of leaving Hong Kong capitalist during the

settlement of Hong Kong1s future. On the other hand, the presence of

a radical leadership with strong emphasis on ideological purity would
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probably dictate that China enforce socialism in Hong Kong. This view

was shared by half of the students sampled (67%) and most of the elite

(78%) when they forecasted that sinification would be likely if lithe

gang of four ll or a similar ideologically-inclined faction comes to

decide Hong Kong's future. Communist ideological purity per se may

not be as volatile a factor as the potential exploitation of

ideological purity by factional power contenders 'in their attempt to

gain control of the Chinese leadership.

The existence of capitalist Hong Kong has caused embarrassment to

the PRC leadership. For example, the continuous arrivals of Chinese

refugees in HK especially in periods such as 1961-62, 1978-1981

demonstrate the disparity. in living standards between capitalistic HK

and communist China. The use of HK as a supply base for the US

Seventh Fleet during the Vietnam War (Apa1in, 1968) against one of

China's former closest allies, Vi'etnam, also caused embarressment to

China. Domestically, the existence of capitalist Hong Kong can be

used as a political football in the internal power struggle of the top

Chinese 1eadershi~. Radicals or other power contenders may use Hong

Kong to challenge the existing leadership by accusing the leadership

of a sellout to capitalism, thereby attempting to gain the control of

power for themselves. Externally, the Soviet Union must have found

capitalist Hong Kong a good source of ridicule against China, accusing

Beijing of employing a double standard32 of advocating revolutionary

violence against imperialistic rule in Asia, Africa and latin America

on the one hand and acquiescing to capitalist control over Hong Kong
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on the other hand, thereby downgrading China's claim to communist

orthodoxy. But as Allen Whiting said, "Examples abound of the degree

to which real ity overrules rhetoric and practical considerations

prevail over theoretica1. 1133 Mao himself committed this kind of

"heresy" when he periodically announced his intention to liberate

paper-tiger US-protected Taiwan in pUb1i~. Yet in private

conversation he was reported to have said, "Ttbet has no other country

that has signed a treaty with it like Taiwan. Our air force can go

there, also our army. Now the Taiwan situation is entirely

different. Taiwan signed a treaty with America. 1I34 Deng, whose

political inclination is considered more pragmatic than ideological,

is also reportedly to have said, "tt doesn't matter whether it ts a

black cat or a \~ite cat, as long as it can catch mice it's a good

cat. 1135 Though noises were made at settling the imperialistic

account with Britain during the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution,

no actual demands arose for the return of Hong Kong. In the case of

Hong Kong, the "heresy" is justifi ed by the fact that such a

non-antagonistic secondary contradiction will be settled sooner or

later IIwhen the time is rfpe", as mentioned by Huang Hua in his 1972

speech at the UN (see Chapter two, page four). There was, however, no

definition given of what is meant by IIwhen the time is ripe. II

Apparently such silence is designed to allow China's flexibility in

choosing all options available regarding the future of Hong Kong.

Similar to China's behavior towards Hong Kong, there was no strong

ideological commitment from the student respondents. Eleven students
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said they preferred a socialist economy for Hong Kong while only t\'10

wanted Hong Kong to become a regular part of Guangdong. Although

China's ideological perspective on Hong Kong has been moderated by

pragmatic influences, the ascendency to power by a strongly

ideologically-oriented group or the increase in disparity in wealth

during economic hard times (e.g. a famine) in China may upgrade Hong

Kong into a relatively major, if not principal, contradiction, forcing

China to resolve the contradiction by absorbing Hong Kong.

C. DECLINE OF HK ECONOMIC IV~ORTANCE TO CHINA

Many writers, including this one, believe that the economic gains

for China from Hong Kong are probably the major pragmatic

consideration that China allows Hong Kong to remain under the

British. 36 If this is true, then the absence of economic gains from

Hong Kong would leave no major incentive for China to-tolerate the

embarrassment caused by the existence of capitalist Hong Kong. The

consequence may mean the re-absorption of Hong Kong back to its mother

eni>race, China.

According to Md Habibullah Khan and John Alton Zerby,

It (Hong Kong) has already attained a substantial
level of progress and is presently passing through
a relatively advanced stage of socioeconomic
development. Structurally, Hong Kong is more
similar to the mildly developed European and North
American countries than to the countries of her
own region. In Asia, she (Hong Kong) has hardly
any match excepting Singapore, Israel, Lebanon and
Kuwait. Trinidad-Tobago can perhaps be considered
as the closest model for Hong Kong. 37
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Hong Kong was ranked 7th out of 108 countries on an economic composite

of 54 indicators. 38 While the economy of Hong Kong is relatively

sound with a GOP at US $29.1 bi11ion,39 a GOP per capita at us

$5,100.00,40 a GOP growth rate at 9.9%,41 a 11% inflation rate42

and a very low unemployment rate,43 Hong Kong does encounter

pressures from inside and outside that may lead to the decline of its

economic performance.44 Externally, the trade barriers from abroad,

including those of the United Kingdom,45 in the form of higher

tariffs and fixed quotas, some of which were not mutually agreed upon

but imposed on Hong Kong, hurt Hong Kong's drive for more economic

growth. Indeed, in March 1982. Michael Sandberg, the Chairman of the

Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, remarked that rising trade

barriers were the single greatest threat to the economic health of

places such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and S. Korea (FEER. March

12, 1982, p. 10). Domestically, demand and expectation of higher

wages and reduced work hours increase the cost of production and

render Hong Kong products less competitive on the world market

vis-a-vis those of other newly developed countries such as Taiwan and

Korea. Even the automation of production and the resultant increase

in productivity may not make up the difference in higher cost of

production.

Faced with these unfa~orao1e conditions of competition, the

businessmen in Hong Kong are increasingly taking the role of

neo-co1onizers themse1ves.46 IIThey would go abroad to make use of

cheaper labor elsewhere in Taiwan and other less developed
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countries. 1147 This writer personally knows of a number of such

cases. For example, a former classmate's father, who is a successful

Hong Kong businessman, set up factories in Taiwan to manufacture

plastic bags for the US. Another friend's father, a successful Hong

Kong businessmen also, manufactures rubber rafts in Taiwan for the US

market. Despite Taiwan's own "uncertatn " future, "Taiwan is

attracting a slow stream of investment from Hong Kong. In the first

quarter of 1984, the value of investment applications approved from

Hong Kong jumped to US$ 17.2 million from US$ 1.39 million in the

corresponding period of 1983" (Tanzer, 1984: 19). Still another

friend's businessman father from Hong Kong is engaged in exporting

~~laysian timber to the US. Expansions abroad from Hong Kong are not

limited to the less developed countries only. There are Hong Kong

businessmen who have set up offices and do business in some of the

developed countries as well, perhaps to avail themselves of the

opportunity to take advantage of doing business beyond the quota and

tariffs restrictions. Hong Kong businessmen are known to have set up

firms of their own in the US, importing goods that range from dried

seafood to rattan furniture to the US. 48 Often the entrepreneurs,

who started firms in foreign countries, especially the developed ones,

may end up emigrating to the respective countries in which they

invested.

While the exact effects of Hong Kong businessmen doing business

in foreign places on the Hong Kong economY is still unclear, its

potential for damage to Hong Kong's economic performances is obvious.
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Investments abroad made by Hong Kong businessmen mean the loss of jobs

and investments in Hong Kong. While a case may be made that money

earned from investments abroad by Hong Kong businessmen may eventually

more than compensate for the loss of jobs and investments in Hong Kong

when the investors transfer their profits back to Hong Kong, such

expected behavior by investors is unlikely in view of the political

uncertainty regarding Hong Kong's future. In fact, investment

opportunities abroad may pose the potential danger of a "br-ain drain"

from Hong Kong with experienced and talented managers (who invested

abroad) going abroad to live, and with foreign-trained Hong Kong

college students staying in their current countries of ~tUdy.49

Such potential losses of investments, jobs, experienced entrepreneurs

and young blood to countries abroad would at least retard the economic

growth of Hong Kong which is so vital to the maintenance of existing

living standards amidst population growth, not to mention the raising

of living standards for the entire population.

Not only can Hong Kong1s economic performance affect China's

ultimate intentions over Hong Kong, but China1s attitude and behavior

towards Hong Kong can also affect Hong Kong economic performance. A

Chinese announcement hinting a possible continuance of its policy

towards Hong Kong or similar remarks may have a boosting effect to

Hong Kong's economy as was evidenced by Deng XsiaoPingls remark

telling Hong Kong's investors to "put their hearts at ease. lisa

Likewise, a Chinese announcement of China1s intention to re-absorb

Hong Kong as a regular socialist unit would probably cause a real and
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immediate threat to Hong Kong's economic well-being. The uncertainty

and the fear of expropriation and/or nationalization without just,

prompt and efficient compensation would shatter all business

confidence in Hong Kong, leading to a corresponding decline in Hong

Kong's economic performance. China will have destroyed its own

economic incentives for not re-taking Hong Kong. Moreover, if and

when anyone or all of China's four special economic zones, with its

cheap labor and rent, begins to takeoff economically, HK's economic

significance to China would be lessened. China would then oe less

reluctant to allow HK to exist much as it is now with all the

capitalist economic and political freedoms, thereby threatening the

economic performance of HK.

In short, there are real potential dangers for the dec·iine of

Hong Kong economic performance which may lead to the sinification of

Hong Kong. On the other hand, there are writers, notably Greenfield

(1983) and Lawrie, who argued that China may not want to re~take Hong

Kong when Hong Kong is broke, especially if China must feed the 5.5

million people in Hong Kong. In the final analysis, for most Hong

Kong people, whether or not China re-takes Hong Kong if and when there

is a economic decline, is of secondary importance. lhe primary

attention is probably being paid to maintaining the economic

prosperity of Hong Kong. To most Hong Kong people, an

economically-weak Hong Kong, even without China's rule, may be almost,

if not exactly, as dreadful as the sinification of Hong Kong.
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D. RISE OF AN INDIGENOUS HK INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT

In addition to HK, Taiwan is also an outstanding issue left over

from history. Taiwan is believed to have to exist within the

contraints of having no "normal " relations with the Soviet Union and

no local independence movement if Taiwan does not want to provoke a

military take-over from China.51 Like Taiwan, Hong Kong must

observe certain restrictions in its behavior should it want to keep

China's acquiecence over its continued separate existence. The

unspoxen "cons traf nts " that Hong Kong must live with are bel i eved to

be a) the near absence of KMT influence in Hong Kong, b) the virtual

aosence of the Soviet Union's influence in Hong Kong and c) the

absence of an indigenous independence movement in Hong KOng. 52

While the restrictions on KMT's and Soviet influence in Hong Kong may

not be strictly "enforced" in view of China's "r-approachment" with

these two political actors in recent years, the restrictions on the

absence of a Hong Kong independence movement is probably still

applicable to Hong Kong. For any independence movement in Hong Kong

would likely strike a sensitive chord on China's claim on sovereignty

over Hong Kong. China may then perceive itself to have no choice but

to accelerate its plan for the reabsorption of Hong Kong or to abolish

whatever status-quo plans it may have for Hong Kong.

Although over a quarter of the elite sample (29%) and 13% of

student respondents named independence as their preferred future of

Hong Kong (see Table 4-1), there is at present no known organized

independence movement in Hong Kong. The most that any group comes to
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resemble an "Independent" movement is a group called the Hong Kong

Observers which is composed mainly of competent, highly-educated,

foreign-trained professionals of Hong Kong (Chinese) ancestry. Even

this very visible and vocal group in Hong Kong has not proclaimed

independence as their preferred'future. In its inaugural statement,

Hong Kong Observers stated,

a. To promote and organise interest and activities to participate in

the governance of Hongkong.

b. To press and solicit the Government of Hongkong to be responsive

to the needs of the people of Hongkong

c. To organise research of issues of pUblic interest affecting

Hongkong.

d. To promote community welfare. 53

If this high-powered, well-connected group of young professional

people, who are well exposed to the Western ideals of democracy and

justice and who have the intellectual, if not the financial,

wherewithal to provide independent leadership, are not seeking Hong

Kong independence, it is unlikely that other groups will stand up and

ask for independence. No wonder no elite and only four students

thought the independence of Hong Kong would be preferrable and likely

(see Table 4-2).

Although there is no Known indigenous independence movement in

Hung Kong, there is at least one other factor to watch for, which may

give rise to an independence movement. The factor is China's

intention and behavior towards Hong Kong. Just as an indigenous call
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Tab le 4-1

Independence Of HK As Preferred Or Feared Future

INDEPENDENCE as

PREFERRED Future

FEARED Future

ELITE

29%

0%

Table 4-2

STUDENT

13%

7%

Independence of HK As Preferred or Likely Future

In Numbers

ELITE

STUDENT

INDEPENDENCE OF HK AS PREFERRED AND LIKELY FUTURE

o

4
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for independence carries the real potential of a backfire, a call from

China to completely re-absorb Hong Kong at a quick pace without regard

to "ob Jectf ve" Hong Kong conditions may lead to the possibility of a

backfire, leaving the Hong Kong people with no choice but to appeal to

the UN and to world opinion for their cause for the independence of

Hong Kong. For example, when three Hong Kong "pol t tf cians " (Executive

Councillors), Sir Sze Vuen Chung, Lydia Dunn and Q. W. Lee recently

told Deng Xiaoping of a confidence problem in Hong Kong, their views

were immediately brushed aside as unrepresentative of the state of

confidence in Hong Kong. Deng insisted that "there was no lack of

confi dence in Hong Kong II sai d Sir Sze Vuen. 54 Such a hash rebuke by

Deng without careful consideration of the views expressed by the three

Hong Kong councillors is the kind of Chinese behavior that, if

persistent and intensified, might trigger an outcry for Hong Kong1s

independence. 55

PRESENT FEASIBILITY OF SINIFICATION

At present, there seems to be no great surge of Chinese

nationalism, no serious call for communist ideological purity, no

noticeable decline of Hong Kong economic performance and no indication

of the emergence of an Hong Kong independence movement. None of the

factors, which this author considers essential for the realization of

sinification as a possibility, seem to dominate China-Hong Kong

relations or the negotiations on Hong Kong's future. Although the

sovereignty of Hong Kong is an non-negotiable item from China1s point
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of view, China has repeatedly indicated its respect for historical

incidents56 in dealing with the future of Hong Kong, perhaps hinting

at a willingness to accommodate the "reasonable" wishes of the Hong

Kong people.

It is, therefore, little wonder that only a very small segment of

Hong Kong population (7% based on the 1982 Hong Kong Observers'

Po11s)57 and the student sample (9%) thought sinification of Hong

Kong was likely. No elite thought sinification was likely (see Table

4-3). Of the students who thought China would be the likely ruler

(59%), only a small minority (8%) thought Hong Kong would become part

of Guangdong Province. Even fewer students (7%) thought Hong Kong

would have a socia~ist economy even if absorbed as a part of

Guangdong. Only one student out of 92 who answered the question

actually predicted "perfect;" sinification: Hong Kong would be ruled

by China as part of Guangdong in an elected (communist-style)

socialist economic system.

Although some elite (31%) thought China would be the likely ruler

of Hong Kong, none of them thought sinification to be likely. In

fact, regardless of their choice of who the likely ruler would be or

what likely form of government or economy Hong Kong would have, no

elite thought sinification to be likely.

Most elite (85%) and students (77%) preferred a capitalistic

economY in Hong Kong. Only a minority, with 15% elite and 16%

students, preferrea a socialistic economy in Hong Kong (see Table

4-4). No elite and very few students (3%) preferred socialism under
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China. Indeed, most students (84%) and the elite (93%) expressed that

sinification is their great fear for the future (Table 4-5). Many

more respondents feared sinification as a future possibility than

preferred it. Most students (77%) and elite (64%) said they would

leave Hong Kong if the Chinese Communists were to re-take Hong Kong

(see Table 4-6). The same feelings were expressed by the HK public in

the 15-24 age group (see Table 4-6). Since 1976, half a million

people, all of them refugees from China and Vietnam have demonstrated

what Lenin called II vot i ng with their f'eet " (Harris, 1981: 97) by

fleeing to Hong Kong. To these and most residents of Hong Kong,

sinification is the most feared and the worst possible future

possibil ity.

Thus, if China cares to give any appearance of taking Hong Kong's

public opinion into consideration, it would be good politics for China

not to pursue a radical course of action regarding the future of Hong

Kong. China may have indeed gotten word of the horror of sinification

in the minds of its potential future citizens since it has taken

action to allay Hong Kong's fears in the proposed takeover of Hong

Kong by China. Article 31 of the PRCls Constitution, adopted in 1982,

reads: "lhe State may establish Special Administrative Regions when

necessary. The systems to be instituted in Special Administrative

Regions shall be prescribed by law enacted by the National Peoplels

Congress in the 1ight of the specific conditions. u58 The adoption

of this article in the Constitution was widely believed to be a

soothing sop aimed at allaying fear in Hong Kong (and particulary
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ELITE

STUDENT

HK OBSERVERS

Tab 1e 4-3

Sinification As likely Future

SINIFICATION AS LIKELY FUTURE

o

9

7

Table 4-4

Socialism or Capitalism As Preferred Economic System

PREFERRED ECONOMIC SYSTEM ELITE STUDENTS

SOCIALISM 15% 16%

CAPITALISf¥l 85% 79%
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Tab 1e 4-5

Sinification As Feared Or Preferred Future

SINIFICATION AS

FEARED FUTURE

PREFERRED FUTURE

99

ELITE

93%

7%

STUDENTS

84%

3%



Table 4-6

Residency Choice Under Communist HK

IF COftlMUNISTS
TAKE OVER HK

STAY

LEAVE

UNSURE

ELITE
WOULD

64%

9%

STUDENTS
WOULD

77%

15%

HK Observers
Poll

70%*

* This figure only applies to the 15-24 age group. Nevertheless, 57%
of the respondents said they would like to emigrate if given the
chance.
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those in Taiwan). Moreover, China went so far as to announce that

China will allow Hong Kong to remain capitalist even after China

resumes the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong in 1997.59 The

Chief economist of China, Ma Hong, boasted of how he perceived a

capitalist Hong Kong would help China to achieve the Four

Modernizations.50 Essentially, he envisioned: 5l

1. Hong Kong to help give China needed foreign exchanges to finance

modernization projects through selling Chinese goods in Hong Kong,

through re-exports through Hong Kong, and through remittance sent

by Chinese relatives in Hong Kong.

2. Utilizing Hong Kong1s world class, advanced technological skills

to bring up those in China in order to improve China1s

productivity.

3. Utilizing Hong Kong1s managerial experience to help run China1s

firms more efficiently.

4. Utilizing Hong Kong's investments capitals to help spurn up joint

ventures in China and;

5. Developing special areas adjacent to Hong Kong into export

processing zone to take advantage of its proxmity to Hong Kong to

absorb Hong Kong1s scientific and technological skills and to

increase China1s number of export orde~s.

China, in effect, hinte , that it will not "completely" reabsorb Hong

Kong.

Going back to the requirements for drawing sinification as a

conclusion, China does seem to have the desire to re-unify Hong Kong
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with the rest of China. But China seems also to be pragmatic enough

to understand the tense situation and appears willing to take a long

term view on Hong Kong's futures so much so that China has pUblicly

stated that Hong Kong will be allowed to remain capitalist for another

50 years. In other words s the evidence so far presented does not

satisfy requirement #1 of China's intention of reabsorbing Hong Kong

as a full fledged socialist units at least in the short run. As for

requirement #2as China does not seem willing to relinquish the

benefits it has reaped from capitalist Hong Kong. China, at presents

appears to desire "stab le " relations (mostly economic) with Hong Kong

more than it desires the "compl ete " reunification or reabsorption of

Hong Kong. Consequent1ys requirement #2a is not fulfilled.

As for requirement #2b s a1 though most of the respondents (57%

students & 78% elite) thought sinification is likely if the "gang of

'four" were to decide the fate of Hong Konq, the return of the "gang of

, f'cur " or of similar ideologically-inclined factions does not seem to

be in sight in the immediate future. The pragmatic faction of Deng

seems to have consolidated its power by appointing Deng1s proteges Hu

Yao Bang and 2hao Ziyang to the positions of the Party·s General

Secretary and State's Premier respectively. Thus s requirement #2b is

not fulfilled. A plausible case may also be made that even if

requirement #20 were fu1fi11ed s the "gang of four" would not

necessarily desire to sinify Hong Kong since it did not do so during

the height of the GPCR. In shorts none of the requirements is

fulfilled at this time; and the possibility of sinification cannot be
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drawn as an conclusion.

To sum up, sinification of Hong Kong seems to be the most dreaded

future possibility for most respondents. Although China's ultimate

intention is probably to achieve complete reunification with Hong

Kong, the Chinese leadership, based on its assessment of the present

concrete situation at hand, seems willing to shelve the sinification

possibility at least for perhaps the next 50 years, if not forever.

Nevertheless, concerned Hong Kong watchers must always be on the

lookout for causes that may give rise to the factors that are likely

to lead to the sinification of Hong Kong. After all, Article One of

the 1982 Constitution stated that "The People's Republic of China is a

socialist state •••• The socialist system is the basic system of

the People's Republic of China. Sabotage of the socialist system by

any organizati on or individua1 is prohib'ited1162 notwi thstandi ng what

article 31 might imply to the contrary in the practice of economic

activities. Article 31 said, liThe state may establish special

adminstrative regions Imen necessary. The systems to be instituted in

special administrative regions shall be prescribed by law enacted by

the National People's Congress in the light of the specific

conditions. 63 Since ideal type sinification does not appear to be a

feasible possibility now, it is useful to look at a few variations of

the ideal type in terms of their desirability and feasibility.

sINIFrCATION VARIATONS.

Proposals that do not meet the requirements for ideal type

sinification and that call for official British withdrawal from HK
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with a concomitant Chinese (PRC) presence would be considered

variations of ideal-type sinification.

Any Chinese presence in Hong Kong without an official British

presence would likely to have a few general disadvantages for China

and Hong Kong vis-a-vis the present conditions of Hong Kong. liThe

extent to which China might suffer economically by occupying Hong Kong

would depend a great deal on the conditions of the takeover and the

type of new regime that was estebl f shed" (Miners, 1981: 24). The

possible disadvantages in general are as follows:

1. There will be potential risk of a urain drain from Hong Kong since

many professional, managerial and entrepreneurial people are

unlikely to risk their futures under possible communism (Miners,

81 : 26).

2. Multinational Corporations may still invest in a communist-run

Hong Kong just as they did in the rest of China. But indigenous

Hong Kong capitalists, who for one reason or another remain in

Hong Kong, may no longer feel secure enough to further invest in

Hong Kong. Consequently, they are likely to look for every

possible foreign investment opportunity instead of considering

Hong Kong the first choice for the locus of their investments.

3. A China-controlled Hong Kong may stand to lose the quotas it has

secured from the EEC and the USA. Hong Kong's exports to those

countries may have to be counted as part of the Chinese quotas

(Mi ners, 1981: 26-7).

4. Some countries may ban Hong Kong's exports "for ideological

reasons or because their non-essential goods to Hong Kong ll
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(Miners, 1981: 27) are discouraged or even unwanted by the

Chinese communists.

5. A China-run Hong Kong is likely to have foreign exchange control

which may hurt the present invisible earnings of Hong Kong.

Multinational Corporations may locate their headquarters

elsewhere. Foreign banks and insurance companies may leave Hong

Kong without the ease of an uncontrolled foreign exchange

environment.

6. A China-run Hong Kong may entail some restrictions on Hong Kong's

status as a free port. Hong Kong's entrepot trade would be hurt

if Hong Kong ceased to be a truly free port.

7. The HK$6,OOO million a year tourist industry would be hard hit.

Most tourists would not visit Hong Kong if the duty-free luxurious

goods were replaced only by China's products. Possibly new types

of tourists would come to see how Hong Kong transforms under China.

8. A China-run Hong Kong may cease to provide China with the

opportunity to window-shop the latest in foreign technology. Nor

would Hong Kong be lIa source for foreign-trained experts ll (Miners,

1981: 27).

9. A China-run Hong Kong may not provide China with as good a

springboard as the ready-made, well-run, British Hong Kong would

for commercial and financial moves into the S.E. Asia because HK

would presumably lose its political "neutral tty,"

On the other hand, a China-run Hong Kong brings the following

general advantages:
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1. China is likely to bring effective means, as is the case in China,

to arrest soaring rental rate and to curb rising wages in Hong

Kong, thereby reducing the cost of production and result in the

increase of Hong Kong1s exports.

2. Regular Chinese currency control may result in a far higher

proportion of Hong Kong's foreign exchange earnings being kept by

China. No unnecessary spending on items such as Sunkist oranges,

foreign education, shares on the New York stock exchange and real

estate in the US. Imports would probably be restricted to

essential capital goods, foodstuffs, fuel and raw materials

(Miners,1981: 26).

3. Trade negotiations by China would put Hong Kong, a part of China,

in a better bargaining position for China can threaten retaliation

(Miners, 1981: 26) with its huge potential market if a

satisfactory agreement was not reached.

The general information of the ideal types here and those in the

next two chapters were drawn from publications such as Asiaweek, Far

Eastern Economic Review, The Seventies, Cheng Ming, Pai Shing, Ming

Pao Monthly and the books and articles reviewed in Chapter Three.

With these general advantages and disadvantages as background, let

us examine the specific advantages and disadvantages of different

variations of ideal-type sinification.

Variation A. (Unless otherwise stated, scenario details for this

possibility were drawn from Asiaweek 9/24/92).

Name: Special Economic Zone of China (SEZ).
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Proponents: Walter Easer; a British anti-colonist Hong Kong

specialist.

Law, Chak Tong and Chan, Tin Sung, both NT community

leaders, felt this option is entirely possible.

N. J. Miners believes that this option indeed is the

likely political future of Hong Kong (1981: 25).

History: The idea of making Hong Kong a special region such as that

of a SEZ of China can be said to have a long origin. In the late

1920s and early 1930s, about 30 years after the NT was leased to the

British, Sir John Pratt of the British Foreign Office envisioned that

Hong Kong would come under Anglo-Chinese protection. Unfortunately,

the Second World War, the Japanese Occupation of Hong Kong; and the

Chinese Civil War prevented any discussion of this proposition (M.

Lee, FEER 3/13/81: 39). In May 1980, the idea of making Hong Kong a

SEZ was hinted at by Xi Zhongxun, former governor of Guangdong and now

a vice-chairman of the National People's Congress of China when he

referred to HK as a special zone (M. Lee, 3/13/81: 39).

Essentials

Sovereignty: China.

Who Rules: Hong Kong self-rule.

Economic System: Capitalist and Socialist mixed.

General Administration: Under this variation, Hong Kong's

administration is envisioned to be similar to present SEZs in China

such as Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Xiamen. Hong Kong will be under Chinese

law and Chinese taxation (Miners, 1979: 110; &1980). There will also
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be special legislation in the SEZ, favoring foreign investments (The

Seventies. (Chinese) 9/82: 35). Essentially, there will be a

considerable degree of autonomy when compared to the rest of China.

An examination of existing SEZ regulations may give an idea of what

Hong Kong might be like as a Chinese SEZ.

If the name Hongkong were substituted for
Guangdong and Shenzhen, then Chapter v of the SEZ
regulations (on administration) would read thus:
The (Hongkong) Provincial Administration of the
SEZ exercises the following functions:
Draws up development plans and organises their
implementation.
Examines and approves investment projects in the
special zone.
Deals with the registration of industrial and
commercial enterprises in the special zone and
with land allotment.
Coordinates working relations among the banking,
insurance, taxation, customs, frontier inspection,
postal and telecommunications and other
organisations in the special zone.
Provides staff needed by the enterprise in the
special zone and protects their legitimate rights
and interests.
Runs education, cultural, health and other public
welfare facilities in the special zone.
Maintains law and order in the special zone and
protects according to law the persons and
properties from encroachment.
The (Hongkong) special zone is under the direct
jurisu.~tion of the (Hongkong) Provincial
Administration of SEZ. (M. Lee, 3/13/81: 39).

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of a China-run SEZ as a

Possible Political Future of HK.

For the Chinese

1. Politically, the resumption of sovereignty over Hong Kong saves

China's face and satisfies whatever Chinese nationalistic

sentiments there are.
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2. Ideologically, this option of only allowing specially-approved

commercial dealings, but perhaps not every deal. at the dictate of

the market forces, and the imposition of currency control under

Chinese law may mollify residual leftist elements within the CCP

(Asiaweek 9/24/82).

3. Economically, such an option does not kill the goose that lays the

golden eggs by allowing Hong Kong to function as freely as

possible. On the other hand, the necessity of securing approval

for investment projects is bound to create suspicion from

investors, especially local Hong Kong investors, of China's

credibility or its ability to live up to its promises concerning

the economic activities of the SEZ.

4. If Hong Kong prospered under this option," it would mean that it

would be much easier for Beijing to persuade Taiwan to follow suit

in Beijingls unification initiatives.

5. By making Hong Kong a Chinese SEZ, Beijing will be spared the

"burden" of "comp l etel y" converting and administrating an

estimated 8 million burgeoning capitalists in Hong Kong oy 1997

(M. Lee, 3/13/81: 40). Beijing can take its time in

"r-e-educatinq" Hong Kong capitalists under this option.

6. With the soverei gnty of Hong Kong reverting to Chi na and hopefully

the economic prosperity of Hong Kong left unhampered as much as

possible, this option seems to be acceptable from the Chinese

point of view.
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For the British

1. Politically, the fact that this option confers certain special

privileges to Hong Kong from China prevents the British from the

appearance of abandoning its moral obligations to Hong Kong. The

British can then bow out gracefully.

2. Economicaiiy, British commercial interests are likely to still

function fairly freely within the SEZ in view of the special

legislation that supposedly favors foreign investors.

3. As long as the British do not look embarrassed when they leave

Hong Kong and as long as British economic interests are preserved

as this option seems to indicate, this would seem to be a

minimally acceptable option for Great Britain.

4. But if Margaret Thatcher really meant it when she said Britain

would live up to its moral obligations in Hong Kong, Britain would

probably try, if the Conservatives are still in power, to hold out

for more freedom for the Hong Kong people than this option would

allow for.

For the HK People

1. The transfer of sovereignty back to China symbolically ends the

humiliation of being British colonial subjects. Presumably, Hong

Kong people will become special-status Chinese citizens.

2. Hong Kong, being a Chinese-run SEZ under Chinese law, may not

function economically as efficiently as before, resulting in the

risk of a lowering of living standards.

3. Since Hong Kong-SEZ will be administrated under Chinese law, there
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may be great potential for unwarrented Chinese governmental

"interference" into Hong Kong1s economic and human rights

acti vi ti es.

4. Little is known for sure whether or not any promise of self-rule

from China will be symbolic or genuine in giving the Hong Kong

people an opportunity to truly govern themselves.

5. Hong Kong people are likely to have reservations about this SEZ

option considering the potential for "interference" from China.

From a non-stakeholder viewpoint, the possibility of a brain drain

is very real if this option is adopted since (even with its special

Chinese law) it is probably considered restrictive by existing Hong

Kong standards. Besides, there are already reports of bureacratic

wrangling between provincial and SEZ authorities as well as between

provincial and central governments over existing SEZS (M. Lee,

3/13/82: 39). Hong Kong, if it is to be another SEZ, is not likely to

be immune to these bureacratic problems, which are likely to be an

added cause for the Hong Kong people to leave Hong Kong. This option,

if adopted, may not leave Hong Kong with the talent that it has at

present to help China modernize, though it will certainly regain

China1s sovereignty over Hong Kong.

Variation B. (Unless otherwise stated, scenario details were drawn

from Seventies (Chinese) 8/82: 35 and Pao Sing (Chinese) 8/82).

Name: Special Administrative Region (SAR).

Proponents: Ji Pengfei, State Councilor of Office of Hong Kong and
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Macao Affairs, PRC. Chang Pao-Min (1983: 82) said what he called

an autonomous region, which is similar to the SAR, is likely.

Iii story: In a meeting with 12 !tong Kong and ~lacau

communist-supporters in June 1982, Deng Xiao Ping was reportedly to

have brought up his solution outline to the future of Hong Kong,

namely lIR'!sume Sovereignty, Maintain Prosperf ty," There was also a

report that Premier Zhao in a meeting brought up the 1I0ne Nation, Two

Systems ll principle regarding the future of Hong Kong. An article

enpowering the state to create SARs within China itself surfaced in

June in Article 30 of the draft constitution of the PRe. Originally,

the article was believed to have Deen aimed at Taiwan. But in July,

Peng Zhen commented that Article 30 of the draft constitution was for

the fundamental benefits of compatriots in Taiwan, HK and Macao as

well as all overseas Chinese.

Essential s

Sovereignty: China.

Who rule: Hong Kong People Self-Rule.

Economic System: Captia1ist.

Duration: At Least 50 Years After 1997.

General Administration: The administration of Hong Kong will

essentially remain the same as it is today except there will be a Hong

Kong Chinese governor, a change from the Union JaCK to the Five Star,

and the removal of the word "royel II from all governmental agencies (M.

Lee, FEER). Hong Kong will have its own:
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4. Some people worry that China may have difficulties justifying the

special status of Hong Kong to its populace. The reply may well

be that if China has had little trouble justifying Hong Kong, a de

facto part of Britain now, China should have less trouble

justifying a future Hong Kong which is to be a part of China.

For the British

This option carries the same advantages for the British as the

Chinese-run SEZ option does. In addition, this option promises to

allow more autonomY for Hong Kong than the Chinese-run SEZ option

does, which would make the British less reluctant to agree to such a

sol uti on.

For the HK People

Hong Kong people would prefer this option to a Chinese-run SEZ

option since this option presumably allows Hong Kong more freedom such

as the keeping of existing Hong Kong laws and currency. The core

question again is the lack of confidence of Hong Kong people on

China's ~redibility and ability to deliver on its promises.

In sum, given the proposed freedom for Hong Kong and the

endorsement from the major decision-maker in the issue, China, this

option seems more than possible.

Variation C. (Unless otherwise stated, scenario details for this

poss'ib i l f ty were drawn from Seventies. (Chinese) 12/83).

Name: Puerto Rico Model.

Proponent: Professor C. Y. Yung (Shongran Weng), Head of the

Department of Political Science and Public Administration
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of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

History: Based on the assumed pre-conditions that

1. Britain, China and Hong Kong all want to maintain the prosperity

of Hong Kong,

2. China, in addition, wants sovereignty over Hong Kong,

3. Hong Kong wants to keep its existing living style, and

4. United Kingdom wants to bow out of Hong Kong honorably,

a number of possible futures of Hong Kong have been brought up.

Possibilities such as sinification, China-run SEZ, SAR, British-run

SEZ, Macau formula, joint British-Chinese administration are however

not feasible for reasons such as the mistrust by Hong Kong poeple of

Chinese intention, the unacceptablility of the proposal to China

and/or to the British, and the inpracticality of various proposals.

In view of all these, the Puerto Rico Model was proposed to give

another alternative for the general public to consider.

Essentials

Sovereignty: China

Who Rules: Hong Kong People Self-Rule

Economic System: Capitalist

General Administration: Under the Puerto Rico ~~del, Hong Kong would

not remain a British colony, nor would it become an independent state,

nor would it become a regular part of China such as a Chinese

province. Hong Kong's status would be very special. Britain would

transfer sovereignty over Hong Kong to China. China would mostly take

care of Hong Kong's defence and foreign affairs. OWing to the power
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disparity between Hong Kong and China, the UN would be called upon to

act as a facilitator here to ensure British and Chinese adherence to

the special status of Hong Kong. China would then transfer to Hong

Kong appropriate power for self-rule. The Hong Kong people would

devise their own political, economic, legal and education systems.

Hong Kong citizens would become Chinese citizens and have the right to

reside in other parts of China. Hong Kong citizens would be subject

to Chinese conscription. Only those Hong Kong citizens who live in

mainland China (not Hong Kong) could vote in Chinese national

elections. Citizens and business concerns in Hong Kong would need

only pay whatever local Hong Kong taxes required of them, but they

would not need to pay Chinese national taxes. It is envisioned that

Hong Kong may eventually surpass present day Puerto Rico in its

ability for self-governance by issuing its own special passports and

visas as well as concluding various international agreements or

enjoying limited representation in dealings in the international arena.

Evaluation of the Desirability and the Feasibility of the Puerto Rico

Model.

For the Chinese

1. This option carries all the benefits and limitations that the SAR

option carries with sovereignty of Hong Kong back to China and

potential for Hong Kong to he'lp in the modernization efforts.

2. The only reservation is that China may not like the idea of having

the UN act as some kind of an overseer in China's dealings with

Hong Kong.
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For the British

1. Having the UN involved as a facilitator would allow the United

Kingdom to bow out of Hong Kong honorably.

2. The UN involvement i~ likely to make it easier for the British

Parliament to approve such a settlement.

For the HK People

1. This option seems to confer more freedom for the Hong Kong people

than either the China-run SEZ or SAR does.

2. Having the UN involved as a third party may lessen the Hong Kong

people's mistrust of China's intentions since the potential for

unwanted Chinese inteference may be prevented by the UN.

The major difference between this option and the SAR option is

that of the involvement of the UN. Supporters of this option may like

to think that if China is amiable toward the SAR option, it would be

likely for China to go as far as this option would allow. The only

question is whether China would tolerate having the UN remind it of

what it should or should not be doing in Hong Kong.

Comparison of the Varitaions

Comparing the essentials of all three sinification variations on

their face value (Table: 4-7), there are substantive differences

between the China-run SEZ option and the SAR option. For example,

contrary to the SEZ option, the proposed SAR would have a capitalist

economy with convertible Hong Kong dollars and no exchange controls.
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The SAR-Hong Kong would be a duty-free port, governed by existing t~ng

Kong law. Judging the proposals at their face value, the SAR will be

more acceptable to the British and to the Hong Kong people than the

SEZ because of the greater freeliom that the SAR provi des.

Unlike the amount of difference between the SEZ and the SAR, there

seems to be only one difference between the SAR and the PR model

the presence of the UN as some sort of an overseer. This presence of

the UN as an overseer may prove to be crucial to the continuing

economic success of Hong Kong. The Hong Kong people are probably less

reluctant to trust Chinese intentions with the UN as a third party

than with no third party overseer. Quite naturally, the PR model is

likely to be more acceptable than the SAR to the British and to the

Hong Kong people.

In evaluating the normative worth of the options, all three

options fulfill Chinese nationalistic sentiments in varying degrees by

including the resumption of Chinese sovereignty over Hong Kong.

Judging from the proposed essential arrangements under the three

options, the SEZ (under Chinese laws) seems to fulfill Chinese

nationalistic sentiments more than the SAR does (Table: 4-8.). The

SAR (with no third party overseer) in turn seems to fulfill more

nationalistic sentiments than the PR does.

In terms of conformity with communist ideology, none of the

options, at its face value, seems to conform much with communist

ideology. However, the SEZ, with its mixed socialist-capitalist

economy seems to be in more conformity with communist ideology than
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Table 4-7

The Essentials Of Sinification Variations And HK1s Preference

Essential Variation Variati on Variation HK People's
Dimensions A B C Preference

Name SEZ SAR PR My name

Sovereignty China China China No Choice

Who Rule HK people flK People HK people HK People

Econ. sys tern Social/Cap. Capital ist Capitalist Capital ist

Currency Renminbao HK$ HK$ flK$

Port Status Taxed Duty-Free Duty-Free Duty-Free

Exchange control Yes No No No Control

Latl Chinese HK law HK law flK law

3rd party No No Yes Yes
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Table 4-8

Normative Evaluation Of Sinification Variations

Rank-order Low ---------------------------------------- High
estimates Degree Degree

Fulfillment of
Natn 11 sentiment PR SAR SEZ

Conformity with
Ideology PR SAR SEZ

Amount of China1s
Control PR SAR SEZ

Amount of Trust
Required of HK PR SAR SEZ

Probability of
Disruption of Econ. PR SAR SEZ

Probability of An
Independent HK SEZ SAR PR

Potenti a1 For
Genuine Self-Rule SEZ SAR PR
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the'SAR or the PR model does.

In terms of the freedom enjoyed oy Hong Kong as expressed oy the

amount of Chinese control, the SEZ option (with its Chinese law and

currency) seems to exert the most control over Hong Kong -- least

freedom for Hong Kong. Next is the SAR. The PR (with the UN as an

overseer) seems to provide China with the least control over Hong Kong

-- most freedom for Hong Kong;

In terms of the amount of trust in China required of the Hong

Kong people, the three options require a medium to a high degree of

trust. The SAR, the option that exerts the most control over Hong

Kong, require~ the most trust from the Hong Kong people. Next comes

the SAR and then the PRo

In terms of the probability for disruption of existing the Hong

Kong economy, the three options carry low to medium probability. The

- PR model, which many require the fewest changes in Hong Kong, is

likely to have the lowest disruptive probability of the three

options. The SAR, probably with more changes required, is likely to

carry a higher probability. The SEZ, which seems to requires the most

changes, is likely to have the highest probability of disruption of

the Hong Kong economy.

In terms of probability of the emergence of a Hong Kong

independent movement, all three options (featuring special adjustments

for conditions in Hong Kong) carry a low probability. Barring any

counter-productive effects in the extreme, the PR model, the option

that exerts the least control on Hong Kong, seems to carry the highest
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probability for the emergence of an independent movement. Next comes

the SAR and then the SEZ.

In terms of potentials to develop genuine self-rule for Hong

Kong, the three options offer low to medium potential for self-rule.

The SEZ with its Chinese law and restrictions on exchange control

offers the least potential. The SAR with a capitalistic system under

existing law offers medium potential for genuine self-rule. The PR

option, with the UN as a safeguard, offers even more potential for

genuine self-rule.

Based on the essential dimensions proposed and the respective

normative implications each option carries, it is now possible to

gauge the preference of the parties involved.

From the Chinese point of view, the SEZ or the SAR option would

seem more acceptable than the PR model due to its ability to fulfill

Chinese nationalistic sentiments and to conform with communist

ideology in a larger degree than the PR model can. The SAR option may

be the more likely option picked by the Chinese due to China's

professed preference for the SAR.

From the British point of view, the PR option is likely to be the

most preferable choice since it offers the great amount of freedom to

Hong Kong. Besides, having the UN as a facilitator in the transfering

process would allow the British to bow out of Hong Kong honorably.

From the Hong Kong people's point of view, the PR option again is

likely to be the most preferred option. The PR option not only offers

more freedoms for Hong Kong, and thereby least probability of
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disruption of the existing Hong Kong economy, but it also offers the

least amount of need for trust in China. More importantly, the PR

model offers a fairly high potential for genuine self-rule for Hong

Kong.

From this evaluator's point of view, if China wants de facto

sovereignty over Hong Kong, all three options will achieve that end to

varying degrees.

But if China is sincerely intent on using Hong Kong to help in

its "Four Moderni zati ons II efforts, the PR opti on seems to serve thi s

purpose better than the SAR option does for two major reasons. First,

the proposed continuation of existing ~ong Kong laws, economic system

and the developme~t of other measures of self-rule under the UN's

aegis in the new Hong Kong-PR is probably easier for the Hong Kong

people to accept and would thereby generate less pressure for the Hong

Kong people to leave Hong Kong than the SEZ or the SAR would. This

would result in a smaller scale brain drain, if any. than would

otherwise be the case. Though there is no guarantee that the Hong

Kong people would be successful in contributing to China's

modernizations, the possibility that more experienced managerial and

technical Hong Kong personnel woul d stay under the PR option would

raise the probability of success. Second, a capitalistic, freer Hong

Kong, especially one under UN oversight, would provide China with a

kind of experimental development model, which, if proven successful,

might be modified for adoptation in other parts of China to further

imp;'ove the overall modernization efforts.
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Although the Hong Kong people prefer the status-quo to remain in

the future, given China's over\~elming military strengths and economic

powers over Hong Kong (Ch. 2), and China's promise of capitalistic

self-rule for Hong Kong after re-absorption, the Hong Kong people, if

forced, may reluctantly elect to accept the PR option over the SAR or

the SEZ opti on.

As for the British, what can they do? They hold no essential

bargaining chips short of persuading the Hong Kong people to revolt

and disrupt China's plans for Hong Kong. Given the power imbalance in

favor of China, the British should be happy at whatever concessions

that they might get over Hong Kong. The China-proposed SAR option,

short of the PR option, with its promise of self-rule, may be

perceived as generous enough to be acceptable to the British.

Finally, any sinification-oriented options will find it hard to

avoid suffering from the mistrust of the Hong Kong people caused oy

the inherent potential opportunities of such options for unrestricted

Chinese interference in Hong Kong IS "tnternal " affairs. In order to

make anyone of the above-mentioned or any sinification-oriented

possibilities a viable and successful future of Hong Kong, China must

clearly enuciate its intentions regarding Hong Kong. China. must also

act steadfastly to demonstrate not only its willingness, but also its

ability, to keep its promises oy restraining from unnecessary

intervention in Hong Kong and by pacifying the mainland Chinese who

may be rightfully jealous of the special privileges that Hong Kong is

promised to enjoy.
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CHAPTER V

STATUS-QUO

DEFINITION

By the "status-quo" (SQ) of Hong Kong (HK) this writer means HK

will remain as it is. Numerically, it is expressed as a (0) in the

conceptual scheme.

The SQ of HK includes all of the following conditions:

A. China will continue to have (ultimate) sovereignty over HK as has

always been the case. 1 It is this point in the definition of

status-quo that this writer1s definition differs from those of

other writers. 2 To this writer, China has always, at least

tacitly, had sovereignty over HK. Since its founding, the PRC has

consistently renounced all unequal treaties,3 proclaiming that

it has the right to reckon with such treaties when the time is

ripe. Besides, the HK government (HKG), the British Government

(BG) and to a certain extent the HK people have always behaved in

ways to avoid angering China,4 the IIBig BrotherII. next door.

This behavior on the part of the BG and HKG is sufficient to

indicate that China has always had sovereignty over HK. The fact

that China has elected to delay resuming the exercise of

sovereignty over HK in the past does not imply that China has

relinquished sovereignty over HK. The fact that China indicated

in 1972 at the UN that it would settle the question of HK when the



time wa.s ripe is a clear sign that it considers itself the

ultimate sovereign in HK.

B. An official British Administrative presence in HK tolerated so far

by China, which includes:

1) The existence of a British appointed governor.

2) The British responsibility for and authority to administer the

law and maintain order inside HK.

3) Diplomatic representation by the British.

4) HK defense responsibility by the British garrison.

S) British-HK issued travel documents for travelling purposes for

HK resi dents.

C. Economically, HK will remain capitalistic.

REQUIREMENTS FOR STATUS QUO TO CONTINUE BEYOND 1997

The data requirements for the status-quo of HK to continue beyond

1997 are:

A. China1s willingness to tolerate an official British presence such

as the British flag and garrison in HK. This condition implies

that the continuous presence of political and economic benefits

for the Chinese Government outweigh the political embarrassment

that China faces as a result of the existence of a British colony

of Chinese subjects on its borders.

B. British willingness to stay in HK after 1997. This condition

implies the presence of political, economic or military benefits

for the British Government.
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C. The continued existence of a capitalist economY in HK

O. The existence in HK of public and elite opinion in favor of the

status -quo,

Since the ideal type status-quo is not only a possibility but a

reality now, it is useful to look at the factors that have contributed

to the maintenance and stability of the status-quo of HK. Hopefully,

an examination of these factors may shed light on some useful

indications to gauge the likelihood of the status-quo remaining a

future possibility, if not a continual reality, for UK.

SOURCES OF HK'S STABILITY

The economic performance of HK acts as a stabilizing force in two

ways. First, the economY has been able to sustain an increasing

population from hardly 600,000 at the end of August 19455 to 5.5

million in 1983. Second, it has been able to raise the general living

standard of the population from a GOP of US $ 950. million in 1960 to

a GOP of US $ 27.2 billion in 1981.6 Income per capita increased

from US $665.4 in 1961 7 to US $ 5,100. in 1981.8 Hospital beds

increased from 1.94 per 1,000 in 1951 to 4.18 per 1,000 in 1982.9

Population per physician decreased from 3,060 in 1960 to 1,220 in

1980.10 Population per nursing person decreased from 2,800 in 1960

to 790 in 1980.11 Thus HK is ranked 7th out of 108 semi-developed,

developing, capitalist and communist countries grouped on an economic

composite of 54 indicators, 12th on 66 social indicators, resulting in

an overall socio-economic ranking of 9th.12
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IIA rapid rise in living standards is not usually associated with a

sharp increase in population as well; but Hong Kong has managed to

achieve both II (Voungson, 1982:52). This ability of the economY to

absorb an increase in population, particularly those resulting from

refugee arrivals, without cutting into the living standards of the

existing population, has probably reduced a great number of potential

causes of instability.

According to writers such as P. B. Harris and Mary Lee, the

existence of Hong Kong that supports 5.5 million rice bowls is set on

a tripod of consents or understandings by the UK Government, the

Beijing Government and the HK peop1e.13 There are many sources of

stability of HK. Among some of the more important ones are:

A. HK1s own economic performance,

B. HK1s uniqueness as a colony,

C. Chinese cultural traits,

D. HK overall benefits to the UK,

E. HK overall benefits to the PRC.

A. HK1s Own Economic Performance.

From what Lord Pa1merson called "a barren rock" some 100 years

ago, HK has transformed itself into one of the most vibrant economies

of S. E. Asia. HK is now the third largest container port (after

Rotterdam, Holl and, & New York, New York) in the wor1 d.14• Its gol d

and silver exchange activities make HK the wor1d 1s third largest

gold-dealing centre.15 With 128 licensed domestic and foreign
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banks, HK is also the third largest financial centre of the world,

surpassing Tokyo and not too far behind New York and London. 16

In 1981, despite the economic troubles that beset the world in

general, particu1ary in the US and EECs which are HK1s traditional

major markets, domestic exports rose by 7.6% to a total of $80,500

million and re-exports by 24%, for a rise in total exports of some

12%. GDP in 1981 rose by almost 10% and unemployment was only 3.7% of

the labor force at a time of world recession.17

In the ten year period between 1972-1982, HK experienced an annual

growth of GDP of 9.6%.18 The economy expanded two and a half times

in the same period.19 Real income per capita doubled over the ten

year period. Government expenditures also trebled in real terms.

These expenditures, which were drawn entirely from revenue and not

from the reserves, despite a low maximum personal tax rate of 15% and

a corporate tax ceiling of 17.5%, constitute a feat of financial

planning by any standard. Only 218,000 out of the 5.5 million people

were liable to salaries tax in 1982.20

It is this kind of phenomenal economic growth, even though

happening in a colonial setting, and "the resultant rise in living

standards for a majority of her (HK) resi dents (that) predi spose them

(HK people) towards acceptance of the existing conditions" (Lau,

1982: 16). More importantly, this rapid economic grOl'/th "has been

accompanied by a decline in income inequality" (R. Hsia, 1978: 182).

As early as over a decade ago, the Gini index of Hong Kong was lowered

from "0.487 in 1966 to 0.411 in 1971. Hhi1e the magnitude of the
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change may be subject to question, the direction is beyond

doubt•••• There was also a narrowing of earning differentials between

skilled and unskilled workers and between blue-collar and white-collar

work ers " CR. Hsia, 78: 182-3). Nowadays, the rise of living standards

as manifested in the fact that lithe modernisationion and upgrading of

household equipment continues unabated -- one of the Iquiet

revolutions' which have been going through all the income groups here

(HK) over the last decade" CA. Chalkley, 1984: 4).

The economic performance of HK must be good enough, and apparently

has been, to satisfy not just the local HK people, but also to satisfy

Britain's and China's economic interests. If not, Britain and China

might long ago have removed their blessings upon which the stability

of HK lies and upon which lies the condition for continuing good

economic performance of HK. Thus, the maintenance or rise of HK

economic performance under the modus vivendi may be considered as a

condition conducive to the continuation of the status-quo. A drop in

HK economic performance may be considered as a condition unconducive

to the continuation of the status-quo. 21

B. HK IS UNIQ UENESS AS A COLONY

HK, although a British Crown colony, can be regarded as a

tesnorery place of refugee for the Chi nese, 22 Thi s seems to be

especially true for the aspiring Chinese capitalists (since 1949) who

volunteered their "al leqf ance " to the British Crm'ln. It is these

volunteer, colonial, temporary characteristics of HK that are thought
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to have contributed to the stability of the colony.

First, theorists on colonial rule such as Furniva11 (1948) and

Ba1andier (1966) have long believed that the high-pressured,

po1itica11y- and racia11y- segregated colonial rule is conduci~e to

stability within the colonies. As Professor C. Y. Yang agrees that

lithe most striking institutional feature of Hong Kong is its colonial

polity which provided socio-po1itica1 stability for the

industrialization and metropolitan community devel opment " (King et

a1., '81: xvi). Besides, the colonized Chinese people came to HK to

subject themselves voluntarily to British colonial rule (Lau, 1982:

7). Most of those who fled the Chinese communists IIharbored intense

and uncompromising hostility towards communism and towards the

cunmuni st Chinese Government ll (Lau, 1982: 11). Consequently, "many

po1itiking activities, including those which in many other places

would be considered as legitimate actions directed at the government,

have been popularly branded as moves to 'rock the boat' and summarily

condemned" (Lau: 182: 11). This pervasive fear of conflict has

contributed in no small way to the stability of the colony (Woronoff,

1980: 229).

Second, since the government of 11K is modelled after classic

colonial administrations, there are no political parties in HK to

channel discontent into organized political action or violence (Lau,

1982: 17). Frustrations over the absence of basic democratic rights

to participate in the political process are probably not deeply felt

(Lau , 1982: 17) since most adult HK people "volunteered" to be British
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subjects in the first place. Consequently, the colony has been fairly

stable despite the lack of II democracy ". However, this tolerance of

the lack of democratic institutions is likely to change as the

proportion of HK-born people becomes a significant portion of the

population.

Third, most HK people are probably uncertain about the length of

Briti sh ru1 e in HK. Consequently they "tend to treat the colony

(more) as a temporary res ti ng place than as a permanent home II (tau,

1982: 17). This sense of living in a IIborrowed place" with probably

limited "borr-owed timell23 prevents HK people from making any drastic

political action which is unlikely to lead to "peraanent" changes.

Those who are really apprehensive about the future are probably

looking for ways to emigrate. Those who do not care will probably

resign their fate to the mandate of Heaven, in this case whoever is in

pOH2r in China at the time of the Il newfuture".

This writer has argued that the volunteer, colonial and temporary

nature of HK contributed to the stability of HK. Presumably, the

reverse may also be true. That an involuntary, non-colonial and

permanent HK may not comand the kind of stabi1 ity it has now. Any

regime that the HK people do not voluntarily pledge their allegiance

to should certainly expect difficulties in achieving stability in HK.

Likewise, a non-colonial and permanent HK would be unlikely to enjoy

the apparent stability provided by the absence of organized political

actions and violence.
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C. CHINESE CULTURAL TRAIT

"In life, never set foot in an government office. In death, never

set foot in hell. "24 This comnon Chinese saying probably reflects

accurately the traditional Confucian-influenced emphasis on scholarly

endeavors and on good relationships with one1s government (ruler)

among others (Five relatiohships) while avoiding other political

activities. Since HK1s population is made up of over 98% Chinese, the

political passiveness of the Chinese may account to a certain extent

for the stability of HK.

Lau stated that "Judging from the political behaviour of the

Chinese in history, in China and in Hong Kong, it is reasonable to

conclude that there is a cultural tendency to be politically passive"

(Lau,l982: 14). And that "the Chinese people are known for their

resi1ent ability to endure hardship. Put in a desperate situation,

they would prefer to stay away from the Government and from political

activities" (Lau , 1982: 17).

This political passiveness may change as Chinese become more

educated and increasingly exposed to Western democratic idea1s. 25

Experiences also bear out that conflicts, if kept within certain

"resaonab1e" limits, would probably not provoke intense reactions from

China (Lau, 1982: 13). Such experiences tend to have an unquieting

effect on HK. That may be why HK has recently begun to witness lithe

willingness of the poor Chinese to confront the government in a mild

way" (Lau , 1982: 13).
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D. HK OVERALL BENEFITS TO UK

"Hong Kong was not acquired as a settlement for the British, but

rather as a diplomatic, commercial and military post in order to

secure trade with China". 26 The benefits that Britain derives from

HK may be regarded as a strong incentive for the British to ensure the

stability of HK without which no benefits of any kind are likely. HK

is of benefit to the UK in three ways: strategic, political and

economic.

1. Strategic Benefits

Historically, HK, located at the crossroads of S. E. Asia with a

deep natural harbor, may be thought of as a strategic place for the

British to keep its military forces as part of a world-wide network to

protect the British Empire. HK, therefore, was considered as an

important Asian outpost (next to Singapore) for the maintainence of

British sea-power. HK could easily be used, and was in fact used, as

a repair and/or refueling port for the Royal Navy (Miners, 1981: 4-6)

and as a rest and recreation (R &R) stop for the fighting US troops

in Vietnam. In addition, British troops garrisoned in HK could

conceivably be and were readily sent to South Korea,27 Sabah and

Sarawak, Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore and even China as needed. This

strategic importance of HK seemed to have waned greatly in

significance when the British adopted its 1967/68 policy of retreating

militarily from east of the Suez Cana1. 28 Nowadays, the British

garrison in HK primarily provides a visible symbolic gesture of

British commitment to HK1s status-quo and in assisting the Royal Hong
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Kong Police Force in maintaining internal law and order (Miners,

1981: 6). Although the strategic importance of HK to the UK has

almost been reduced to nothing, there is no reason why HK, ~lith "a

useful naval base,1I29 cannot be used as a strategic port for the

British in the future should the need arise. Presumably, should

Britain ever decide actively to participate in S.E. Asian affairs in a

military fashion, though it seems unlikely at present, HK, with its

geographical location and well-developed infrastructure, could still

be useful in supporting the British in staging military operations.

2. Political Benefits

Politically speaking, especially during and after the end of World

War II, a British run HK had immense significance in British political

prestige in Asia. IIWhen Singapore fell to Japanese forces in 1942 ••

• many supposed that that was the end of British-and European-power in

the Far East. 1I 30 A British comitment to HK would probably help

indicate British resolution to restore its pre-WWII eminence in

Singapore, Ceylon, f4a1aya or Bunna. 31 It could also be interpreted

as an indication of British resolution to hold Aden, Malta, Gibraltar

and the West Indies. 32 In addition, a British run HK also showed

British continuing interests in China, using HK as a springboard for

further Anglo-Chinese trade. 30 However, nowadays amidst potential

anti-colonialism sentiments in Britain and the world at large, the

existence of colonial HK probably brings more political embarrassment

to UK than it does political advantages. Such a political situation
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would likely call for a British retreat fro~ HK if the political

consideration were the only criterion in British policy to\~rds HK.

On the other hand, the political stability of HK may now rely on those

whose me~ories of the British Empire linger and whose motto is that

"Britain cannot and will not let its wards down" (Woronoff, 1981:

229) should HK choose to remain a British colony.

3. Economic Benefits

Economic benefit was the original British motive (Lau, 1982: 7)

when it went to war to insist on selling opium in China, resulting in

the First Anglo-Chinese War, and thereby gaining HKI as a storage and

refueling outpost for British trading activities in China. At the

time, Britain experienced an unfavorable balance of trade with China

as the result of Britain's buying of Chinese silk and tea. China, on

the other hand, considered itself self-sufficient and wanted as little

to do with the British as possible. The British discovered the opium

trade from the East Indt an Company as a way to reverse the outfl ow of

British silver to China. "By 1836 the value of imports reached $18

million, making it (opium) the world's most valuable single commodity

trade. Between 1829 and 1836 $36 million worth of silver flowed out

of China. The traders had at last found something the Chinese wanted

to buy. One merchant wrote 'Opium is like gold. I can sell it

anytime ' ll (Crisswell, 1981: 19). As a result of the opium trade,

British trade deficits were reduced and the trade balance began to be

in British favor. China suffered not only from the outflow of silver
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to Britain, but its people, among them many young able youth, also

suffered from ill-health due to opium SMoking. The Emperor himself
-

was reported to have seethed with rage, "condemm ng the sal e of opi un

as morally indefensible and ruinous to the health and property of his

people" (Gleason, 1963: 18). The opium trade was, thus, ordered

banned in China. Commissioner Lin Tse Hsu was appointed by the Ching

Imperial Court to supervise the ban. But IIIn the 1830s Jardine and

Matheson (probably the premier British trading firm in Hong Kong

before its pull-out in 1984) controlled about 1/3 of foreign trade

with China, which largely consisted of the illegal importation of

opium from India in to China. The opium trade was not small time

smuggling. Throughout the ninetheeth century .it yield 1/3 of the

total revenue of British India and has been described as 'the largest

cornerce of the time in any single cormuni ty" (Crisswell, 1981: 41).

The British government, however, took a strong official line against

the opium traffic but understandably 1I1eft the enforceMent of

anti-opium laws in Chinese hands" (Gleason, 1963: 18). The two

so-called "Opium" wars were fought between Britain and China under

other pretexts but in fact were over the OpiUM trade in particular.

After each OpiUM war, China was forced to sign an unequal treaty (1842

and 1860), resulting in the cessation of HKI and KP to the British in

perpetuity. The NT Lease was later secured in 1898 under another

British campaign, thereby concluding the land acquisition of present

day HK.
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Although the British were willing to fight China then for economic

gains, it seems un~ikely that Britain will fight China over HK for

economic gains now. Nevertheless, the British economic gains fro~ HK

must probably provide the British an added reluctance to leave HK.

IIEven British Minister of State Richard Luce had to acknowledge

that Hong Kong is vital to Britain since it is British (sic) largest

market in the Far East. 1I34 The British, however, run visible trade

deficits with HK as shown by Table 5-1. But these visible trade

deficits are often made up by the invisible trade surpluses that the

British enjoy.35 As N. Miners pointed out:

Britain's adverse balance on visible trade is
amply compensated for by a surplus on invisible
transactions, including such items as the pensions
paid to retired Hong Kong civil servants in
Britain, dividend remittances to British
shareholders in Hong Kong enterprises, consultancy
fees and payments for insurance, shipping and
other commercial facilities arranged through the
city of London (Miner, 1981: 9)~

liThe invisible transactions on current and capital accounts between

Hong Kong are kept ruthlessly invisible by the authorities."36

Outsiders rarely get a hint as to how exactly to quantify British

invisible gains from HK. But as Miner reported:

••• in December 1975 the Head of the Hong Kong
and Indian Ocean Department of the Foreign Office
told a House of Commons committee that the annual
surplus on invisible trade with HK was in the
region of £200 million or £300 and could be
higher. 04iners, 1981: 9)

In addition, "Hong Kong provides a useful shop window and local

base for British exporters selling in Asia" (Miners, 1981: 9) because
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Tab 1e 5-1

British visible Trade With Hong Kong

Pounds mill i on HK $mill i on

Year 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83*

British Import** 307 440 457 531 691 7609 8618 7842 5655

British Export*** 160 204 272 362 442 5456 6283 6892 4727

Deficit 147 236 185 169 249 2153 2335 950 928

* Figures are only up to August 1983.
**c.i.f. from 75-79 in pound million; 80-83 figures are in HK $mi11ion.
*** f.o.b. from 75-79 in Pd. million; 80-83 figures are in HK $million.
Source: Figures in 1975-79 comes from HMSO Monthly Digest of Statistics

as cited in Miners, 1981: 9.
Figures in 1980-83 comes from Hong Kon~ Trade Statistics,
Exports and Reexports. 1980, 1981, 198 , 1983.

1 Pound = HK$ 10.00
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of HK's available trading expertise. Not only does HK provide

pensions to retired Britons who once worked there, but it is also

providing employment to a sizable contingent of British expatriots

along with very generous perks (Woronoff, 1981: 229).

Moreover, from 1941 to 1972, HK was compulsorily enrolled as a

member of the sterling areas and had to keep its reserves in

sterling. HK maintained a 1arg~ sterling balance in London. In 1973,

HK's foreign reserve of £736 million constituted 12% of British total

foreign liabilities or 27% of total gold and foreign exchange reserves

(Miners, 1981: 10-12). These large reserves deposited in London in

effect represented a long-term HK loan made to Britain. Although the

loan carr i ed an i nteres t return to 11K, HK suffered a great loss of HK

$450 million when the sterling was devalued in November 1967 from US

$2.8 to the pound to US $2.4 to the pound. Other independent ster1 ing

areas suffered as well. Acomplicated guarantee system of up to 90%

of loss compensation was instituted by the British to keep

sterling-countries in the sterling community. By 1972, the pound

sterling was allowed to float and HK reserves gradually began to

diversify into other currencies.

Furthermore, with its geographical location at the crossroads of

Asia and as a tax-free shopping and trading paradise, HK is a

desirable stopover for airlines. Since Britain is responsible for the

negotiation of landing rights at the KaiTak Airport in HK, the British

have taken advantage of this position to reap economic gains by

securing profitable routes for its national carrier, the British
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Airways Corporation (formerly BOAC). Airlines, whose home countries

have granted desirable routes to the British Airways, are likely to be

favorably considered for approval of landing rights in HK (Miners,

81: 13). Similarly, the application for HK landing rights by

airlines whose home countries have conceded no desirable routes to the

British Airways may be scrutinized with disapproving eyes. Since lithe

profitability of an airline is directly related to the number of

desirable routes on which it is allowed to operate U (Miners, 1981:

13), it is small wonder that the BOAC had a good record of

profitability when compared to most world airlines.

Moreover, there are other less well-known benefits for the

British. First, the public bus companies in HK are legally required

to buy British made vehicles (Miners, 1981: 9; Woronoff, 1981:

230). Second, HK ships are likely to be registered under Britain

since HK does not have a ship register, which means extra revenues for

Britain (Woronoff, 1981: 230). Third, there is also a natural

tendency of the people in the colony, particulary true among the

British expatriots, to buy British (Miners, 1981). Fourth, uthe

colony is of inestimable financial value to the City of London and

provides excellent banking, insurance, commercial, academic and

professional openings to thousands of Britons ll
•
37

Finally, depending on which point of view one takes, the costs

fo; supporting the British garrison in HK can be viewed as either an

econor.lic advantage or disadvantage to Britain. It can be viewed as an

advantage to Britain because HK provides part of the total costs of
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running the British garri.son in HK, which Britain should theoretically

be expected to pay in full since it is after all the mother country.

Under this arrangement, HK is in effect carrying some of the British

defense burden by footing part of the bill (Woronoff, 1981: 229). On

the other hand, it may be considered an economic disadvantage because

Britain must pay at least part of the costs of running the garrison in

HK. Presumably the money spent on HK1s defense would probably be more

beneficial to British strategic interests if spent elsewhere, e.g. on

British troops in Northern Ireland.

Prior to 1976, British shouldered most of HK garrison's costs.

Since 1976, under negotiated settlements in December 1975 and October

1980 with Britain, HK has paid 50~.in 1976-77, 62.5~ in 1977-78 and

75% thereafter for the actual costs of British garrison in HK (Miners,

1981: 8). In 1981-82, HK1s share of the cost of British garrison in

HK was £160 million_compared to Britain1s £40 million, which is 0.4~

of the total British defense budget of over £10,000 million (ibid).

And if this defense spending had really been considered an economic

disadvantage to Britain, it would have well been outweighed by the

other tangible and intangible economic benefits mentioned in the

previous paragraphs (Miners, 1981: 14; Woronoff, 1981: 230).

In order to gauge the effect of the British economic benefits

from HK on HK1s future, these economic benefits must be considered in

a larger context. British economic benefits from HK may be viewed as

an incentive for Britain not to abandon HK for the time being.

However, it would be foolish to conclude, based on economic benefits
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that Britain is likely to do its best to keep the status-quo going in

the future. These British economic interests in HK should be measured

and balanced against British economic interests in a potentially far

greater market than HK, namely China. Should British economic

interests in China require the abandonment of HK, Britain may be

likely to follow potentially bigger and longer-term interests. The

economic interests in HK should also be measured against the British

political climate at home and the anti-colonialist climate in the

world. Only then will the likely effect of British economic interests

on HK1s future be known.

E. HK OVERALL BENEFITS TO CHINA

The stability of HK owes in large part to China1s tolerance of

the existence of the status-quo. This Chinese behavior has at least

in part been motivated by the benefits that China gets from HK. In

fact, uChina has become increasingly appreciative of the usefulness of

HK to its national development ll
•
38 Similar to its benefits to the

UK, HK benefits to China are of three types, namely strategic,

political and economic.

1. Strategic Benefit

Some writers such as Pye, Davies, and Harris theorize that the

Soviet Fleet is likely to blockade the Chinese Coast in case of a

Sino-Russian War. In such case, they envision, a British-run HK will

likely be the only unblockaded port along the Chinese Coast through



which China can get its supplies. lhis argument for an unb10ckaded HK

is based on the rationale that blockading HK, a colony of a NATO

member, the UK, would have the implication of potentially involving

NATO into the scene, a two-front conflict that the Soviet Union is

likely to avoid. lherefore, HK would be vital to supply China with

whatever essential supplies it needs in such a situation.

lhis benefit is more of a intangible nature than a tangible one.

Such a subtle benefit is quite elusive from any measurement. No one

can say for sure that such a HK safety supply valve for China has

actually discouraged any Soviet plan to blockade China in the past.

Simi1a1y, nobody can tell for sure that such HK safety valve is likely

to discourage the Soviet Fleet from ev~r attempting to blockade the

Chinese coast in the future. To push the argument further, nobody can

be sure that the Soviet Union will not actually blockade even a

British-run HK in a Sino-Russian conflict. Besides, the defense of a

country, in this case China, is too important an issue to be left to

some other sovereign country, namely the UK (since theoretically it is

the mother country of HK).39 Therefore, this benefit is more of a

potential nature than a concrete one.

2. Political Benefits

As has been mentioned in the literature review chapter, the

political benefits that China derived from HK were manifold. HK was

used by China as a contact with the outside world with most of which

China had no diplomatic re1ations. 40 HK was also used as a sounding
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board for Chinals discontent over other countries's conduct, mostly

British and American. HK stamps were used by China to send mail to

countries where Chinese stamps were not we1come. 41 HK was also

employed as a dividing device in pitting the British against the US

over the issue of the admission of the PRC into the UN. Moreover, HK

was targeted as a conduit for revolutionary groups based in other

countries going in and out of China. In short, HK offered a wide

assortment of political benefits to China.

Fairly recent events such as the PRCls admission into the UN, the

normalization of Sino-American relations and the establishment of

diplomatic relations with over 100 countries and the opening up of

trade opportunities in China seem to dwarf HKls political importance

to China. On the other hand, a continuously stable and prosperous HK,

especially if it is under the "symbolic" tutelage of China, would give

immense political mileage to Chinals handling of the unification of

Taiwan.

3 Economic Benefits

HK has played a genuinely major role in Beijingls commercial

relations with the non-communist world. It is the most important

single market for Chinals experts outside the communist b10c.42 The

expanding visible trade between HK and China is illustrated in Table

5-2. Total trade between HK and China in 1982 is 33 times (measured

in terms of monetary value) that of 1952.43 The favorable Chinese

balance of trade with HK in 1982 (+HK$21,137 million) is 68 times that
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Table 5-2

Visible Trade Between Hong Kong And China (1952-1983 )

CHINA1S EXPORTS TO CHINA' A IMPORTS FROM CHINA'S BALANCE OF
YEAR &TARO AK (as shown & TARO HI< (as shown TRADE wITH HK

by values of HK1s by AKls total exports (HK$ srn i on )
imports from China) to China)

1952 830 520 + 310
1953 857 540 +317
1954 692 391 + 301
1955 898 182 + 716
1956 1,038 136 + 902
1957 1,131 123 + 1,008
1958 1,397 156 + 1241
1959 1,034 114 + 920
1960 1,186 120 + 1.,(166
1961 1,028 99 + 929
1962 1,213 85 + 1,128
1963 1,487 70 + 1,417
1964 1,970 60 + 1 ,910
1965 2,322 72 + 2,250
1966 2,769 69 + 2,700
1967 2,282 48 + 2,234
1968 2,429 45 + 2,384
1969 2,700 37 + 2,663
1970 2,830 64 + 2,766
1971 3,330 62 + 3,268
1972 3,847 103 + 3,744
1973 5,634 222 + 5,412
1974 5,991 296 + 5,695
1975 6,805 165 + 6,640
1976 7,761 147 + 7,614
1977 7,222 175 + 7,047
1978 10,550 1,296 + 10,254
1979 15,130 1,918 +13,212
1980 21,948 6,247 + 15,701
1981 29,510 10,968 + 18,542
1982 32,935 11,798 + 21,137
1983* 25,214 10,103 + 15,111

* Only up to August 1983.
Sources: Hong Kong Department of Commerce and Industry, Hong Kong

Trade Statistics-Exports. (every December issue from
1952-1958), and HOng Kon§ Trade Statistics- Exports and
Re-Exkorts. (December) 1 59-1967.
Aongong Census and Statistical Department, Hona Kon~ Trade
Statistic-Exports and Re-Exports. (December) 196 -198 and
AUgust 1983.
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(+HK$310 m'i11ion) of 1952. China has been reaping considerable

advantage from trade with HK ever since 1952. For example, its

balance of trade with HK for the past few years are +HK$ 10,254

millions for 1978, +13212 millions for 1979, +15701 millions for 1980,

+18542 millions for 1981 and +21,137 millions for 1982. Trade between

HK and Taiwan is recorded in Table 5-3, for a comparative look at

China's and Taiwan's trade with HK. Taiwan, like China, has been

enjoying a favorable balance of trade with HK since 1959. Table 5-4

demonstrates trade performance with HK between China and Taiwan.

Although both China and Taiwan have enjoyed favorable terms of trade

with HK, those of China clearly have been much more favorable than

those of Taiwan.

HK is Beijing's principal channel of overseas Chinese

remittances. 44 lilt is estimated that over 95% of overseas Chinese

remittances to China pass through HK,.45 Table 5-5 reveals the

amount of funds sent through HK to China between 1950 and 1964.

HK also plays a significant role as middleman between China and

the rest of the world. For example, Table 5-6 shows the increasing

value of trade between China and the rest of the world going through

HK. From 1960 to 1982, there is a 76 times increase in China's

imports going through HK (HK$7,992 millions/HK$105 millions). It is

likely that there was even trade going on between China and Taiwan

through HK.

This favorable Chinese visible trade with HK (Harris, 1981: 104)

and remittances from overseas Chinese are considered to constitute one
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Tab1e 5-3

Visible Trade Between Hong Kong And Taiwan (1952-1983 )

TAIWAN1S EXPORTS TO TAIWAN1S IMPORTS FROM TAIWAN1S BALANCE
YEAR &TARO AONG KONG (as &TARO HONG KONG (as of TRADE WITA

shown by Hk1s Imports shown by HK1s Total HONG KONG (HK$
from Taiwan in HK$ M) Exports to Taiwan) mll han)

1952 45 207 - 162
1953 74 106 - 32
1954 46 80 - 34
1955 40 37 + 3
1956 51 47 +4
1957 72 61 +11
1958 50 62 - 12
1959 102 58 + 44
1960 124 76 + 48
1961 154 64 + 90
1962 136 64 +72
1963 172 50 + 112
1964 178 70 + 108
1965 154 86 + 68
1966 167 97 + 70
1967 260 131 + 129
1968 413 165 + 248
1969 502 212 + 290
1970 820 301 + 519
1971 991 413 + 578
1972
1973
1974 1,765 1,055 +710
1975 1,943 837 + 1,106
1976 3,057 1,135 + 1,922
1977 2,939 1,122 + 1,817
1978 4,257 1,732 + 2,525
1979 6,035 2,435 + 3,600
1980 7,961 3,065 + 4,896
1981 10,762 3,380 + 7,382
1982 10,198 3,689 + 6,509
1983* 7,647 2~880 + 4,767

* Only up to August 1983.
Sources: Hong Kong Department of Commerce and Industry, Hong

Kong Trade Statistic-Exports (every December issue from
1952-1958), and Hong Kong Trade Statistic-Exports and
Re-Exports (December 1959-1967).

Hong Kong Census and Statistical Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistic-Exports and Re-Exports (December 1968-1982) and August 1983.
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Table 5-4

Comparison Of China's Balance Of Trade And Taiwan!s Balance
Of Trade With Hong Kong (1952-1983 in HK $ Million)

YEAR

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983*

CHINA'S BALANCE OF
TRADE WITH HONG KONG

+ 310
+317
+ 301
+ 716
+ 902

+ 1,008
+ 1,241

+ 920
+ 1,066

+ 929
+ 1,128
+ 1,417
+ 1,910
+ 2,250
+ 2,700
+ 2,234
+ 2,384
+ 2,663
+ 2,766
+ 3,268
+ 3,744
+ 5,412
+ 5,695
+ 6,640
+ 7,614
+ 7,047

+ 10,254
+ 13,212
+15,701
+ 18,542
+ 21,137
+ 15,111

TAIWAN'S BALANCE OF
TRADE WITH HONG KONG

- 162
- 32
- 34
+ 3
+ 4

+ 11
- 12
+ 44
+ 48
+ 90
+72

+ 112
+ 108
+ 68
+ 70

+ 129
+ 248
+ 290
+ 519
+ 578

unavailable
II

+ 710
+ 1,106
+ 1,922
+ 1,817
+ 2,525
+ 3,600
+ 4,896
+ 7,382
+ 6,509
+ 4,767

* Up to August only.
Sources: Calculations from Table 5-2 and Table 5-3
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Table 5-5

Chinese Overseas Remittances Through Hong Kong (1950-1964)
(US$ milli on )

YEAR
CURRENCY

THROUGH BANK TOTAL
FOOD PARCELS

REMITTANCES TAX TOTAL

44.8 133
48.8 145
49.5 148
35.9 108
33.3 100
30.7 92
25.4 76
18.1 54
17.3 52
12.1 36
15.8 47 4.6 6.8

47 16.4 24.5
47 16.7 25.1
52 11.0 16.4
62 7.1 10.7

Sources: U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, An Economic Profile
of Mainland China. (Washington, D.C.: Government Prlntlng
Offlce, 1967), volume 2, as appeared in W.F. Beazer, The
Commercial Future of Hon, Kong. (New York: Praeger --
Publl sfiers, New York, 19 8) p, 139.
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Tab1e 5-6

Visible Trade Between Hong Kong And Communist
China 1952-1983 (HK$ million)

Include Re-Exports
to China

105
107

91
77
62
47
54
54
42
36
30
34
43
82

173
193
137
123
148
215

1,315
4,642
8,044
7,992
6,529

CHINA'S IMPORTS CHINA'S IMPORTS
FROM HONG kONG + GOING TARO HK (As
(AS shown by HK's shown by Ak's Re-
Exports to China) Exports to China)

520
540
391
182
136
123
156

9
13

8
8
8

13
18
15

6
9
7

30
19
21
49
99
28
24
28
81

603
1,605
2,924
3,806
3,574

CHINA'S TOTAL IttPORTS
YEAR FROM &fARO AONG kONG =

(AS shown by Hk's To
tal Exports to China)

1952 520
1953 540
1954 391
1955 182
1956 136
1957 123
1958 156
1959 114
1960 120
1961 99
1962 85
1963 70
1964 60
1965 72
1966 69
1967 48
1968 . 45
1969 37
1970 64
1971 62
1972 103
1973 222
1974 296
1975 165
1976 147
1977 175
1978 296
1979 1,918
1980 6,247
1981 10,968
1982 11,798
1983* 10,103
* Up to August, 1983
Sources: Hong Kong Department of Commerce and Industry, Hong Kon~

Trade Statistics-Exports. (Decenner ) 1952, '53, '54, '5 ,
'56, '57, '58. and Hon Kon Trade Statistics -Ex orts and
Re-Exports {Every Dece er lssue rom 0 • ong
Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics-EXtOrts and Re-exports. (Everyecember issue
from 1968 to 982, plus August 1983 issue). W.F. Beazer,
The Commercial Future of Hong Kong. (New York: Praeger
Press, 1978) p. 126-127.
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third of China's hard foreign currency (Wesley-Smith, 1980: 188;

Harris, 1981: 104), a~ounting to £600 ~i11ion to £700 million (Harris,

81: 104). According to Harris, "Every day that the Colony survives in

its present form, China gains a possible £2 mill ion" (Harris, 78: 172).

China's economic activities in HK go beyong trade and

remittances. There are direct Chinese investments in HK. China has

13 banks, and six department stores with 70 retail outlets in HK

(Harris, 81: 104). Bank of China is considered to have at least 30%

of total HK deposits (Harris, 81: 104; Yao, 1980 in D. Lethbridge).

In addition, China has investment interests in advertising, cinemas,

real-estate, marketing, travel and shipping agencies (Harris, 81:

104). China's invest~ents in HK were estimated to be $11 billion in

1981 (Harris, 81: 104). It was believed that China has invested so

much in HK that its interests are already greater than those of any

other government (D. Wilson, FEER. Dec. 10 , 1976 p. 20). One retired

China hand in London was reportedly to have said, "The way it's going,

Chi na mi ght own most of Hong Kong by 1997. ,.46 Consequently, it

seems logical for Harris to conclude that IIIf China is prepared to

conduct her foreign economic policy on the basis of economic

rationality then she would clearly not wish to foreclose on her (HK)

lease \-/ith undue haste II (Harris, 1978: 172). As Wesley-Smith echoes

that IIHK sleeps easier everytime a new mul t.t-rri Tl ton dollars deal is

announced which can only show a return for China if the status-quo

remains undisturbed for many years to cornell (Wesley-Smith, 1980: 188).
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Although the economic evidence pointing to a Chinese decision to

continue maintaining the status-quo of HK is impressive, the same

economic eVidence may arguably be interpreted as indicating China's

gradual takeover of HK by stealth (Harris, 81: 104). China's

inves~ents in HK may also ~ean that it is that much easier to

reabsorb HK. Greenfield posits that lIinvestment is after all one

shrewd and subtle device of national recoveryll (1983: 29). Thus the

economic benefits that the status-quo of HK provides China m~ carry

the potential for a change in the status-quo. Such a potential may be

especially frightening to HK1s stability in view of the fact that sane

(e.g. Pye) consider a reabsorbed HK may give China even more benefits

than it is enjoying now if the international demands for HK goods and

products do not falter after China reabsorbs HK.

SOURCES OF HK INSTABILITY

Although quite stable by South East Asian standards, HK, like

many other countries and city-states, is not immune to the threat of

potential instability. Instability may come from many sources. Some

of the major potential sources are:

A. Resurgence of Chinese nationalism,

B. Increase in emphasis on Communist ideological purity,

C. Decline of HK1s economic performance,

D. Rise of an indigenous HK independence Movement,

E. Lack of an institutionalized mechanism for Chinese leadership

succession,
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F. Policy oscillation due to volatility of Chinese politics,

G. Lack of interest on the issue of HK in British politics,

H. Excessive KMT influence in HK, and

I. Uncertain political future of HK.

The first four sources that may lead to the sinification of HK are

factors that have been discussed in the sinification chapter.

Therefore, they will not be discussed here. The remaining sources of

instability will briefly be examined here, starting with source E.

E. Lack of an Institutionalized Mechanism for Chinese Leadership

Succession.

Although leadership succession in ancient China was far from

perfect, nevertheless, birth right was the formal criterion employed

in most cases of leadership succession. Nowadays, in the absence of

an institutionalized succession mechanism, the passing of a Chinese

strongman may have an unnerving effect on HK (Harris, 1972; Miner,

1975). As Richard Thornton observes

the history of the Chinese com~~nist partY, ••• has
been punctuated by periodic leadership crises.
The more prudent judgement based upon that history
would be that the destabilizing tendencies
inherent in the immature Chinese political system
will continue to plague China1s leaders. 47

This succession crisis was evidenced in the fact t~at Mao

seemingly had had three "formal" successors: Liu Shao-chi, Lin Piao

and Deng Xiao Ping, who for various reasons, all fell into disgrace in

1966-67, 1971 and 1976 respectively.48 Deng, however, was able to

gradually re-establish himself after arrest of the gang of four.
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This shuffling of Mao's successors was probably the main reason

why Harris (1972) and Miners (1975) had forewarned that the death of

Mao Tse-Tung might trigger a power stfuggle whose contender might

re-take HK to establish their devotion to Chinese unification and

communist ideological purity in order to become Mao's successor.

Although such a scenario has not occurred, the lack of a formalized

succession mechanism invariably provides every potential for a similar

scenario to appear.

Coupled with the succession problem is the advanced age of the

Chinese leadership (A. Whiting, 1977: 17). Deng Xiao Ping is 80 years

old. Although he has clearly positioned Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang to

be his successors, there are potential possibilities that whenever

Deng passes away the two proteges may lose power as quickly as Hua Kuo

Feng did. As Wal ter Miller reports, II •••Western diplomats here

(Beijing), .in Hong Kong and Taiwan say it is too early to tell if

either Zhao or Hu has the political clout to ensure a smooth

leadership transition once Deng passes from the scene. Neither

appears to have the network of friends within the party and armed

forces equal to Deng'sll.49 This potential succession crisis in

China and its potential adverse effect on HK's stability are

accentuated by Deng's recent revelation of the IIS0 - S01l condition of

his health and his expectation of not living beyond the next five

years. 50
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F. Policy Oscillation due to Volatility of Chinese Politics.

Closely related to the potential for a succession crisis is the

well known zig-zagging of Chinese pol icy. II ••• the- Chinese had to

search for their own path. It is still not clear that they have found

it in many areas of life. The almost yearly oscillations and the ease

with which they could move to the leftist, radical extreme of the

cultural revolution and then swing toward a rightist course confirm

the difficulties the Chinese have been having. 1I 5l This difficulty

of agreeing on the most appropriate way to develop China manifested

itself in the so-called IItwo-line ll struggle. Many studies have been

done on the two-line struggle. 52 Johan Galtung theorizes that

Chinese policy fluctuates left and right every seven years. 53 Most

recently, Japanese Prime Minister Nakasone expressed candidly his

doubts on China's ability to stick to its present policy. In a speech

before a Beijing University audience, Nakasone comments

Foremost of these questions is whether you (China)
will continue in the long-term with your policy of
IIFour Modernizations ll and the attendant HiliCY of
opening up to the outside world •••••

In addition, after noting China's process of trial and error during

the last 35 years of the communist reign in China, Nakasone asked

whether the present policies could withstand future political

campaigns, "an allusion to the upheavals that came with the Cultural

Revolution, the Great Leap Forward and other political movements. 1I55

Although HK was not taken back by China during the GPCR, there

was spill-over from the internal turmoils of China, resulting in the

street riots in 1967 in HK. No '#onder Harris contends that lithe
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advent of a highly radical group to power in Peking without any

restrictions upon its objectives which might include the liquidation

of capitalist HK II is a likely cause for a Chinese "tnvasf on" of the

colony. This political volatility is accentuated by the fact in the

next five years, lithe original revolutionary generation will disappear

entirely, leaving the system in the hands of those who entered

political life after the founding of the PRC" (A. Whiting, 1977) and

who have not known much about politics beyond domestic policy

osci 11 ati on.

For the sake of the discussion here, even granted China's ability

to stick with the present policy of modernization, this policy also

carries in the long run the potential for instability in HK. It is

generally believed that China's emphasis on the Four Modernizations

has a stabilizing effect on HK because it "leads to a greater value

being attached to the ~conomic advantages that their island (HK) can

offer 11.56 Yet in the long run, the continuation of China's open

door policy towards other countries vis-a-vis HK may dwarf HK's

special contributions to China's economY. 57 As a result, if the

present status-quo is to survive in the future, HK must constantly be

on guard against being obsolete to China, at least in economic terms.

G. Lack of Widespread Interest on HK in British Politics.

HK, being about 6,000 miles away from London and using only 0.4~

of British defense budget, is not considered an important issue in

British po1itics. 58 Consequently, IIHK, one must assume, was at the
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bottom of the agenda of every meeting of the British cabinet in

Downing Street. • •• The time for lunch or other duties always

arrived before this item was reached. 1I 59 It is safe to say that few

British politicians, let alone ordinary Britons, are informed about

the issue of HK's future. As Bill Wyllie complains,

A lot of your (British) politicians don't really
understand what is going on in Hong Kong. It
particularly applies to some of the Labour
politicians; some of the statements they've rnde
about Hong Kong demonstrate an abyssmal ignorance.
(Philip Geddes, 1982: 156).

Although HK has over the years provided a steady flow of economic

benefits to Britain (see above sections), these benefits IIfrom Hong

Kong are not equally distributed among the British. They (the

benefits) go mainly to the major British enterprises with substantial

business interests in the Far East. 1I60 That may be why J. Cheng

thinks that IImost British would probably approach the question (the

future of Hong Kong) from an ideological .or moral perspective, and

conclude that Britain should give up all colonies including Hong

Kong. 1161

Given the existing protectionist mood in British industrial

circles, it was little wonder that the Labour Party left-wingers were

on record for the British withdrawal from HK. 62 Certainly, if and

when Labour is in power, the mere contemplation of British withdrawal

from HK would probably have strong negative reverberations on the

colony·s stability and economy. This potential source of instability

in HK is compensated for by the fact that lithe greater the infl uence

of the left wing in the Labour Party, the lower will be its (Labour
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Party) chance of winning the next general election" (J. Cheng, 1982:

479). Nevertheless, the British Labour Party must always be Vie\ied as

a potential source of instability in HK, for after all, it was the

British Labour Government in 1967 that decided to dismantle British

military bases in Singapore (Wilson, 1975: 25). Following the

tradition of past Labour policy, a British withdrawal from HK would

not seem to be unreasonable.

H. Excessive KMT Influence in HK.

HK, with its present day apathetic crowds, has ironically had a

history of revolutionary activities since the turn of the twentieth

century. No less a person than Feng Tzu-Yu, the director of

Tung-Menghui (Union League) in HK that played a part in the 1911

revolution, was reportedly to have

• • • named Hong Kong the most important centre
where the revolution originated and revolutionary
propaganda and insurrection against the Manchu
Dynasty organized throughout the years from the
establishment of the Hsing Chung Hui ~n 1894 to
the overthrown of the Ching in 1911.6

Chen Man-ju reported in his thesis on Chinese revolutionaries in HK

that there were at least eight revolutionary attempts organized

directly in HK (Ibid, see also Chen Man-ju, "Chinese Revolutionaries

in Hong Kong," unpublished M.A. thesis, Hong Kong University). Even

Dr. Sun Vat-Sen, educated in Hawaii's Iolani School, considered the

founder of modern China by both the Communists and the KMT,

acknowledged that his ideas of reform and revolution were formulated

during his school years in HK. 64 Ng Lun reports,
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His (Sun1s) anti-Manchu sentiments were aroused by
the freedom of reading and discussions among
friends, as well as by the relative efficiency of
the colonial government in .~ng Kong, compared
with the corrupt and ineffective administration
which he saw in his native village. In Hong Kong,
Sun was able to make searching contrasts between
the backwardness of his native Chinese homeland
and the progress of the British government.65

Against this background of traditional revolutionary activities,

HK may very well be a potential site for the KMT to 1aunge its

campaigns to harass or lI eradicat e the communist bandits". Just as the

communists used HK to facilitate supplies to Canton during the civil

war,66 the communists must be aware of the potential use of HK by

the KMT in operating listening posts or disseminating propaganda that

could annoy the Chinese Communists. For example, there is a KMT

enclave in Rennis Mills, HK, where the portrait of Generalissimo

Chiang replaces that of Great Helmsman Mao. Therefore, Beijing had

never faiJed to pressured London to act against those Beiji1g

considers as KMT-incited plots in HK. 67 So far, Beijing has been

able to tolerate the presence of KMT influence in HK. However, there

is always the danger that an increase in KMTls popularity in HK and/or

a major KMT provocation in HK may cause China to reabsorb HK. On the

other hand, the survey this researcher conducted indicated that most

HK people were neutral on the CCP-KMT conflict. For instance, no

elite and only less than 1% of the students thought Taiwan had given

excellent treatment to HK over the years (see Table 5-7).

The same table shows that more students (61%) than e1ite(46%)

considered Taiwan treatment to HK as fair. When asked about the PRC
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Table 5-7

Elite's And Student's Opinion Of Taiwan1s Treatment Of HK

(t)

BAD

POOR

FAIR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

ELITE

23

23

46

8

STUDENT

7

23

61

9

c::::1

Table 5-8

E1ite 1s And Student1s Opinion On PRC Treatment Of HK

(t)

BAD

POOR

FAIR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

ELITE

7

o
40

40

14

166 .

STUDENT

7

23

56

13

<1



treatment of HK, over half of elite and students gave at least an

answer of fair (see Table 5-8). The same table shows that more

elite(40~) than students (13~) thought PRCls treatment of HK as good

while 14~ elite and less than l~ student thought PRC gave HK excellent

treatment (Table 5-9). Table 5-9 indicates that more elite thought HK

had received good treatment from the PRC (40~) than they thought (8~)

from Taiwan. Similary, more elite (23~) thought Taiwan had given HK

bad treatment than they (7) thought the PRC had.

Table 5-9

Elite's Opinion Of Taiwan's And China's Treatment Of HK

(~ )

BAD

POOR

FAIR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

TAIWAN'S TREATMENT

23

23

46

8

CHINA'S TREATMENT

7

"40

.40

14

Although China holds a more favorable place than Taiwan in the

eyes of the elite surveyed, China's place is about equal with that of

Taiwan in the eyes of the students surveyed. The view of the students

may become crucial in such a "popularity" contest as the present
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students are likely to become holders of important positions in both

the private and the public sectors by 1997 should they choose to stay

in HK. It would seem to be in China's interests to improve its image

in these young people's eyes for the future ease of governing HK if

and when HK is reabsorbed. Table 5-10 shows that there were about the

same number of students (56%) who thought China's treatment of HK to

be fair as those who thought (61%) Taiwan's. China and Taiwan tied

each other in terms of being judged as giving bad (7%) or poor (23%)

treatment to HK. It is noteworthy that more student (13%) considered

China's treatment to HK as good than they (9%) considered Taiwan's.

Tab1e 5-10

Student's Opinion Of Taiwan's And China's Treatment Of HK

('.t )

BAD

POOR

FAIR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

TAIWAN'S TREATMENT

7

23

61

9

1

CHINA'S TREATMENT

7

23

56

13

.<1

In the final analysis • the e1 ite and the student respondents

were mostly a neutral crowd. When asked for their sentiments on
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CCP-KMT conflict, 62$ of the elite and 38% of the students said they

were neutral (see Table 5-11). But more elite (23$) and students

(18%) said they were pro-China than they (8% elite; 7$ student) said

they were pro-Taiwan.

Tab1e 5-11

Sentiments On CCP-KMT Conflict

($ )

PRO-TAIWAN

PRO-CHINA

NEUTRAL

INDIFFERENT (OK)

ELITE'S

8

23

62

8

STUDENT'S

7

18

38

14

For now at least it seems that the "popularity" of KMT in HK is not

likely to reach an unbearable level in the eyes of China so as to

provoke any rash behavior by China towards HK. Nevertheless, the

potential danger of China's "intervention" in HK due to perceived or

real KMT influence in HK is always present.

I. THE 1997 EXPIRATION DATE OF THE 1898 LEASE

Although some people such as P. Wesley-Smith discounted the

political significance of the 1997 lease termination date on HK's
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future, based on China1s renounced non-recognition of the l898 treaty,

the 1997 date does signify, at least in British eyes, the end of legal

British presence in the NT, if not in all of HK. The approaching date

of 1997 has since 1982 caused widespread concern, and perhaps even

anxiety, over what Britain and China would do over the future of HK

since most HK bank mortgages run for 15 years.

Britain and China have since September 1982 entered into

negotiations over the future status of HK. However, since all

Sino-British negotiation agendas are confidential, this

confidentiality and the resulting speculative rumors have yet to

ameliorate HK peop1e1s anxiety over their uncertain future. This

anxiety of HK people has manifested itself in a sort of small sca1e~

confidence crisis, which may be the model scenario of much worst to

come, and which may adversely affect the HK economY, and thereby the

stab i 1i ty of HK.

These confidence crises reflect thems~lves in the downturn of the

HK stock market and the HK currency exchange rate almost every time

any noise about possible changes in HK status is made.

For instance, even before Prime Minister Thatcher1s visit to

China in September 1982, the Hang Seng Index, the local HK stockmarket

barometer analogous to the US Dow Jones, plunged 80 points and the HK

dollar fell 1.5 %against the US dollar the day after the sale of a

piece of prime land to. the Bank of China at a "friendship"

concessional rate (60% less than market rate) was announced .68

Instead of boosting confidence in HK, this deal had the opposite
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effect since the terms of sales in the deal suggested that IIChina

intends to treat the British administration as a vassal government to

be manoeuvred to suit specific Peking interests ll
•
69 In fact, the

1997 uncertainty, with its exaggerating effects on underlying trends

such as the world recession, increasing interest rate and a weak Wall

Street, was said to be partly responsible for a lSD-point plummet in

the Hang Seng Index over the first two weeks of August 1982. At the

beginning of OCtober, the Hang Seng Index was reported to have plunged

280 points in six trading days after China1s insistence on the

invalidity of the three treaties. 70 The Hang Seng Index fell

another 80 points on OCtober 26, 1982.71 In September 1983, the

nervousness at the resumption of Sino-British talks on HK1s future was

believed to have caused a 73.86 point drop, the ~teepest drop in a

single day since OCtober 1982.72

Meanwhile on the HK dollar side, the Chinese verbal onslaught on

the invalidity of. the three treaties, together with the gloomY

economic outlook announced by HK Financial Secretary Sir John

Bremri dge, was believed to have partly caused the decrease of the HK

dollar to HK$ 6.72 to US$ 1, the lowest HK dollar performance since it

began to float in 1973.73 The political uncertainty of HK was

considered to be partly responsible for the plunge of HK currency from

January 1982 to OCtober 1982, down 19% against the US dollar, down 17%

against the sterling and down S% against the Deutschmark. 74 The

nervousness of HK was said to be responsible for a further plunge of

the HK dollar to HK$ 7.89 to US$ 1 in September 14, 1983.75 In
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fact, the HK dollar was at one time rumored to have slipped to I~$

10.5 to US$ 1 before the HK government interfered with an "off ictal iI

HK-US exchange rate of HK$ 7.8 to US$ 1. This HK-US rate is still

effective as of June 1984.

The confidence crisis has probably also manifested itself in the

outflow of human and investment capitals. In addition to the increase

in HK students studying in the US and settling down there after

graduation,76 many applicants were applying for position vacancies,

mainly in the field of civil and mechanical engineering in the

Singapore Mass Rapid Transit Provisional Authority. Successful

canditates will after a few years be eligible for permanent residency

in Singapore. IITwo officials from the (Singapore) authority are now

in HK conducting interviews ll
•
77 In 1982, 91 of the 2,040

professionals or entrepreneurs who migrated to Canada were from

HK. 78 In 1983,337 of the 1,980 entrepreneurs who migrated to

Canada were from HK, an increase of about 270%79 of the same

category of people migrating from HK to Canada over the previous

year.ao Even newly independent countries such as Vanuatu are not

bypassed as a potential place for migration. There were reportedly

200 HK businessmen there in January 1984.81 This and other cases of

potential intention to emigrate have become to sound more and more

familiar in HK as the uncertainty of HK1s future lingers.

Moreover, countries from practically allover the world are

attempting to cash in on the political uncertainty of HK. IIAmong

those (people) hoping to profit from capital flight from HK are
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American, Australians, Canadian and Caribbean property vendors as well

as (the) governments of S. E. Asian countries ll
•
82 For example, in

OCtober 1982, the Thai Cabinet appointed a special government

private-sector task force led by Industry Minister Chatichai

Choonhavan to map out specific incentives for HK flight capital.

Already, the Bank of Thailand had reported an increase in detectable,

legitimate short-term private remittances from HK to Bangkok, reaching

a high of Baht 414 million (US$ 18 million) in September 1982 against

average remittances of only Baht 1 million in the past.83 One can

only guess as to how much greater th~ amount might be for remittances

that might have gone through i11egimate channels. In short, there

have been outflows of HK capital to Taiwan (as mentioned earlier), to

the San Francisco Bay Area,84 to Hono1u1u85 and even to Japan and

singapore.86 No wonder the Sunday Advertiser in Honolulu

editorializes that lIa1most every week, a new report sheds light on the

millions of dollars of 'flight capital' that are winging their way out

of Hong Kong because of concern over the co10ny·s future after

1997 11
•
87

In sum, the downturn in the UK stock market, the weak performance

of the HK dollar against major global currencies, and the outflow of

money and talented people adds up to great potential damage to the

health of the HK economy, upon which HK's stability rests.

Furthermore, now that the uncertain political future of HK seems

likely to alter not just the political structure, but possibly the
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economic structure and thereby the economic freedom of HK, the HK

people are beginning to demand political participation in deciding

HK1s future. This is so not so much because HK people want the

establishment and protection of political freedom as much as HK people

want to protect the economic freedom which they cling so dearly to.

After all, most HK people, including this writer, be they politically

active or not, are self-professed capitalists. This local agitation

for a voice in HK1s future, if not properly handled, has a very real

potential of causing instability in HK, which may further complicate

HK1s future and bring about more local agitation.

FEASIBILITY OF THE STATUS-QUO AS A FUTURE POSSIBILITY

The maintenance of the status-quo of HK is a future that most HK

residents prefer and think most likely to occur (Table 5-12). As

"ear'ly" as 1977, 81.6% of adu1 t Chi nese respondents in HK were found

to endorse the status-quo. 88 As late as August 1982, about three

months after China had been dropping hints of the idea about making HK

a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) or a Special Administrative Region

(SAR), the status-quo was still the most predicted item (33%) by the

student sample as the most likely political future of HK. SAR was the

students' second most popular prediction (29%). 6% of students

provided "perfect" evidence for this ideal type. They predicted that

HK would remain as it is, run by the UK as a capitalist economy

administered by an appointed-type government.
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Table 5-12

Status-Quo As Preferred Or Feared Future

Status-Quo
As (%)

Likely Future

Preferred Future

Feared Future

June 1982 HK
Observer Poll

39

69

5

August 1982
Student 1>011

33

58

5

January 1982
Elite Poll

8

36

o

Half of the 24% of students, who predicted UK to be the likely

ruler, thought the status-quo to be most likely. 14% of the students

thought HK would remain status-quo even if the gang of four faction

were to be back in power during the settlement. Even among those who

thought the gang of four would "strrify'' HK were they to regain power

(56%), most of them (90%) agreed that some variation of the status-quo

would be likely. Most of the student sample (82%) desires some kind

of status-quo: 58% desiring the status-quo, 18% the status-quo with

closer ties with China and 6% the status-quo with fewer ties with

China. A small minority of students (3%) preferred SAR. There were

almost as many students who predicted a status-quo ruled by the UK

(12%) as there were who predicted a status-quo ruled by China (13%).

Of the students (59%) who thought China would be the likely ruler, 43%

said some variation of the status-quo would be likely for HK while 41%

said SAR was likley. Specifically, 1% of students said UK would rule

HK as a Chinese SAR in a mixed economy with an appointive government.

4% of the students said UK's running an elected, capitalist HK was

likely. Few students (3%) thought that China would rule HK as a SAR
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with a capitalist economY under a mixed government.

Most in the elite sample (77%), compared to 24% of the students,

said SAR was likely while only 8% of the elite, compared to 33% of the

students, thought the present status-quo was likely. These

differences in findings might in part reflect the difference in the

timing of the survey, with the elite survey conducted over half a year

later than the student survey, allowing more time for SAR-oriented

rumors and forecasts to influence the elite evaluation of the future

of HK. These differences might also in part reflect the difference in

the average age of the elite and student samples with the generally

older elite (mean age =48.2) giving a more "real ts ttc" prediction and

the generally younger students (mean age = 22.3) giving a more

"tdeaf tstfc " prediction of HK1s futures. Among the older students,

who are over 24 years old, only 19% (5/26) predicted status-quo and

46% (12/26) predicted SAR as the likely political future of HK,

perhaps a more "real tstfc " view than that of the overall student

sample. This finding parallels the view given by the elite, which in

effect indicate that age does make a difference in the forecasts. 15%

of the elite said the status-quo with closer ties with China would be

likely.

Over half of the students sampled (58~), compared to 36% of the

elite, preferred status-quo while only 3% students, compared to 14% of

the elite, preferred SAR. The views expressed by the students and the

elite are similar in direction but different in intensity. In this

case, it is understandable that more students than elite preferred the
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status-quo, and that fewer students than elite found SAR desirable

probably because the students, who are much younger than the elite,

were mostly born in HK (87%) and are more used to HK's style of living

and, therefore, will have more to lose in SAR. Most students (85%)

preferred capitalism; 33% wanted capitalism and the status-quo.

According to a simulation run by this researcher in 1977, the

political future of HK was forecasted to go on as it is. Since then,

many simulation runs on HK's futures based on different assumptions

have been made. Five simulation runs based on data from the Fall of

1981 students show that the main tendency in China's decision on HK's

future is to allow HK to remain as it is, with a little more freedom

(Mean Estimated Issue Position = .62). This result is confirmed by a

t-test that shows the "true" central tendency of China's decision is

not significantly away from China's position toward HK now (p~.18).

Simulation runs from the Spring of 1982 data show that not only will

China allow HK to remain as it is but that China will also grant

substantially more freedom to HK (mean Estimated Issue Position =
2.28, n = 5). A t-test on the result shows that the IItrue ll central

tendencey of China's position on HK1s future to be significantly away

from China's present position on HK. But the major point to be made

here is that all simulation results from student data show China will

allow HK to continue to have at least the freedom HK is enjoying now

(All Estimated Issue Positions ~O. No negative Estimated Issue

Positions. n = 10).
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According to the simulation results of 40 sets of random numbers,

given that China has the choice of either taking or not taking an

issue position on HK's future, by chance, the main tendency of China

is to grant HK a little more freedom than it is enjoying now (mean

Estimated Issue "Position = .15) and that the "true" issue position

that China would take would not be significantly away from its present

position towards HK (p~55).

According to the simulation results of another set of random

numbers that have a built-in assumption that China must take an issue

position on HK1s future, the average China's Estimated Issue Position.
is -.0925. In less technical language, if China were to be forced to

take a position on HK1s future, the chances are that it will on the'

average take the position of reducing by a little the freedom that HK

is enjoying now (mean Estimated Issue Position = -.0925). But this

reduction of HK1s freedom will not be very different from the

status-quo (mean Estimated Issue Position<:-.l). In fact, there would

be a big chance for error (p~.74) if the central tendency of China1s

position in this case was to be thought of as significantly away from

its present position. This particular finding seems to correspond

quite closely to the recent course of events on HK1s future and

China1s position toward HK's political futures. If the reader

recalls, it was the British who initiated the talks in 197989 while

China has always tried to defer the settlement of HK to a time which

for them is advantageous. In other words, it is not unreasonable to

argue that China was forced to take a position on HK's future by the

British90 as instigated particularly by the construction and
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t " bus t " HK 91proper 1es US1nessmen 1n • Since then, China has taken a

position of IIregainingll sovereignty over HI< (_I ve sign of mean

Estimated Issue Position), but it has also promised to allow HK to

remain much as it is (mean Estimated Issue Positionls closeness to

zero). According to the Chinese announcement, the reduction of

freedom in HK will come in the form of the elimination of the word

II Royal II from all respective HK Government agencies, the replacement of

the Union Jack with China's Five Stars and other similar IIsYnDolicll

changes.

China has substantially amended its constitution to help ease the

way of IIsymbol ically" reabsorbing HK as a SAR by adopting Article

31. 92 Other Chin~se official announcements made by the late liao

Cheng Zhi and Vice Foreign Minister Yao Guang, both former heads of

Chinese delegations on talks concerning HK's future, added substance

to Article 31 by indicating China's intention to allow HK "vtrtual ly"

to continue as it is for 50 years after 1997. Assistant Foreign

Min;~ter Zhou Nan, the newly appointed successor of Yao Guang, is not

expected to deviate from previously announced policies concerning HK

futures. Indeed, one of the most recent round of Chinese proposals

was made by Ji Pengfei, a state councilor who directs the Chinese

Office of Hong Kong and Macao Affairs. Ji's comments made in the

Peking Weekly magazine Outlook was recorded by New York Times

Journalist Christopher S. Wren in his IIHong Kong under Peking Rule".

Ji repeated China1s pledge to keep the basic capitalistic way of life

in HK unchanged.
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This announcement confirmed what one member of the elite sample

told this researcher in January 1983. At the time, the elite, who had

close contacts with Chinese authorities in HK, informed this writer

that HI< can remain virtually as it is except with a few IisYnDo1ic ll

changes such as

1. The replacement of the Union Jack by the Chinese Five Stars,

2. The elimination of the word IIroya111 from all the existing

governmenta1 agenci es that have the word IIr oya111
• "the (Royal)

Hong Kong Police Force can stay", added the member. He continued

to say that HK can remain capitalist and be governed oy HK

people. These and similar promises from China on HK's futures

were publicized by the FEER and by many magazines and newspapers.

These promises, to those who mistrust China, might have sounded

too good to be true. Most HK investors who have their roots in

Shanghai remember all too vividly the liberation of shanghai.93

Quite a number of them and the general public suspect that HK will be

ruled by HK people in appearance only while, in effect, China does the

actual ruling.

This uncertainty of who will actually rule and what will actually

happen to HK raises questions about the credibility of China's

pledges. There seems to be no way to find out except to wait and see

what the actual future of HK will be. Anything short of the actual

event itself will have to be based on educated guesses, if not

outright faith. However, there are indications in Chinese behavior,

pointed out by an elite, which may make HK people 1e$s reluctant to
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believe China1s promises on HK. The elite, who are extremely familiar

with Chinese foreign affairs, contend that every time China makes an

announcement on HK's future, it is a promise made not only to the HK

people but also to the world at large. If China were to break its

promises on HK, the elite's argument goes, China would be hard pressed

to defend its credibility before the world. So, according to the

elite, China's intention to maintain credibility with other countries

in the world is a solid guarantee concerning China's promises on HK's

future.

There is another side to this argument. The elite seems to have

forgotten that critics of China have repeatedly upraisedu China's

customary skillfulness in justifying everything it wants done,

including seemingly contradictory acts. Besides, any sovereign state

may and probably will break even a promise to the world if doing so

serves the state's larger interest, real or imagined.

Britain's initial position seemed to 'push for the continuation of

the status-quo, as hinted by Prime Minister Thatcher's insistence in

September 1982 on the validity of the three treaties. But Britain has

maintained confidentiality in its talks with China thus far. The only

visible indication from Britain is that it will strive to work with

China to achieve a solution to HK future that will be acceptable to

Britain, China and the HK people.

Referring back to our requirements, no conclusion can yet be drawn

on British willingness to stay in HK beyond 1997. The promises from

China that HK will remain capitalist, if taken at its face value,
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fulfills requirement number 3. Clearly much evidence shows the

fulfillment of requirement 4. However, China1s announcement of its

intention to resume sovereignty over HK in 1997 seems, at least for

now, to be solid evidence against the very crucial requirement number

2.

In short, the status-quo cannot be drawn as the conclusion of the

political future of HK. There is, however, strong proposal pointing

in the direction of a variation of the status-quo as the likely future

of HK.

STATUS-QUO VARIATIONS

Before this author discusses the essentials, the desirability and

feasibility of specific variations of the SQ, it would be useful to

review the general difficulties that any SQ variation must face.

As much as the HK people desire the continuation of the SQ or of

any SQ variations beyond 1997, there are some serious technical

difficulities involved in any acknowledged joint venture between China

and Britain over HK. The difficulties are:

1. Official British presence in HK may mean extra-territoriality and

continued colonial enclave within China (Miners, 1981). How any

self-respecting Chinese officials can connive with the British to

confer lIimperia1 11 power over Chinese soil after the original grant

has expired is almost beyond imagination.

2. The impracticality of two overlords over one small place called

HK. Chang Poa Min argues, IIApart from the incompatibil ity between
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two ideologies and two political and cultural traditions, it is

simply impossible to have entirely equal distribution of power,

and neither side would be willing to play second f iddle " (l983:

80i.

3. In the eyes of third parties, any Chinese approval of any joint

venture may not only indicate the desirability and superiority of

continuing British rule in a Chinese territory, "but (it) also

demonstrates China1s inability or lack of confidence in running a

small place not bigger than a typical Chinese county (like HK)II

(Chang, 1983: 80).

4. After about 150 years of unquestioned British supremacy in HK, it

would be very doubtful for Britain to remain in HK without full

control, just for China's sake (Chang, 1983: 80).

5. In resolving the future of HK, China must consider the effect of

the settlement of HK on China's re-unification efforts with

Taiwan. Chinese acceptance of any variation of the 50 would

indirectly encourage Taiwan1s resolve to maintain the 50 of

Taiwan, making reunification more difficult, if not impossible.

Even though our discussion shows that there was not sufficient

evidence to conclude that ideal-type 50 is the probable political

future of HK, nevertheless, it is useful to briefly examine some of

the ways that people have proposed to maintain the 50 or to achieve

one of the 50 variations in the future. First, let's take a look at

the different ways to achieve maintenance of the 50 in the future.
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Essential s:

Sovereignty: Unclear (Undecided).

Who Rules: British.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: According to Wesley-Smith, the issue of HK's

future is a political, not legal, problem. Therefore Britain should

not let the legal aspect of a treaty cause political action. And even

if there may be opposition from China and British lawyers to Britain's

adopting such an attitude, as D. Wilson says (July 1977: 598) there

may come a time when the rigidity of the law requires to be

over-ridden by political necessity. Since China does not recognize

the three "unequa1" treati es , the 1997 treaty expirati on date does not

apply to HK. Both Britain and China can acquiese over the continued

existence of the modus vivendi of HK, which is economically beneficial
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to all parties concerned. All Britain needs to do is to continue

running all HK, even after 1997. The British presence in post-1997 HK

would be viewed as an Act of State which does not need to have another

Order in Council to make the running of HK legal. The legality of all

matters related to running HK in this way could be solved (or

bypassed) when necessary by having the Chief Secretary of HK issue an

Executive Certificate for an undertaking. The suggested way to go

about achieving this option is as follows:

the practicable solution would be (for China) to
make very clear that the convention (of Peking
1898) is utterly void, that British administration
of the New Territories is simply tolerated despite
being without legal foundation, and that
conditions are still not ripe for dealing with
this legacy of British imperialism. Britain must
choose a safe device for maintenance of its
authority and stoically withstand Chinese protests
demanded by ideological consistency, at British
interference with Chinese sovereignty. At the
same time, investors must be unofficially
reassured that Hongkong will remain a bulwark of
capitalist enterprise for the foreseeable future
(Excerpt from Wesley-Smith, 1980 as appeared in
Asia Week 10/17/80: 75).

Under this option, HK would probably be run exactly like it is being

run now.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the 50-I model to

Continue on as a Possible Political Future of HK.

For the Chinese

1. China was not in a hurry to reso1ve the future of HK before the

issue was raised in Prime Minister Thatcher's visit to China in

September 1982. This option would probably have been acceptable

since the option gives the Chinese flexibility to do whatever they
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see fit with HK at any time they choose (Au, 1980). There would

be nothing that they needed to do except to re-affirm what they

have said all along about the invalidity of the three treaties and

that HK is Chinese territory temporarily under British

administration. Meanwhile, China could enjoy reaping the economic

benefits from HK's future while retaining the ultimate voice in

HK1s future.

2. There would be no opportunity for China to save face politically

-- to erase the national humiliation suffered from the treaties

that gave HK away to Britain.

For the British

1. It would be quite nice for the British to stay on beyond 1997

since the UK enjoys at least as many benefits from the SQ of HK as

China does.

2. However, the British would ~e hard pressed to find any acceptable

legal justification to stay in the NT beyond 1997 when the Lease

upon which British legal authority over the NT stands expires.

3. Besides, in this age of anti-colonialist and trade union

protectionist attitudes in Britain, British domestic public

opinion might pressure against Britain's presence in post 1997 HK

even if the British Government planned to tacitly accept this

option by staying beyond 1997, thereby committing an act of state

which could be used as grounds for future jurisdiction in post

1997 NT.
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4. It might not be worth the trouble for Britain to commit a

political act of staying in the NT beyond 1997, which would entail

uncertain and complex political ramifications, just for the

benefits it derives from HK.

5. More importantly, this option offers no solution to the

uncertainty of HK1s future.

For the HK People

1. It would certainly be nice for the SQ to go on since the SQ is the

people's most popular choice. Everything" would remain the same

free-spirited living and capitalistic enterprises as usual.

2. However, by having Britain stay in the NT beyong 1997 without

securing any open assurance from China would not resolve the

uncertainty of HK1s future.

3. Such an uncertainty would undoubtedly adversely affect business

confidence in HK.

4. The HK people might not like the long-term implication of this

option which might call for the eventual transfer of sovereignty

over HK to China.

From an observer's standpoint, since the question of 1997 has

already been brought up and publicly discussed on since Thatcher1s

Visit to China in September 1982, the silent pretending of the

insignificance of the lease termination date is no longer a

possibility. Besides, apart from the political nature of the HK

problem, this proposal assumes that somehow the British can avoid the

constitutional problems of administering the NT beyond 1997.
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At one time though, this solution did not seem impractical at

all. As a matter of fact, the Chinese were reportedly to have

suggested that legal problems deriving from British staying in HK

beyond 1997 "coul d best be sol ved by an Act of Par1 tanent or a

proclamation by the Queen in Councilor even the sovernor" (C.

Hollingworth, 82: 37). Neither the Chinese nor the British at the

time seemed to be sensitive to the potential loss of confidence in

HK1s future without some form of concrete settlement (Ibid).

Even though the SQ of HK is what most HK people want in the

future and this option is intended to achieve the SQ, this option may

not prove to be a viable one.

Moreover, this option could only be temporary medicine for the

anxiety experienced by the HK people. Sooner or later, there would

have to be some kind of solution of a more permanent nature, agreed

upon by Britain and China, and hopefully with soroo essential inputs

from the HK people. Negotiations on the future of HK are already

under way -- an irreversible process in which parties involved can no

longer plea silence on the issue.

VARIATION B

Name: SQ by Postponement (SQ-P).

Proponent: Dr. Edward K.Y. Chan, Head of the Research Centre of

Asian Affairs of the Hong Kong University.

Essentials:

Sovereignty: Unclear/undecided.

Who Rules: Britain.



Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: This option calls for the Chinese to announce

that China would put aside the issue of HK's future for the next 50

years. HK would then be run much like it is now.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the SQ-P model as a

Possible Future

For the Chinese

1. China could continue to reap benefits from a "reassured" and

stable HK for about another 40 years beyond 1997.

2. On the other hand, taking a short-term perspective, China has

nothing to gain by binding itself to a time frame for solving HK1s

future. China at present can presumably.act on HK anytime it

wants to while still reaping the benefits from HK.

3. Besides, agreeing to such a postponement might imply China's

inability to order its own house or a Chinese sellout to

capitalism in HK.

For the Briti sh

1. Although it is politically possible for the British to agree to

such a postponement with China, the potential benefits from

remaining in HK might not be worth the political struggle that

would have to be waged in the UK. Such a proposal would run

counter to British policy on its colonies since 1945, which has

allowed self-determination movements in its former colonies.

2. Besides, Britain may presumably continue developing its economic

interests in a non-eo1onia1 HK.
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3. Nevertheless, agreeing to such an option presumably would allow

the British more time to think about how best to handle its moral

obligations towards the people of HK.

For the HK People

1. Certainly, the people of HK would welcome such an option since the

majority of them have indicated they would prefer the 50 to

continue.

2. This option might perhaps be the "f deal formal answer " that HK

property businessmen want from Beijing and Britain in view of the

timing of the request to find a settlement for HK1s future. The

issue of HK1s future was brought up when there was moderate

leadership in China and a conservative government in the UK,

perhaps aiming to get the most optimum settlement out of the more

pragmatic governments in both countries~

From a third party standpoint, though this option gives HK

residents time to plan for their futures, it is not a likely

possibility for the following reasons:

1. It is not in China1s interest to be tied to a specific time frame

in resolving HK1s future.

2. Britain is likely to be reluctant to remain the mother country of

HK \men she can maintain her economic interests in a non-colonial

HK.

VARIATION C

Name: 50 by Internal Legislation (5O-L).
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Proponent: Unknown; mentioned in The Seventies (9/82) as a future

option.

Essentia1s :

Sovereignty: Unclear; perhaps tacitly China's.

Who Rules: Britain.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: China would denounce all unequal treaties

relating to HK but be willing through the use of legislation to

tolerate the 50 of HK for an indefinitely long period of time. In

response to China's action, Britain would announce that it did not

insist on its rights from the unequal treaties, but was willing to

accept the responsibility of administering HK for China for another 50

years or a length of time agreed upon.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the SQ-L model as a

Possible ~uture.

For the Chi nese

1. First, China has always denounced all treaties, including those

that involve HK, which it perceives to be unequal. Areiteration

of such a stance seems to serve no effective purpose.

2. As a sovereign country, China can do what it wants (within

reasonable bounds) through acts of state. If China wants to

tolerate the 50 of HK, China can simply act that way. It would

seem unwise for China to bind itself, a sovereign state, with

internal legislation that would govern the conduct of its policy

over HK just to perpetuate a situation that is against China's
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national pride and ideological inclination, regardless of how

beneficial to China that situation might be.

3. Furthermore, any internal legislation adopted by China may be

repealed by China unilaterally. So the adoption of legislation to

govern China1s policy towards HK might not erase the suspicion

that the HK people have over China1s ultimate intentions.

For the Briti sh

1. Relinquishing the rights from the unequal treaties would mean

eradicating the legal basis of British presence in HK. Even if

China consented to the continuing British presence in the future

of HK, such an act would amount to the British admission of guilt

in running HK all these years. The British Parliament is unlikely

to approve such a policy.

2. Britain is unlikely to play the number two political master in HK

when Britain economic interests are likely to be served by a

non-British (Chinese Special Administrative Region) HK.

For the HK People

1. It would be desirable if both Britain and China could formally

agree to a basis for the maintenance and the continuance of the SQ.

2. However, the HK people might not like the conclusion of this

option, which might call for the eventual transfer of sovereignty

over HK to China.

From a fourth party standpoint, this option seems to be similar

to the 50 years postponement option with one major exception: both

Britain and China act through internal legislation to effect the
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maintenance of the 50 of HK for a fixed period of time. This seems to

be a "str-onger " option because more positive steps such as decision

and commitment are required in this option than in the postponement

option. However, this option also suffers from the fact that a more

permanent solution would probably be needed to be found once the life

of this solution expires.

VARIATION 0

Name: Macau Formula or SQ by International Treaty between Britain and

China (SQ-T). This option was mentioned in FEER (2/15/82), The

Seventies (Chinese, 9/82) and AsiaWeek (9/24/82).

Proponents: Mr. Lo, Chi Kwong, Chairman of Hong Kong Prospect

Institute Ltd. and members, including influential academics and

writers such as Li, yee, Wu, K. Y. and Y. S. Cheng. Mr. Gorder Wu, a

HK property developer is said to be another proponent.

Essentials:

Sovereignty: On hold: essentially British although Beijing can

demand the return of sovereignty at proper notice.

Who Rules: British Government.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration:

* There would be friendship treaty between Britain and China,

proclaiming HK as a ground for Anglo-Chinese cooperation.

* The treaty would affirm the maintenance of HK status-quo. The

taking of such a stance by the two countries should and would not
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be considered to predetermine in any way the final determination

of HK's sovereignty.

* Britain would recognize the Chinese right to bring up the

sovereignty issue.

* Britain would also be willing to discuss the transfer of

sovereignty to China at an appropriate time.

* China would acknowledge that a British-run HK would not only be

beneficial to Britain and China but also conform to the wishes of

the HK people.

* There would be representatives of the HK Government and the HK

people at the signing of the Treaty.

* Revision and renewal of the friendship treaty will be up to the

wishes of the HK people.

* The terms of the treaty should not last less than 30 years.

* HK wouJd be run essentially like it is being run now.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the 5O-T Model as a

Possible Future

For the Chinese

1. Signing a friendship treaty to affirm the maintenance of the 50 of

HK without resolving the status of HK's sovereignty (to which

China has always claimed) would make a mockery of Chinese past

statements over HK and would damage Chinese credibility in the

future.

2. Acknowledging the benefits of a British-run capitalist HK would

indirectly confirm the Soviet accusations of China's exploitation
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of its compatriots in HK at the hands of the British. China would

appear to be speaking out of both sides of its mouth before

countries in the Third World whose cause China so champions.

3. China, a claimant to HK's sovereignty, would appear weak if the

decision to revise or renew such a treaty lies at the hands of the

HK people and not China itself.

4. In short, this is not a politically face-saving option for China

in the settlement of HK's future. Even if China were to allow a

SQ variation for HK's future, this option is likely an

unacceptable one.

For the British

1. Signing a friendship treaty with the Chinese would not only erase

the shadow of guilt that the British may have suffered from

running a colonial HK, but it would also strengthen the British

political basis for running HK in the future.

2. Since the SQ of HK is beneficial to Britain, China and HK, since

the SQ is what the HK people want for their future, and since the

revision and renewal of the treaty is up to the HK people (a

stance that is consistent with post-1945 British policy of

allowing self-determination for its former colonies), this option

might perhaps be an acceptable one.

For the HK People

1. This will certainly be an acceptable option since the majority of

the HK people want the SQ to remain in the future. 37% and 50% of

the respondents of a HK Obesrvers poll respectively said this
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VARIATION E

Name: United Nations Trusteeship (UN-T).

Proponents: Unknown; perhaps Derek Davies since he proposed the

moving of the UN to HK (personal conversation in January 1983).

Essentials:

Sovereignty: On hold: eventually will be returned to China.

Who Rules: Britain.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General administration: Upon tacit approval from China, Britain would

apply to the UN General Assembly, requesting the UN to be a trustee of

HK. The UN General Assembly, in turn, would appoint Britain to be

responsible for the administration of HK. In order to smooth the

eventual transfer of HK to China, any proposal for transfer would be

heard at the UN General Assemb1y~ HK would, therefore, be run before

the transition much like it is now with a British administration.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the UN-T Model as a

Possi b1e Future

For the Chinese

1. China can handle its "tnternal " affairs directly wi·th the party

involved and without any help from a third party like the UN.

2. The effect of the UN as a trustee of HK on China's reunification

efforts on Taiwan is not quite sure. This procedure might or

might not win the heart of the Taiwanese compatriots.

3. In any event, allowing a third party to take charge is not a

face-saving option. Thus, China would not likely endorse this
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approach even if this option were to run temporarily before the

eventual transfer of HK.

For the British

1. It would be beneficial to involve the UN if this is what it would

take to allay the fear of the HK people before the final

transition.

2. Britain could appear to attend to HK people's interest in HK's

future, thereby capturing an opportunity to bow out of HK with

grace.

3. However, Britain was, while the UN was not, a party to the

Anglo-Chinese treaties that ceded HK to Britain. lhe British

would probably be hard pressed to find grounds for bringing in the

UN when Britain can presumably deal with China directly.

For the HK People

1. It would probably contribute to the stability of HK to have ~

third party like the UN to legitimize British rule in HK.

2. However, the HK people might not like the conclusion of this

option, which calls for the eventual transfer of sovereignty over

HK to China.

From the writer's point of view, this option is more of a

transition than a solution to HK's future. A solution of a more

permanent nature would have to be found at the end of this option. It

would be difficult for Britain to secure tacit approval from China to

make HK a UN trust territory. Meanwhile, China probably would not

save face by letting the UN handle its "f nternal " affairs in HK.
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Thus, China is unlikely to approve such an option.

VARIATION F

Name: British Trusteeship (UK-T).

Proponent: Vivian Chan of the HK Reformer Club in November 1981 (The

Seventies 9/82; see also AsiaWeek 9/24/82)~

Essentials:

Sovereignty: China.

Who Rules: British (with no Chinese participation).

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: The British would announce that the whole of

HK, including The HKI and KP would no longer be British soil effective

June 30, 1997. China in turn would announce that HK would be a

special Chinese territory under an administrative trust of the British

for an initial 20 years after 1997. Thereafter, China would give 10

years of advance notice if it intended to resume control over HK. In

this way, HK would be run much like it is under the British now.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the UK-T Model as a

Possible Future

For the Chinese

1. This option of putting the control of HK under British trusteeship

is similar to the present de facto situation where the Chinese

themselves have proclaimed that HK is a Chinese territory

temporary under British Administration. It is no wonder that

Cecil Chan of the FHKI considered this option acceptable to China,
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citing example of Chinese permission to the China Merchant Steam

Navigation Company to administer Shekou in Shenzhen for China

(AsiaWeek 9/24/82).

2. On the other hand, this option differs significantly from the SQ

of HK in that China would be confering legitimacy to British rule

in HK by inviting the Briti sh to run the "trus t Territory of HK".

No wonder Hilary Miller, a British Labour Party Member of the

Parliament, considered the option unlikely as she reasoned that a

leader of the third world like China would not likely "rent" out

part of its' territory.

3. To this author, the reasoning behind the acceptability and the

unacceptabi1ity of this option to China seem equally persuasive.

However, the acceptability of this option would probably be in

large part determined by the Chinese domestic political

situation: whith faction is in power and the progress of

reunification with Taiwan. A radical Chinese leadership or a

stalemate in the Taiwan reunification situation would likely

damage the acceptability of this option. A pragmatic Chinese

leadership or good progress on the Taiwan reunification question

would likely make this option less unacceptable.

For the Briti sh

1. The present SQ of HK is beneficial to the British in many ways

(see previous sections of this chapter). A Chinese invitation to

UK to govern HK would confer on the British the "qenutne "

legitimacy that some critics have thought the British lack in
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VARIATION G

Name: Special Economic Zone of China run by the British (SEZ-B).

Proponent: Dr. Joseph V.S. Cheng, Lecturer at the Political Science
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Department at the Chinese University of HK. He believes this option

wou1 d be the 1ike1y future of HK as stated in his liThe Future of HK: A

HK 'Be1onger's' Views," International Affairs Summer 1982 pp.

476-488. (Unless otherwise stated, all factual details are drawn from

the article)

Essentials:

Assumptions: 1. China would not give up its sovereignty over HK

2. China would not ignore the NT Lease.

Sovereignty: China.

Who Rules: British.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: This option is to be achieved through

negotiations between China and Britain. Dr. Cheng envisioned the

SEZ-B to have as much autonomY as was offered Taiwan by China. This

would be achieved by the mobilization of- public opinion to safeguard

HK interests in the new SEZ-B (1982: 486), by having the HK people ask

the Chinese leaders for the same guarantee that they offered to Taiwan

(1982: 487). In addition, he thought the HK people should demand that

the British give HK interests top priority in the Sino-British

negotiations (1982: 487). HK would remain a free port with its own

legal system. HK would remain in control of its internal security and

immigration. No mention of HK defense or diplomatic representation

was made•. Presumably, these two "external" functions would be taken

over by China. Cheng expected that there would be a few decades

(1982: 487) before HK would be returned to China's admininstration.
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He a1~0 advocated the use of these few decades to implement gradual

political reform such as more opportunities to participate in

governmental decision-making process in HK (1982: 487).

The Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the SEZ-B Model

as a Possible Future of HK

For the Chinese

1. IIAssuming China cannot ignore the NT Lease" is an unsound

assumption because China has time and again proclaimed the three

"unequa1 11 treaties void, thereby placing all options in its own

hand to deal with the HK issue as it sees fit (Au, 1980).

2. Cheng reasoned that assuming Anglo-Chinese agreement on this

option would be reached before July 1, 1997, this option would

have the advantage of permitting China not to deal with the NT

Lease and thus avoid IIhaving to compromise on its principle

concerning unequal treaties" (1982: 485). But China has all

options open in dealing with the NT Lease in the first place (Au,

1980). In denouncing the legal validity of the NT Lease, China

has not compromised its principles. The advantage reasoned by

Cheng is built on the soundness of assumption no. 1. If

ass~mption no. 1 is unsound, as is the case, it follows that the

advantage is invalid.

3. According to Cheng, another advantage that this option would give

China is that China's sovereignty over HK could firmly be

established through negotiations between the British and Chinese

Governments (1982: 485). China, however, is powerful enough and
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its government legitimate enough to firmly establish China's

sovereignty over HK unilaterally, without having have to negotiate

with the British. This is again a phony advantage.

4. Cheng thought that this option would provide the advantage of

duration flexibi1 ity. He contends that lithe period of the

trusteeship does not need to be spectf'ted'' (1982: 485). It may

be continued indefinitely until either side informs the other of

its intention to terminate it by one year's notice or any other

reasonable period of time agreed upon (1982: 485).

5. Cheng also contends that this option would allow China through

negotiations lithe right to send a representative to HK II (1982:

485) sometime before or after HK becomes a British-run Chinese

SEZ. The implication is that the British would not allow Chinese

representatives in a British-run HK under normal circumstance.

This advantage again is no advantange at all because China can

insist on, and probably prevail in, sending representatives to HK,

with or without a negotiated settlement. If the British were not

willing to playa part in HK with the Chinese present, so be it.

6. Like other SQ variations, this option suffers from the fact that

it is not politically face-saving for China to allow the British

to run a Chinese SEZ.

For the British

1. Aformal agreement between Britain and China, as this option calls

for, would extend British rule over SEZ-B without the stigma of

lIunequal" treaties attached to it (Cheng, 1982: 485).
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2. Cheng contended that this option would 1I1 eave enough room for the

British Government largely to retain its present positons in HK II

(1982: 485). But other journalists and this author doubt British

willingness to stay on in the future without enjoying its present

full power in HK.

3. However, with the Four Modernizations going, the increasing

attention of HK would strengthen British interest to stay on and

rule in HK, thereby making the British more inclined to allow

Chinese representatives in SEZ-B.

4. Cheng optimistically predicted that "from a pol i tical and

humanitarian point of view, this arrangement would enable the

British government to be more accountable to the people of HK"

(1982: 485). But it is unclear to this author and perhaps others

just exactly how a China-owned, British-run SEZ would make the

British government more accountable to the people of HK.

5. This option would be acceptable to the British as long as the

British felt that the benefits derived from staying on in HK

outweighed the loss of power in HK.

For the HK People

1. Hopefully, a Chinese SEZ with an official British presence would

perhaps allow some form of self-rule to take place in HK as Cheng

envisioned, allowing HK public opinion to push for political

reforms.

2. Almost any China-approved British presence in HK is welcome. This

option of allowing Britain to keep most of the power it has now is
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unlikely to be unacceptable to the HK people.

From a third party standpoint, this option is very similar to the

British Trusteeship option. There is, however, one major difference

betwen the two -- some but limited Chinese participation in this

option. So the British and the HK people would probably prefer this

option less than they prefer the British Trusteeship option. China,

on the other hand, would find this option more acceptable than the

British Trusteeship option, should the Chinese allow the British to

stay in HK beyond 1997.

VARIATION H

Name: British Trusteeship with Chinese Participation (BT-C)

Proponents: W.Y. Leung, Vice-Chairman of the Communications

Department of the HK Baptist College.

Essentia15:

Sovereignty: China (in Form A and Form B).

Who Rules: Both Britain and China.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: There are two major forms.

Form A: HK's financial, trade, industrial and other internal

affairs are run by Britain for 30-50 years after 1997.

HK's defense and diplomatic affairs are run by China.

Form B: Joint rule on HK's financial, trade, industrial and other

internal affairs. HK's defense and diplomatic affairs ~re

the sole responsibility of China.
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Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the BT-C Model as a

Possible Future

For the Chinese

1. This option, especially in Form A, is similar to the nine point

proposal that was offered to Taiwan in China1s reunification

drive. HK, as in the proposal to Taiwan, would have autonomY in

internal affairs. Form B of this option would give Chinese

participation in HK1s internal affairs, however.

2. If Taiwan could be lured to the unification talks if HK were given

this option, China might consider adopting this option.

3. Otherwise, why should China allow the British to run the internal

affairs of a Chinese territory? To do so would imply Chinese

admission of British superiority in running HK.

For the British

1. It would be better to leave HK entirely than to play second fiddle

to China.

1.. This option see~s unacceptable unless there ~re compelling

incentives to share the administration of HK with China.

For the HK People

1. Any official British presence is welcome. Although this option

would not allow the British to handle HK1s external affairs, it is

better than any option that provides for no British presence at

all.

From a third party1s standpoint, this seems an unlikely option

since both Britain and China want to save political face. Unless
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there are extra lucrative benefits for Britain, the British are not

likely to play second fiddle in HK. Unless there are compelling

reasons such as luring Taiwan to the negotiating table, China is not

likely to allow the appearance of weakness by allowing the British to

run HK1s internal affairs after 1997.

VARITATION 1

Name: Free City (FC).

Proponents: Urban Councillor M.F. Wong. According to Councillor

Wong, HK cannot gain independence. Nor can the status-quo of HK

remain unchanged. Yet this is not an appropriate time for

sinification. So he proposed the IIfree cityll idea.

Essential s:

Sovereignty: Unclear, perhaps on hold.

Who rules: Britain and China.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration:

Both Britain and China would guarantee HK to be a free city for 40

years.

Existing regulations on legal, trade and manufacturing affairs

would remain unchanged.

The HK Executive, Legislative and Urban Councils would gradually

become popularly elected.

Any British military presence or HK Volunteer Regimen would be

abolished. The Police Force would be used to maintain law and

order.
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In the initial 10 years, Britain and China would take turns

appointing the administrative heads of all government

departments. Thereafter, the administrative heads would be

elected.

Evaluation of the Desirability and the Feasibility of the FC Model as

a Possible Future

For the Chinese

1. It is not a politically face-saving option if the British are

allowed to remain in HK.

2. Moreover, this option's treatment of the sovereignty status of HK

is at best giving China an opportunity to claim HK's sovereignty

and at worst implying China's weakness in its stance on HK's

sovereignty.

3. This option, which has the effect of making China look soft on the

issue of HK sovereignty, is likely to be unacceptable to China.

For the British

1. This option of allowing the HK people gradual self-rule should be

welcomed because this would allow the British to eventually bow

out of HK with grace.

2. However, it is unclean how likely the British would be to stay in

HK beyond 1997 when the status of HK sovereignty remains unclear.

On the one hand, the British would have no legal rights to stay in

HK. On the other hand, the British staying in HK beyond 1997
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might offer the hope of striking a "non-package" deal with China

in which the HKI and KP could eventually be governed by the HK

people~

For the HK Peop1e

1. Again, any official British presence would De welcome. Also, this

option of unclear status of HK sovereignty would offer HK people

the hope that the British might be able to stay in HK on a more

permanent basis.

From a non-stakeholder's standpoint, this ,option is certainly a

good one when it allows the HK people to gradually and increasingly

govern themselves. But this option, besides likley being unacceptable

to Chi na, woul d pose problems in .tne practical decisi on-mak ing process

since the ultimate status of HK sovereignty would remain unclear.

VARIATION J

Name: Independent Special Zone (ISZ).

Proponents: Richard M.C. lee , Chairman of lee HYsan Estate Co. who

has excellent Peking contacts. Dr. Joseph Y. S. Cheng.

Essentials:

Sovereignty: China.

Who Rules: Chinese and British.

Economic System: Capitalist.

General Administration: lhe sovereignty of HK would revert to China.

Aspecial administrative committee would be set up to run this special

independent zone. HK would become like a British protectorate that
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flies the Chinese flag. British law and business practices would

remain intact. There would be be alternate Chinese and British

governor every three or four years. Senior British administrators

would stay on in the civil service on a contractual basis. Foreign

exchange reserves would be denominated and stored in HK. The new HK

legislature would consist of members, a third appointed by Beijing, a

third appoint by London and the remaining third elected in HK. All

senior post appointment in the HK Government would need the approval

of two thirds of the legislature.

Evaluation of the Desirability and the Feasibility of the lSZ model as

a possible future

For the Chinese

1. The acknowledgement of Chinese sovereignty over HK and the

proposed Chinese participation in HK would make this a politically

face-saving option.

2. However, the appointment of a British governor on every other term

of office and the continual usage of British laws in HK would

likely cause China to think twice before giving serious thought to

this option.

For the British

1. This option of allowing the HK people some kind of a self-rule

measure may make the British look good.

2. Again there seems to be no advantages "buil t" into thi s option to

induce the British to stay on in HK.
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For the HK People

1. A British presence in HK is always better than an absence of the

British as long as HK has to reckon with a communist China.

2. This would seem an acceptable option since one third of the

members of the HK legislature would be elected from HK.

From a third party observer's point of view, this seem like quite

an innovative SQ option acceptable to Britain and HK. The proposed

appointment of a British governor and the practice of existing British

law would need to be modified to make the option more attractive to

China.

VARIATION SU~IARY

Now is the time to summarize the major similarities and

differences of the aforementioned ten SQ variations. Table 5-13

summarizes the essentials of the ten SQ variations and the preferences

of the HK people.

As the name of these variations may indicate, all the models

called for British presence in the maintenance of a capitalist,

free-port HK. All models presume British willingness to stay on in

HK, even if staying on might mean a bit of bending and twisting of the

legal basis of the British presence in HK. 94 However, no medel,

with the possible exception of the SEZ-B, talked of, let alone made

any convincing arguments on, any incentives inherent in the structure

of the particular model that would lead the British to stay in HK.

Most models (7) proposed to give the British a free hand in the

internal administration of HK with the exception of the Free City
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Tab1e 5-13

The Essentials Of Status-Quo Variations And
Hong Kong's Preference

ESSENTIAL
DIMENSIONS VARIATIONS

A B C D E F G H I J HK'sa

Name SQ-I SQ-P SQ-L ~ UN-T UK-T SEZ-B BT-C FC ISC NONE

Renewa1 h JT

SvgntY!> U

Who Rules UK

PRC PartiCNO

20 IN 30-50 40 U IN

NO MAYBE YES YES YES NO

JT JT UK

NO NO YES

CP CP CP

FR FR FR

JT U HK

PRC U PRC PRC

JT

NO

CP

FR

JT

CP CP

FR FR

PRC PRC

UK UK

U

UK

NO

YES NO NO

JT PRC PRC

CP

"FR

U

U

UK

NO

NO

CP

FR

30

HK

U

UK

NO

NO

CP

FR

50

JT

U

UK

NO

NO

CP

FR

50

JT

NO

CP

FR

IN

Econe

Timeg

Portf

Notes:

a. Hong Kong people's preference.
b. Soverei gnty over Hong Kong. U = undeci ded, JT =Joi nt.
c. China's participation in running Hong Kong's daily administration.
d. Third party participation in the settlement of HK's future.
e. Economic system; CP =capitalism.
f. Port status of Hong Kong; FR =free port.
g. Duration of the life of the model; IN =infinite; U = undecided;

50 = 50 years and so forth.
h. Renewal parties. JT =Joint parties; HK = Hong Kong
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model, the independent special zone and the British Trusteeship model

that called for Chinese participation~ Only one model, 50 by

international treaty, called for the UN as a third party to a British

trusteeship over HK~

Most models proposed an average of 30 years length of duration,

with two model (UN-T and ISZ) having an unclear length of time and two

models (SQ-I &SEZ-B) proposing an indefinite duration~ This 30 years

average highlights the temporary nature of the mode1s~ The temporary

characteristic of the models reflects the proponents' beliefs that the

50 variations probably cannot be maintained forever and that some sort

of a more permanent arrangement must be made again in the future.

Only one model (SQ-T) proposed to allow the HK people to decide

what they would do after the duration of the model expires. All other

models called for either the PRC or the UK or both to re-decide on the

fate of HK once the agreement expires.

In a sense, one may say these proposed SQ models are

manifestations of a delaying tactic which would give time to the HK

people to make the best use of the SQ of HK and to start, if they have

not done so, preparing for their future in HK or e1sewhere~

Although none of the 50 variations seems probable in view of

China's announcement of making HK a SAR, it is useful to compare and

evaluate the merits and demerits of the variations should there be a

sudden change of heart or alternation of political climate in China or

for any other reason that 50 variations should become serious

possibilities for HK's future~
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Normative Evaluation of All SQ Variations

Since China is considered the decisive decision-maker, how

face-saving a model is for China should be considered a criterion in

evaluating the normative worth (i.e. desirability and feasibility) of

any SQ models.

All models require the Chinese communists to compromise on their

ideology since all models call for capitalism to remain in HK.

In terms of national honor, before the issue of HK's future was

raised, the SQ-I model (i .e. closely identical to the modus vivendi)

would have been the most face-saving model. The SQ-I model had worked

for all the preceding years. It seemed likely that China would not

have suffered any more loss of face from acquiesing in HK's future.

But since the issue of HK's future has been raised, the

sovereignty of HK has become a crucial factor in deciding which model

is most politically face-saving. for China (Overholt, 1984: 747).

Since China has publicly claimed HK's sovereignty, China's agreeing to

a solution that provides for an unclear status of HK's sovereignty

would reflect badly on China's status in the world. Thus, the Chinese

abandoning of the "c1aim" to sovereignty over HK is a most unlikely

possibility (Choy's China Research Team, "Leasing System for HK, Three

Cbstacles," Pai Shing Chinese July 16, 1982: 52). Therefore, the most

face-saving variations would be those that recognize Chinese

sovereignty over HK -- the UK-T, the SEZ-B, BT-C and ISZ models. Of

the four models, the BT-C and the ISZ model, which call for

Chinese-British joint administration in HK are the most face-saving
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ones because they allow actual, not just symbolic, Chinese

participation. Next comes the SEZ-B which is silent on Chinese

participation~ China might possibly participate should it want to.

The UK-T model provides for no Chinese participation~ All other

models, which provide no clear acknowledgement of Chinese sovereignty

over HK, if adopted, would be face-losing for China.

Since all SQ variations call for the continual presence of the

British in HK, the number of incentives for the British to stay in HK

would be an appropriate criterion in evaluating the feasibility of the

variations. Unfortunately, none of the variations, with the possible

exception of the SEZ-B model, provides strong incentives for the

British to stay on. Even Y. S. Cheng, proponent of the SEZ-B model,

did not make a convincing argument for the British to stay in HK. He

talked of the increasing attention being paid to HK due to Chinese

modernization efforts that would strengthen the British interest to

stay (1982), but he was not specific as to exactly how the increased

attention that HK is receiving would lure the British into remaining.

All models, in effect, suffer from the unwarrented assumption that the

British are willing to stay on in HK for as long as the Chinese

a11~wed them to.

The potential that a SQ variation has for the British to leave HK

with grace may be considered as some kind of a "surrogate" incentive

for the British to stay on during a transitory stage of HK's future.

The SQ-T model, which gives HK's people power to decide on their

future, if adopted, may make the British look good in their efforts to
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democratize the future HK. On the other hand, the SQ-T model, if

adopted, would deprive the British of the power to DOW out gracefully

if HK's and Britain's wishes for HK's future clash. All remaining

models which provide for Chinese participation in the model renewal

process would afford the British the appearance of being forced to

abandon its moral obligations in HK, even if in fact abandoning the

moral obligations in HK is the British intention.

In order to secure Chinese approval of British presence in HK, a

good SQ model should provide China with the incentive to do so.

Therefore, whether or not an SQ variation contributes to China's

modernization efforts should be a criterion in evaluating the worth of

the model to China. Similar to the British incentive issue, all SQ

variations in their silence on incentives for the Chinese seem to

suffer from two assumptions:

1. That any SQ variation is beneficial to_ British, Chinese and HK

interests.

2. That both Britain and China recognize the validity and importance

of assumption # 1 to the extent that they are willing to agree on

a SQ variation if given the right opportunity.

True, all the variations deal with the difficulty and the

impracticability of Chinese reabsorption of HK without the British

acting as a "buff'er", None of the variations, however, seems to

articulate the real advantages to China. Presumably, Chinese

permission for a British presence would result in less brain drain and

capital outflow in the future (than a British absence would) which is
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believed to be crucial to the HK econo~ and thereby to China1s

modernization. All models meet this condition. Furthermore, a

British free hand in UK would presumably result in lesser brain drain

and capital outflow than a joint British-Chinese presence in HK. On

this count, if the above presumptions are true, the ISZ, the BT-C and

FC models which call for Chinese participation in HK affairs would be

less beneficial to China1s modernization.

In deciding on the future of HK, China is likely to look oeyond

the economic benefits. China is likely to consider the effect of a HK

settlement on its overall unification strategy. Therefore, the degree

of compatibility of a SQ variation with Chinese reunification efforts

towards Taiwan is used here as a criterion in evaluatiinr the

variations.

China1s consent to any settlement on HK1s future that does not

clearly acknOWledge Chinese sovereignty over HK would provide a bad

precedent for Chinese reunification with Taiwan. Consequently, any SQ

variation that does not concede HK sovereignty to China would

understandably not be considered compatable with the broader Chinese

reunification efforts. Only models ISZ, BT-C, SEZ-B and UK-T proposed

to formally acknowledge Chinese sovereignty over HK.

In addition, China will obviously desire to have some authority

over a supposedly integral part of China in the distant, if not the

near, future. This seems to be part of what reunification is all

about. Of the four qualified models, the ISZ and the BT-C models may

be the most compatible models with Chinese reunification strategy in
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the long run ·since they call for Chinese participation in HK's

internal affairs. But in the short run, the Chinese participation

built in the ISZ and the BT-C could scare off Taiwan from

participating in any reunification talks.

Moreover, there does not seem to be significant difference

between the UK-T and the SEZ-B models in terms of their compatibility

with Chinese reunification efforts. The only major difference between

the two seems to be in name. Presumably, the name "Specia1 Economic

Zone of China under British Administration" (SEZ-B) may be more

compatab1e namewise with Chinese reunification efforts than the name

'/Sriti sh Trus teesh i p".

Since the HK peopJe are the ones who must live with the chosen

option, the degree of conformity to the wishes of the HK people is

employed as a criterion here.

Pr-esumab1y, all SQ variations reflect the wishes fo the HK people

to a certain extent, featuring British presence, capitalism and free

port status. However, a few variations stand out in terms of their

conformity or non-conformity to the HK people's wishes. The SQ-T

ffiode1, which allows the British presence and the renewal power to the

HK people, would perhaps be the model most reflective of the wishes of

the HK people. The ISZ, BT-C and FC models, which allow Chinese

p' ~icipation, may perhaps be the models least conforming to the

wishes of the HK people.

In terms of the potentials for HK self-rule, most SQ variations

provide no such potential. This should not come as a surprise because
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the British, not the HK people, are supposed to rule HK according the

rationale reflected by the structure of the proposals. However, the

ISZ and FC models do call for popularly elected memebers in HK's

Executive, Legislative and Urban Councils. Next comes the $O-T model

which gives the 11K people the power to renew the option itself. Then

comes the SEZ-B model which calls for the mobilization of public

opinion to achieve the very option. Presumably, such a mobilization

process would increase the potential for HK self-rule.

In terms of the permanency of the SQ variations, almost all

variations last an average of 30-50 years, with the $0-1 the ISZ and

the SEZ-B models silent on their duration. One might say all these

variations are more temporary transitions than permanent solutions. A

gra~hic summary of the above discussions is displayed in Table 5-14.

Overall Evaluation Of All Varlations From Different Points of View

From the Chinese Point of View

Any SQ variation must ideally be politically face-saving for

China before it can be acceptable to Beijing. Now that the issue of

HK has been raised, only models ISZ, BT-C, SEZ-B and UK-T would do the

job (see Set P of Diagram 5-1 ).

Ideally, the acceptable SQ variation should also be beneficial to

China's modernization efforts. All SQ variations which call for

British presence were designed to maintain the stability and

prosperity of HK which are considered beneficial to China1s Four

Modernizations. So, presumably, all SQ variations can be considered
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Table 5-14

Normative Evalutaion Of SQ Variations

LOW HIGH

Contribute to China's ISZ
Moderni zati on Efforts BT-C FC

£1 -TAll Other
Models

RANK-ORDERED
ESTIMATES

Face-saving
For Chlna

Incentives for UKb
Leave with Grace

DEGREE

UN-T
All Other

Models

• DEGREE

ISZ SQ_Ia
UK-T SEZ-B BT-C

SEZ-B
UN-T

All Other
Models

Compatability with PRC's All Other
Reunification Strategy Models

Refl ecti on of HK
Peopl e I s Wi shes

Other
Model s

BT-C ISZ UK-T SEZ-Bc
ISZ UK-T SEZ-B BT-C

BT-C 5.1-T
FC

Potentials for HK
Self-Rule

Future Permanency

Notes

Other SEZ-B
Model s £1-T

All
Models

FC

a. £1-1 was the most face-saving option before the Sino-British
negotiations on Hong Kong's future.

b. The specific models on this line are ranked on the basis of
incentives for the British to stay on in Hong Kong. The specific
model on the f ol l owtnq 1ine is ranked on the basis of
opportunities to bow out of Hong Kong gracefully.

c. All models on this line appear according to their compatability
with China's reunification efforts on a short run basis. Models
on the following line appears according ~eir compatability
with China's reunification efforts on a~ run basis.
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NOTES:

Diagram 5-3

"Ideal" Status-Quo Variations For the HK People

c

B ': {x. ' x, is (.ttl OptIOn. tha:t caUs foY" 13ntlsh- rresence }
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H" ix.' X IS Ml OptiOtt tha.t provides 'Pctmtla.(., feY tile"

t1on~ Ko~ 'Pecple- to decide.. for their' '1utlife-.J
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beneficial to Chinese modernization efforts (see Set Mof Diagram 5-1 ).

All acceptable SQ variations (to China) must also be compatible

to China1s reunification efforts on Taiwan. On this, any model that

calls for third party involvement or the absence of fully-acknowledged

Chinese sovereignty over HK can be ruled out. Only model SEZ-B, BT-C

and UK-T would satisfy this requirement (see Set Uof Diagram 5-1).

By making use of a Venn diagram, it is clear that the ideal SQ

models for China which meet all three of the above requirements are

elements cf the intersecting set of the three sets, namely lSZ, BT-C

and SEZ-B.

From the British Point of View

The sovereignty of HK was implicitly conceded to China when the

British acknowledged the difficulty of running lIHKII after 92% of the

present HK is reverted to China.

Other than having the usual capitalist, free port status of HK,

an ideal acceptable SQ variation must have substantial tangible and

intangible incentives for the British to stay on in HK. Regretably,

all SQ variations propose no such incentives (see Set I of Diagram

5-2) other than the presumption that the British should not get, and

would not get, fewer benefits than it is now getting from HK.

Short of meeting the incentive requirement, the next ideal

acceptable 50 variation should provide opportunities for the British

to bow out of HK gracefully if the British should decide to leave HK

during or at the end of an option (see Set a of Diagram 5-2). Model

5O-T, which allows the HK people to decide their future, mayor may
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Diagram 5-1

"Ideal" Status-Quo Variations For China

SG.-l
SG.-p
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not be an option that allows the British to leave gracefully. On the

one hand, agreeing to an option that gives the HK people the power to

decide their future would reflect well on British efforts to effect a

HK settlement. On the other hand, leaving the power of renewal of an

option at the hands of the HK people would deprive the British of the

opportunity to bow out gracefully should Britain decide to leave and

the HK people decide to keep the British. All other models in which

China is supposed to be at least a party to the renewal process would

likely be acceptable, since should the British want to leave HK they

can always make it look as if they were not allowed to perform their

moral obligations in HK by China.

After over 100 years of supremacy in HK, the British are un1iK1ey

to play second fiddle to China in HK (Chang, 1983). So, an ideal

acceptable SQ variation should be one that provides for no Chinese

participation. Models SQ-P, SQ-L, SQ-T, UN-T, UK-T and SEZ-B would

meet this requirement (see Set C of Diagram 5-2).

If the British made their decision on whether to stay in HK or

not on the oasis of incentives alone, the British would not likely

decide to stay. Short of having a IIguaranteell of benefits, the

British might consider accepting either option SEZ-B, UK-T, UN-T, SQ-P

or SQ-L, as these options provide a free hand for the British in HK

and an opportunity to bow out gracefully.

From the HK People's Point of View

Naturally, any acceptao1e SQ variation must provide for British

presence. All proposed models meet this requirement (see Set B of
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Diagram 5-3). Since the desire for a British presence may not be due

so much to a genuine desire for the British to stay as to a mistrust

of Chinese intentions or a fear of Chinese inability to run HK

prosperously, an ideal 50 variation should have the least possible, if

not the total absence of, Chinese participation in HK's affairs. All

proposed models except the ISZ, the BT-C and the FT meet this

requirement (see Set C of Diagram 5-3). Finally, a genuinely ideal 50

variation should also have the potential to allow the HK people to

decide their own future. Only model SQ-T meets this requirement (see

Set Hof Diagram 5-3).

utilizing the help of a Venn diagram, it is clear that based on

the above three criteria, the ideal 50 variation for the HK people

would be the 5O-T model.

From the point of view of a third party, since the HK people are

not considered independent, legitimate participants in the

Sino-British talks on HK's future and since model SQ-T is not on the

ideal list of either China or Britain, model 5O-T, though an ideal 50

variation for the HK people, is unlikely to be adopted as the probable

future of HK.

A comparison of British and Chinese ideal lists show that model

SEZ-B and model UK-T appear on both. Thus these two models seem to

have a greater probability of being picked as the probable political

future of HK should events or chance dictate that a 50 variation

should be picked as the future of HK.



Diagram 5-2

"Ideal" Status-Quo Variations For Britain

c
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NOTES TO CHAP TER V

1. Sovereignty "is the inherent right of a state" (BR 9/26/83: 17) to
rule supreme in its territory. Sovereignty, as a-po1itica1
concept, embraces "fu11, or at least the fullest possible, freedom
of action on the part of the state in the political, economic and
mil itary spheres II (Dicks, 1983: 430). Under the strictest sense
of the term, Britain has not been fully exercising its sovereignty
over HK because "Britain has accepted many restraints on her
freedom of action (in HK), not least being the abandonment after
1949 of her general policy of steering colonies towards
self-government and independence" (Dick, 1983: 430). It is this
lack of full "effective" sovereignty that leads this writer to
view that China not only possesses "tf tul ar " or "res i dual "
sovereignty over HK, but also some "eff'ecttve" sovereignty.

2. This author assumes that China has always had sovereignty over
Hong Kong but has not chosen to exercise it until informed
otherwise of Chinese intentions to "resume" exercising sovereignty
in 1997. Some editors agreed with this author. The editors
expressed that "They (the HK Gov I t and Chi nese Gov It) shou1 d avoid
arguing on 'the question of sovereignty· because HK has always
been part of China·s territory ••• and this is an 'indtsputab1e
facti II (The Express (Chinese) August 19, 1982).

3. China re-examined in 1945/49 all its previous treaties.

4. Miners (1982). Lau, Siu-Kai, Society and Politics in Hong Kong
(Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 1982) p, 11.

5. "500,000 according to other estimates" by Edward Hambro, The
Problem of Chinese Refugees in Hong Kong (Holland: A.W. --
51 Jthoff -Leyden, 1955) p. 13.

6. World Development Report 1983 Table 3: Structure of Production
p.153.

7. The GDP figure of HK $3327. was obtained from from A. J. Youngson,
Hong Kong Economic Growth and Policy. Hong Kong: Oxford
Un1vers1ty Press, 1982 Table 1.1 p. 11. This researcher
converted the figure into U5$ using the prevalent exchange rate of
HK$ 5 = US$ 1 at the time.

8. Ibid, Table 1: Basic Indicators, p. 149. In fact the July 23-29,
1984 issue of The Week in Hong Kong reported that "HK ls gross
domestic product 1S heading for n1ne percent real growth this
year, according to the latest Asia Pacific Review from Wardley
Investment Services ".
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9. 1951 figure comes from (4,155 beds/2,138,000 pop.) * 1,000 in
Table I and Table XLVIII in Hambro, 1955. 1982 figure comes from
ASla Yearbook 1983 p.G.

10. W~r1d Development Report 1983, Table 24: Health Related
Indlcators, p. 195.

11. Ibid, p. 195.

12. Khan, Md Habibu11 ah and John A1 ton Zerby, "lhe Positi on of Hong
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Profi1 e October 1981 Vol. 11 no. 5. --

13. See fvlary Lee, "Three Men Rock the Boat," FEER. September 28,
1983 p. 36-37

14. "Mammoth Container Termina1," Hong Kong Features, Radio Scripts
R. 2, Title 2 published by the HK Government Information Services.

15. "Hong Kong1s Amazing Gold Market," Hong Kong Features, Radio
Scripts R.2, Title 9 published by the Hong Kong Government
Informational Services.

16. "Hong' Kong as a Financial Centre," Hong Kong Features, Radio
Scripts R. 1, Title 14 published by the Hong Kong Government
Information Services.

17. HKAR 1983 p. 1-6.

18. HKAR 1983 •

19. Ibi d.

20. HKAR 1983 p. 1-6.

21. See also Sinification Chapter.

22. Hambro (1955: 13 &15) reported that the Chinese population
travelled back and forth China and HK. Andrey Donnithorne also
reported that "there was••• much coming and going, legal and
illegal, with occasional larger movements such as in 1962 when
over sixty thousand peopl e.v.cross tnq over to HK" (1980: 619).

23. Book title of Richard Hughes, Hong Kong, Borrowed Time, Borrowed
Place (1976).

24. Chinese saying, author1s translation.
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28. Ibid.
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CHAPTER VI

INDEPENDENCE

DEFINITION

By lithe independence of Hong Kong ll this author means an

independent state of Hong Kong. An independent Hong Kong includes:

1. A population of Hong Kong citizens,

2. A territory which covers a definite area with internationally

recognized borders on the surface of the earth,

3. A government, which has its own bureaucratic machinery to handle

all governmental affairs, and

4. The sovereignty over Hong Kong. It means the Hong Kong Government

(HKG) would be supreme in its actions within the territory of Hong

Kong. 1

REQUIREMENTS

Having twice the size2 and pOPYlation3 of Singapore, together

with a well-run government bureacracy, Hong Kong presumably has met

most of the conditions for becoming an independent state. In a world

that has seen the number of independent countries in the UN from 45 in

1945 to 134 in 1970 (E. C. Paul, 1974), Hong Kong has every potential

to be a contributing member in·the world of nations. For example,

economically speaking, Hong Kong has a sound economy of US $ 27.2

billion in 1981,4 which surpasses in size the economy of Pakistan,



Ghana, Egypt, Peru, Syria, Malaysia, Portugal, Israel, Singapore

Ireland, and even Kuwait. 5 Hong Kong has a GDP per capita of US

$5,100.,6, which ranks higher than that of China ($300.), Nigeria

($870.), South Korea (1,700.), Brazil ($2220.), Mexico ($2250) and

Greece ($4420.), to name a few.7 Pol i tf calIy speaking, the people's

lack of belief in independence as a viable alternative and China's

claim to Hong Kong's sovereignty remain the major stumbling blocks

towards independence. Otherwise, it would seem that HKG could quickly

and easily assume sovereignty (from Britain) and declare the

independence of Hong Kong. Therefore, the requirements for drawing

the independence of Hong Kong as an conclusion for the political

future of Hong Kong would be:

1. The existence of Chinese governmental consent ~o Hong, Kong's

independence,

2. The existence of Hong Kong elite opinion for independence.

FACT0RS THAT MAY PUSH FOR INDEPENDENCE

In conceding the difficulty of granting independence to Hong Kong

as an alternative future for Hong Kong, Prime Minister Thatcher

acknowledged in London that

but for the peculiar situation of Hong Kong and
the leases, but for that, had it been an ordinary
British colony, she would have been independent
years ago. She would have been another
Singapore.8

The above seems to have explained why Britain has granted

extremely few, if any, self-rule measures over the years in Hong

Kong. With the traditional British policy of making Hong Kong as
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apolitical as possible (A. King, 1975; Lau, 1982) and with the

perception of China as a decisive deceision-maker in Hong Kong's

future (see Table 6-1), and with China1s recently professed intention

to resume sovereignty over Hong Kong, it seems that Hong Kong could

not achieve independence (even if its people should desire) by

anything short of a revolution.

Table 6-1

Who Has the Decisive Voice in the Political Future of HK?

(%) CHINA

ELITE 87

STUDENT 41

CHINA &
OTHER

7

12

UK

7

3

HK

a

37

TAIWAN MAJORITY ANSWER

o CHINA

o CHINA*

* Precisely, it is the modal answer.

Although there has been no known call for revolution and almost

virtually no call for independence by Hong Kong's people, the

independence of Hong Kong nevertherless remains a possibility. A

brief examination of potential causes of revolution in (and possibly

independence for) Hong Kong are useful here.

Any American college student who passes a course on the history

of world civilization is likely able to name the five major factors

for a successful revolution. They are:
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1. The presence of an intolerable economic condition,

2. Strong governmental insensitivity to its people's plights and

needs,

3. Indigenous political leadership to lead the revolting masses,

4. The availability of sufficient funds to finance the revolution, and

5. The pressure of a strong local group identity.

Let's take a look at how the degree of presence or absence of

these five factors in Hong Kong affects the likelihood of revolt as an

effort for independence.

A. Intolerable Economic Conditions

The KMT lost the Chinese Civil War to the Chinese Communists not

only because it had a corrupt government, but also because the masses

in KMT-controlled areas suffered from intolerable economic conditions

After the death of Yuan Shih-Kai in 1916, production was disrupted due

to the war (Mills, 1942: 459). Taxes were heavy (Ibid). Inflation

was sky high. KMT-issuerl-1trrencies were almost of no value. To the

over-taxed masses, the communists signified the prospect of food and

land reform. Indeed, owing to the gradual implementation of land

reforms, economic conditions in the communist soviets were always more

egalitarian, if not much improved, than those areas under the KMT.

Therefore it should be no surprise that almost everywhere the

communists went, there were large scale KMT defections of troops (R.

Thornton, 1982: 220) and peasants folks to the communists. These

defections were especially rampant during the last two years of the

Civil War.
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If intolerable economic conditions were partly responsible for

the final defeat of the KMT at the hands of the communists, such

conditions presumably might cause the Hong Kong peo1e to rise against

the British, climaxing in the demand for independence.

With its standards of living second only to Japan and closely at

par with that of Singapore in all of Asia, Hong Kong would not seem to

suffer from intolerable economic conditions. If anything, Hong Kong's

economy is still going strong even in the face of its uncertain and

possibly pessimistic future. According to the May 14, 1984, issue of

The Week in Hong Hong (published by the Hong Kong Government

Information Services), total merchandise trade of HK$ 94.62 billion

for the first quarter of 1984 were up by 48% over the same period last

year. "Domest.tc exports rose by 51% to HK$ 28.115 bill ion, imports by

43% to HK$ 48.784 billion and re-exports by 59% to HK$ 17.722

billion. Domestic exports and re-exports together increased by 54%11

(The Week in Hong Kong May 14, 1984). There were also first quarter

increase in re-exports to China (by HK$ 2.9 billion or 163%), to the

US (by HK$ 1.13 billion or 77%), to Taiwan (by HK$ 573 million or 96%)

and to Japan (by HK$ 520 million or 92%). Of course, these increasing

figures may just be a reflection of a IIrecoveryll from the not so

spectacular showing of the first quarter of 1983 soon after the talks

On Hong Kong's future commenced in September 1982. It may also be a

manifestation of people's intentions to make the best use of Hong Kong

in the remaining years before 1997. In addition, it may be a
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reflection of, perhaps premature, business confidence in Hong Kong's

future. Regardless of whatever interpretations one draws from these

figures, these figures underscore the fact that Hong Kong is not

suffering from sluggishness of trade that might result in intolerable

economic conditions. It is not unreasonable to say that the chances

for Hong Kong to suffer from intolerable economic conditions on a

revolt-causing scale is quite slim. However, no one should be

over-confident that Hong Kong's present economic conditions will be

maintained if and when Hong Kong is reabsorbed by China.

If China, after the re-absorption of Hong Kong and even amidst

conditions of a possible moderate reduction of living standards in

Hong Kong, can prevent the onslaught of intolerable economic

conditions, Hong Kong will probably remain orderly. On the other

hand, failure to maintain the absence of intolerable economic

conditions might make the Hong Kong peopl~ less reluctant to revolt

and seek independence.

B. Governmental Insensitivity

As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, the people in the KMT

controlled areas were heavily taxed. The determination of the KMT

government to tax every sector of the population heavily (Parks Coble,

1980), regardless of the economic conditions at the time, in order to

maintain and build KMT's military strength demonstrated the KMT

government's total insensitivity to its people's plights. 9 This

insensitivity must be considered to have been critical, if not fatal,
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to the KMT's efforts in the Civil War.

Presumably a strong insensitive Hong Kong government might drive

the Hong Kong people to revolt and possibly seek independence. To be

sure, there is no fully genuine political representation in Hong

Kong. For whatever limited political representation that the Hong

Kong people might have, there are political inequities evident in the

overwhelming over-representation of the business and wealthy sectors

• ° d ° ° ki b dO 10 H th H K1n maJor eC1S1on-ma 1ng 0 1es. owever, e ong ong

Government is considered always to have governed Hong Kong "by

discussion" or "by consultation" and not arbitration (Endacott, 1964:

229; Lau, 1982; Miners, 1976; U.K. Fung, 1983: 18). Like Singapore,

the HKG has many (about 323 at present) advisory bodies to consu1t.on

public reactions to proposed governmental policy before any decision

is reached (HKAR 1984). There are also City District Offices

established to act as an intermediary between the government and the

pUbl~r, in order to smooth the governing process (King, 1975: 433-34).

In fact, 70% of the student and virtually all the elite sampled (61.5%

said "quite a b i t" & 38.5 %said "a lot") thought the HKG was

responsive to public opinion. It seems that at least at present, the

HKG cannot be considered as being insensitive to its people.

Although the HKG under the tutelage of Great Britain does not

seem to be insensitive to the plights of Hong Kong, a HKG, under

China may not necessarily be sensitive to the conditions of the

people. A China-influenced HKG which is sensitive to the Hong Kong

people1s plights is not likely to be a cause for a Hong Kong
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independent·movement. On the other hand. an oppressive.

China-influenced HKG which is strongly insensitive to the Hong Kong

people's opinions may leave the people no choice but to opt for

independence.

C. Indigenous Political Leadership

Leadership. without which no po11tica1 movement is likely to

survive. is very crucial to the success of any political movement.

Take as an example the case of Singapore (a country often compared to

Hong Kong) domestic party politics. In the early years after

Singapore1s independe~ce. the Barisan Sosia1is Party. an offshoot of

the Peop1e 1s Action P.arty. IIwas able to pose a constant threat to the

Peop1e·s Action Party leadership but it quickly lost its efficacy

after its more competent 1eaders and organizers were detai ned II .11

lhere were other political parties such as the Singapore Malay

National Organization. the Workers· Party. the United National Front

and the People's Front in Singapore. But "they either lack able

leadership and strong organization or stand aloof from the masses.

Their participation in the political process is tns i gntf icent" (Lt ,

1982 p. 47). This lack of effective political leadership in other

political parties in no small way explains the dominance of the

People's Action Party in Singapore politics.

Before discussing whether or not there is an able political

leadership to lead an independence movement in Hong Kong. it is

imperative to review the so-called apathetic political nature of Hong
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Kong, its possible causes and its probable impact on the liKelihood of

Hong Kong having an effective political leadership capable of leading

a Hong Kong independent movement.

Writing in 1975 (in Asian Survey) and reiterating the same theme

in 1981 (King et a1. (eds.)), A. King lamented the widespread

political apathy in Hong Kong. He stated:

Despite the fact that the Urban Council e1ectons
are the only occassions for the general public to
participate in the formal political process, they
have never interested the average person. The
striking thing is that even since the Urban
Council elections were reinstituted in 1952, the
rate of registration for election has never
exceeded 1% of the total population and, although
up to 30-40% of those who register eventually turn
up at the polls, only 0.5% or less of the total
population turn out to vote. lhe poor turnout in
voting is often deplored as a lack of civic spirit
and as an exhibition of political apathy (King et
al. (eds .}, 1981: 132-33).

What causes this political apathy? Did Hong Kong inherit this

political apathy from the Mainland Chinese immigrants who have always

made up half of the Hong Kong population? lhe answer seems to point

to the negative. A1954 survey shows that a considerable percentage

of heads of household, arriving in Hong Kong h~ld memberships in

various political organizations. For example, Table 6-2 shows that

39%, 39% and 31% of the heads of household arriving in 1949, 1950 and

1954 respectively, belonged to one kind of political organization or

another Wambro, 1955: 158-59). Such data suggest that there was no

lack of potentially politically active personnel among the Chinese

i mmi grants in Hong Kong.
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Tab1e 6-2

Former Membership Of Organizations In China By HK Immigrants

(% Head of Household) Post World War II Immigrants Arrived in

Nature of Org. 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

Poi f tfcal 4.7 6.4 5.6 10.8 39.0 38.5 24.8 17.1 18.2 31.3

Professional 0.7 1.7 1.1 4.2 2.8 1.8 5.4 5.7 2.5

Other 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4

none 94.6 91.4 93.3 84.9 57.6 59.4 69.8 77.2 81.8 65.8

If present day political apathy in Hong Kong cannot be attributed

to the political orientation or nature of the Chinese immigrants,

could it be due to the lack of political leadership in Hong Kong?

Judging from the widespread apathy, the most obvious answer, though

not necessarily the correct one, seems to be affirmative. But if that

is the case, how could one explain the presence of economic leadership

(leadership that is intertwined with, if not closely identical to,

political leadership) that has guided Hong Kong to becoming an

economic "miracle" today? The difficulty in answering the above

question would seem to suggest the deficiency of the obvious answer -

political apathy in Hong Kong is due to a lack of political

leadership. Rather, an alternative answer to the possible cause of

Widespread political apathy in Hong Kong may lie in the "political" or

more precisely the "apolitica1 11 policy of the HKG.

It is not that Hong Kong lacks potential grass-root political

leadership. Rather whatever potential grass-root political leadership
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Hong Kong might have must either be hidden or "Misdirected" by the

HKG. For the already established Chinese leaders in Hong Kong,

the British governing elites co-opt or assimilate
the non-British socio-economic elites into the
political-administrative decision-making bodies,
thus attaining an elite integration on the one
hand and a legitimacy of political authority on
the other (King, 1975: 437).

The British have achieved this by wisely and successfully absorbing

Chinese leaders into the official political circle
by either giving them formal membership in the
Councils and in the bureaucracy or bestowing on
them honors (e.g., Justice of the Peace) and
involving them in more than 130 consultative and
advisory committees at various Governmental levels
(King,1975: 429).

Since almost all seats (except a few in the Urban Council) in these

governmental bodies are appointed, the integration of British and

non-British elites created inadvertently or otherwise, the so-called

l e1i t e-mass" gap in Hong Kong (King, 1975; Lau 1982). This process of

"administrative absorption of po1itics" (King, 1975: 424), with elite

sitting on appointive bodies and the masses' perception of the

non-representativeness of the elite, may in part explain the apathetic

political nature of the Hong Kong population.

For the younger upstarts who may have the potential to develop

into an independent political force, the HKG seems to consider them

new blood for the consolidation of the present colonial structure.

Perhaps hoping to make potential leadership unavailable to any

possible opposition, lithe British have made it a policy to recruit

locals into the higher bureacratic ranks as early as 1946" (Lau,
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1982: 52). The HKG is widely considered to have an unspoken

~reference for hiring Hong Kong University (HKU) graduates first,

Chinese University of Hong Kong and other commonwealth university

graduates second, and American and other countries' university

graduates last. "That the (Hong Kong) University has continued to

provide future officers to the Government since its establishment in

1911" (Lau, 1982: 52-3) is a we11- established tradition. Yet the

top echelon of governmental power still rests in the hands of a

handful of expatriates reflects the continuing colonialist outlook of

the HKG. A look at the breakdown of the local officers versus the

overseas officers in the elite administrative grades (Table 6-3) shows

that local officers constitute less than half of the officials in

administrative grades (Lau, 1982: 1953). Acloser scrutiny into the

highest grades of the administrative class (Table 6-4) shows the

dominance of expatriates (Lau, 1982: 53). In spite of the HKG's

inclination to hire HKU graduates over others, in 1978 no HKU

graduates served in Secretary or Staff Grade A capacity while only two

served in Staff Grade B capacity.

This dominance of expatriates in the highest grades of the elite

government service corps has not only been criticized by Hong Kong

Chinese (Lau, 1982), but also by expatriate intellectuals such as

Miron Mushkat (1982) and former expatriate administrative officers

themselves such as Brian Hook (1982 &in personal conversation). This

colonialist practice may soon have to be replaced by a program of

localization of top government servants should the British decide to
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Tab1 e 6-3

'.t Of Local Officers To Total In Administrative Grades

YEAR

1950
1956
1960
1962
1964
1966
1968
1970
1972
1974
1976
1978

LOCAL OFFICERS

1
3
7

12
13
18
23
40
50
66
78
91

OVERSEAS OFFICERS

42
54
36
66
67
74
75
71
67
86

101
114

'.t OF LOCAL TO TOTAL

2.3
5.3

16.3
15.4
16.3
19.6
23.5
36.0
42.7
43.4
43.6
44.4

Source: Hong Kong, Colonial Secretariat, Establishment Branch, Report
on the Public Service, various issues (as appeared in Lau,
1982: 53).

Table 6-4

HKU Graduates Serving In Senior Administrative Grades (Master Pay
Scale Point 46 Or Above) As Of June 1,1978

GRADE
(ADMINISTRATIVE)

Secretari es
A.O. Staff Grade A
A.O. Staff Grade B
A.O. Staff Grade C
Senior Administrative Officers

HKU
GRADUATES

o
o
2

16
8

ESTABLISHED AND
SUPERNUMERARY POSTS

11
4

25
58
23

Source: Hong Kong University, Convocation Newsletter (December 1979:
2) as appeared in Lau, 1982: 53.
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leave Hong Kong after 1997.

This tradition of putting the young university graduates under

the paternalistic employment of the Hong Kong Government converts

potential opposition movement leaders into government stakeholders who

have an interest in the maintenance of the status-quo -- a politically

stable Hong Kong, perhaps best achieved by the existence of an

apathetic crowd.

Another possible explanation for the political apathy in Hong

Kong is what Bachrach and Baratz (1970) called the other side of power

-- the power of ruling certain political issues out of the political

arena as IInon-issuesll.12 As King pointed out

A more basic reason for the low participation,
however, could be found in the political system of
Hong Kong itself; that is, the Urban Council is
an organ without teeth. It is perceived as
involved in a "pol i t'ics without poser ",
"comp letely divorced from the dynamism of Hong
Kong's economy" (1975: 427).

The Urban Council, until very recently the only governmental

policy-making body with elected members, is only empowered to govern

sanitary-related and street vendors matters in the urban areas of Hong

Kong. With such a limited scope of IIpolitical ll agenda, no wonder

voter turnouts have been very low.

In sum, the political apathy in Hong Kong seems to be more of the

resuit of the policy of the HKG, namely the administrative absorption

of politics, the absorption of young local potential political leaders

into government service and the "frtvol ous" nature of the elected

body, the Urban Council, than of the result of a lack of political
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leadership in Hong Kong.

If anything, there seems to be a lot of political leadership in

Hong Kong that must continuously appease the Chinese Government, the

British Government and the Hong Kong people in order to make possible

the past and continuing success of the Hong Kong economy. But, given

the pre-occupation of making a living, the political apathy of the

people as a result of aforementioned governmental policy, the

temporary life-boat mentality of Hong Kong and the fear of China's

adverse reactions, the chance for a locally grown and led independent

movement under the British-run Hong Kong is low. However, the

potential for an active political leadership that can build a

grass-roots following is there. Organizations such as the Hong Kong

Observers (OCtober 1, 1980 South China Morning Post) and the Meeting

Point have already spoken to China on their desire to make Hong Kong a

genuine self-governing city. The increasing educational level and

political consciousness of the Hong Kong people at what should and can

be done on Hong Kong's future highlight Hong Kong's political

leadership potentials. Any attempt by Beijing or London to play hard

ball on the future of Hong Kong might provide the igniting opportunity

for the Hong Kong peop1~'s political consciousness and leadership to

mature, which might develop into an independent force that must be

reckoned with. In fact, despite chilly British reception and China's

anger, the Unofficial Members of the Executive and Legislative Council

(Umelco) are emerging as independent force by insisting on a voice in

future Hong Kong1s arrangements under China.13 Though both the
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British and Chinese Governments do not wish to see the emergence of a

third party in the negotiations on Hong Kong's future and though some

of the members of Parliament questioned the representativeness of the

Ume1co, the Ume1co members were given a kind of hero's welcome at the

Kaitak Airport by over 1,000 community organization representatives

upon their return from a trip to London to air the Hong Kong People's

views on the future. 14 P~rhaps, the Umelco, disgrunt~ed at the

British and Chinese rear.tions to their cause and yet encouraged by the

strong show of support at the airport by the community leaders, may

turn out to provide the political leadership it takes for an

independent movement in Hong Kong.

D. The Availability of Funds

Although in the 1960s Mao was known to have dismissed the atomic

weapons of the US as paper tigers which could do nothing without the

fighting will of the people, he was perhaps more well known for his

dictum that says "power comes from the barrel of the qun", It was

probably Mao's understanding of and adherence to that dictum that in

1arge part he1 ped win the communi st I s civil war victory, and that

might also have helped win Mao's power struggle within the communist

party highest leadership.

There is a Chinese proverb, "a proud army will invariably face

defeat ll
•
15 It is commonly used to allude to the tools which one

needs in order to perform a job successfully. In this case, the

literal interpretation means that the army must have humility before
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it can win a battle. Interestingly, there is a more modern, perhaps

more practical, version of the above proverb. It goes, "a hungry army

\'Ii11 invariably face defeat". 16 Based on this writer1s experience,

the latter version is used much more often than the older version of

the proverb. The moral of the proverb, which is the reason for

incorporating it in this discussion, is that wealth is a necessary

condition for victory -- be it that of a revolution or an independence

movement. The major question in this section is whether or not Hong

Kong people have enough money to successfully finance a revolution.

If they have, are they willing to make the necessary financial

contributions?

Judging from the size of the gross domestic products alone (see

Table 6-5), one would say Hong Kong must have a lot of wealthy

people. Ten years ago, rumors had it that Hong Kong had a

mi1iionnaire in every 70 people. Hong Kong had about four million

people then. If the rumor were true, Hong Kong would have 57,142

mi11ionnaires. Only God knew how many mu1ti-mi11ionnaires there were

among the 50,000+ strong.

Table 6-5

Hong Kong Gross Domestic Products In US $ Billion

1977
1980

12.4 1978
1981

13.5
13.6

1979
1982

11.8
25.9

Sources: Asia Yearbook, Various issues.
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In addition to wealth derived from business in Hong Kong, there

are also returns on investments abroad for Hong Kong businessmen who

invested in foreign lands. The amount of profits for such investments

is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine. But one may get

an idea of how much money the Hong Kong businessmen have by looking at

the amount of investment that Hong Kong businessmen have made in

foreign lands. For instance, in the year 1979-80, there were about US

$68. million invested in Australfa. 17 From June 1983 to April 1984,

owing to the uncertainty of Hong Kong1s future, Hong Kong businessmen

were particulary interested in oil stocks and the amount of investment

in Australia jumped to US $800. million.18

Elsewhere, north of Equator in Canada, there has also been an

increase of investment made by Hong Kong businessmen. In 1981, a

group of Hong Kong businessmen spent C $ 45. million on a Toronto

hotel. In 1982, another gr~up bounght up a Holiday Inn hotel for an

undiscloseQ amount. From December 1983 to April 1984, even a

medium-sized accounting firm had reportedly handled C $10. million of

Hong Kong capital for investing in Canada. In March 1984, C $ 85.

million of Hong Kong capital was spent on purchasing the largest

shopping center in British Columbia. It seems no exaggeration when an

unidentified Canadian administrator estimated investments in Canada

backed by Hong Kong capital to amount to at least Canadian $100.

million this year so far.

Here in Hawaii, this writer personally knows of a Hong Kong

student who spent US $400,000. in cash in acquiring a house in
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Kahala. That student has also been in the process of shopping for

downtown commercial buildings to acquire or invest in as a way to move

their family wealth "off island". There are many other equally

wealthy Hong Kong students and acquantances of this writer performing

similar activities in Hawaii and elsewhere for their relative.

The above are just a few selected cases. The full extent of the

amount of Hong Kong money invested abroad is almost unimaginable. In

short, there are financial resources in Hong Kong. Whether or not

owners of those resources are willing to use the money on revolution

or for an independence movement is another story.

Since the University of Hawaii at Manoa Hong Kong students come

mainly from families of the middle class and above, the data from this

researcher's student sample may shed some light on the willingness of

the Hong Kong rich to spend their money on revolution. The result

(see Table 6-6), which is statistically significant, shows that the

higher the economic class the student comes from, the more

capitalistic the economic system (r =0.26; P ~ 0.01) and the future

(r =0.24; P-::: 0.003) he/she prefers. Consistent with the above

results but with no statistical significance, the higher the student's

economic class, the more fearful he/she is of non-capitalist future (r

= -0.074; P-S 0.216). Li kewi se, the hi gher the student I s economic

class, the more likely he/she will leave Hong Kong if the communists

take over Hong Kong (r = 0.11; p-S 0.126). Although the above results

show the wealthier students had a preference for capitalism and a fear

of communism, this preference or fear was not strong as indicated by
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the weak correlations between economic class and the above variables.

Besides the relationship between economic class and fear of communism

is statistically insignificant. The mildness of the fear of the

wealthier students may perhaps be due to the fact that the wealthier

students are more optimistic about the likely future of Hong Kong.

The results, which have strong statistical significance, indicated

that wealthier students predicted the likely future of Hong Kong as

more capitalistic (r =0.24; p<0.003). Such results seem logical

since the wealthier students have the means to leave Hong Kong should

their optimism turn out to be unfound.

If the results from the student sample are indicative of what

wealthy persons in Hong Kong would do, then it does not seem likely

that they feel so strongly about the Hong Kong's future as to spend

their money on an independence movement.

For an even better indicator than the student survey data of

whether or not the Hong Kong rich will finance a revolution, let1s

examine the data from the elite sample (see Table 6-6). Like the

student, the elite who comes from a higher economic class tends to

prefer a more capitalistic economic system (r = 0.515; P50.046). In

line with the above result, the higher the elite's economic class, the

more fearful the elite is of non-capitalist future (r = -0.505; p<

0.035). Although the elite who comes from a higher economic class

thinks a less capitalistic Hong Kong is likely (r = -0.2584) and will

tend to leave Hong Kong if the Chinese communists do take over Hong

Kong (r =0.3282), the results are not statistically significant.
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Summing up, there is no lack of money to finance an independence

movement, if the businessmen in Hong Kong really want to invest in

such a political manouvre. But Judging from the long lines of people

who want to emigrate from Hong Kong and judging from the opportunities

for and the tendency of Hong Kong businessmen to diversify their

investments to foreign lands, there does not seem to exist business

support in a Hong Kong independence movement, if such a movement

should exist.

E. A Strong Local Group Identity

Of the four components mentioned earlier which combine to make a

state, the most important component is people. It is the people1s

efforts and will together that make forging a new state possible.

These common efforts and common political will may broadly be called

political identity. And it is this political identity that gives rise

to what is called national sentiment characterized by common language,

customs, character, belief and will that is crucial not only to the

rise of a new independent state but also to the maintenance of old

ones as well.

This section discusses whether or not Hong Kong has a political

identity of its own. If it has a political identity, we will ask

whether or not that identity has enough potential to ignite a

revolution for independence in Hong Kong. The political apathy of

Hong Kong will be briefly noted, followed by recent indications of

stronger political consciousness in Hong Kong. There will be a
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Tab1e 6-6

Correlations Between Economic Class And Various
Forecasted Futures

STUDENT RESULTS

PREFECON LEAVEHK FEARFUTR PREFFUTR LKLYFUTR

ECON CLASS 0.26 0.11 -0.074 0.24 0.24

No. of Cases 80 101 113 122 130

Significance p :: 0.01 p~ 0.127 P~ 0.216 P -::: 0.003 p ~ 0.003

ELI TE RESULTS

ECON CLASS 0.516 0.3282 -0.505 -0.17 55 -0.2584'

No. of Cases 12 11 14 14 12

Significance p::=0.046 p--=.0.168 p~0.035 p~0.278 p~0.214
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concluding discussion of bUdding Hong Kong identity, not necessarily a

political one, and its potentials.

In the formal sense of the term "pol itical i dentf ty", Hong Kong

can be considered to have almost no political identity since it has no

formal institutionalized mechanism for the populace to collectively

express or feed from anything that can be loosely called political

identity. This lack of a democratic representative governmental

developments in Hong Kong is so because "Chi na has made it pretty

clear that she would not be happy with a Hong Kong moving towards a

representati ve systern and interna 1 government 11.19 On the other

hand, an England-based Hong Kong research team countered that there is

nothing to support such an argument, by pointing out that IIA

democratic colony would a a contradiction in terms •. The authoritarian

nature of the regime is an essential factor in the colony's existence

as a col-ony ll . 20

No matter which of the above arguments readers subscribe to, the

fact remains that Hong Kong has little, if any, formalized framework

of political identity.

In introducingA. King's paper on Hong Kong people's political

participation, C.Y. Yang said,

These (King's) data evince no signal of patriotism
or loyalty and pride toward an alien colonial
ruler, nor a political system which encourages or
promotes ~~e development of a government by the
people••• common people remain deprived of
political power ••• a populace with widespread
political apathy (King et al., 81: xix).

With the factors (mentioned in Chapter 5) contributing to Hong Kong's
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stability as background and keeping aforementioned widespread

political apathy in mind, one would not hesitate to jump to the

conclusion that there may not even be an informal form of political

identity in Hong Kong. Such a conclusion might have been be true

twenty years ago. But things, including taboo subjects such as

politics, are changing in Hong Kong due to the uncertainty it faces.

The political consciousness of the Hong Kong people was raised as a

resu1 t ,

In May 10 to June 11, 1982, 29% of the respondents surveyed by

the Hong Kong Observers did not know what lithe future of Hong Kong II

meant, not to mention their lack of knowledge concerning what an ideal

future of Hong Kong should be. In August 1982, in this author's own

poll, 15% of the college students did not give a response on the

question which asked for their views on the ideal future of Hong

Kong. Whether their refusal to answer the question was possibly· based

on a fear of reprisal or was simply a result of ignorance is difficult

to access. In any event, with 85% of the respondents giving their

views on the ideal future of Hong Kong, the data indicate that many

more people in this author's sample thought they knew what the future

of Hong Kong should be than in the Hong Kong OOservers' sample.

However, it must be noted that the sample from this writer's poll is

much more educated than the sample from the general public. It would

be logical to infer that the more educated sample is less ignorant of

and thereby more conscious of politics around them. This inference

seems to bear out by the survey results of this author's elite
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sample. In interviews conducted in December to January 1983, only one

(6.7%) elite respondent declined to give her view on the ideal

political future of Hong Kong for reasons of privacy. All elite were

presumably conscious of what the ideal future of Hong Kong should be

for them. With the system of compulsory education of up to Form Three

(9th Grade) imp1ementea and strictly enforced, the Hong Kong

population will become more educated and thereby more likely to be

politically conscious.

Going to a different sample of the general public that was drawn

in April 18-22, 1983, the data show that only 4.4% of the respondents

indicated the "dcnvt know" choice when asked what the ideal political

future of Hong Kong is (Higher Education Social Research Team1s Poll

in Chinese). The decline (see Table 6-7) in the percentage of earlier

respondents (29%) who said they did not know what Hong Kong future

meant compared to only 4.4% of respondents who said they did not know

what the ideal future of Hong Kong is suggests an increase· in the

political consciousness, at least in terms of Hong Kong1s future, of

the Hong Kong public in just one year. The extensive media coverage

on the development of Sino-British talks on Hong Kong1s future must

have played no small part in this impressive widening of political

consciousness in Hong Kong.

Some may think the growth in political consciousness in Hong Kong

is not just a recent phenomenon. I. C. Jarvis considered the riots in

May 1966 lithe first political demonstration in connection with
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Table 6-7

Increase In HK's Political Consciousness

DATE POLLSTER SAMPLE QUESTION RESPONSE TYPE FREQ

May to HongKong General What the future of
June 1982 Observers Public HK mean. Don1t Know 29%

This UHM What is your pref-
August 1982 Author Student ferred HK future? No Response 15%

Dec. 1982 to This HK What is your pref-
Jan. 1983 Author Elite ferred HK future? No Response 6.7%

April 18-22, HK Edu. General What is the ideal
1983 Res. Team Public future of HK? Don1t Know 4.4%

Sources: This researcher1s own polls; the poll sponsored by the
HK OOserver1s; the Poll by the HK Higher Education
Social Research Team.

domestic issues in Hong Kong since World War II as indicative of

••• (the) growth of political consciousness" (Jarvis, 1968: 364).

Since then, there has been increasing number of protests indicative

not only of a political consciousness, but also of something more,

further and fuller -- a Hong Kong identity. For only those who regard

Hong Kong as home and want to improve it are likely to participate in

protest. Those who regard Hong Kong as a temporary lifeboat are not

likely to consider anything as worth their while protesting.

Indeed, Hong Kong seems to have its own unique identity. Hong

Kong people do not identity with China politically (Wang Gung-wu in

Cushman, 1980: 651-52). Nor do Hong Kong people identify with Britain

politically, as evidenced by the very mild Hong Kong reactions (Pai

Shing OCtober 1982) to the British Nationality ACt which bars Hong
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Kong British Passport holders from residing in Britain. In short,

Hong Kong people are not English. Hong Kong people are Chinese in the

cultural realm only (Wang in Cushman et a1., 1980: 651-52). But they

are not Chinese in the political and legal realm (Ibid). While noting

doubts on Hong Kong's ability to even aspire to any kind of national

identity, Wang acknowledged that there were ingredients for a distinct

cultural identity because of the size of the Hong Kong population, its

educational standards and technology (Ibid: 652). These ingredients,

together with the possible resentment of a British sellout, whether

real or perceived, and the fear of possible China·s dominance in Hong

Kong future affairs may constitute what this author calls an

·uncertain future conflict factor'. This uncertain future conflict

factor, if uncontrolled, can reinforce whatever amount of existing

Hong Kong identity with high amount of cohesiveness. A cohesive Hong

Kong identity may very well have sufficient potential to sustain a

revolution and even an independence movement.

In order to gain some insights into what this Hong Kong identity

is all about, let's see what some Western educated Hong Kong Chinese

have to say about matters related to Hong Kong identity.

Fanny Cheung, 31, a psychology lecturer at the Chinese

University, after ~pending nine years studying and working in

California and Minnesota where she received her Phd, acknowledged that

"there are signs of budding pub1 ic consciousness, II but lamented that

the signs "are still too few" (M. Lee, 3/12/82: 73 FEER).

William Fung, who spent 10 years in the US, is a Princeton

University and Harvard Business School graduate. Mr. Fung, a
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care-taker of his faMily business that is one of the oldest Chinese

trading firms in Hong Kong, supported a Hong Kong identity by saying,

Hong Kong people have sense of identity which is
underplayed a lot. It can involve things as
tri via1 as the sty1e of mah-j ong or the food, or
it can be emottonal 1ike "Hong Kong is my
homeland. II But HiS there -- even among people
who left during the (1966-67) riots and who1ve
transplanted themselves in an alien society. It1s
a parochial, not a very noble feeling, but as a
comnunt ty, it1s just the as saying: "I love New
York or Beverly Hills --I come from there ,"
Therels nothing wrong with it" (FEER 3/12/82).

He went further, expressing his pride in Hong Kong by stating that "I

think our (Hong Kong) system is superior to the Singapore, US or

Chinese systems on ba1ance" (M. Lee, 3/12/82: 74 FEER).

In interviews with four middle-class Hong Kong Chinese who are

educated in the West, which includes Fanny Cheung, Willian Fung, Leung

Shu Ki (a town planner who spent 10 years abroad, mostly in Britain)

and Tong Ng (a practising medical doctor in Hong Kong who studied in

Canada and the US, and worked in New Zealand and Britain), three out

of the four with the exception of Leung Shu Ki expressed the desire to

see Hong Kong represented in the Sino-British talks on Hong Kong1s

future. But none knew who should represent Hong Kong. They would not

be happy about being represented by the Hong Kong governor unless the

governor has decided to stay (M. Lee, 3/12/82: 73-75). All four

realized the virtue of having a popularly elected government, but

warned that an elected government may not necessarily be a good

government. A more important criterion for good government is who is
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in the government and whether or not the government servants are

really working for the public's interests (Ibid). As F. Cheung

pointed out, "The right to vote per se is less important than having

the right people willing to serve in the government. It's important

to educate people to appreciate and best use our (Hong Kong) form of

government" (M. Lee, 3/12/82: 73). Cheung's opinion suggests that

even though Cheung is not happy with the level of political

consciousness in Hong Kong, she is not about to suggest fundamental

changes, such as revolution, to help improve the situation.

As did this writer in his dissertation proposal, half of the

interviewees expressed a desire for some kind of an identity by

complaining that politically "I am neither British nor Chinese". In

fact, finding a personal identity is part of the reasons of writing

this dissertation. All interviewees expressed a fear of the potential

restriction or elimination of freedom of speech, freedom of

association and the like if Hong Kong is re-absorbed back to China.

Yet no one expressed the independence of Hong Kong as an alternative.

In a sense, all seem to hope that somehow China would grant Hong

Kong special treatment. But there have been positive steps taken by

the Hong Kong people on their own governance. Since November 1982,

there have been at least 11 delegations from Hong Kong that visited

China to air their concerns and views on Hong Kong1s future (see Table

6-8). Businesssmen, cultural organizations, jQurnalists, Urban

Council 1ors, Kaifong Associ ati ons and Han Vee Kuk were among the

groups represented by the delegations. Recently, a consortium of Hong
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Table 6-8

List Of Hong Kong Delegations To China
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Kong college student unions sent a delegation of six members to

London, urging the British to accelerate the democratization of the

political systems in Hong Kong. They conceded that Hong Kong

sovereignty belongs to China, but requested elected members in the

Executive, Legislative and Urban Councils and the in district boards

(Sing Tao Jih Pao S.F. Edit. May 9, 1984: 5). There is further

evidence of the emergence of a Hong Kong identity as seen by the fact

that Unoffical Executive and Legislative Councillors insisted on a

voice in Hong Kong future despite a chilly reception in Britain and

anger in China. ~lis development made two Hong Kong-watchers declare

that lithe unofficial (non-civil servant) menDers of Hong Kong's

Executive and Legislative Councils -- known collectively as Umelco

are shaping a political identity for the territory quite independent

of either London or Peking" (T. Ma and D. Davies, 5/24/84: 44). The

Umelco asked about the exact "status of British passport-hol ders with

the right of abode only in the dependent territory of Hong Kong (which

will cease to exist in 1997)11 (Ibid: 44). They also warned of

potential interference by Beijing in Hong Kong's administration

between now and 1997. Specifically, they claimed that the loyalty of

the police force and the civil service would be hindered.

Although both Britain and Beijing dismissed the Umelco as

unrepresentative of Hong Kong and although Hong Kong has yet to have a

very strong and vigorous identity, the Umelco (or anyone else for that

matter), given full Hong Kong public backing, can conceivably turn

into a bona fide independent force that neither Britain nor China
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could afford to ignore. 21

INDEPENDENCE QUALI FICATI ONS

Before the feasibility of the independence of Hong Kong is

discussed, it is useful to see if Hong Kong possesses the basic

qualifications to become an independent state. Many people have

compared Hong Kong with Singapore. Richard Hughes puts the comparison

this \'iay,

••• the physical resemblances between Singapore and
Hong Kong lend the half-sisterly relationship a
strong family likeness: the same deep-water port,
the same strategic location, the same experience
and hard-working independence, the same lack of
resources, the same vulnerability, the same
industrial drive, the same teenage Chinese
population, the same rising living standards
(Hughes, 1968: l38}

Perhaps owing to the similarities between Hong Kong and Singapore,

some people such as Hong Kong Urban Councillor Dr. Denny Huang

(AsiaWeek 9/24/82), political scientist Andrew Wong (Ibid) and several

British Labour Party members of Parliament (W. Heaton, 1970: 845)

have suggested that Hong Kong to become self-governing like

Singapore. Therefore, it would De appropriate to discuss the

qualifications of Hong Kong with reference to Singapore to see if ~ong

Kong has as many factors supporting an independent state as Singapore.

Reviewing the most basic four qualifications to become an

independent state, Hong Kong possesses all but one of them. Hong Kong

has a population of 5.5 million, about twice the size of that of

Singapore (see Table 6-9). Hong Kong has a territory of 400 square
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miles, about twice the size of that of Singapore. Hong Kong has just

as efficient a government as Singapore has. But Hong Kong does not

possess any sovereignty in the international legal sense of the word.

Under the British colonial system, Hong Kong does possess sovereignty

only in the municipal sense of the world. This lack of sovereignty in

the international sense should only be viewed without prejudice

against Hong Kong's ability to become independent. For after all, no

political entity is expected to possesses sovereignty in the

international sense before gaining independence and possibly

diplomatic recognition from the community of nations. Hong Kong thus

far is not yet an independent state.

In addition to the above most fundamental qualifications, there

are at least three more components that indicate the viability of a

state. Writing on the viability of Singapore as a state in his PhD

dissertation, Erik Charles Paul discusses 1) the economic strength, 2)

the unity and coherence of the population and, 3-) the economic and

political relations of Singapore with other states.

First, regarding economic strength, both Hong Kong and Singapore

shifted from an entrepot economy to a manufacturing-export economy.

At present both islands are doing well (see Table 6-10). Both are

iocated in a region of increasing economic importance. There should

be no need to repeat the strengths of Hong Kong economy here since

they have been discussed earlier. In order to highlight the viability

potential of Hong Kong, there may be a need to point out the economic

adaptability of Hong Kong exhibited even before the independence of
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DIMENSIONS

Tab le 6-9

Highlights Of Similarity Between HK &Singapore

HONG KONG SINGAPORE

SIZE 400 sq. mi. 200 sq. mi.

POPULATION 5.5 million 2.2 mill ion

GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION EFFICIENT EFFICIENT

MAJ ORI TV RACE CHINESE CHINESE

MANUFACTURING EXPORT
ECONOMY YES YES

DEPENDENCY ON FOREIGN TRADE EXTREME EXTRE~lE

US AS MAJOR TRADE PARTNER YES YES

JAPAN AS MAJOR TRADE PARTNER YES YES

DEPENDENCY ON IMPORTED FOOD EXTREME EXTREME

DEPENDENCY ON IMPORTED ENERGY TOTAL TOTAL

Notes:

The table is constructed based on figures from the Asia Yearbook 1984.
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Tab1e 6-10

Recent Performance Of Hong Kong &Singapore As
Shown By Vital Statistics

HONG KONG SINGAPORE

AREA ('000 sq. km) 1.1 0.6
nUltivated 7.5 0.6
'l; Forested 11.9 5.2
% Pasture 58.0 N/A

POPULATION (in million) 5.2 2.5
%Ave. annual growth 176-182 1.2 1.2
Project year 2,000 6.6 3.0
Years till pop. doubles 58.C 58.0
Death rate/l ,000 5.0 5.0
Birth rate/l ,000 17.0 17.0
Infant Mortality/l,OOO 9.8 11.7
'l; Under 15 years old 24.3 25.6
Life expectancy 76.0 71.0

Students
Primary 547,512 292,000
Secondary 518,721 170,000
Tertiary 52,074 24,000

Workforce
Total (mlll i on ) 2.38 1.0
'l; Commerce, services 35.3 40.0
'l; Manufacturing 35.8 29.5
% Agricultural &fishing 1.2 1.4
'l; Construction 8.5 6.3
'l; Government &pUblic 19.2 22.8
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Table 6-10 (Continued)

Recent Performance Of HK &Singapore

HONG KONG SINGAPORE

SOCIAL
Hospltal bed/l,OOO
Doctors/l ,000
TV receivers
Radio
Telephones
Cars
Trucks &commercial
Motor cycles
Length of railways (Km)
Locomotives

PRODUCTION &PRICES
GNP in 182 (US $)
GNP/CAP 182 (US $)
GNP billion in US $ 1981
GNP real growth in 182 (est)
% ave. real growth GNP 178-182

Agricultural as % GNP
Industry as % GNP
Gross capital formation as % GNP
Capital output ratio
Consumee prices % change 182
GNP deflator 1982
Money growth (M2) 182
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4.3
0.8
N/A
N/A
1.7 mil

227,605
77,805
27,434
34.0
59.0

25.9
4801.0

24.6
2.4
9.4
1.0

33.5
29.0

N/A
10.6
11.8
77.0

3.7
0.9

397,000
459,000
852,000
146,000
123,742
136,899
38.0

N/A

14.2 .
5302.0

13.0
6.3
N/A
1.1

50.0
49.9

N/A
3.9
3.8

25.2



Table 6-iO (Continued)

Recent Performance Of HK &Singapore

HONG KONG SINGAPORE

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE
Defence as % GNP
Defence as % Public Expenditure
Education as % Public Expenditure
Total Expenditure (US $M) 182
Total Revenues (US $M) 182
% Personal tax
% Co. tax
% Customs &excise

FOREIGN TRADE
Total for. trade as % GNP
% (net imported) Energy consumption
% (net imported) Food consumpti on
% Trade with Pacific Region
% Trade with Japan
% Trade with the USA
182 Merchandise exports (US $M)

% Manufactured
% Food ~ agricultural products
%minerals

182 Merchandise imports (US $M)
% Plant &capital equipment
% Manufactured consumer
% Raw materials &food
% Petroleum

Term of trade index
Number of visitors (Million)

0.9
3.7

14.0
5,554.0
4,935.0

38.9*
*

3.9

171.8
100.0
85.0

N/A
14.0
18.0

13,674.0
77 .0
1.6
0.1

23,533.0
22.0
17.0
48.0
7.0

102.0
2.6

5.9
20.3
13.4

5,888.1
4,439.8

8.75
26.3
8.7

344.7
100.0
78.0

36.62
14.9
12.8

20,782.0
41.0
13.4
33.0

28,151.0
28.6

N/A
10.9
34.0

113.1
2.95

NOTES:
~ Not available
* Figure includes personal and company taxes.

Source: Asia Yearbook 1984
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Singapore. For instance, Hong Kong was so well attuned to its

economic environment that when

From 1955 to 1959, the volume of Singapore's
entrepot trade became stagnant and its value per
capital declined as the population of the island
increased. During this period unemployment on the
island increased from 4.9% to 13.2 %of the total
labor force (Buchanan, 1972: 149). In contrast,
Hong Kong was able to survive changes in world
trade patterns by developing an important
manufacturing sector and by expanding its
construction activities. The result in the small
British Colony (Hong Kong) has been a substantial
improvement in employment opportunities and rising
living standards (Paul, 1974: 6).

Second, in regard to the unity and coherence of the people, Hong

Kong peoples unity and coherence can at best be described as luke

warm. Hong Kong's political identity is not as well defined as that

of pre-independent Singapore; its political leadership is less

estao l i shed than that of pre-independent Singapore for Singapore had

attained full internal self-government in 1959, six years before it

proclaimed itself a republic. Hughes observed in 1968 that "Singapore

leads Hong Kong in dedicated concentration on the new generation which

must grow up with a feeling of pride and personal identification as

Singapore citizens if the island-state is to survive. Hong Kong has

not yet properly begun to work at this" (1968: 142). This

observation of the lack of identification among the Hong Kong

populace, especially the youth, is to a.certain extent valid. But the

potential resentment of perceived or real British betrayal and the

fear of China's interference in Hong Kong constitute an external

threat that is likely to maKe the Hong Kong people more unifi ed.
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Third, regardi ng economic and pol itical rel ati ons with other

countries, Hong Kong is seen as a major economic competitor, if not a

threat, by Taiwan, Singapore, S. Korea and even Britain. In political

relations, Hong Kong at present is represented well oy the UK, with 68

diplomatic representatives conducting business in Hong Kong. 22 Hong

Kong's relations with China are on the whole very cordial (see Chapter

Three). However, these cordial relations might not last should Hong

Kong elect to strike for independence.

This author woul d like to add another factor to this discussion

of viability of state -- a potentially independent state's proximity

to its hinterland state. Both Hong Kong and Singapore are very close

to their respective hinterland states -- China and Malaysia (formerly

Known as Malaya). This proximity to a hinterland state can either oe

a blessing or a curse or a mixture of both. It is a olessing because

it allows the potentially independent state's economy to develop. It

is a curse because the hinterland state might exert overWhelming

control on the political fate of the potentially independent state.

For instance, Hong Kong is unl ii<.ely to become independent \l1thout

China's consent because Hong Kong is considered indefensible should an

attack come~ from the direction of China, the hinterland state.

Singapore i'laS "for-tunate" in its independence because rralaya almost

practically wanted to severe Singapore from the Federation of Malaysia

in 1965.

With the exception of the attitudes of the hinterland state

towards independence, Hong Kong compares favorably with Singapore in
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terms of viability. No wonder Wing On Li wrote "They (Hong Kong and

Singapore) have all the necessary social, po1itica1'and economic

structure to make them function like a country ••• both of them have

overwhelming similarities in their economic system, policy,

development and some other socio-cu1tura1 variables ." (1982: 9).

In addition to having Chinese as the majority race of the

population, there are other similarities between Hong Kong and

Singapore. Both are heavily dependent on manufacturing exports to pay

for their imported energy and food (see Table 6-8). Both have the US

and Japan as their major trade partners. In short, Table 6-9 features

the similarities between Hong Kong and Singapore along geographical,

economic, social and political dimensions in 1983.

So far, the similarities between Hong Kong and Singapore show

that Hong Kong possesses certain qualifications for independence.

Foremost among these qualifications for independence is Hong Kong's

economic strength, with a GOP ranking third in Asia after Japan and

Singapore. In addition, Hong Kong has a large cadre of efficient

Chinese administrators, lithe heirs of a tradition of civilized

government far older than that of their temporary colonial over1ords"

(Miners, 1982: 3). Moreover, Hong Kong has one added advantage over

Singapore -- its population homogeneity (98%+ Chinese). This

population homogeneity means less opportunities for inter-racial

tension such as exist in some pluralist African societies and even in

Singapore and Malaysia.
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However, Hong Kong does have one major weakness in its

qualifications for independence -- its geographical closeness to

China. There seemed to be a hidden message when former Hong Kong

Governor Sir David Trench said, IIIf Hong Kong could be towed 100 miles

out to sea it would be quite a different, and not necessarily a

better, ptace'' (Trench, 1971: 3). Quite a different place! The

distance from China would certainly make Hong Kong more defensible and

the independence of Hong Kong more attainable should China object to

Hong Kong's independence. If Taiwan, barely 100 miles off the East

China Coast, under the protection of the US, can exist virtually as an

independent state for the past 35 years', Hong Kong could presumably do

the same thing under the protection of Britain.

Although proximity to China may prove to be an insurmountable

obstacle to independence, yet such proximity to an

ideologically-different state might create and reinforce the separate

identity of Hong Kong and increase its resistance to China's political

assimilation. For example, "The factionalism and political

instability of post independent Cyprus have largely resulted from the

island's proximity to both Greece and Turkey. A similar situation

exists in Ceylon, where the cause of the Tamils has found strength in

their closeness to the Tamil-dominated southern region of India ll

(Paul, 1974: 34}. Under similar conditions, Hong Kong may

conceivably have a more unified population, more suited to become

participants in an independence movement.
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PRESENT FEASIBILITY OF INDEPENDENCE

According to political scientist Andrew I-Jong, 1I0ng Kong has the

capabilities to become another Singapore (AsiaWeek 9/24/82). Several

British Labour Party merrbers of Parl i anent have in the past "suqqested

that Hong Kong become self-governing like Singapore ll (W. Heaton,

1970). In line \'1ith this, Wong proposed the independence of Hong Kong

as possible solution to Hong Kong's future. Urban Councillor Dr.

Denny Huang seconded the idea (AsiaWeek 9/24/82). Wong and Huang

proposed that all members of the Executive, Legislative and Urban

Councils should, in stages, become popularly elected, and that a Hong

Kong Chinese should be appointed governor before the independence of

Hong Kong takes place in 1997. They seem to reason that since China

lacks the wherewithal to de-program 5.5 million capitalists in Hong

Kong nJong), granti ng Hong Kong independence woul d remove such a

"ma l t qnarrt tumour " for China.

But even the most optimistic Hong Kong-watchers have probably not

considered independence as a viability possibility. The evidence

seems to support the popular notion that China \10u1d never al l ow an

independent Hong Kong. This popular notion is perhaps best reflected

in J. Cheng's statement that "The possibility of Hong Kong's gaining

independence is next to zero since this is contrary to the Chinese

Government's basic stand ll (1982: 481). He went on to acknowledge

that IIIn fact, a large part of the (Hong Kong) population has never

thought of independence, let alone of organizing an independence

movement ll (1982: 482). Similar views on China's disapproval on Hong
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Kong's independence were expressed by Harris (1981: 98), D. Bray

(1978), and D. Wilson (Anatomy of China, 1966: 197). Hong Kong's

autonomy within the embrace of China may be acceptable, but never an

independent Hong Kong. Consider:

Although almost half of the elite surveyed (46%) thought Hong

Kong residents will likely rule Hong Kong, only a quarter of them

(29%) desires independence and all of them thought Hong Kong is likely

to remain capitalistic, none of them thought independence is likely.

Although 13% of students prefered independence, only a small

percentage of students (4%) thought independence likely. Indeed, only

one student predicted the ideal type independence. That student

thought an independent state with an elected government and a

capitalistic economy is likely for Hong Kong. No student predicted an

elected, independent Hong Kong with a socialist economy. The

students' ideas on who should rule and their preferences on different

types of government and econoMic systems do not explain their choices

of independence as the likely future of Hong Kong. For example, a

quarter of the student sample said Hong Kong will have an elected form

of government. But only 4% of them said Hong Kong is likely to have

an elected form of government in an independent Hong Kong. Among the

student sample (59%) who predicted a capitalistic Hong Kong, only 4%

predicted an independent Hong Kong as likely. Only those students who

thought Hong Kong residents will rule are more OptiMistic about Hong

Kong's independence; 19% of them thought independence is likely.
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Half of the students sampled desired Hong Kong resident1s rule,

but only 15% of them preferred independence. Of the many students

(73%) who preferred an elected type of government, only 9% of them

desire independence. Of the students who preferred an

appointed-elected type of govern~ent, none preferred independence. Of

the majority of students (79%) who preferred capitalism, only 11% of

them preferred independence. The above shows that student1s

preferences on who should rule Hong Kong, what type of government Hong

Kong should have and what type of economic system Hong Kong should

have, do not explain their preferences on independence. Overall

speaking, the evidence for independence from the student and the elite

samples is very, very weak, almost non-existent.

However, there is another result that slightly supports a

direction towards independence. The simulation result from the Spring

1982 student data indicates that the major tendencey for China on Hong

Kong's future is to give Hong Kong more freedom (EIP =2.28, n =5),

but not independence. A hypothesis test shows that this major

tendency is statistically significant away from the present

status-quo. In other words, the 2.28 EIP suggests that if future

conditions resemble the political situation in Spring 1982, Hong Kong

will be rewarded with more freedom than it is enjoying now.

All this evidence for independence ~ay be considered virtually

void since China itself has ruled out independence as an alternative

by laying claim of sovereignty over Hong Kong. It is understandable

that after suffering from over 100 years of foreign hu~iliation (e.g.

extraterritoriality) that China has insisted that its sovereignty over
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Hong Kong is non-negotiable. A statement appearing in the official

Beijing Review noted that

Xianggang (Hong Kong) does not fall into the
category of commonly defined colonies. The
question is only for China to resume the exercise
of its sovereignty there; there is absolutely no
question of "independence"•••• Mrs. Thatcher knows
only too well that the independence of Xianggang
is impossible, and that the Chinese government and
people will never agree to this. 23

China seems very determined not to allow Hong Kong to be independent,

even if China does not intend to reabsorb Hong Kong "comp1etely", In

addition, with the question of Taiwan looming on the horizon, there is

all the more reason for China to insist on sovereignty over Hong Kong

in order not to set a bad precedence for Taiwan and other Chinese

minorities inside China who may ask for independence (AsiaWeek

9/24/82).

In summary, the evidence fails requirement number 1 since the

Chinese leadership is opposed to the independence for Hong Kong. The

evidence also fails requirement numoer 2 since there was an extremely

weak, almost non-existent, elite support for independence (both in the

el ite sample and in the "future-el ite II student sample). Consequently,

independence cannot be the conclusion for the political future of Hong

Kong.

Like the previous two ideal types of Hong Kong, ideal type

independence may not seem to be a likely possibility now. But there

are variations of ideal type independence that might become likely

possibilities for Hong Kong1s future and thereby merit consideration

here. These variations are discussed in the next section.
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VARIATIONS OF INDEPENDENCE

Variation A

Name: Commonwealth of China (CC).

Proponent: Chung See (Cheng Ming September 1, 1982).

Background Rationale: Under the present China proposed 1I0ne nation,

two systems" principle, one of the following scenarios may unfold and

China1s image may suffer as a result.

Scenari0 1: If after "re-untf tca tt on ", Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macau

prosper under capitalism, the folks in China will, especially when

China itself is not doing too well, question the wisdom of practising

socialism in China. Besides, China's image in the Third World may

always remain tainted if it allows Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macau to

remain capitalist after "reun iftcatf on ".

Scenario 2: If after "re-untf tca tton", the Hong Kong economy falters,

overseas Chinese and other are likely to blame China for making the

eC0~omic situation of Hong Kong worse than what it is under British

colonialism.

If either scenario materializes, China loses face. In view of

the consequence of the above scenario and in view of the pragmatism

Peng Chen (p. 47) exhibited when he said China would respect history

and reality in resolving the Hong Kong issue, Chung See proposed a

solution: to form a Permanent Commonwealth of China, similar to the

spirit of the British Commonwealth. Concretely, China should amend

article 31 of the 1982 Constitution to read, "Former ly Chinese land

that is not under the present, direct control of China can become
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special administrative regions of China or members of a China-centered

Commonwealth. The commonwealth relationship cannot be altered once an

agreement for commonwealth membership is made ll (Author's translation,

p.48).

Essentials

Sovereignty: Hong Kong but under the tutelary head of China.

Economic System: Capitalist or any form that the Hong Kong people

choose.

General Administration: Hong Kong will be run much like an

independent country by the Hong Kong people with a few restrictions.

* Hong Kong will become a memeber of the Commonwealth of China.

* That members of the Commonwealth of China such as Hong Kong must

pledge mutual non-interference of one another's internal affairs.

* That each member of the Commonwealth, once it becomes a member,

can never withdraw from the Commonwealth.

* That there should and will be no large scale anti-China activities

in member countries such as Hong Kong.

* But small-scale anti-China activities in member countries such as

Hong Kong should be and are permitted as China itself can

criticize member countries· activities.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the C.C. Model as a

Possible Future.

For the Chinese

1) This option should not only solve the uncertainty facing the

future of Hong Kong, but it should also end all two-China or
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one-China-one-Taiwan policies because it calls for a

China-centered commonwealth (Chung See). No face is lost for

Chi nap

2) This option would also eliminate the K~lT's thought of "l tberatfnq"

or "recoverinq" mainland China (Shung See).

3) As to the concern that China would never really able to reabsorb

the land controlled by members of the Commonwealth, one should

take a look at the land China once conceded to Burma and the USSR,

which is far greater than Taiwan, Macau and Hong Kong together.

If China can II give ll away this amount of land to foreigners, it

should be less objectable for China to grant commonwealth

membership that concerns far lesser amount of land to

compatriots. Besides, if England can let Australia, Canada and

New Zealand, occupied oy former Britons, become independent, there

is no reason why China cannot do likewise for its compatriots

living in territories claimed by China (Chung See).

4) The likelihood of this option is heavily dependent upon the degree

of imagination, creativity, generosity and willingness of China to

adopt innovative solution to China r-eun if icatf on plans in general

and to Hong Kong's future in particular.

For the Sri ti sh

1) This option, if adopted by all parties, would perhaps allow Hong

Kong the most freedom short of complete independence without

antagonizing the Chinese.

2) Securing an option that gives Hong Kong much freedom, and perhaps
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in the long run more freedom than Hong Kong has now would enable

the British to bow out of Hong Kong gracefully.

For the HK People

1) This option means freedom from Britain and China. It is neither a

variation under British nor Chinese rule. It allows Hong Kong

independence; yet it maintains at least a minimum, although

symbolic, political ties with China. It also allows Hong Kong to

choose the extent of association it desires with Britain and other

countries.

2) Chung See contends that this option would enroll Hong Kong into

the international community and thereby makes Hong Kong eligible

for UN protection. Consequently, there would be no need to worry

about the possible amending of the Chinese Constitution for the

fifth time that may end up affecting Hong Kong's future status.

3) This certainly seems to be an acceptable option to the Hong Kong

people.

From a third party·s standpoint, this seems to be an innovative

yet quite practical option. Certain questions, however, remain to be

answered.

First, this option was devised based on the possible negative

consequences of the two aforementioned scenarios. But the two

scenarios neglect the possibility that China may prosper along with

Taiwan and Hong Kong under the one-nation, two-system principle. If

China believes in such a possi~ility, would this option still be

logical and desirable for China?
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Second, granted this option is agreed to in general, can a

no-withdrawal clause be practically implemented and observed?

Third, it would be difficult to limit anti-China activities,

regardless of all the best intentions and efforts of member

countries. Besides, who is to decide what constitutes small- and what

is large-scaled anti-China activities.

Fourth, even with Hong Kong being a member of the UN, which is

entitled to UN protection, there is still no full guarantee that Hong

Kong would be "safe" from China.

Despite the above questions, this option, with its apparent

ability to save Chinese and British face, its opportunity to allow the

Hong Kong people to continue the freedom of economic pursuit and its

potential for Chinese reunification, looks like an innovative and

desirable one. Of course, the final decision is probably dependent

upon Chinals willingness to be flexible, creative and accommodating.

Variation B

Name: Purchase of Island Somewhere to make it an independent Hong

Kong (PI)

Proponents: Alfred Sherman. Man Shu seconded. M. Wong also seconded

(FEER July 26, 1984: 5). Identical or similar options were

mentioned in The Seventies (Chinese) 9/82, Sing Tao Jih Pao (Chinese)

San Francisco Edition, May 23, 1984, and K. Yeung's article on

bUilding a new Hong Kong in Sing Tao Jih Pao San Francisco Edition

July 20, 1984, p. 9. See also J. Woronoff, 1980: 251.
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Background Rationale: Hong Kong is Chinese soil. It must be

reabsorbed into China sooner or later. The major differences between

Hong Kong and China are in 1) the standard of living and, 2) the

social system and lifestyle. By 1997, the proponent's generation may

be dead. But their children and grandchildren are likely to be

alive. Therefore, it is necessary to find a thorough solution for the

future of Hong Kong.

The present success of Hong Kong is dependent upon many factors

such as Hong Kong's location and economic system. But above all, the

success of Hong Kong comes from Hong Kong people's industry and

talent. If the Hong Kong people can make it in a natural

resource-absence, barren Hong Kong, it is 1ike1y· that the Hong Kong

people will make it in a new island.

Essenti a1 s:

Sovereignty: Hong Kong.

Economic System: Capitalist•

. General Administration: Man Shu proposed to use the Hong Kong surplus

and foreign reserves over the years to buy island to

1) Solve the problem of population density and,

2) To give a choose to the Hong Kong people to see if they will stay

in Hong Kong or move to the II new Hong Kong. 1I

Although there might be all sorts of problems associated with buying

an island in order to become a sovereign country, these are only

technical problems. The crucial point is to first agree on the

principle of buying an island. Man Shu recommends buying an island as

close to Hong Kong as possible. Even a thousand miles away from the
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present location might be feasible as long as it has ice-free port all

year round. There are not many years remaining before 1997 is up.

The Hong Kong people, therefore, should urge the Hong Kong Government

to form a committee charged with stuqying the feasibility of buying an

island and perhaps actively pursue such an option. A new Hong Kong,

if such an option is adopted, will then presumably be run according to

the wishes of the new Hong Kong citizens there.

Evaluation of the Desirability and Feasibility of the PI model as a

Possible Future

For the Chinese

1) This option of buying an island somewhere and proclaiming it as an

independent Hong Kong is not a politically face-saving option for

China at all. Such an option, if adopted, would indicate to the

world how unpopular China is in the eyes of the Hong Kong people.

2) Such an option ~ay possibly be considered heresy since the Chinese

in Hong Kong, in the eyes of the mainland Chinese, are considered

blood brothers of the Chinese in the mainland.

3) In view of all these adverse effects of such an option, China may

attempt to dissuade the Hong Kong people from adopting the

option. If China fails to do that, the Chinese \lould probably

discredit the supporters of this option as traitors and renegades.

For the British

1) On the one hand, adopting this option may reflect Britain's

inability to strike an acceptable deal with China for Hong Kong so

much so that the Hong Kong people must leave for elsewhere to find

a "haven."
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2) On the other hand, the British would look good before the world if

it approves using Hong Kong reserves to purchase an island for the

Hong Kong people who want to leave the present Hong Kong.

Besides, such a move of allowing a sort of self-determination for

the Hong Kong people is consistent with post-1945 British policy

on its colonies.

3) British approval or acquiesing to such an option is likely to

damage British relations with China.

For the HK people

1) Such an option represents a choice for the Hong Kong people to

either stay in the present Hong Kong or leave for the new Hong

Kong. Generally speaking, it is always better to have a choice

than to have none at all. This case is no exception.

2) However, such an option risks breaking relations with China for a

long time to come, if not forever. Hong Kong Chinese are

culturally Chinese and would probably like to retain some ties

with China as much as possible.

3) Besides, a break with relations with China may deprive Hong Kong

of its major traditional source of cheap foodstuffs and other

consumer items. If really angered, China might even punish the

relatives of the Hong Kong people who advocate the PI as an option.

4) The Hong Kong people are presented with a genuine dilemma by this

option. On the one hand, this option provides the Hong Kong

people to be free from the potential domination of China. On the
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other hand, adopting this option may risk angering China, carrying'

negative consequences which are potentially as undesirable as

domination by China.

From a third party's point of view, this option may sound

far-fetched, cavalier and even irresponsible. But this author thinks

this option offers a very real possibility for certain segments, if

not the whole, of Hong Kong population. If Singapore, Thailand, the

Philippines and Taiwan can offer the Hong Kong people permanent

residency and a future opportunity to become citizens of the

respective countries, and if the Hong Kong people so interested meet

certain monetary investment requirements, there is no reason why the

Hong Kong peop1 e cannot offer money to some politica1 entiti es to buy

land to be used for an independent Hong Kong. Already 500 Hong Kong

businessmen, through a firm called Onouris International, have offered

the Northern Marianas Government a total of US$ 125 million ($ 250,000

each) in exchange for Northern Mari anas I s permanent res i dency for

their families, a total of 1,500 to 2,000 people. $ 40. million of

the $ 125. million are stipulated to be earmarked "for the

construction of a condominium complex to house the families and to pay

other expenses ll (Ka Leo, ~~y 9, 1984: 12). The remaining $ 85 million

could be spent by the Marianas Government as it sees fit. The House

of Representatives there is reportedly interested in such a deal and

is in the process of studying the offer. Such proposal does not seem

too far off from actually proposing to buy a chunk of land to be used

in building an independent state. Northern Marianas Senate President
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Ponciano Rasa went beyond this author1s contention in proclaiming that

an acceptance of the offer waul d be simi1 ar to "barter tnq away part of

our (Northern Marianas) scvere iqnty" (Ka Leo, May 9, 1984: 12).

Whether or not such should be the claim is debatable. The point to be

made here is that buying a piece of land to build an independent state

of Hong Kong might not seem too unrealistic given what has been done

oy the Hong Kong people for the future of Hong Kong.
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1. These are the essential elements of a state discussed in Carlton
Rodee, Totton Anderson, Carl Christo1 and lhomas Greene,
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18. Sing Tao Jih Pao 4/30/84: 9.

19. Trench, 1971: 5. See also Minister of State Lord Shepherd's
comment cited by Miners in D. Lethbridge, 1980. See also D.
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22. For details of the exact diplomatic offices in Hong Kong, please
see Part I of Appendix 2 in HKAR 1983.

23. "Conmentaries on Xianggang Issue," BR October 17, 1983.
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CHAPTER VII

PROBABLE POLITICAL FUTURE

INTRODUCTION

After examining the contributing factors and the evidence for and

against the three ideal types and their respective variations as

possible political futures of Hong Kong, it is time to gauge a

probable and hopefully the political future of Hong Kong. This

chapter will attempt to put the evidence in perspective and provide

answers to questions one and two in the research design chapter. To

refresh the reader's memory, the questions in chapter 2 were:

1. What is the most probable future of Hong Kong?

2. Who will get what, when and how under the forecasted most probable

future?

Some people might ask why gauge a probable political future of

Hong Kong when the political future of Hong Kong will almost be, if

not alreaqy is, public knowledge. It might seem that way for many

casual observers of the development of Hong Kong's future, who are

bombarded with daily newspaper accounts of announcements, speculations

or rumors from official or unofficial Chinese or British personnel,

academics or community leaders about what the future of Hong Kong

might be. But quite often their forecasts and predictions contradict

each other. So, what should the general public believe? Believe in

the authority? Who is the authority? And from what point of view
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(e.g. capitalist, communist, Hong Kong, United Kingdom or China) is

that authority an authority? Even as authoritative an authority as

Chinese Chairman Deng's enunciations on Hong Kong might not be

considered authoritative at all once he passes away from the scene.

Therefore, this author is not very sure that anyone knows exactly

what the probable political future of Hong Kong will be, let alone the

political future of Hong Kong. Even for those insiders who are

supposed to have special knowledge, the probable future of Hong Kong

might prove as much a puzzle to them as to those, who are not as

informed. Consider:

On May 11, 1984, former Defense Minister Geng Biao, a present member

of Chinese Central Consultative Committee, said there would be no

People's Liberation Army (PLA) stationed in Hong Kong. l But on May

25, 1984, hardly two weeks after Geng Biao's announcement, Deng

Xiaoping said there must be PLA stationed in Hong Kong for sovereignty

reasons. 2 Such shifting in Chinese statements on Hong Kong's future

has characterized the Sino-British talks on Hong Kong's future so far,

and has the destabilizing effect of making the Hong Kong people think
3twice about Chinese statements and intentions regarding Hong Kong.

It follows that any "probable" future of Hong Kong might become an

unlikely future considering the volatility of the issues and of the

decision-makers involved.

The only reasonable hope in gauging a probable future of Hong

Kong lies in an examination of the nature of the issues and the

decision-makers involved, as well as to the identification of anY
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constraints that exist in the decision~aking process. Once the

constraints are identified, the parameters of the decision and the

decision itself can be estimated and gauged. Let us now look at the

peculiar nature of the issue here -- the political future of Hong Kong.

First, for the purpose of this study, one can break the issue

down into its three major components: politics, the future and Hong

Kong.

To this author, politics can be viewed as the process of

agreement creation, enforcement, destruction and replacement.

Regarding politics in general, politics is unpredictable and

ephemeral. P.B. Harris quotes ex-British Prime Minister Harold Wilson

as saying "A week in politics is a long time" (Harris, 1981

(Reflection): 99)"to support his contention that liThe old truth about

politics (is) that everything of importance is short run" (Ibid).

Politics is a process, perhaps a quick one most of the time,

through which ground rules are built, agreed upon, implemented,

enforced and broken. It is thi s "broken" nature of the ground ru1 es

that must be given special consideration when gauging a probable

political future of Hong Kong.

In particUlar, one must give special consideration to the

volatile nature of Chinese politics as warranted by:

1. The two line struggle of policy differences as manifested in the

climax to the Great Cultural Proletarian Revolution.

2. The potential succession crisis before or after the passing of

Deng.
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3. The 11180 degree about turn ll in proposed policy about the

stationing of the PLA in Hong Kong.

R. Delf underlines this consideration aptly when he says, IIA

businessman's investment ho~izon may be 15 years, but the practical

political horizon for Chinese leaders is probably less than five.

Much could happen between now and 1997. 11 4

Regarding the future, I could not agree more with what Mary Lee,

Hong Kong correspondent for the past five years for the Far Eastern

Economic Review, has to say on liong Kong's future. She declares, IINo

one knows for sure what will happen,1I in a recent interview with a

Honol ul u newspaper. 5 James A. Dator acknowledged that liThe exact

nature of 'the future I is impossible to predict, and even specifying

the vague contours of the most probable alternative futures is no easy

task. 116 Nevertheless, the gauging of probable futures must be tried.

Futurists are perhaps most effective at scenario-building:

formulating possible images of different futures. But when it comes

time for forecasting or predicting, they at best can only indicate

what is the likely future under one circumstance and what is another

likely future under another circumstance. It is highly unlikely that

they will predict the future. They might at worst even add fuel to

the common tendency for people to confuse proposed solutions with

predictions. So, much of what has been written thus far in this

dissertation has been scenarios of the future under different

circumstances rather than predictions per see
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Regarding Hong Kong, IIHong Kong has never experienced any

large-scale revolt or revolution. On the contrary, it is reputed for

its 1ack of seri ous di sputes. 117 Hong Kong mi ght seem to be

overflowed with stabilizing factors8 and therefore is considered to

be a stable metropolis, especially when compared with the rest of the

Asian region. But underneath the calm surface of Hong Kong,

conditions can be volatile as evidenced by the outbreak of riots in

August 1966. Although the 1966 riots were widely regarded as a result

of the rippling effect of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution,

the triggering event for the riots, nevertheless, was merely the

increase in first class fares by the Star Ferry. Although the fare

increase of a first class ride.cou1d hardly affect the rioting pUblic

poor who usually patronized third class, the fact that such an

increase triggered colony-wide riotings is illustrative of the

volatility or "riot pronenessII (Jarvie, 1968: 363) of Hong Kong.

In summary, the nature of the subject -- the political future of

Hong Kong -- is ephemeral and unpredictable, yet shapable.

This author says II shapab1e ll because no matter how good an

agreement between Britain and China might be, it is not a certain

guarantee. Even the British Foreign Secretary acknowledged the

impossibility of having a II cast-iron assurance about the future of

Hong Kong."9

No one -- neither the British Government nor the Chinese

Government -- can give any II perfect ll assurance about the future of

Hong Kong. Events such as world economic conditions or natural

disasters that might influence Hong Kong's future are often beyond the
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control of one or two governments. Therefore, an agreement reached

today between Britain and China might or might not be the basis for a

Hong Kong settlement in the future, since agreements are made and

broken just as regimes are built and destroyed.

Specifically, an agreement reached by Britain and China over Hong

Kong might be unilaterally breached by either or both side(s) or by

Hong Kong itself. The agreement might be renegotiated by either or

both party/parties after a certain amount of time has elapsed. It is

this ever-changing nature of politics in Britain and China vis-a-vis

the political future of Hong Kong that still makes this dissertation

most timely. For instance, a forecast made by this dissertation,

which might seem very unlikely, might ·in fact turn out to be what

occurs.

It is in this context that this author is engaged in gauging a

probable po1itica1 future of Hong Kong. He will discuss on a general

level the intention, the power capabilities and the decision

preferences of the parties involved. Then, on a more concrete level,

a probable political future of Hong Kong from the point of view of the

present time will be delineated.

THE INTENTION OF CHINA, BRITAIN AND HK

For China

IIChina is set to recover her sovereignty over Xianggang (HK) by

1997" • lithe present negoti ati ons between Chi na and Britai n, II Hu

Yaob~ng said, lIare confined to the ways of preserving Xianggang1s
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prosperity and stability and the gradual transition from now to the

time of recovery" (BR. August 22, 1983).

The importance that China attaches to Hong Kong is refler.ted in

front page coverage by the China Daily given to matters cor.~erning

Hong Kong's future. See, for example, the May 10,11,12 and May 18

issues of the China Daily (Beijing Edition). Such statements made in

official communist publications seem to indicate China's strong

intentions in carrying out what it wants to do with Hong Kong, namely

to reabsorb it and make it a special administration region. Moreover,

Deng Xiaoping's scathing public rebuke of former Chinese Defense

Minister Geng Biao's remark on the non-deployment of the PLA to Hong

Kong and Deng's equally scathing rebuke on the views expressed by

three Hong Kong politicians further demonstrate and reinforce China's

will for resolving the Hong Kong issue in its own way. 10

For Britain

As much as possible, Britain intends to find a solution to Hong

Kong's future that is acceptable to the Hong Kong people. That

intention might mean the continuing of British presence in Hong Kong

since most Hong Kong people prefer a British presence in Hong Kong.

However, "by late 1983 Britain had privately conceded sovereignty and

was attempting to protect local Hong Kong interests in practical

detail rather than asserting an overarching moral obligation"

(Overholt, 1984: 474). In April, 1984, the first British official

public statement of giving up Hong Kong sovereignty appeared in the

American press."
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British Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe was reported to have

said that the intention of the British Government "is to protect Hong

Kong's prosperity by making the transition as smooth as

Possib1e". 12 He adds that "0ur (British) aim is clear: a binding

agreement which will secure a high degree of continuity for Hong Kong

under Chinese sovereignty, which will preserve the essentials of the

present systems and w~ of life in Hongkong and which will be
13acceptable to the people of Hong Kong". The above statement

remains valid with respect to British intentions as of July 1984.

For the HK People

Hong Kong's intentions are to secure as much autonomy as possible

under China's rule. Groups such as the Hong Kong Observer's, the

Meeting Point and the Umelco has acknowledged their fundamental

acceptance of Chinese rule. The Ume1co has even outlined a position

paper which called for a highly autonomous Hong Kong administration

governed by a Basic Law under the Chinese Constitution. They further

suggested that the British Parliament should withhold approval on the
•

Sino-British agreement on Hong Kong's future until the essential

elements of the basic law are known. 14

Although the Umelco's requests have fallen on deaf ears, and were

sometimes even rebuked, in the United Kingdom and China, the Ume1co

seems determined to make its voice heard. Such persistent

"politicking" might hurt or help Hong Kong win more freedom from

China. A firm, but not too inflexible position might convince China

to officially "ease" up on Hong Kong. On the other hand, a firm, but
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too inflexible position might cause a Chinese backfire, perhaps ending

in the immediate sinific~tion of Hong Kong. Consequently, the

constructive and rightful role that the Urne1co tries to play in the

Sino-British talks is a very delicate matter.

POWER CAPABILITIES OF CHINA, BRITAIN AND HK

By powe~ capability, this author means the abi1i~ of a party to

achieve its stated goals and interests.

For the Chinese

China has immense economic, military and political power over

Hong Kong, which has been amply demonstrated in the research design

and other chapters of this dissertation. That power itself together

with lithe way Hong Kong was seized by the British and because Hong

Kong is surrounded by China, populated largely by Chinese, and was

historically part of China" (Overholt, 1984: 475) makes Overholt

conclude that lithe Chinese Government would have the unified support

of its own people and the acquiescence of almost all foreign

governments in an assertation of Chinese rule • China also has

the ability to stir up political difficulties or to cause economic

uncertainty inside Hong Kong whenever it wishes" (1984: 475).

Therefore, it is very likely that China can achieve what it wants to

accomplish in Hong Kong. The power capability of China over the

future of Hong Kong is huge.
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For the British

Some British members of Parliament, notably conservative Mr. John

Browne, insists that Britain still has strong bargaining chips with

China (G. Huang, 1984), citing

1. China's benefits from foreign exchange earned in a British Hong

Kong which will probably be sorely needed for China's Four

Modernizations Program, and

2. Possible Chinese intentions to make Hong Kong a model for Taiwan

to follow.

To this author, Britain has no essential "post ttve" bargaining

chips. Britain at most has a kind of "negative" power over the issue

"because a Sino-British confrontation could wreck Hong Kong's economic

usefu1~ess to China, frighten Taiwan and cause uneasiness toward China

elsewhere in the wor1d" (OVerholt, 1984: 476). Nor will Britain have

much to gain from a Sino-British confrontation. So, Britain should be

happy to get whatever concessions it can secure from China without

having to resort to confrontational tactics"

For the HK People

At present, Hong Kong is economically interdependent with China:

China gets part of her foreign exchange from Hong Kong; Hong Kong in

turn gets cheap foodstuffs, water supplies and other durable goods

from China.

Hong Kong traditionally has very little, if anY, political

influence over China. Since Hong Kong seems to be useful for China in

China's quest for unification with Taiwan, Hong Kong might have a
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little "politicaP influence over China now. And, of course, the

ultimate "political" power -- the power to revolt if unduly oppressed

-- always rests with Hong Kong. Short of a complete rift with China,

Hong Kong can build up its influence on China by positioning itself to

be more useful for and thereby more indispensable to China such as

providing the financial and managerial resources that China needs in

its modernization. Historically, Hong Kong has been a bridge between

China and the West. As Hsiang-Lin Lo describes the situation:

Since 1842, Europeans and Americans who came to
preach or trade in China often came to Hong Kong
first, and made themselves acquainted with the
conditions in China before leaving for the
mainland (China). The Chinese intending to go
abroad also came to Hong Kong first: they either
waited here (Hong Kong) for the arrival of liners
or studied Western languages and other subjects
here before sailing for their destinations (1964:
4) •

It is this author1s view that Hong Kong could probably exert the most

influence on China by making itself more useful to China rather than

by revolting against China.

In short, China has overwhelming superiority in capabilities for

resolving the issue of the political future of Hong Kong.

GENERAL DECISION REQUIREMENTS OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED

By "decision requirements, II thi s author means the respective

national interests that each involved party wants to see served in its

search for a solution for Hong Kong1s future. This writer will list

each national interest in the order of its saliency to the respective

party.
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For the Chinese

1. Owing to the responsibility to China's past and future, and the

responsibility to the third world countries, to Taiwan and to the

present mainland Chinese, it should be the position of China that

soveretqntyover Hong Kong is non-negotiable.15 An acceptable

future of Hong Kong must necessarily be politically face-saving

for China -- that "China seeks above all to assert its sovereignty

over Hong Kong."16 This is a necessary requirement in the

search for a future for Hong Kong; dependent upon China's images

of the future, this might or might not be a sufficient requirement

for China to settle with the British over Hong Kong.

2. An acceptable future of Hong Kong should also at least be

consistent with, if not advocating, China's overall unification

strategy with Taiwan. Overholt observes that "China urgently

seeks a solution in Hong Kong that will reassure rather than

frighten Taiwan" (1984: 475). This also seems to be a necessary

requirement.

3. According to P. B. Harris, "It makes good sense to build on what

exists and Hong Kong's existence is meaningful to a China wishing

to modernize" (1981: 101). Thus, a preferable future of Hong Kong

should also be able to maintain the stability and prosperity of

Hong Kong so that China can make use of the foreign exchanges

earned in Hong Kong in the Four Modernizations program. 17

Overholt again points out that "China seeks to maintain Hong

Kong's prosperity because China1s economy needs Hong Kong ••• Much

of the current government1s outward-looking economic strategy
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depends on Hong Konq" (1984: 475). This is also a decision

requirement.

4. Finally, a 1I1uxuryll requirement is to seek a solution that can not

only fulfill the above requirements but also can satisfy the

interests of Hong Kong in the eyes of the people of Hong Kong.

This is probably an extra requirment that China will be glad to

see in a Hong Kong solution. But China would not be likely to

insist on having this requirement met if a suitable solution met

only the above three requirements.

For the British

1. An acceptable solution to Hong Kong!s future must provide the

British with the ability to leave Hong Kong honorably. As

Overholt observes, "Britain's goals are to avoid humiliation over

Hong Kong ••• 11 (1984: 475).18 That might be part of the reason

why Prime Minister Thatcher insisted on the validity of the three,

lIunequa111 treaties during her September 1982 visit to China,

perhaps trying to justify continual British presence and hoping t~

get to a stronger bargaining position in order to bow out of Hong

Kong gracefully. This is likely a necessary requirement.

2. An acceptable solution to Hong Kong's future must serve British

economic interests in Hong Kong -- lito continue extract economic

benefits from its (British) administration of Hong Konq"

(Overholt, 1984: 475) and from a post-British Hong Kong. However,

this British economic interest in Hong Kong must be considered

with larger British interest: British economic interests in

China. If and when there is a clash between British economic
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interests in Hong Kong and those in China, Britain is likely to

forgo its economic interests in Hong Kong for a potentially much

bigger economic stake in China.

3. Finally, an acceptable solution to Hong Kong's future should

contain "a livable future for Hong Kong's peop1e" (Overholt, 1984:

475). This is probably an extra requirement since British

interest in securing a good deal for the Hong Kong people must be

weighed against British interest lito maintain good relations \'1ith

China" (Overholt, 1984: 475). If these tWo interests clash,

Britain is likely to yield to China since China, not the Hong Kong

people, is the one that Britain must reckon with in the long run.

For the HK People

1. First and foremost, an acceptable solution to Hong Kong's future

must carry China's assurance that the Hong Kong people will be

guaranteed a free opportunity ·to make an honest living in a

capitalistic way, that the economy of Hong Kong is run by the

reward principle that says lito each according to his ability," not

lito each according to his needs. II This capitalistic principle is

very likely a necessary requirement.

2. Although no one, not the British, or the Chinese, not the US, or

even the Hong Kong people, can guarantee the maintenance of living

standards in Hong Kong, China must not allow the excess

immigration of mainland Chinese to Hong Kong to reduce, or itself

engage in any measure that might adversely interfere with, the

living standards of Hong Kong. This seem to be another necessary

requirement.
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3. There should be international, pUblic British assurance on China1s

commitment to the above two requirements. This also seems to be a

necessary requirement.

4. There should be a p~rtia1, if not a full official, British

presence in Hong Kong for as long as possible to provide symbolic

British assurance on Hong Kong and to act as a buffer in Hong

Kong's relations with China.

5. As far as possible, there should be a third party, presumably the

UN, assurance that both China and Britain will live up to their

promises on Hong Kong.

6. There shou1 d be gradual "denocrat.tzat.tcn" of Hong Kong pol itics.

The Hong Kong people are entitled to self-rule -- to engage

politically in decision-making processes that affect the general

well-being of Hong Kong. The Hong Kong people should be able to

decide even on mundane matters such as whether or not to outlaw

mahjong games, horse-races or the eating of dog ~at.

7. Perhaps, the independence of Hong Kong is the ultimate requirement

that an acceptable solution should fulfill in the long run.

Ideally speaking, each party wishes to find a solution that would

meet all their decision requirements, both the necessary ones and the

extra ones. If a solution can meet both the necessary and the extra

decision requirements of a party, that solution might be said to

contain the sufficient condition for a party to settle and can be

considered as an acceptable solution to that particular party.
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Realistically speaking, the appearance of such a solution is

rare. Each party is likely willing to settle for a solution that

meets only their respective necessary decision requirements.

In general, each particular party, however, might find itself to

have none, one or more than one acceptable solutions.

If a party finds no desirable solutions, it might hold out and

not settle or it might try to pick the least undesirable solution for

itself. If a party finds only one desirable solution, that solution

is likely to be the solution that that party will settle for. If a

party finds more than one desirable solution, depending on the party's

relations to other parties involved, the party might pick the one that

"maximal ly" fulfills its decision requirements. Or the party might

pick a solution (from among the acceptable ones) that will be most

acceptable to the other party involved.

Of course, the final decision on a solution is dependent upon the

give-and-take interactions of each party involved vis-a-vis their

power capability.

INTERACTION OF INTENTION, POWER AND DECISION REQUIREMENTS (INTERESTS)

OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED ON THE LIKELIHOOD OF THE THREE IDEAL TYPES

With this general background on decision requirements

(interests), power capabilities and will power of China, Britain and

Hong Kong, it is time to summarize the likelihood (at this point in

time) of the three ideal types as a probable political future of Hong

Kong.
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Sinification

China has full capability to make this ideal type a reality.

Although it is not in China1s best interest to sinify Hong Kong in the

short run, China seems to have the intention to do it in the long run.

Britain has little capability to stop China from realizing this

option should China want to. Unlike the Falklands War, Britain is not

likely to have popular support in a war with China over Hong Kong, not

Withstanding British claim to a moral obligation over Hong Kong.

Besides, the Chinese are 1ikely to be more fonnidable opponents than

the Argentines. In addition, it is not in British interest to stop

China from sinifying Hong Kong in view of commercial threats posed by

Hong Kong towards British goods and in view of a potentially larger

market in China. Therefore, in terms of realpolitik, Britain should

have very little intention to stop such an action on the part of China.

Hong Kong has little capability to refuse such an option even

though it is certainly not in Hong Kong1s interest to be sinified in

view of the disparity of living standards and freedom currently

enjoyed between Hong Kong and China. Judging from the long lines of

people in the foreign consulates in Hong Kong applying for permanent

visas, it seems that the Hong Kong people are more interested in

leaVing Hong Kong than in fighting the Chinese as sinification becomes

a serious possibility.

In sum, in view of the Hong Kong people's fear of this option,

supposed British opposition to this option and China1s proclaimation

of adopting a different option in the 50 years beyond 1997, ideal t¥pe
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sinification is not a probable future of Hong Kong.

Status-Quo

China has the capabilities to grant Hong Kong this option. But

to the Chinese, the status quo probably means an unacceptable

long-term, if not a short term, possibility since it is a symbol of

the capitalist remnants and a reminder of the weak China that suffered

over 100 years of foreign humiliation. It is, therefore, not in

China1s interest to select this option. Consequently, China has

expressed no intention of allowing the political modus vivendi of Hong

Kong to remain.

Although Britain's power over Hong Kong's future is not as

decisive as that of China, Britain does have the capabilities to be a

major part of the status quo setup, provided, of course, the thines~

consent. To the British, this is not a long-term possibility for they

understand full well the 1imitations of their Illegal II rights to Hong

Kong. However, for moral and economic reasons, Britain might

negotiate with China to work out a settlement to try to prolong this

"posstbi I i ty" (reality) for as long as feasible, or try to achieve

some variations of status quo as a long-term solution for the future

of Hong Kong. Since the British are unlikely to play second political

fiddle to China, in the long run, it is not in British interest to

advocate this option. Consequently, the British have very limited

intention, if any, officially to remain in Hong Kong after 1997.

The Hong Kong people, short of openly defying the British and

Chinese authorities, have no capability of achieving ideal type status
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quo without British and Chinese consent. Judging from the disparity

in freedom, life style and living standards between Hong Kong and

China, and between Hong Kong and the rest of the developing countries,

economically speaking, it is in Hong Kong's interest to advocate the

continuation of the status quo beyond 1997. That is probably why the

status quo was picked by the student respondents and the HK public as

the most preferred possibility for the future. Since China would

probably not be willing to allow the status quo to be a long-term

possibility, the most that the Hong Kong people could do is to push

for some variations of the status quo as at least a short-term

possibility, and eventually hope to "Hongkongize" China in the long

run.

In sum, jUdging from basic, theoretical Chinese opposition to

this option, British unenthusiastic "willingness" to stay in Hong Kong

and the realization of the Hong Kong people of the near impossibility

of keeping the status quo in the long run, the ideal type status quo

does not seem to be a probable future for Hong Kong.

Independence

China has the capabilities to "grant" independence to Hong Kong.

But it is against China's proclaimed self-interest of national unity

to let Hong Kong become independent. As a result, China has

registered her opposition to the independence of Hong Kong as a future

possibility.

Although Britain has the power to decolonize Hong Kong, it does

not mean Britain has the power to sponsor an independent Hong Kong.
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Although it has been British post-1945 policy to allow

self-determination movements in its former colonies, given obvious

Chinese opposition, it is not in Britain1s interest to risk

antagonizing the Chinese by advocating an independent Hong Kong.

Besides, it is definitely not in British interest to sponsor

independence, which would not only reduce present British economic

advantages in Hong Kong (due to Britain's mother country status), but

also have enable HK more fiercely to compete as a completely

independent force against the British in world markets. Consequently,

notwithstanding Prime Minister Thatcher1s vague reference to a

possible independent Hong Kong under different circumstances, the

British have no intention to see Hong Kong become independent.

Hong Kong, from a resource capability angle, can be as good an

independent state as Singapore, if not better. Hong Kong1s

qualifications for independence were well noted in the independence

chapter. Although Hong Kong might become independent from a skills

and resourcefulness standpoint, it might not be able to become

independent from an international power politics standpoint. China,

the decisive decision-maker of Hong Kong1s future, simply would not

tolerate an independent Hong Kong.

Given the enterprising population in Hong Kong which is composed

of hardworking and skilled workers and creative and experienced

entrepreneurs, and given an efficient administration in both the

public and private sectors, naturally and logically, it is in Hong

Kong1s interest to become independent. Hong Kong people should be
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able to decide on who gets the resources that Hong Kong possesses.

Regrettably, with a tradition of political apathy, the Hong Kong

people lack the will to achieve independence at this point in time.

In sum, given China's vehement opposition, British desire to

maintain good relations with China and Hong Kong's lack of will, ideal

type independence is not a probable political future of Hong Kong.

ON THE CONCRETE LEVEL

The above are discussions at a general level of different

probable futures of Hong Kong under different images of the future.

On a more concrete and immediate level, let this author attempt to

gauge the probable political future of Hong Kong from the present

point of view.

To simplify the process of arriving at the probable political

future of Hong Kong, this author will employ the method of

elimination. First, he will eliminate the most unlikely choice. Then

he will eliminate next most unlikely choice. The least unlikely

choice will be isolated. The remaining choice will be analysed from

different perspectives to see whether or not the least unlikely choice

or one of i~s variations can be considered the probable political

future of Hong Kong. This author will first lay down the unique

factors and predicaments that China, Britain and Hong Kong face with

regard to Hong Kong's future. Then, he will examine additional

relevant considerations regarding Hong Kong's future before a judgment

of what is the probable future of Hong Kong is made. From there, he
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can infer who will get what, when and how.

What has the evidence shown so far? It has shown that it does

not completely satisfy the requirements for any one of the ideal

types. Clearly, with the declaration of powerful, neighboring China's

intention to take Hong Kong over, and with the near absence of pUblic

and elite support for Hong Kong's independence, an independent Hong

Kong can safely be ruled out for the time being. With China's

persistent announcement of her intention to resume sovereignty over

Hong Kong, the status-quo can also safely be ruled out. Although

there is always the concern about Hong Kong being totally re-absorbed

in the long term, there are many difficulties that China will face in

re-absorbing Hong Kong, not the least of which is converting 5.5

million aspiring capitalists to the semblance, if not the actuality of

a Chinese communist way of life. China might have taken this concrete

condition into consideration when it announced before the world that

it will not sinify Hong Kong for at least 50 years beyond 1997. Thus

ideal type sinification might also be ruled out.

Although the evidence does not completely fulfill the requirement

of sinification, it does point quite strongly to a variation of

sinification. Before discussing the likelihood of the variation,

let's take a look at the unique quality of the issue that is before us.

Uniqueness of the Issue of the Political Future of HK

There is lack, if not absence, of precedent on the Hong Kong

situation. "When before has there been an established date of

termination of colonial rule set by treaty" (Pye, Sept. 1983)? This
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lack of precedent on the one hand provides no traditional guidance to

follow as how to resolve the future of Hong Kong. On the other hand,

it allows decision-makers room to maneuvre for a solution. In other

words, the final decision concerning the future of Hong Kong can be a

very radical or a very conservative one.

Predicament Facing China

Although denied by the Chinese, China essentially can be

considered to be ruled by one strongman -- Deng Xiaoping. Deng's

eminence is evident by his ability to restore grace to the name of Liu

Shaoqi and others purged in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution,

his installing of Liu's brother-in-law Wang Guangying to be the head

China appointed capitalist in HK (T. Ma, 1984: 68), his introduction

of a Chi nese Communi st Party "conso1 idation" campaign aimed at getting

rid of leftist-inclined members (Bonavia, 1983d: 42), his public

efforts in removing the bourgeois stigma associated with intellectuals

in China (Delfs, 1984: 33), his pUblic scolding of former Defense

Minister and present member of the Political Consultative Comittee

Geng Biao on the "PLA episode" in Hong Kong, and his public rebuke of

three Hong Kong legislators as well as his ability to brush aside his

cri ti cs by rei nfori ng his i ntenti ons on Hong Kong by saying II I mean

what I say and what I say is fi na1 and binding" (author's translation

from quotations of Deng in Chinese text in Sing Tao Jih Paolo

Although supremely powerful in China now, Deng is not likely to see

1997 -- "a consideration which could make him more impatient than

pragmatic."19 In fact, as mentioned earl ier, Deng himself
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"conceded" to his owri death in five years in a meeting with Japanese

Prime Minister Nakasone. 20

Predicaments Facing Britain

1. Although Hong Kong is the largest r'emaining British colony in the

world, "Hong Kong is not an issue in British domestic po1itics"

(Pye, 1983: 457).

2. In fact, there is an IIi ncreasi ng tendency to see Hong Kong not as

a source of pride, but as an economic competf tor" (Pye, 1983).

3. "The Labor Party (of England) is on record as being prepared to

abandon (Hong Kong) II (Pye , 1983: 457).

Predicaments of Hong Kong

1. There 1s no effective political representation (Harris).

2. There is no collective voice (Hong Kong Observer's) on what Hong

Kong's future should be, resulting in the lack of organized

efforts to articulate the people's preference on Hong Kong's

future.

3. Only recently, if there ever was one, has a Hong Kong identi~

developed.

A Two Dimensional Question

The question of the probable political future of Hong Kong is a

two dimensional question: political and economic. The political

future of Hong Kong is also an economic issue. If it were not, there

would be no uncertainties regarding the political future of Hong

Kong. It would be the sinification of Hong Kong. But the political

future of Hong Kong is also a political issue because it involves
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Chinese re-unification. Chinese national pride is at stake. Let us

review the special economic and political considerations concerning

the political future of Hong Kong.

Economic Consideration

1. Since China is considered to derive about 40% of its foreign

currencies from the status quo of Hong Kong, it is often argued

that China would not re-take Hong Kong for to do so would mean

killing the goose that lays the golden eggs. On the other hand,

some experts, notably Pye (1983), have estimated that China might

gain more foreign exchange by retaking Hong Kong due to continuous

"internationa1 demand for Hong Kong's goods" after China's

takeover.

2. On the other hand, China's own internal economic development and

special economic zone may make HK superfluous soon.

Political Considerations

1. Some Hong Kong people argue that since the Deng faction has

consolidated its power in China, Deng's pragmatism would not alter

the existing beneficial economic relations with Hong Kong by

assuming control over Hong Kong. Yet it might be such pragmatism

that makes Chinese adminstrators confident of their ability to

manage Hong Kong, or at least to give it a try (Pye, 1983).

2. Closely related to China's pragmatism is its zig-zag leadership

changes. Although a moderate Chinese leadership might not re-take

Hong Kong, the return of a radical leadership might lead to

sinification. It is highly likely that the Chinese leadership
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might veer to the far left again.

3. For China to decide whether or not to re-take Hong Kong, the issue

of re-unification and Chinese nationalism must have a place. Mao

did not reunite with Taiwan, Macao or Hong Kong before he died.

If Deng achieves the reunification of China, it will give him

"ht storical greatness, unique among all modern Chinese 'leaders"

(pye) •

4. The so-called Macao-Hong Kong-Taiwan Domino Theory (Pye): On the

one hand, it is argued that Beijing will elect to be gentle with

Hong Kong so as to send a reassuring message to Taiwan. China1s

decline to the Portugese offer of the return of Macao in 1974 is

seen as an example of such an reassurring message. On the other

hand, it is precisely because the Taiwan reunification issue

exists that it will probably be impossible for Beijing to allow

the people of Hong Kong to rule themselves, II wi t h even the degree

of electoral freedom enjoyed on Tatwan" (Pye).

5. The Strategic Importance of Hong Kong: There might be political

glory to be reaped in the reunification of Hong Kong. According

to scholars like Pye (1983), there is also obvious political

advantages in keeping Hong Kong international, especially when

China is at odds with the Soviet Union.

Given the unique qual ities of the issue at hand and ami dst the

choices of the above special considerations, China announced in

September 1982 its intention to resume sovereignty over Hong Kong,2l

using Hong Kong people to rule a capitalisti~ Hong Kong as a special
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administration region. Such an announcement implies that China

national unity takes priorit¥ over the advantages (economic and

military) of keeping Hong Kong international. There is no doubt that

China is capable of doing just what it announced. China's powers over

Hong Kong were well documented in the research design chapter. China,

short of employing its mighty military forces, can easily bring Hong

Kong to its knees by cutting water supplies to Hong Kong. Britain, on

the other hand, is very unlikely to defend Hong Kong as Britain did

for Falklands in 1982. The geographical location of Hong Kong makes

it extremely hard, if not impossible, to defend against an "advance"

from China. Besides, Britain has conceded to China's claim to

sovereignty over Hong Kong by only fighting for the best settlement

(not sovereignty) that Britain can get for Hong Kong.

With China1s ability to deliver its promises on Hong Kong firmly

established, the crucial question is China's credibility. In this

case, can the Chinese promise of a self-ruled, capitalistic Hong Kong

for 50 years be trusted? This author will briefly discuss the general

image of the future that the Chinese leadership holds. Then he will

look at the major components (1. capitalist and 2. self-rule) of the

promise before he renders a judgment on the credibility of the promise.

Regarding the general image of the future that the Chinese

leadership holds, it may be beneficial to quote at length a recent

editorial on China's modernization published in the China Daily

(Beijing Edition). It says:

A strong tide of reform is sweeping across China.
It has been so especially since the May session of
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the National People's Congress when Premier Zhao
Ziyang singled out the need to step up reforms in
the urban areas and for a further O~ening up to
the outside world as the two major asks 1n the
economic fie1 d.
Deng Xiaoping rightly noted that the world today
is an open world and that it would be impossible
for Ch1na to bU11d up the country behind closed
doors. The opening-up policy will enable China to
update and improve her productive forces by
absorbin~2advanced technology and management
methods.

Such comments indicate China's vision of a more open China in the

future and her corresponding willingness to adopt more of a market

mechanism in her economic development. In fact, the same China Daily

editorial reports that

In the short span of five years, it has been shown
that reforms in agricultural manaqemetrt , with the
peasants having more say in how to farm the land,
have led to higher yields, increased productivity
and speedier development. But further
agricultural growth will be hampered unless
corresponding reforms are made in trade,
transport, manufacturing and other sectors.
State statistics have shown a sharp rise both in
industrial output and profit in the first six
months of this years •••• The reforms are in good
progress and the tide is not likely to turn
back. 23

Regarding a capitalist Hong Kong, there is little doubt that it

could playa contributing social and political role in China's

modernization. In June 1984, prominent China economist Jian Yiwei,

General Executive of the State Economic Reserach Centre and also

Director of the China Academy of Social Sciences and Deputy Director

of the Institute of Industrial Economic, told a seminar in Hong Kong

that "Hong Kong is an important base for Chi na to carry out

. . 1 d d h 1 . 1 h t' . t' II 24 He1nternat10na tra e an tec no oglca exc ange ac lV1 1es •
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emphasized that China needed Hong Kong to speed up the implementation

of its modernization program. 25

There is doubt, however, among some critics, about China's

ability to justify a capitalist special administration region called

Hong Kong before its citizens and allies. This author thinks the

answer is simple and is already given by China. First, justifying a

special administration region is easier than justifying China's

acquiescence over a colonial Hong Kong. If China, in particular the

Chinese Communist Party, has had no trouble using the catch phase

"when the time is ripe" in justifying the existence of a colonial,

capitalist Hong Kong for the past 35 years, why should China have anY

trouble using the catch phrase IIrespecting historical incidents ll

(author's translation) in justifying a capitalist special

administration region that will be under China.

A self-ruled Hong Kong is the next major component of China's

promise. How real will the self governance be? Will the elections be

rigged? This writer's contention is that Beijing truly intends to

allow Hong Kong self-rule, not in the Western sense of the word, but

in the Chinese communist sense of the word. That is, people in Hong

Kong can participate in a true election of all China-approved

candidates. Understandably, China is unlikely to tolerate the

election of anti-China candidates in Hong Kong.

Taking the general image of the future that China holds now and

taking the two components as a whole, China's promise on Hong Kong

seems credible.
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Evaluation of China's Promise using the criterion of minimizing losses

Consider: by allowing Hong Kong to be a capitalist special

administration region, China is not risking the survival of its

people. It is not risking the physical survival of China as a

nation. Nor is allowing a capitalist special administration region

risking the survival of the Communist Party and the Party's

programs. 26 Although China might have to compromise a little on its

ideology by allowing a capitalist special administration region, the

existence of capitalists in tiny Hong Kong along the southern coast of

China can "tntr-tnstcal ly'' do 1i ttl e harm to contaminate the thought of

the rest of China. Besides, China might risk damaging its credibility

with the world if it broke its promise on Hong Kong.

Evaluation of China's Promise using the Criterion of Maximizing Gains

The proposal serves China both politically and economically.

Politically, China saves face and will finish part of its

reunification process by resuming sovereignty over Hong Kong. This

solution is consistent with the Chinese national sentiment.

Economically, by allowing Hong Kong to remain capitalist, China can

continue to enjoy whatever economic benefits there will be in a

capitalist Hong Kong. And yet China does not have to deal with the

problem of re-educating close to six million capitalists. Therefore,

China has almost everything to gain by keeping its promise on Hong

Kong. Thus the Chinese promise on Hong Kong seems logical and

credible.
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In the final analysis, the Hong Kong people are likely to have a

Chinese style self-rule in a capitalist special administration region

called Hong Kong. It would be so because contradictions abound in the

world (as Mao had professed in his famous article entitled liOn

tontradtctron"}. As long as one can identify the ever-changing

principal contradiction and knows how to handle both the principal and

the secondary contradictions, the existence of an lI ext ra ll

contradiction, namely, a capitalist Hk within China itself, is not

unacceptable. As long as there are economic advantages to be reaped,

pol iti cal face to be saved, and 111 egi tfmate" excuses (Mao's

contradictions) to be made, the proposed arrangement of China's

resuming sovereignty over Hong Kong and allowing Hong Kong to remain

capitalistic for a while seems to be a reasonable and politically

astute solution. China is likely economically and politically stable

enough to keep its promise for 50 years beyong 1997. By then who

knows? China might end up overtaking Hong Kong in its zealous drive

for modernization, and it might well be more capitalistic than Hong

Kong is now.
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CHAP TER VII I

METHODS EVALUATIONS

This chapter examines the usefulness of the research methods in

an attempt to answer question 3 of the research design chapter,

namely, what are the strengths and weaknesses of the methods involved

as illustrated oy the research results? By reviewing the information

has obtained from each of the methods used in this research, we may

infer which method is strong or weak at tapping the kind of

information that is necessary to make a sensible forecast for possiule

political futures of Hong Kong. This researcher will start by

discussing the major peculiarities of the methods as illustrated by

the research results obtained so far.

DELPHI AND CROSS-IMPACT

Owing to the extremely low return rate (29.2% with only 19.5%

usable) of the Delphi questionnaire, this researcher, in agreement

with his principal advisor on the project, agreed to drop this method

from the project. For those questionnaires that were returned, some

were completely unanswered and attached with a referral for another

respondent; others have many questions left unanswered. Two

respondents (5%) cited "unfamil arity" with China as a reason for

leaving most questions blank. Others (10%) cited their

"unfamiliarity" with the questionnaire (method) as a reason for not

answering most of the items. For example, two Delphi respondents



complained that they were not given much choice in assessing the

probability of the occurrence of certain events in the year 1982 when

there were only three months remaining in the year. The respondents

reasoned that since there were only three months remaining in 1982,

the probability of, say, a change in Chinese leadership in the year is

therefore lower than should be the case, thereby justifying their

refusals to answer the question.

Frankly, this author thinks the respondents were barking up the

wrong tree.

First, granted that the probability of occurrence of certain

event (e.g. probability of rain) in a particular year might be

determined by the 'iength of time remaining in the year (e.g. rainy or

dry season), there are other events whose probability (e.g. getting a

head on a flip of a coin or a coup d' etat) might not be seasonally

determined.

Second, if such events were seasonally determined, it is

perfectly all right to assign initial probabilities of occurrence to

such events after taking into consideration the event's seasonality.

The initial probability employed in this method is indeed used to tap

such "seasona1 ity, II since it only taps the probabil ity of occurrence

of an event by itself at a point in time. Any change on an event's

initial probability as an effect of the occurrence or non-occurrence

of other events will be reflected in the final probability.

Therefore, the length of time remaining in a year is not a valid

methodological reason to decline answering most of the questions in

the questionnaire.
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Given such a low return rate and the reasons for refusals, we

concluded that apparently those people who are China-Hong Kong experts

are not familiar with the method and those who are familiar with the

method are not China area specialists. Although the combination of

Delphi and cross-impact analysis offers great methodological promises,

this potential might remain difficult to realize in research in this

subject area until there are either more China-Hong Kong experts who

are willing to use the methodology or there are more

futurists-methodologists who specialize in China-Hong Kong relations.

ELITE INTERVIEW

In their book Survey Research, Backstrom and Hursh comment that

"In intensive interviews, you seek to explore the content of a

person's mind, and if possible, the'preconscious or subconscious

motivations for his actions" (1963: 9). Using this criterion, the

in-depth elite interviews conducted by this researcher in Hong Kong in

1982-1983 can be considered successful. The interviews were

Successful in the sense that they confirmed that an advantage of elite

interviews ;s at getting at the "true" views and feelings of the

elite. This advantage, which neither survey research, literature

review nor simulation can offer, is the kind of candid insight that

the elite provides on a one-on-one interactive basis.

On ~ore than one occasion, once rapport was established and

trust developed, the elite apparently were willing to confide to this
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researcher their inner most feelings on the emotional issue of the

future of Hong Kong.

One elite person revealed to this researcher a different

preferred future from the one she publicly stated both in speeches and

publications in Hong Kong. The reason why she hid her true

preference, according to her, is her fears of reprisal from certain

parties that she left unspecified.

Another elite memner told this researcher she was pUblicly going

through the motion of searching for a settlement. Yet she was

privately very much against her public deed.

Still another elite person, who has close ties with Beijing, was

honest enough to admit that even some of the top leadership in Beijing

do not know enough about Hong Kong to have any idea as to what to do

with Hong Kong1s future. She encouraged this researcher to develop

his own conclusion and stick to it even if it might prove to be

contrary to any "off ic tal " settlement. Nobody, according to that

elite, can tell for sure what will become of Hong Kong.

COMPUTER SIMULATION

As discussed in the research design chapter, computer

simulations using the PROBE model not only allow the researcher to

quantify the research proolem but also to establish near-total

isomorphism to the research problem. For details, please see Chapter

two. The use of the simulation model in this research has several

advantages. First, it allows the researcher flexibility to employ
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different sources of data input -- judgnental data based on a

literature review, real life si~ulations and randon nunbers. The

employment of different sources of data not only naximizes the

opportunity to explore possible political futures of Hong Kong, but it

also gives the researcher opportunity to gain insights from co~paring

the research results derived by different data sources. Second, the

estinated issue positions (EIPs) generated from real-life simulation

(student) data provide clues as to how China might handle the future

of Hong Kong in actuality. Third, on a macro level, the estimated

EIPs generated fro~ random number inputs allow the concept of chance

to enter into the analysis. Fourth, on a micro level, the different

random nu~bers generated for different matrix cells for each

sinulation run give an idea as to the diversity of political

circumstances from which the future of Hong Kong derives. Since

advantage one ~nd two are self-evident, this researcher will confine

his discussion to advantage three and four.

On the macro level, the EIPs generated fro~ rando~ number sets

allow the researcher to treat the political future of Hong Kong as a

continuous rando~ variable w~th infinite possibilities (possible

values). Although for the sake of discussion in this dissertation,

the entity "possibl e pol itical futures of Hong Konq" is treated as a

discrete variable with three distinct possibilities, in precise

nethodological actuality this entity, and for that natter the

political future of Hong Kong, is a continuous variable with infinite

possibilities (within a specified range from -4 to +4 as defined by

this reasercher).
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A rando~ variable is a quantitative variable that has a

probability distribution. It thereby enables the researcher to bring

in the concept of probability. This is a very important and powerful

concept for it enables the researcher to conduct hypothesis testing on

the EiPs, which in turn enables the researcher to state under

different assu~ptions what will probably happen to Hong Kong's future

by chance.

On the micro level, the researcher can view the random number

sets as if they were "real-l ife" data in the data matrices and see if

the data make any "sense" or not. If the data do not seem to make

sense in a scenario context, the researcher can then see if the

"non-sense" data cell s may present new scenarios whi ch the researcher

may never have been exposed to or thought of before. This process of

viewing the random number sets did provide this researcher with some

refreshing relevations which may question his assumptions about human

behavior and which may also stretch his imagination.

For example, since the simulation is trying to find out a

decision-maker's or output actor's (OAls) EIP on the political future

of Hong Kong (PFHK or PO for policy output), one would assu~e that the

OA would have an issue position (IP) on PO. But, actually in the

random number sets, there were cases where the OAls IP on PO is 99

",hich means not appl ied. How is the simulation model going to come up

with an EIP with OAls IP on PO being 99? It just makes no sense to

run a si~ulation with such data. At first glance, it even makes no
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sense for such data value to appear on that particular cell in the

first place. Ills there something wrong \'1ith the random-number

generation prcqr am?", one may ask. But this researcher does not think

so. Other than the built in 1/8 chance of generating 99s and the

original simulation software capacity restriction on maximum possible

numbers of issues and actors, everything else is truly "random." Even

the number of actors and the number of issues in a particular set of

random numbers are determined by random numbers. But how come this

nonsense of having a 99 appearing in the cell of OAls IP on PO? Upon

deeper reflection, one might not only realize the 1199 11 makes sense,

but also cannot help but notice the near-perfect isomorphism of the

PROBE model to the "dects ional " situation of Hong Kong's political

future. One might benefit from recalling that the noted senior

lecturer in law in Hong Kong University, Dr. Peter Wesley-Smith,

suggested initial action or rather inaction on the talks on Hong

Kong1s future. He argues that since China does not recognize the

three lIunequalll treaties which established present day Hong Kong, it

follows that 1997 does not apply. If that is the case, both Britain

and China do not need to do anything about 1997; they can simply

remain silent and let Hong Kong run on. This researcher thinks the

1199 11 on the cell indicating OAls IP on PO signifies just that -

China, the OA, elects not to do anything about Hong Kong's future.

Second, in certain sets of random numbers, 99s appeared on the

cell indicating OAls salience (SAL) on PO even though there was a

legitimate OAls IP on PO. Again, initially, it makes no sense to use
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data indicating the OA has an IP on PO on the one hand, and indicating

the OA has no interest (SAL) on the PO on the other hand. It seems

plainly irrational for a decision-maker to hold an issue position on

something in which she has no interest. Again, though such a

situation may seem quite irrational, many bureacrats m~ be exactly

like that as some of the readers may hasten to attest. So, if

decision-makers are this irrational, China's decision-makers are not

immune to such irrationality. Again, this author is not taking a

position on the rationality of China's decision-makers. He is simply

pointing out that there exi sts such possibil ities as are refl ected in

several random data sets.

SURVEY RESEARCH

The survey research conducted for this project suffered a bit

from missing data when the respondents were solicited for their views

on the specifics of the likely and preferred future of Hong Kong.

Consequently, some of the resultant relationships obtained in the

survey were not statistically significant.

For example, 10% of the student respondents did not answer the

question on the overall likely political future of Hong Kong. Many

respondents declined to answer when the questionnaire pressed for

details. For exaMple, 37% did not give an answer concering whom the

likely ruler of Hong Kong will be, or what the likely form of

government and economic system will be.

Fifteen percents did not reveal their overall preferred future

for Hong Kong. Forty percents declined to say who should rule. The
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same percentage of respondents did not reveal their preferred form of

governMent. Forty four percents did not tell of their preferred

economic system.

These results may be due either to the respondents' shyness

about revealing their preferences, the time-consuming length of the

questionnaire, or the ordering of the questions with gen~ral and

specific questions on their preferred future following directly behind

the same type of questions on the likely political future of Hong

Kong. It is therefore conceivable that some respondents might have

thought this author was asking them the same questions twice since

both the questions on likely and preferred future follow the same

format. But such a case is unlikely since only 15% declined to give

out their preferr~d political future of Hong Kong, a relatively small

increase in decline rate when compared to the likely future decline

rate (10%). If respondents were truly to think this author asked the

same question twice, the second major question, the one on preferred

future, should have suffered from a much higher rejection rate. This

10% rejection rate on the question on the overall likely future and

the 15% rejection rate on the question on the overall preferred

future, followed by a much higher rejection rate (average 35%) on

questions on specifics, seems to suggest that the respondents were

either shy about revealing detailed thoughts or getting bored with the

questionnaire. Judging from the respondent's knowledge of the

researcher's promise of strict confidentiality of the survey results
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and the low rejection rate on other questions that asked equally

specific questions, the respondents did not seem to be shy. Thus the

only remaining plausible explanation for such a relatively high

decline rate on the specifics of the likely or the preferred future of

Hong Kong is the length of the questionnaire. With 43 main (and about

16 minor) questions printed in 9 pages, it does not seem unreasonable

to attribute the cause for respondent's refusals on questions of

specifics to the length of the questionnaire which was timed by this

researcher to take at least an average of 25-35 minutes to complete.

The questionnaire used in the survey was originally intended for

use in an on-site interview in Hong Kong. But since the on site

interview with a sample of the Hong Kong population was called off due

to lack of funding, the same questionnaire was used in the survey

conducted at the University of Hawaii. This research experience

suggests that a walk-in survey questionnaire should have been much

shorter.

TIle survey research results indicated that the direction of

relationships, say family economic background and preferred future (r

= .25), confirms what this author would have deduced from the

literature review. But the relationships are weak as reflected in the

multiple regression runs. Perhaps, owing to the presence of missing

data or the nature of the relationships itself, some of the

relationships established were not statistically significant and

therefore were not integrated into the discussion in the text. For

details, please refer to the appendix on survey research.
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OVERALL EVALUATION

In evaluating the methodological tools used in this dissertation,

the traditional criteria - validity and precision - used to assess the

quality of the tools must be modified to adjust for the unconventional

nature of the research.

Traditionally, a research tool is valid if it meas~res what it is

supposed to measure. In the conventional sense of the word, validity

means accuracy.

In the field of forecasting, there are two schools of thought on

the definition of the term validity. One school (Armstrong, 1978)

adopts the conventional usage and takes validity to mean

(retrospective) accuracy. Forecasting in this sense can be conceived

of as predicting specifics.

Another school (Markley, 1980),1 which takes the peculiar

research nature of forecasting into consideration, considers validity

to mean the policy utility or decision utility of a research tool.

Forecasting in this sense means the development of alternative futures.

This author will adopt the unconventional usage of the term

validity to evaluate the research methods used for the following

reasons:

1. The focus of this research mostly deals with what will happen

after 1997. There are 13 years before 1997 arrives, not to

mention the time frame after 1997. There are simply no data for

(retrospective) testing of the accuracy of the present results

until a considerable time is passed beyond 1997. Maybe one might
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do a test on retrospective accuracy in say 2047.

2. In medium (10-20 years) to long (over 20 years) range future

research such as this dissertation, the ability to modify the

variables or factors being forecasted is low and the environmental

"turbul ence" (number of unknowns) is high. Forecasting in this

context should and does mean the developing of continyent

alternative futures. In this sense, validity should more

appropriately be defined as policy utility or decision utility.

(see Table 8-1 for different types of forecast).

3. At present, this researcher and whoever has a stake in Hong Kong's

future is faced with a challenging opportunity and the

corresponding practical significance of developing some sensible

alternative solutions for the future fate of 5.5 million Hong Kong

people.

Consequently, the validity of a research method here is

operationalized as the number of alternative futures raised by that

research method.

In this sense, in terms of validity, survey research and elite

interviews lack validity (suffering from high rejection rate) when

respondents were asked to express and elaborate on possiole scenarios

of their likely and preferred futures.

The strength of the simulation model lies in its capacity to

arrive at estimated issue positions (EIPs) that represent an f nftni-te

number of alternative futures. Yet its weakness lies in the

difficulty in interpreting or giving meaning to EIPs of say 1.75,
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Tab1e 8-1

Type Of Forecast Based On Degree Of Control
& Time Frame Of Forecast

lOW

TIME FR~lE OF FORECASTa

HIGH

*
C
o
N
T
R
o
l

lOW

HIGH

1.
Forecas ti ng as

Predicted Future

Ill.
CONV ENTI ONAl

MANAGEMENT

II.
:Forecasting as Contingent:
I Alternative Futures I

IV.
CONVENTIONAL

PLANNING

a. It is time frame of forecast relative to the rate of change or
what D. Michael has called IIturbulence ll in the environment.

* It is the degree of abil itY~G modify variable being forecast or
environment, relative to actual/expected degree of change.

Sources: O.W. ~~rkley's Communications in Item CC 1145 of the
Electronic Information Exchange System Conference on
Futures Studies, February 3, 1980.
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-3.55 or 0.01. Nevertheless, these EIPs do indicate the general

direction of alternative future -- a EIP of 1.75 indicates an

alternative future of Hong Kong that will have more freedom than a EIP

of 0.01 would indicate, which in turn indicates an alternative future

that has more freedom for Hong Kong than a EIP of -3.55 would indicate.

Qualitative documentary research is valid as it provides many

alternative futures of Hong Kong, which this researcher summed up to

about 15 variations.

In terms of precision, there are two things we·need to be aware

of before a meanfu1 evaluation is possible. First, looking back to

Table 8-1, one would conclude that precision is not "really" an

appropriate criterion in evaluating methods used in this TYPE II

forecasting research. Second, repeating TUkey·s admonition noted

earlier in the research design chapter, it is better to be vague over

the right question than to be precise over the wrong question.

With this in mind, in terms of the precision of the results, the

simulation model offered very precise forecasts. But one would be

hard pressed to figure out the subtle qualitative difference between a

future indicated by a EIP of 0.01 and that indicated by an EIP of 0.02.

The answers received from the elite interview were probably put

in less precise terms than from the simulation model. But the elite

do ask the right questions. For example, the elite pointed out the

importance in distinguishing the short-term vs. the long-term future

of Hong Kong. In addition, they pointed out the significance in

distingushing Hong Kong's self-rule in effect and self-rule in symbol

only.
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The results obtained from qualitative research might not be as

quantitatively precise as that of the simulation model would allow in

the rank-ordering of "the overall freedom (future) of Hong Kong. One

could hardly tell which future variation is overall more free or less

free than another variation by using ~he qualitative method alone.

But the qualitative method can provide specific information on who

should and would rule Hong Kong, under what term. In this sense, one

might rank order how free or not free Hong Kong will be in tenms of

specific dimensions.

In terms of cost, the costliest research tool is probably the

field trip to Hong Kong to interview elites and to collect secondary

qualitative and quantitative data there. Next is the real-life

simulations conducted with over 100 students in two introductory

political science classes over a two semesters period. The type of

survey research undertaken here and qualitative research are

relatively inexpensive.

In terms of informational utility, all methods permit this

researcher to access information that are needed to make a reasonable

and responsible forecast. For example, the simulation gives some

indication as to how many (or the number of) and what political actors

China will consult (reference actors) and how many and what other flong

Kong future-related issues China will take into consideration

(reference outputs) before China makes her decision on Hong Kong.

The historical qualitative method of reading reports of

governmental comments on Hong Kong allow us to determine the Chinese
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Government1s, the British Government1s and the Hong Kong Government1s

intentions on Hong Kong1s future. It can also give us information on

the Chinese, British and Hong Kong political climate. And qualitative

and quatitative reviews of aggregate data give us an idea of the state

of the Chinese, British and Hong Kong economy. Survey research and

elite interview provide us with information on the positions of Hong

Kong people on Hong Kong's future. All these are relevant information

for this researcher to ponder and analyse before making a forecast.

Moreover, the qualitative method gives us information that

indicate how to go about achieivng the different alternative futures

that are discussed. But the EIPs obtained from the simulation allow

no such "luxury."

In terms of reduction of uncertainty, all methods brought up a

number of major contingent factors that help in the reduction of the

unknown and thereby uncertainty. For example, elite interview, survey

research. and particularly qualitative research brought up the factors

of nationalism, communism, the state of Hong Kong economy, the

political aspirations of Hong Kong, the traditional Hong Kong Chinese

political inertia and the like in determininig the possible political

future of Uong Kong. The different simulation runs also adopted the

issues of foreign investment in Hong Kong, Hong Kong's strategic

position for China, the symbolic importance of ideological struggle

between communism and capitalism, importance of Hong Kongls deepwater

port and its free port status, technological transfer from Hong Kong
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to China, the potential Hong Kong refugee problem and China's

modernization and the like as input data to generate EIPs. In

addition, non( of the major results from the different methods

contradict each other.

In sum, based on the above criteria, all methods have their

respective strengths and weaknesses. lhere is no one particular

method that this author can comfortably recommend for exclusive use.

The choice of one's research methods seems to depend on one's research

purposes. This author is biased towards the use of multiple methods.

But if he were forced to use only one method in this project, he would

have picked the qualitative method.

At the risk of appearing immodest, this researcher is not

unversed in the fancy arts of mul tivariate research techniques. It is

neat, systematic, and easy to write up the research repor-t \'1hen one is

"genuinely" able to quantify political phenomena. But for a subject

as complex, intuitive and elusive as the political future of Hong Kong

and for that matter politics in general, it is preferable at least for

this researcher to use the good old qualitative method of reasoning

logically, to feel (with one's gut experience) in order to gain

insights on the political phenomena that one is studying.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII

1. Communications by O. W. Markley in the Electronic Information
Exchange System Conference on Futures Studies Item CCl145 in
February 3, 1980.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

A concluding chapter is traditionally a summarizing chapter.

This author will very briefly summarize the major findings in this

dissertation. In addition, he will discuss the political significance

of the issue of Hong Kong's future on the question of politics, on the

strategy of Chinese reunification, and on China-Hong Kong relations.

This dissertation has discussed factors that are contributing to

and against the three ideal types. None of the three ideal types is

probable at this point in time. 15 variations, three sinification

oriented, ten status-quo oriented and two independence ori~nted, were

presented and evaluated from the Chinese, British, Hong Kong people's

and this author's perspectives. All the variations are possibilities

of Hong Kong's future. Most variations, e5pecia11y the status-quo

oriented ones which retain an official British presence in HK, are

improbable at this point in time. However, the Special Administrative

Region option seems probable from the vantage point of the present.

A QUESTION OF POLITICS

The search for a solution or settlement to the future of Hong

Kong touches on all the central questions of politics -- empirical and

normative questions -- that have intrigued political philosophers for

centuries. It is not only a question of who rules, where the center

of power is, and who benefits. The question of Hong Kong's future



concerns the more important questions: who should rule? Where should

the center of power be? How should power be distributed? What

economic system should be adopted, at what expense, for what benefits,

and for whom? The way in which these questions are answered will not

only have a long-lasting effect throughout the general well-being of

Hong Kong, but it will also have far-reaching reverberations on the

debate on the proper way to economic and national development (e.g.

capitalism vs. communism), the prospect of genuine Western type

democracy and even the prospect of justice in Hong Kong.

Ironically, there has been a voice of mistrust coming, not from

the communists, but from the capitalists,l about the wisdom of

giving the Hong Kong people too free a hand in running Hong Kong's

economy. The capitalists fear that increasi.ng freedom for the Hong

Kong people in funning the administration of Hong Kong m~ expose the

bureacrats in Hong Kong to pressure for more social welfare

legislation and for a more intervention-oriented economic policy in

Hong Kong, thereby resulting in the reduction of "total" economic

freedom in Hong Kong which is considered to be the backbone of success

of Hong Kong. Thus, capitalists such as Overholt (1984) strongly

advocate partial self-rule (partial democracy) rather than total

self-rule (typical democracy) in Hong Kong. Judging from the recent

gradual increase in governmental social welfare spending, and judging

from a governmentally pegged US-Hong Kong exchange rate in July 1984,

and judging from Hong Kong government's wholehearted support of the
2recent increase in prime rate, the capitalists' fears are not

unfounded.
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Yet the legitimate right of the Hong Kong people to democracy and

justice must not be compromised by the capitalists· major desire to

operate in a political environment that allows the capitalists almost

unlimited freedom of operation but prohibits others from the freedom

to exercise their political rights for fear of depleting the

capitalist·s coffers. This double political standard -- one for

capitalists and one for others -- might never again be unchecked or

even allowed in Hong Kong if Hong Kong were to be moving toward

genuine democracy and justice. This double standard also reflects

badly on a common claim made by some capitalists that capitalism and

democracy go hand in hand. If genuine democracy does not exist in a

capitalist Hong Kong that was always thought to have a democratic

atmosphere when compared with the rest of S.E. Asia, what genuine

democracy should one expect from capitalist countries that are under

authoritarian regimes such as the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan and

South Korea? While it is not the purpose of this dissertation to get

into the debate over the relationship between capitali'sm and

democracy, it is the intent of this author to point out the

significance that the question of Hong Kong1s past and future might

have on the debate.

LIKELY MOST PREFERRED FUTURE

Referring back to the normative political questions, given the

present circumstance (the balance of power between Hong Kong, Britain

and China), the most preferred answer (future) from the Hong Kong

people1s point of view might be as follows:
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1. China means what it promises -- genuine Hong Kong self-rule with

minimal supervision or guidance from the Chinese central

government.

2. Hopefully, the special administrative region will turn out to be

so successful that other parts of China will emulate it.

As Lucian Pye has pointed out, "The industrial centers of

mainland China ••• (a1ready) had the skilled labor force and the

technical competence to become a series of 'Hong Kong's" (1972:

245). Harris also expresses his vision to Hongkongize southern China,

if not all of China, when he says, ilLogically the governor of Hong

Kong should move inland, say, to Canton to turn most of southern China

into whatever Hong Kong is" (1981: 98). If this happens, it will not

only likely help China's modernization, but will also revolutionize

its value system in the long run.

LIKELY MOST FEARED FUTURE

That China either does not really mean what it promises to Hong

Kong or might change its mind and decide to run Hong Kong as a regular

part of China is probably the most feared answer to the political

question from the point of view of Hong Kong people.

In reviewing Park Coble's book on the relationship between the

Shanghai capitalists and the Nationalist Government from 1927 to 1937,

which argued that the capitalists were subordinate to and milked by

Chiang Kai Shek's political priority, military strength, Lynn T. White

(1984) wrote,
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In the year just after 1949, another Chinese
regime chose merchant representatives to voice
opinions that had 1i ttl e effect on pol icy, coerced
purchases of war bonds, seized bureacratic control
of banks, before taking over large stores and
industries, then small ones -- and in many details
repeated the drama Coble described for the years
after 1927. Nor can we be sure this is just
history; it could all happen soon again in Hong
Kong. Coble's book 1S a permanent contribution to
our understanding of political development in
China. 3

This experience from China1s past is probably the future that the Hong

Kong people most fear.

MOST LIKELY FUTURE

Given the moderate faction in power, given the continuing success

of the present liberal economic policy, given the present priority

assigned to the Four Modernizations being unchanged, given the absence

of any independence movement in Hong Kong, then the likely answer to

the political question of Hong Kong1s future is that China probably

does mean what it promises -- self-rule in Hong Kong under limited

supervision.

Some, if not most, of the elements 1isted in the following

scenario are likely to make up the political future of Hong Kong.

They are:

*
*

*

Sovereignty over Hong Kong is changed froM Britain to China.4

China will likelY be responsible for Hong Kong's defence and

foreign affairs.

The internal affairs of Hong Kong will likely be governed by an
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

executive \iith a cabinet-level council, a legislature and a

jUdiciary.

Hong Kong will likely have for the first time in its history a

popularly or indirectly elected governor from a list of candidates

approved by Beijing.

Thus the future governor of Hong Kong is likely to be a non-KMT

supporter, if not a communist sympathizer, who is judged by

Beijing to be the person whose independence is trusted and

respected by indigenous Hong Kong capitalists.

The future governor is also likely to have veto power over all

legislation.

The a~inistration of the special administrative region-Hong Kong

will report not only to the Hong Kong legislature and to the Hong

Kong people, but also to Beijing.

The legislative and executive councils (cabinet) are likely to be

made up of popularly-elected members who are approved by Beijing.

The sane will probably be true of the selection of members of the

judiciary whose power is supposedly independent from all other

branches of government.

Aminimal national taxes will be raised locally in Hong Kong to

compensate for Beijing's expenses in defending and representing

Hong Kong.

Hong Kong is likely to have its own currency and gold reserves

which may be used by Beijing for emergency purposes such as the

pegging of Beijing's Renminbi or the purchase of foreign goods for

emergency consumption.
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* Special Administrative Region-Hong Kong passports are likely to be

issued by the local authorities with copies of the most updated

records supplied monthly or weekly to Beijing for security

purposes.

* Beijing is likely to playa relatively more active supervisory

role in Hong Kong1s immigration services to ensure only the

"proper" personnel (i .e. no spies, especially Soviet and KMT

agents) get to go in and out of Hong Kong freely.

* For sov~reignty purpose, Beijing may want a symbolic tax levied on

goods and merchanise that pass through Hong Kong. With this as

the only exception, Hong Kong will likely remain a free port.

* For internal control purpose, the police chief of Hong Kong is

likely to be appointed by Beijing.

* Hong Kong may be expected by Beijing to fulfill some general

quotas on certain goods and services to augment China1s nation~

economy in its drive for modernization.

In order to make such a scenario becomes a successful, viable

future of Hong Kong, China must clearly spell out its intentions on

Hong Kong and steadfastedly keep its promise, thereby instilling

confidence in the Hong Kong people and the world at large. Whether or

not such a granting of self-rule to Hong Kong will result in the kind

of Hong Kong that China wants to see, or for that matter that Hong

Kong itself wants to see, remains problematic. China may envision and

gear Hong Kong to be the kind of place similar to the scenario
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mentioned in the most preferred (probable) future. Yet, China will

not have total control over exactly what Hong Kong1s future will be

due to a host of external and internal factors, such as Chinese

bureacratic red tape,S and Hong Kong people1s mistrust of Beijing1s

ability and Beijing's Hong Kong policy by the Hong Kong people.

SOME OPTIMISM

However, this author is basically optimistic about the political

future of Hong Kong due to cultural, economic and political reasons.

CUlturally speaking, consistent with the Taoist tradition of yin

and yang, and ,in a way consistent with the Marxist Hegalian dialectic

and thus consistent with Mao's thought on contradiction as

periodically manifested in internal Chinese power struggles, China's

behavior towards Hong Kong1s future is no different from traditional

- and modern Chinese traditions of the complementality of two opposing

tendencies.

It seems to be the cultural tradition of the Chinese to behave

generously when their power position on an issue is secure, and to

behave must less generously when their power position is insecure

(unclear). Chinese history has provided many examples of such

tradition. 6

It makes sense to behave with poise and grace when one's claims

to an issue are legitimized by one's well entrenched power position or

by widespread recognition of one's right over an issue. Under such a

circumstance, one can afford to take a generous or soft position
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towards the issue. On the other hand, when one's legitimacy towards

an issue has not been firmly established or widely recognized yet, one

cannot afford to take anY chance of losing whatever slight claim one

might have established. Under such a circumstance, one must exert

one1s claim over an issue with gusto. That was probably the reason

why China reacted very strongly against Margaret Thatcher1s insistence

on the validity of the three treaties concerning Hong Kong. That was

probably the reason why Deng Hsiaoping insisted on stationing the PLA

in Hong Kong as a symbol of Chinese sovereignty over Hong Kong. This

author contends that the Chinese leadership is aware of the

sensitivity and the irrationality of capitalist investors in the

West. 7 Scary statements such as the strong reactions against

Margaret Thatcher, the unilateral imposing of a deadline on a Hong

Kong settlement and the insistence on stationing Chinese troops in

Hong Kong are likely in part reflections of the internal Chinese power

struggle.8 They are also in part Chinese announcements to the world

that the Chinese government is the only party which calls the shots

about Hong Kong, not Britain, or the Hong Kong people. Then once the

legitimacy of Chinese sovereignty over Hong Kong is unrivalled and is

perceived by the Chinese leadership to be widely recognized by the

international community, China can then afford to take a softer stance

on Hong Kong.

Economically speaking, as is well demonstrated in this

dissertation and other pUblications that China is widely believed to

have derived about 1/3 of its hard foreign exchange reserves from or



through Hong Kong. In other words, Hong Kong is very important to

China's ability to pay for China's foreign imports for domestic

consumption and particularly for modernization purposes. It is also

widely believed that any radical changes in the economic or political

system of Hong Kong are very likely to lead to a business confidence

crisis in Hong Kong that would certainly hurt China's receipts from

Hong Kong. In addition, the liberalization of China's economic policy

aiming to modernize China has achieved excellent initial results. For

example, China is reporting $ 2.95 billion ($11.41 billion exports

minus $ 8.46 billion imports) in trade surplus for the first half of

1984. 9 The municipality of Shenzhen, a Chinese special economic

zone designed to utilize the financial and managerial resources of

nearby Hong Kong, reports that its revenues for the past four years

(January 1980 to December 1983) amount to roughly two times its

revenues for the 30 years before 1980. 10 These excellent initial

results of the open trade policy should give China enough incentives

to stay committed to a modernization effort and make China unlikely

actively to interfere with the free dealings in Hong Kong at least in

the short run. Even in the long run, Hong Kong should reasonably be

safe from undue Chinese interference because the economic

underdevelopment of China would probably still II needll a prosperous

Hong Kong to continue helping China to improve China's living

standards. Consider:

The present Chinese leadership has set for itself
the objective of quadrupling the gross value of
agricultural and industrial production by the year
2000••• as it conceivably can be (done) -- it would
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still leave China a ve~ poor country••• a per
capita gross domestic product of roughly $900 (in
1980 $): a figure lower than that of Colombia or
Ghana in 1979. The attainment of this modest per
capital income is contingent on China's success in
lowering its rate of population increase to less
than 1% per annum, while sustaining output at more
than 7% a year•••• Un1ess the ownership
rights •••are ••• privatized, no revolutionary
alternation in the record of China's economy can
be reasonably expected" (Pryby1 a, 1984: 27).

Politically speaking, a relatively free, stable and prosperous

Hong Kong under Chinese sovereignty would go a long way in depriving

the KMT regime in Taiwan of excuses not to engage in reunification

talks with China. In this light, China's present policy towards Hong

Kong's and probably Macao's futures can be viewed as part of China's

united front mu1tiphase strategy in reunifying Taiwan.

In the minds of the Chinese, the Taiwan issue takes precedence

over the Hong Kong issue. Therefore Mao and other Chinese leaders

were reportedly to have laid down the sequence of China's

reunification -- recovering Taiwan before recovering Hong Kong. 11

But the present situation seems to 1t"ldicate that Chi na will resolve

the Hong Kong reunification issue before it resolves the Taiwan

reunification issue. Therefore, contrary to Mao's possible initial

design of modelling the settlement of Hong Kong after the Taiwan's

settlement, the agreement on Hong Kong might now be used as the model

for Taiwan. In a sense, such unfolding of events contrary to China's

wishes may be a blessing in disguise. It is so because the PRC exerts

much more influence on Hong Kong than it does on Taiwan. China will

h.ave much more latitude in designing, molding and manipulating the
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settlement of Hong Kong to be used as a showcase settl~nent for

Taiwan. However, the same cannot be said if China were to try to

settle the Taiwan issue before it settled the Hong Kong issue.

Therefore, in what might be called phase one of China1s

reunification strategy, China declined to "reabsorb" Macau in 1975 and

later in 197712 when the Portugal government offered to return Macau

to China, probably aiming to all~ the immediate fear of Macau and

Hong Kong and the intermediate fear of Taiwan. This strategy was

adopted because:

1. By letting Macau remain as it is, China can be said to have the

best of both worlds for the following reasons:

A. China enjoys de facto control of Macao.

B. China can use the "appearance" of control by the Portugese in

Macao to allay the fear of Hong Kong because Hong Kong was and

still is beneficial to China's well-being, economic and

otherwise.13

2. Macao was, so to speak, passed over for reabsorption into China

because Hong Kong, instead of Macao, can be made a better showcase

of communist pragmatism and generosity. There is more at stake in

Hong Kong for the following reasons:

A. China must deal with Britain, a bigger power than Portugal.

B. China must deal with the fate of close to six million people,

a larger population than Macao·s 0.4 million.

C. China must deal with an annual US $29.1 billion economy in

Hong Kong, a bigger economy than Macao·s US $ 0.64 billion

annual economy.
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3. It shows that China was pragmatic by not re-taking Macao.

In phase two of the reunification strategy, ideally having an

agreeable Britain in Hong Kong, like Portugal in Macao, is even a

better showcase to lure Taiwan into reunification talks than a policy

proposed to reabsorb Hong Kong. But since the British seem to insist

on either staying on in Hong Kong with genuine final responsibilities

over Hong Kong's law and order or withdrawing from Hong Kong

altogether, the present proposed Chinese policy of reabsorbing Hong

Kong and disallowing a British official presence seems to stem from

British reluctance to be a Hong Kong version of a lame-duck Portugal

and be exploited by China in its pursuit for reunification and other

foreign relations dealings. Thus, at present, China's united front

reunification strategy in Hong Kong seems to be:

1. To use capitalism and Hong Kong self-rule to win over the

middle-of-the-roaders.

2. Openly allow the die-hard anti-communist Hong Kong people to leave

Hong Kong.

3. Then reabsorb Hong Kong.

4. Make a showcase of communist generosity out of Hong Kong to court

Taiwan into submitting to China's political embrace.

Phase three of the reunification strategy would be the completion

of the reunification of Taiwan under the 1981 Nine Point Proposal put

forward by Yeh JiangJing or anY other proposal agreed upon.
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For the sake of reunification alone, it seems unlikely that China

would renege on its IIgenerousll promises on Hong Kong since that would

spoil its efforts and chance in achieving reunification.

Furthermore, Deng Hsiaoping seems to desire a political status at

least on par with that of Mao Tsetung and Chou En1ai. This

inclination would tend to make Deng go easy on Hong Kong for the

purpose of achieving reunification.

Mao and Chou have a definite place not only in Chinese history,

but also in world communist and diplomatic history as well. Mao was

an unrivalled political theoretician in his life time in China.14

Chou was a globally acknowledged world class diplomat. Deng, though

returning to power after three purges (1933, 1966, 1976), might not

have achieved the kind of stature that Chou and Mao had achieved, at

least in the eyes of some Chinese people. Therefore, it has been

rumored and specul ated that one major final wish of the 72 years old

Deng before his death is to be regarded by the Chinese people and the

world that he is the main architect of the complete reunification of

China. 15

For all the above CUltural, economic and political reasons, this

author is therefore optimistic about the future of Hong Kong.

A ~1I\JOR WORRY

However, this author's optimism Must be balanced by a sense of

caution. This sense of caution is caused by China's potential

inability to allow the full autonomy of Hong Kong, especially in

business dealings.
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,

Under the proposed Special Administrative Region solution, Hong

Kong is supposed to have autonomy within China. The proposed

relationship between China and Hong Kong may be likend to the

relationship of a father (China) and a long lost son (Hong Kong) who

was raised in his aunty's household (colony under Britain) and who is

about to attend college on his own (Special Administrative Region) at

his father's expense (as China's self-restraints would provide

conditions for Hong Kong's prosperity). Both the father and son are

very different from each other in outlook and ways of life (capitalist

vs communist). Yet both need to have good relations with each other

if each is to have a condition conducive for prosperity. The son is

allowed to have what he wants as long as he does not go against his

father's wishes or bring disgrace to the family. The father ~ill

expect the son to write home about his progress from time to time. If

for any reason, these reports or letters become less frequent or

delayed, the father is likely-to make more frequent monitoring of his

son:s situation in order to ensure the continuing we11 being of his

son. From the father's point of view, he naturally wants to see his

long lost son prosper. If his son does prosper, it is likely that the

father will let his other sons and daughters (other Chinese cities)

emulate the path of the prosperous son in hope of bringing prosperity

to the whole family (China). From the long lost son's point of view,

he naturally would want to explore and experiment with as many new

experiences (e.g. indirect and direct elections for self-governance)

as he can. After all, the son is young, healthy and ambitious. The
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son is open to new ways of life, new modes of thinking, and new

relationships. As long as he can have the right to decide for

himself, he will try to succeed on his own terms, perhaps trying to

convince his father that his way of life is better than his father's

or more appropriate for the whole family.

Ideally, the father may be influenced by the son's persuasion and

may begin adopting some of his son's habits.

Realistically, there are cautious optimists, including this

author, who envision a strong Chinese tendency to interfere with daily

operations of Hong Kong just as a parent who is overprotective of his

child. An overprotective parent such as China with its frequent

monitoring may hinder the normal and independent growth of a child

such as Hong Kong. Consequently, foreign countries which deal with

Hong Kong may find themselves dealing more with China than with Hong

Kong. There will come a time when countries may find it easier to

deal with China directly than to deal with Hong Kong through the

watchful eyes of China, resulting in more third party-China dealings

than third party-Hong Kong dealings. Such an attitude would cripple

Hong Kong's ability to deal on its own. Meanwhile, the usefulness of

Hong Kong to China would be reduced. So would Chinese incentive or

willingness to allow Hong Kong a free hand to function as it is now.

Such a situation would indicate the beginning of the end of Hong Kong

as a useful business conduit of or development model for China. 16
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A IJTHEORyli Of TRUST

There seems to be little that one can practically do to remedy

this worry, short of granting independence. Judging from the power

disparity and the geographical closeness between China and Hong Kong,

independence is not feasible. Hong Kong seems to have to live under

the aegis of China. In this sense, some degree of trust is involved

if China is to remain socialist and Hong Kong capitalist.

No matter how binding and permanent the solution for Hong Kong's

future may be with all the attending international guarantees, there

will be no total guarantee. The international political situation can

and will very likely change. Beijing's leadership will change.

London1s leadership will change. So will the leadership of Hong Kong

and Taiwan.

China, with its overwhelming power advantage over Hong Kong,

might inadvertently or even intentionally oscillate its policy towards

Hong Kong between ful fi 11 i n9 its prorri ses on Hong Kong and not ,

fulfilling them. Thus, an e1er.lent of trust must always be involved in

China-Hong Kong relations. The kind of relationship between China and

Hong Kong will be dependent on the extent of trust required.

This IJtheorylJ of trust is applicable to the future of Hong Kong.

It comes down to the question: Do the Hong Kong people trust the word

of the Chinese Government? If yes, how much? The answer will finally

and necessarily depend on their faith in the process of the

Sino-British negotiations.
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This theory is also applicable to a perrenia1 epistmo10gica1

issue: how do we know we know. We really don't. We think we know

when a test confirms the research results we obtained. This

application of imperfect tests to test earlier test (research) results

cannot with any finality tell us what is really going on with our

subject of studY. No one can eXhaustively test the cause and effect

relationships for anything for there is an infinite number of possible

causes. At one point, one must end the testing and be satisfied that

thp. foregone conclusion ultimately rests on faith. In sum, the final

conclusion of almost any research findings, including this

dissertation's, is ultimately dependent on faith in the research steps

that one has taken.

No matter how much trust is required of the Hong Kong people in

the settlement of Hong Kong's future, there are some bright spots on

the whole hand1 ing of the, issue.

In a world that is infested with violent fighting in almost all

corners,17 it is indeed a ver'y refreshing and commendable act that

the future of Hong Kong is intended by all parties involved to be

settled by peaceful means. Hopefully this example of an

overwhelmingly powerful China negotiating with a fallen star Britain

over Hong Kong may help convince countries (that have axes to grind)

of the usefulness of negotiation, or the ultimate futility of violent

conflict, resulting in less occurrence of war and above all less loss

of human life.
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AUTHOR'S PREFERRED FUTURE

Finally, one must guard against looking at the future of Hong

Kong with a "bandwagon" attitude. Adopting a 'less deterministic

attitude may help to discover further insights. At the present

moment, everyboqy, including this writer, seems to be thinking of Hong

Kong's future in terms of China's. One might benefit by looking back

on Singapore's future two decades ago. At the time, it did not seem

unreasonable at all to link Singapore's future with Malaysia's. One

would have been surprised at how quickly one's projections were proved

wrong when Singapore separated from Malaysia and became independent.

Hong Kong, of all the seeming impossibilities, might take a similar

path to Singapore's for reasons unapparent at present. In other

words, the Hong Kong people might still have a chance to shape Hong

Kong's future. For this exhilarating reason, this author would like

to ask the reader to bear with him while he entertains his idea of a

preferred future for Hong Kong.

Instead of viewing the uncertain future as a formidable probleTJ,

the people of Hong Kong should view this uncertainty as a challenge to

create an innovative form of governance ideally satisfying the

different and perhaps at times conflicting concerns of the Hong Kong

people and other parties involved such as Britain and China. But

above all, the Hong Kong people owe it to themselves to safeguard and

satisfy their self-interest so that no party, be it China, Britain or

anyone else, can intentionally or inadvertently ruin the achievements

of Hong Kong that they have worked so hard for.
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With Hong Kong self-interest viewed as a corner stone to any

desirable future for Hong Kong, like Martin Luther King, Jr., this

author would like to say, III have a dream;" A dream where all Chinese

people, not just those in Hong Kong, but also those in Taiwan, Macau

or elsewhere,18 can choose, build and live the kind of future that

they want. Judging from the independence chapter, one sees that Hong

Kong has an enterprising population with an efficient public and

private sector. Hong Kong, therefore, possesses just as many

qualifications as Singapore does to becoming an independent state.

Judging from the difference in living standards and freedoms enjoyed

between people living in Hong Kong and people living in China, perhaps

it is in Hong Kong's self-interest to become independent. Having the

Hong Kong people decide who gets what (resources that Hong Kong has),

when and how is morally appealing, may this author say, to a great

many Hong Kong people. And in view of the fact that some Hong Kong

people think China has a legitimate claim over Hong Kong's

sovereignty,19 a compromise solution between total independence of

Hong Kong and Hong Kong under the aegis of China might be found. Thus

this author professes that he personally prefers a Chinese

Commonwealth solution discussed in the independence chapter for the

political future of Hong Kong. This option allows Hong Kong the

luxury of freedom from Chinese domination, yet it gives Hong Kong the

privilege of keeping close ties with China. In a world characterized

by unpredictable change, the Chinese Commonwealth option presents

exciting opportunities for novel forms of government.
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The major 'rationale for' proposing an option of this kind is as

follows:

1. Morally speaking, the ultimate power to decide on the future of

Hong Kong should and indeed does rest in the hands of the Hong

Kong people.

2. Optimistically speaking, human beings are the author of their own

fate and "political power is (but) concentrated means of affecting

the future. 1120

3. Objectively speaking, lilt is the feeling of the people (of Hong

Kong) which is really the deciding factor (of the future of Hong

Kong)" (H. Ingrams, 1952: 255; emphasis added).

4. Pessimistically speaking, the last resort to having one's way is

through civil disobedience. The Hong Kong people who choose to

remain in Hong Kong or those who have no means to leave Hong Kong

can choose to II strike" unti 1 they get a settl anent acceptable to

them. 21 What have the Hong Kong people got to lose in doing

that if all else fails? What will the Chinese communists do?

Shoot the Hong Kong people for not producing economic miracles

under a system unacceptable to the Hong Kong people? Given the

Chinese cultural propensity, the economic and the political

considerations discussed earlier, China is not likely to do

anythi ng rash.

In advocating the Chinese Commonwealth solution, it is not that

this writer and other Hong Kong people are not patriotic Chinese.

Rather, they are or at least they perceive that they are unable to
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tolerate life under potential communism. Neither do they prefer that

the capitalist KMT in Taiwan to take over Hong Kong.

First and foremost, people in Hong Kong do not like communism.

If some of them preach communism, most probably think they have been

spoiled by the capitalists in Hong Kong for so long that they are

unable to practise the doctrine they preach.

Second, after having been enjoying relative freedom under British

rule for the past one hundred or so years, the people in Hong Kong

probably dislike authoritarian government, regardless of the form of

the economy.

Why is it that Hong Kong must either be under China, Britain or

both because of some historical incidents?

J~st as the Chinese Communists used to object to be bound by

international law, in whose birth they took no part, so can the people

of Hong Kong, who took no part in the historical incidents that

brought about the colonY of Hong Kong, be liberated from those

incidents.

By the same logic, why should Hong Kong be bound by an upcoming

agreement between Britain and China in which the Hong Kong people have

practically played no part? Why should the Hong Kong people leave the

fate of their future in the hands of Britain and China? It simply

makes no sense at all to allow one1s well-being to be decided by the

dictates of others. If the Chinese people had stood up in 1949 as Mao

Tsetung declared, so can and should the Hong Kong people in 1997.

This author hopes for the time when he and others can declare that the
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Hong Kong people have stood up as Mao did in 1949 to the Chinese

people. Thus this author urges the Hong Kong people to begin standing

up for their rights and their children1s rights now in 1984 so that

they will be standing proudly by 1997. Those Hong Kong people who are

50 years old and over now might not need to worry too much about life

under China after 1997. A great portion of their lifespans will have

been over by then. They will not have to suffer much longer if

suffering is required then. If worse comes to worst, they can choose

to commit suicide and end their lives a few years earlier rather than

living under Chinese restraints. But for those Hong Kong people who

are less than 50 years old, who comprise more than half of the Hong

Kong population and especially for those who are in their 20s and 30s

now, they will reach their prime when 1997 arrives. They cannot and

should not let others decide their fate and risk having to accept the

potential negative consequences of that decision -- either live

unhappily with the decision or commit suicide to escape.

There must be a more positive and effective way of dealing with

the issue of the future of Hong Kong than resigning the fate of Hong

Kong to the wishes of others, no matter how noble other's intentions

may be.

Is it not a god-given right for people anYwhere to decide on what

system of government they desire?

Plainly speaking, why should Hong Kong not have the right to

self-determination, notwithstanding anY claims that might be made by

China, Britain, Taiwan or elsewhere?
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Thus, this author proposes what he did earlier in the chapter to

the Hong Kong people -- to lobby for a Chinese commonwealth in which

Hong Kong is symbolically under China but practically has full

autonomy in all aspects of Hong Kong's administration. In order to

achieve the Chinese Commonwealth option by 1997, it is high time in

Hong Kong to start searching for political candidates who can

articulate Hong Kong's self-interest firmly and convincingly before

the Chinese leadership. Ideal candidates should have the charisma to

rally popular grassroot support from the Hong Kong people and yet are

independent and diplomatic enough to fight off anY undue influence

from China. This author realizes that he m~ be sounding like he is

asking for a candidate for the presidency of the world. Whatever it

is, this is what it takes to assure the independence of a "reabsorbed"

Hong Kong under the proposed Chinese Commonwealth solution. The

needed popular support is to equip candidates with bargaining chips in

their dealings with China and Britain. The popularity of the

candidate is important to ensure that the candidate will not be

assassinated. Any assassination of one or more popular candidates

would cause great unrest in Hong Kong. This prospect of great unrest

in Hong Kong should provide the incentive for any party which desires

to benefit from the stability of Hong Kong to discourage anY potential

assassination plot of any popular indigenous Hong Kong candidates who

are working for the attainment of a Chinese Commonwealth. Hopefully,

the group of candidates may at the end achieve the establishment of a

Chinese Commonwealth.
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In the grand final analysis, politics is a very complex matter.

It is more so in the politics of the future of Hong Kong. Any

sanitized version of Hong Kong1s future is bound to suffer from the

limits of time and change. For these reasons, the future of Hong Kong

may remain an intellectual labyrinth for some time to come. While

nobody knows for sure what exactly Hong Kong will become, one thing

seems sure. That is, "The real, final and only question is: how much

is Hong Kong worth? And to whom? It is a good question, especially

about a borrowed place still living on borrowed time •••••

Whatever happens, it is a question which the Chinese (hopefully the

Hong Kong Chinese) will answer in their own time and their own place

and thei r own way" (Hughes, 1968: 171).
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IX

1. Overholt, 1984: 480-81. Reservations on direct democracy were
made by a Hong Kong Government green paper released on July 18,
1984. "In ruling out direct elections," the Green Paperls
"excuses" were that such a system Ilwou1d run the risk of a swift
introduction of adversaria1 politics, and would introduce an
element of instability at a crucial time" The Week in Hong Kong.
No. 34 July 16-22, 1984.

2. The Week in HK, July 9, 1984.

3. China Quarterly, March 1984 pp. 147-48.

4. As early as 1982, Britain has dropped hints of conceding
sovereignty to China. See BR 1982: 3: 8 and BR 1982: 12: 8.

5. See Jim Borg, "China Progress, Problems cited,1I The Honolulu
Advertiser. February 3, 1984 A-13.

6. For example, 1. 198 A.D.- 218 A.D: Liu Pei in the Taoist state in
Suchuan. 2. Han Wu Teils reign in the West Han Dynasty. 3.
Tong Dynasty, in Kaifong, freedom of religion when the Chinese
were strong. No freedom of religion when the Chinese were weak.
4. Traditional Chinese behavior towards Tibet. 5. 1911 towards
Germany. 6. 1924-27 towards the USSR. For details, see Owen
Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China. (London: Oxford
University press, 1940).

7. This author says irrationality because if the West can invest in
China, what is the fuss about western investorls fears of
investing in a China-controlled Hong Kong? But reality has shown
that the western investors may not be that rational. They pulled
out their investments in Goa before Indials proposed takeover of
Goa.

8. Christopher S. Wren, IIDeng ls Strong Stance," Honolulu
Star-Bulletin. July 25, 1984 A-18.

9. "chtna Shows Trade Surplus, II The Honolulu Advertiser. July 24,
1984 D-1}

10. Sing Tao Jih Pao, June 4, 1984 Front Page.

11. Greenfield, 1983: 31; Miners, 1979: 103. See also Cheng Ming
1977•
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· 12.

13.

The future of Macau was uncertain ever since the Portugese
pro-Soviet radical communists attempted to persuade Lisbon to
return Macau to China in 1975, perhaps in an attempt to embarrass
China (Asia Yearbook 1976: 208). But "Macau's relationship with
Portugal became less turbulent after February (1977) when
Associated Press reported that Lisbon had tried unsucessful1y to
return Macau to China," (Asia Yearbook 1978, p, 237).

"China wants to maintain Macau's stability 'ittlich will in turn
help investment confidence in neighboring Hong Kong," (Asia
Yearbook 1978: 237).

For details, see Dick Wilson, Mao Tse-Tun, in the Scales of
History: A Preliminary Assessment. New ork: Cambrldge
University Press, 1977.

15. Luobing, "Zhongying Tanpan Yu Deng-Hu Xintai" Cheng Ming
October 1, 1982 p. 10-11.

16. If such worry was indeed worried by and believed to be the future
of Hong Kong, there would be chaos even as early as in the
transition period (now to 1997). Those people, especially the
rich, who can afford to leave, would leave Hong Kong. Those who
elect to stay would utilize all money-making opportunities in
Hong Kong before the vitality and glamor of Hong Kong dies down.
Those people, especially the poor, who have no means to leave
Hong Kong, would have to stay, perhaps deprived of the incentives
to strike for Hong Kong's continuing prosperity. In short, there
would be no long-term objectives associated with Hong Kong;
people's morale would consequently be very low. Hong Kong would
join the long list of ancient great cities such as Petra and
Carthage to become modern relics.

17. In the period 1982-1983, there were fightings in Nigaragua,
Hondura, Beirut (US Marine), Chad (coup), Poland (Solidari~),

rioting in the Philippines (following B. Aquino's assassination)
and in Northern Ireland. A Korean Airlines civilian plane was
shot down in the vacini~ of the Sakhalin Island by the USSR. At
present, there is the Iran-Iraq Gulf War going, to name just a
few violent conflicts.

18. This author understands the extreme sensf ttvi ty of the issue.
Southeast Asian countries which have large Chinese contingencies
such as Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and the
Philippines might well have their objections to the statement.
For an example of how paranoid those countries might be, see
Acting Director General of the Malaysian Foreign Ministry Mon
Jamaluddin's "serious concern" over an economically, militarily
and by implication politically strong China in "Malaysia Cautions
Shultz Over China," The Honolulu Advertiser. JUly 10, 1984
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A-10. But they should realize that the statement does not intend
to rally the Chinese contingencies there to form a pan-Chinese
state. Rather, it is a statement that expresses the wish that
all human beings, be they Chinese or other~ise should have a
right to determine their own governance and should not be subject
to "offict al Iy-sanct-ioned" discrimination because they are
Chinese or otherwise.

19. 22% of the student respondents thought China should rule Hong
Kong.

20. Albert Somit, Political Science and the Study of the Future.
Hinsdale, Illinois: The Dryden Press, 1974 p. 13.

21. Labor disputes in the US and Canada give a very indirect glimpse
of what "civil dt sobedtence" might achieve. For example, see the
crippling effects of the longest gaming strike in Las Vagas by
stagehands (1400 members), culinary workers and bartenders for at
least 75 days. See also the effect of transport strike of the
12,700 workers -- ICTU members in Vancouver and Canada.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY RESEARCH

Date: August 1982

Situs: International Student Office (ISO) Visa Clearance Table, the

University of Hawaii at Manoa (UHM), Honolulu, Hawaii, USA.

Sampling Frame: The Hong Kong Student Population at the UHM.

Sampling Method: The entire Hong Kong Student Population were target

respondents. Tables were set up at the ISO during the entire

regular registration period for Fall 1982. All Hong Kong

students who went to the ISO for visa clearance were given a

questionnaire. One hundred forty seven out of a population of

317 responded.

What follows in this appendix is a copy of

1. The Questionnaire used in this survey which had been pretested on

a random sample of 21 people before it was finally adopted,

2. The Data Definition and Control file, and

3. The Raw Data Table which contains three lines of data for each

case.



~ £ IV.' /_/J':~@: COIU/I7/t I1WY/(;.e,c.. ~ tlatt'at;;C< S I?\..- ~"'\... J~
JJ, • !/CLIY/U,;5 l1e.rt 70 1:211 JJt!-'lS t.:l/LoI~ t2cJ;.~ c ~~/"S(rf 1

Cl/ij1i, 'I> tr·

~ Class Seandlng FR S? J~ Sf( qK.
CODE i Is it an alternate? Yes NO _

5G'( (jj) 1) Gender: Male J... FemaleL
E,qICG) 2) What is your ethnicity? Chinese~ British~

;;hat is your age? /"'-ST IICTUJ91... I1CjE

Indian I.J- Other.2:=..-

(code later)

b) Self-employed se.:
d) Clerk W

Arnerican---L

occupation: List __

a) Professional IL
c) Worker/technical~

e) Managerial~ f) Teacher 6.!f.--
g) Student~ (If you work parttime, pl enter your occupation

on the above category)
Have you ever been employed by the Hong Kong Government?

NO L Yes 'l _!~'/hen How long What Dept

Are you employed by the Hong Kong Government? Yes ~ NO~

What economic class do you think you belong to?

Where were you born?

~ Hong Kong Pl state your ancestral horne __

@6)
(jJ) 7)

Z:;C(./!'7')

(8)
!?1/i(41-':'"

Low .:L

~lorking ...L
Middle .>

Upper middle~

uppe:r.~

Superupper~

Province

...2- Mainland China \'/here? Province __

---L Hacau

--L Taiwan

County

county

_____ Other (please

';,- a.):
7>"~'tG-1..<..

USA
r.-X
J/N<.'l,5

specify)
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2

How long have you lived in Hong Kong? Year(s) Month(s)

What is your level of formal education?

primary school J: Secondary school ->
Technical Secondary school -i=- Matriculation~

University Graduate school

No formal education at all

Others (please specify nationality}

American(s)

British

If yes, How many? (pl state # of friends)
6.J =-:;.-

.;;,,,...., ~ I~l

.,g:/~I =-2!'-

Adult night school

Do you have ~ working knowledge of the English language? Yes -1 NO~
:.,... r

How many years of formal English training if any do you have?f~YrS

friends who come from places other than your home

Chinese EnglishIn what language?

14) Do you normally read a newspaper?
@ ra;p;/E:~>.-:!:.- Yes _ r-----=-....:---------------,

No Other languages?

About how often do you normally read?

.2!L Daily .r6 $t- Weekly (j " Monthly ? ~ ~ "'fit

G?-0;
Po lit I ltV
7>"{'(:< ,..1111"'-

:<.

piease rank the following newspaper sections according to the
frequency of time you spend reading it (Put a '1' beside the
section you ~ read

Sports Intern'l Pol. Events Entertainment

Continues on
;Y."lff II' <: :){

:J. ~ 'to?
,j( ::.,)
3 ::.;;
Lf- ::1
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3

14) Cl:lntinues•••

Imch one of the follcwinq~ sections you don't read at
all (Mark an 'x' to those sections that you cion' t read)

-Sports InOl'l Pol. Events _Local Pol. Events

Fiction CXmi.c

c&;, 15) Eave you ever travelled outside of Mainland Ctina, Ha1g Kong and Taiwan?

(F.71111't L :L ""-{..... "'" _ ,..,.,.,
..!p..- No LI'lllen For IllY long

16) Please read the fol.l.cYinq list of places. 'lb=n, please check the four best places
~ in which you would like to live in by put:t:in:r an 'x' lleKt to it.

~. e,__>' ~ Nigeria .:$...lB:.. Israel -fiLlS! A1JStra1ia
.'lUl.V'-
~T l1lf:i!;. ~Exioo ~ Chad !1J!#Z Mainland Qlina

'1~ 'iIf:li:. Singapore Ifft,V Taiwan $/f!Jl. sauii Arabia

~es:r t If:[ Vietnam tlS19:. The tEA tW thited Kingdan

~_ .~ canma'L558'The U3SR .5i,.)t,T Switzerland

r.tlf<r3t;51 1&!tfJapan ~Iran 1-If:J.L The Philippines

fllJtjFrarJr:e Sal's. Korea ~ Ha1g Kong .?I/tklll1at::au

l

Please pick four places in which you would least desire to live.

J~Gr.: Nigeria BFA Israel -Ilt15 IA1JStra1ia

/ii8: l-exioo ttI!!P- Chad eMainland Qlina

~iu.7" Singapore

!leT Vietnam .

{AI{,A Canada

71JJfl Japan

f!!tJtJ. France

tmJ'; Taiwan

:I.S:f1. The tEA

!Iz!S.. The llSSR

:tlP..!/Iran
.5li1f S. Korea
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4

Bad

How do you rate the British GovemITI!nt trea1:llent: of Ila\g KaIg over the years?
(please pick: one a'I1y)

~/ Excellent .LGo:iJ. ....L Fair ,;2 Poor L- Bad

"I:f(\~..Jlf' 19) How do you raee the Ch:irese Cl:ImDJni.st GoveI:ment treat:lrent of Hong Ka1q over
lr;'cJf01t the years? (Please pick one a'I1y)

L Excellent .!:LGo:iJ. 2.- Fair ~Poco:

YesNo

If yes, how la1g ago did you first koow about it?~ Yrs..
Before I told you.~

I . -, -~~t the Honq Kax; Island was pennanenUy
~to~~tish by the 1842 Treaty of Nanking?

Do :ron koow about the New Temtories (Nf) Iease before I told you about it
today?

@_ 20) !iow do you !:ate Taiwan Govel:IllJ'Blt trea1:llent: of HaIg Ka1q over the years?
A.Jf((f~f)r (pick one a'I1y)

...2:. Excellent ..!LGo:iJ. 2.- Fair .d...Poor 7 Bad

@ 21)tm"ti~I, fi vf..{f ..." I

b) Did you knCT.II that the StalecutteJ:s' Island and the KcMloon
peninsula were pe=anenUy ceded to the British by the
Treaties of Pekin:J (1860)?

No yei;-

c) Did you know that the m' were leased to the British for
99 years by the COnvention of Peking (1898)?

No Yes

~ 22) Do you think the NT Lease sett1elrent and the rest of ?.eng Kong is a package deal?

'f"~~,, 7 eX
t _ Yes ..... ,;.- No _Cb_' unsure

Co you think HOng Kong can survive en its own without the Nl'?

:- Yes - _ No 0 Unsure

Co you think there is a necessity to have a sett1elrent on the "expiring" Nl' Lease?

J.. Yes -" No et U/1~\..i<..-= --
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/ftl1rJ.FbL
"GV 25) OJ you think the internal political situation of China at the time of the

set:t:leflent will affect the kind of settlement that we may get?

..!:.... Yes if No

When is the likely tine that the Nl' !ease be settled?

.!!!t.. Present - 1984 ,~ 1985 - 1989

i'b 1990 - 1996 ci1 1997 J1. After 1997

When do you like to see the Nl' !ease be settled?

Y!:t Present - 1984 ..& 1985 - 1989

Yb 1990 - 1996 Ji..- 1997 i? After 1997

I'lhen is the worst: t:il:e for the Nl' !ease to be settled?

.& Present - 1984 .111985 - 1989

c;b 1990 - 1996 J1:.. 1997 Z? After 1997

29) Please identify the COImtries and/or persons that have a stake 0IIl!r the
(-(IJ,,/~iIr<L ultimate political future of lbng Kong by putting an 'x' to all that apply.
; I{ilv../'" You can give r.m:e than one choice. -

5

CCrnrLlnist China

__ The United Kingt:lan

You personally

Japan

__ Your family

The USSR

Taiwan

Your friends

11acau

~,

~31)

Please pick the one govem:ent 'Nhich has the decisive say in the ultiIrate
political future of I!ong Kmg by putting an 'x' next to it.

~ The United Kingdan :> Hong Kong :) Taiwan

c.;- The USA T The USSR (, Japan

;:. Mainland China .9 other (Pl. specify) _

In settling the Nl' Lease, will people involved say they favor violence?

J.. Yes -.! No d tmcertain

If we nust settle r.:.e Nl' lease, what kind of l1'etOOd is likely to be ~loyed

by the people in\'Olved?

.: Violent -.1 Nal-violent cj tmc:ertain
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6

AssI:minq there will be a settlemmt, what do you think will be the likely
"ultimate" political future of Hong Kalq (please pick one cIx>i.ce only)?

± Halg Koog under total control of China as part of Kwangt:un;J Pmvince.

it.. Halg Kanq remains as it is

-ct: Halg Kanq gains incJeFendence·

_1- !laIg Kalg as is but with even closer ties with China

A- 1.- !laIg Koog as is but with less ties with China.

,,:< IIorlg Koog remains as is as far as its daily adIIIinistratic goes bIt
-- titularly as an aut:cIlaIDus IIIlI1icipality of 01ina (e.g Special Export zone)

Na:le of the aixlve

Please c:lescribe the scenario of your estimated likely political future of
Hong Ka1g as best you can such as:

1m will~Hong Kong? Why?
(e.g. Oti.ria? The UK? IlK Hesiclents?)

'j,,,,,- vI( -,Q!::..
-.:; tf ..3

(ij3).-
u::.:p_rt I

Order what ecc.rlallic systen? Why?

(i§ (e.g. Capitalist? Socialist?
camunist?)

elf =--"".3
!Jet /y-q-J ,:'t;;l,0,r

co :¢'{j!.v(.:-ftn.-..
7,",<:-t/·;7 50 = -3

My other a:mrents on the likely political futw:e of Hong l'-ong?

(If necessary, please feel free to use the back of the page.)
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7

l'!Iat is yoor preferxed political fut:m:e of Hong Kong (please pick 0l'l8 only)?

::..J:.. Hong Kong under total OCllltml of Olina as part of Kwangl:Imq Prov.ince

JL... Hoog Kong ranains as it is

_ct_ Hong Kong gains i.OOependence

, z. Hong Kong remains as it is bIt with even closer ties with Olina

1-- Hong Kong remains as it is but: with less ties with Olina

,;;"" lk1lq Kong ranains as it is as far as its daily adDinistraticn 9OE!S but:
-- titularly as an auta'lCIIlOJS lIIlmicipality of Olina.I/ISC i,ui.<6.. )P":1.,...,.sz

17d-'... .;rJ,{/<7C->---
None of the aixMl

please descril:e the scenario of yoor preferred fu= as best and as specific
as you can,.·such as:

Who should rule Hong kanq?
(e.g. IlK residents? Otina? other

cx:mbinaticns etc)

(;..,. .... ,;\ ()(..:.!CJ

"'" Cf ~

Under what fol:Ill of gove:t:mellt?
(e. g. GoveJ:lllt'ellt by election?

Governamt by appointuent? etc.)
;;~('c;'" ..>

~,I:..z;'r.. ~

IJy..{-'- "':3

Why?

lmy other caments on the preferred future of Halg Kong?

(If necessary. please feel free to use the back of the page. Tlla:nks!l

Please rate the probability of sucx::ess of yoar preferred future in the next

5 years % 10 Years %
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B

bet::i5\ 35) l'lhat do yoo. fear tol\the political. future of Hong Kong (Please pick one onl.y)?

~ ;-If' Iklng Konq under total centrol of China,

..-:;....L1i\fu.~1. Iklng Kcng mnains as it is«e»
i ...!L Hong KaIg gains independence

r-l Hong Kcng as is b.1t with even closer ties with 0Wla

L Hong Kcng as is b.1t with less ties with China.

;' d-Halq Kcng mnains as is as far as its daily aaninistrat;icn gce~ Qut
titularly as an autalcm:luS ImJnicipality of China, ",c..e...CG<,b'~ "-\:' .

/'tk'"I<.<~/" T!.-(J.':f' ""-
__ Nc:r1e of the above. Please specify your an.5lo1er in the folJ.a.ori1lq space:

Please explain the reascns behind yoor choice in the following space.

36) When and if settlanent of the m' !ease is imninent, based an yoo:r: knowledge
of the followi.ng govex:rurents' past perfcn:manc:e, how rmx:h Co you think each
of these goveJ:l'lllIIDt will take Hong Kong public opinion into account?

Not at all A little Quite a bit A lot ~t applied

0<-
'2, <f- e:--

.;Z _3 i- ,?i;

c< .e. 5L- 7:
--1:'-

Taiwan Gov't

Japanese Gov't

The USA

The USSR
think--

Or any other governr;ent which yt:Ujo,lNOUld participate in the settlarent of the !ease
and ~d also take Ho~ Kong public opini= into =sideraticn.

Nam;, of Gov't
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9

If the political faction of the "gang of four" regUre regains exntrol of
China at the t:iIIe of the Nr Lease sett1ellent:, Wat do you think they'll do?

~ Let Halg Kong be independent

~ Let Hong Kong ranain as is

-,;l ~Iake Halg Kcng an autancm::Jus =i.cipality of 01ina

:..!t... eatplete1y re-absoI:b Halg Kong into atina

_ Other {Please specityl _

If the cw::rent political factia1 of Denq Hsiao Ping' still centrols China at
the t::ilIe of the Nl' Iease settlement. Wat do you think th2y'll do?

4' Let Ilcnq Kcng be independent

(j Let Halg Kong reamin as is

.... ;:). ~Iake Ilcnq Kong an aut:cn:lloJs IlIIJIli.cipality of 01ina

~ eatpletely re-absorb Halg Kong into atina.tr::1
V [b you have relatives in Mainland China?f/,,¥291

f,U< ! rt No ..1. Yes

!lave you ever been to Mainland 0Una.?

"- Yes If yes, date ycur'l1XlSt recent trip to 01ina

Date Where _

For how long? _

cf No

How would you describe your sentiJrents in the Cl.inese G::ITmJnist Party/Klx:mintang
(OUna/I'aiwan) conflict?

/'J Pro-<hina :! Pro-'l'aiwan =r Indifferent

!l- Neutral L Not sure ? lbn't know

~ 42) If the Chinese Ca:muni.st party is to re-take Hong Kong, IIoOUld you leave Hong Kong?

l~i(:'I/K s: Yes Why? Please specify -------------
'7

~No

.L Unsure

I'Jhen .....ere YO,1 last in Hang Kong?

Date _
For how long?_~__'_......,'-'---'---:.c.:"-----
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3 8 006 6 1 08

333 1 1 97
o

J 1 252 6 1 14 000 00 00 00 1
dCHI 3 3 3 1 0501-101 1 84 84
-2 00 1 1 00 0882 0
4 1 252 7 1 10 000 00 00 00 1
IRAN 3 .2 2 1 T50000-1 1 97 84
00 00 1 1 08 0
3 1 240 6 0 000 00 00 00 1
USSR 3 3 3 1 15-1-101 1 96 84
-4 -2 0 1 00 01 81 0
6 1 6 1

1 1 - 1- 1-1 0
o

3 1 216 6 1 16 003 03 00 00 1 30 22 1 CANA USOA SiIT liKON
IRAN 4 3 3 1 10000001 1 as 84 96 4-1-1 -1 03 03 -1·
-4 -2 1 0 09 01 0582 0
3 1 264 6 1 14 009 03 00 06 1 04 39 1 SING USOA SilT HKON
PHIL 3 3 1 01-101 1 89 84 96 30000 -2 -3 -3 -1 -4

- 2 1 1 -1 01 0782 0
4 1 156 3 1 09 025 05 02 18 1 04 20 1 USOA AUST S.IT HKON
SARA 3 2 2 1 0601-101 1 98 97 84 8-1-1 -2 03 -3 -3 00 -4
-2 -2 0 1 01 01 0783 0
~ 1 216 5 1 10 000 00 00 00 1 04 30 1 SING CANA AUST HKON
SARA 3 3 3 1 000001 1 97 91l 84 300-1 00 00
-:;. - 2 1 1 07 01 0
" 1 265 5 0 08 010 10 00 00 1 04 44 0 CANA ~CHI HKON
~ARA 4 4 3 1 20010001 1 84 ti4 89 800-1 -1 00 00 -1 00
00 - 2 1 1 -1 00 0980 0
j 1 240 5 1 004 04 00 00 1 04 45 1 USOA AUST SilT HKON
MCH.l 343 1 1601-101184 84 97 801-100'0303 03 00 04
-4 00 1 1 00 01 0881 0
3 1 '-40 G 0 20 013 ~O 03 00 1 04 16 0 SING CAllA HKON
~CHI 3 3 3 1 150001-1 1 96 98 84 30001 CO 00 -2 03 00 04
-2 -4 0 0 07 01 0882 0
3 1 240 6 1 08 1 04 36 0 CANA AUST liKON
uSSR 3 33 1 0801-1011 89 89 97 3-100 -1 -3 00

o
j 1 192 1 1 08 010 10 00 00 1 04 35 1 USOA :1CliI SlUT £iKON
SARA 4 2 2 1 100001-1 1 84 84 98 8-1-1 -1 -3 03 01 04
-4 -2 1 1 00 01 1176 0
4 1 216 5 a 12 C03 00 00 03 1 30 39 1 USOA AKON
SARA 4 4 3 1 0301-101 1 84 84 97 8-1-1 -1 00 03 03 -1

'IlZT ISBA ussa
-4 3 2 j

PB 0 " 18 70 0
VIEr USSR SARA
03 03 -4 j 2 ..
SR 1 1 23 70 0
NlGB HET CIUD

0.1 -2 j 3
JR 0 1 .:2 70 0
NIGL VIET TAlli

-2 0 0 0
JIi 0 1 21 70 0
VIE1 US~R IiUN
OJ 03 -4 2 1 .2
sa 1 1 24 70 0
VIET

SR 1 1 .:2 70 0
lIlG!:: rsa A IailN
03 03 - .. 3 .2 j
FR 0 1 11l 70 0
VH.I US.:;,. lliAII

03 03
JR 0 1 20 70 o
NIGE ISBA USSR

-.. ~ Ll ..
sa 1 1 25 75 0
NI.. s VIET IRAN
-3 -3 -4 4 3 2

o .: U 70 0
VI E1 USSft IICIiI
-3 -3 -4 3 3 "
JR 0 1 20 70 0
VIET usss SKuR

-4
sa 1 1 24 70 0
lII ...E IIE:U ISdA
ilO 00 0 j Ll
SI? 1 1 21 70 a
VIET <..HAD ussa
03 OJ -4 3 4 Ll
JR 0 '-1 70 0
VIET l:iiiA ussa
OJ 03 -~ 3
JR 1 1 21 7 U 0
NI"'E liEn VIE'.!:

JB 1 21 70 0
VlET USSR Iii.Ali
-3 -2 3 2 3
sa 1 .2 23 70 0
NIGE VIET ussa
u3 03 -4 4 2 3
sa 1 1 23 70 0
tU.iB /tl::X.l VIET
-3 03 -4 3 3 3
SR 1 2 10 U

02330
02340
U2.150
02360
02370
02380
02390
02400
02410
02420
02 .. 30
02440
02450
02460
U2470
02480
02490
02500
02510
02520
02530
02540
02550
02560
02570
025dO
025~()

02600
u.i:610
02620
02630
0.i:6LlO
02650
026b0
02670
02ti80
02690
02700
02710
01.720
02730
0,,740
02750
02760
02770
027dO
02790
1l2dOO
1l2d 10
01.8,,0
02830
02tiLlO
02850
v.:d60
02tl70
oze ao
02a~0

O,dOO
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02910
0~920

0,,930
02940
02950
02960
02970
u~!:I80

02990
u3ll0U
03010
0~020

ll3030
\J.3040
0305ll
Oj06u
ll3070
030l:l0
03090
03100
03110
u31,,0
ll3130
03140
03150
031bO
03170
03180
03190
OJ:.!110
03210
03",,,0
llJ230
03.240
JJ250
ll.'1260
03.170
03~dO

03290
0..1300
03310
0332ll
03330
ll3j'lO
03350
03360
03370
03380
03390
03'100
u3410
03420
03tl30
J34 .. 0
03450
034bO
03tl70
03"dO

03 03 -4 4 2
SR 0 1 23 70 1
NlGE VIEt USSR

OJ -4 1 3 3
SP 1 1 20 70 0
MEXI

-4 4 4 4
5R 0 1 2..1 70 0
VIET USS" MCH.l
03 0" -4 4 ..I 3
SR 1 1 .11 30 0
lilliE Mi;;":l VIEt

0"
sa 0 1 ...4 7.3 0
IS aA HAN SARA
03 113 - .. J 2 ~

SP 1 1 21 70 0
v... r;·r rsaA USSR
03 OJ - .. 2 4 3
':;P 1 1 2. 1 70 1
NIGE VI:::T USSR
OJ -" -lj j 2 .1
J!\ 1 1 2l:l 70 0
VIET USSii IitAN
-3 03 -4 4
GR 0 1 .2b DO 0
CliAl)

-'I 4
SR 0 1 .24 73 1
VIET I5RA IRAN
-3 -3 Oil 4 4 ..
SR 1 1 21 70 0
VlET ISRA USSR

-lj L. 2 l
SR 0.2 70 0
/lEU VIET USSR

-4
SP 1 1 ;;~ 70 0
HKUN

00
JR 1 1 .21 70 0
USJA HKUN

o 0 0
FR 0 1 1'1 70 0
NI-iE VI";T USSR
ilJ OJ -'I " 1 l
SR 1 1 21 73 0
(;;'iiA uSOS Sii ...T

00 tl lj 4
Fd 0 1 17 70 0
laGE ;U;XI VIET

-lj

FR 0 1 18 70 0
VIET CHAD IaAN

-'I 4 .. lj

SP J 1 1~ 70 0
VlE:l: IRAU 11Cdl-..

U740980.AD.SURVEY.DATA

-4 -2 1 1 00 0882 0
1 6 1 C09 03 03 03 1 30 31 1 CANA TAli USOA HKON

Mcal 4 3 2 1 0701-101 1 89 98 84 3-100 -1 -3 03 00
-4 00 1 1 01 00 1281 1
J 1 251 5 0 15 000 00 00 00 1 30 40 1 AUST

3 3 3 1 10010001 1 89 89 97 3-1-1 00 03 OJ 03 00 04
-4 - 2 1 0 07 01 0
5 1 2tlO 5 0 16 010 10 00 00 1 30 17 1 CANA USOA AUST SiJIT
liKON 3 tl 3 110010001196 B4 3 0000

o 0 07 00 1281 0
lj 1 204 3 1 17 006 03 03 00 1 30 18 0 CANA FRAN SilT HKON
USSR 333 1 09010101 1 98 98 8tl 1-100 01 00
-4 -2 0 0 08 01 78 0
..I 1 252 5 1 16 016 16 00 00 1 Otl 43 1 SING CANA USOA AUST
PHIL 3 2 3 1 09CO-l01 1 96 84 98 3-1-1 00 00 -3 03 04 04
-4 00 1 1 00 0182 0
3 1 240 4 1 10 000 00 00 00 0 1 JAPA TAIW USDA HKON
SABA 1 1 1 1 1000-101 1 96 84 97 10000 00 03 03 03 00 04
-2 00 1 0 07 01 0881 0
j 1 2tlO 6 1 07 000 00 00 00 1 30 45 1 CANA FRAN USOA SWIT
UKIN 2 3 2 1 0701-101 1 84 B4 96 300-1 -2 -3 -3 -3 -1 00
-.. - 2 1 0 -1 01 0781 0
L 1 312 6 1 15 003 03 00 00 1 30 40 1 TAIW USOA UKIN HKON
PHlL tl 43 11501-101189 d4 89 3-1-1 -203 -3 -3 0000
-4 00 1 1 00 81 0
.. 1 312 7 i 15 022 10 00 12 1 30 39 1 HKON

tl 4 4 1 1001-101 a 96 96 97 3-1-1 -2 -3 -3 00
-4 00 1 1 00 81 0
3 1 258 5 1 13 000 00 00 00 1 04 tl3 1 CANA USOA AUST ~CHI

SKDR 3 3 2 1 10000001 1 89 89 98 3-1-1 -2 -3 -3 -2 00
- 2 1 0 -1 -1 0180 1

~ 1 228 6 1 1 Otl 08 1 SING CANA USDA HKON
SARA 3 2 2 1 10-10001 1 8tl 84 89 800-1 -1
-4 00 0 0 -1 01 80 0
4 1 2tlO 5 1 12 1 04 20 1 CANA USDA UKIN HKON
MCHI 3 3 3 0 000001 1 98 97 98 8-1-1 00 00

o 0881 0
2 2 084 6 1 07 010 10 00 00 1 Otl 15 0 USOA

3 3 3 1 100001-1 1 98 98 8tl 300-1 -1 -1
-.z 00 0 0 08 0 1 1268 C
3 1 216 5 1 18 000 00 00 00 0 0

3 3 3 1 000000 0000
o 1 09 01 0

4 1 222 5 1 16 059 50 03 06 1 04 38 1 JAPA TAli USOA SilT
IRAN 3 3 tl 1 05010001'1 96 84 98 3-1-1 -2 00 04 Otl
- 2 - 2 1 0 01 01 1281 0
j 1 216 5 1 15 1 04 30 1 CANA USCA SWIT HKON
HKON 4 2 3 1 0501-1-1 1 98 98 89 tlOl-1 00 00 -3 03 00
u 0 00 1 0 -1 01 (I" 79 a
1 1 204 a a 10 uoa 02 00 06 0 1 CANA JAPA USOA HKON
SARA 3 3 3 1 090101-1 1 98 98 8tl 3-101 -1 00

o 0 07 01 0882 0
j 1 223 3 0 12 000 00 00 00 1 30 08 JAPA USOA AUST RKON
SARA 3 3 3 1 07000101 1 97 84 98 30000 -1 00
U0 1 1 09 01 0882 0
..I 1 180 3 0 10 007 07 00 00 0 1 FllAN USOA ADST ssr r
PHIL 2 3 0 1 3 00 00 04

1 0 09 01 0
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30 lj 1 1 CA NA USOA AUST HKON
-1 00

1 04 23 0 CANA USOA UKIN HKON

97

U740980.AU.SURVEI.DATA

4 1 2211 3
SARA 3 2

00 1 0
j 1 360 6
SARA 3 3

03 03 -lj II
SP 1 1 i 1 70 0
N.J.GE VUT CHAD

sa 1 5 23
VIEl: IsaA

-~

SR 0 1 ~ 1
IS"A U~SR

-lj
JR 1 1 .!3
VIET ISRA

-lj
FR 0 1 10
lilGE d,i:;XI

-..
Jli. 1 1 23 70 0
VIET ussa Meal

-lj 4 2 j

SP 0 ~ 19 70 0
VIET U~SR MClIl
OJ OJ -4 2 1 ~

~B 0 1 22 70 0
VIET USSR IRAN

OJ 2 2
sa 0 1 1:1 70 0
ISH iJ~SB IRAN

ss J 1 20 70 0
VIET ISBA ussa

03 -.. lj 1 3
.ra 0 1 JU 70 0
VIJ::T uaA USSR

73 a Ii 8 144 6 1 18 1 04 20 1 SING CANA AUST HKON
USSR S KOR 3 :; 3 1 08000001 1 97 84 96 300-1 04 04

1 0 0582 0
70 0 3 2 180 6 1 1 04 16 1 CANA USOA AUST SWIT
IRAN UKIN 1 2 2 0 000001 1 98 98 84 10100 -4 Oll

- 2 -4 1 1 00 79 a
70 0 j 1 1 CANA USOA SWIT HKON
ussa SARA 4 4 II 1 1200000.1 1 84 84 98 400-1 00

00 00 1 1 08 01 81 a
70 0 1 3 198 3 a 16
V~ET ISRA 3 2 3 1 05C0010l

1 0 09 01 a
o 1 276 6 1 16 060 20 110 00 1 30 32 1 HKON
PHIL 3 3 3 1 12000001 1 97 811 98 0000 04

1 1 00 01 82 a
j 1 228 Ii 0 15 050 30 10 10 1 30 113 1 CANA FRAN USOA AUST
SARA 4 2 3 1 07010101 1 96 811 97 8-1-1 00 -3 -3 -3 00 00
-4 -2 1 0 07 1281 0
2 1 204 6 1 17 009 03 00 06 1 04 35 FRAN USOA UKIN SWIT
MCBI 3 3 3 1 100 10 10 1 1 97 97 84 3- 1- 1 - 1 - 3 - 3 03 00 04
-4 00 0 1 -1 81 0
lj 1 228 6 a 13 OCO 00 00 00 0 1 JAPA FRAN TAIW RKON
MCHI 3 3 3 a 0000-1 97 84 98 800-1 00 -2

o
FR 0 1 20 70 0 4 1 240 6 1 16 020 04 02 llj 1 04 44 1 CANA USOA SWIT HKON
VIET USS.. IRAN SARA J 3 3 1 0500-101 1 96 84 97 300-1 -1 -3 -3 03 00 04
v3 03 -4 3 2 ;. -4 00 1 1 07 0882 a
SP 0 1 ~2 70 0 4 1 240 6 1 20 0 1 CANA USOA AUST OKIN
VIET JAPA USSR aKON 2 1 3 1 200101-1 1 98 98 84 8-1-1 00 -3 -3 -3 00 04
03 -3 -4 ;. 3 4 -2.00 1 1 00 0882 a
JR a 1 2~ 70 0 3 1 264 5 1 14 003 03 00 00 1 04 38 1 CANA FRAN USOA SWIT
NIGE IS.... IRAN SARA 3 3 3 1 10000101 89 84 97 3-1-1 -2 -3 -3 -3 04 04
03 o~ -4 j 1 2 -4 -2 1 1 00 01 01381 0
Gil a 1 32 70 0 3 3 360 3 0 07 003 00 00 03 1 01 13 0 SING CANA JAPA FRAN
JAPA AUSI S.lT MACA 3 3 3 1 01-10101 1 84 96 97 4-1-1 00 01

-2 3 1 4 -2 -4 1 1 00 01 0480 a
SP 0 ~ ~O 70 0 3 1 240 5 1 13 000 00 00 00 1 30 39 1 FRAN USOA SWIT HKON
USSR MeHl SARA PHIL 3 3 3 1 0500-101 1 89 84 96 400-1 00 03 03 03 00 04
03 03 -4 2 1 3 -lj 00 0 1 00 01 82 0
SR 1 1 23 70 0 lj 8 04" 1 05 006 03 00 03 1 30 37 1 SI NG J APA

5 4 3 1 010101 1 84 98 30000 00 -3
00 a 1 00 0879

3 1 258 6 1 18 010 10 00 00 1 30 lj5 1 CANA USOA llCHI HKDN
IRAN 4 2 2 1 1501-101 1 84 84 97 3-1-1 00 03 03 03

o
1 15 009 00 00 09 0 1 USOA AUST UKIN HKON

1 - 10 10 1 1 89 84 98 3-1-1 - 1 -3 03 00
09 01 1281 0
1 12 010 03 05 02 1 30 37 1 SING USOA UKIN HKON

1 100000-1 1 96 a4 89 3-1-1 -1 00 -3 03
o

SP 1 1 20 70 0 3 1 228 6 1 17 018 18 00 00 1 30 16 0 CANA USOA AUST HKON
NIJE MEXl VIET ~CHI 4 2 3 1 08COOOOl 1 84 84 97 30000 -2 -3 -3 00 00

03 0
JR 0 1 21 70 0 J 3 192 6 1 08 000 00 00 00 0 1 JAPA USDA ~CHI HKON
SIdG J~PA USOA HKON 3 3 2 0 01-101 0 8~ 89 84 40000 -1 03 03 04 04
OJ OJ 0.. 2 1 2 - 2 - 4 1 1 09 01 79 0
sa 1 1 70 0 3 1 240 Ii 1 18
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031190
03500
03510
03520
03530
03540
03550
03560
03570
u35dO
03590
03600
03610
U3b20
03630
03540
03650
03600
03670
03660
03690
03700
03710
03720
03730
03-/40
03750
03760
03770
03780
03790
1.13800
03810
031320
03830
03!l40
03850
03860
u3d70
03880
03l:l90
03900
u3910
03920
03930
03940
03950
03960
03970
03980
u39')0
JllOOO
ouo 1 0
ull020
011030
011040
04050
04060
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011070
04080
04090
04100
04110
04120
04130
04140
u1l150
04160
O1l170
04180
04190
04200
04210
\14220
04dJ
04240
04250
04260
0..270
04280
04290
J4300
04310
u4320
04330
04340
04350
011360
04370
04380
1.14390
04400
04410

11 J .. jj 84

VIET IsaA USSii
00 3 4 3

SB 1 1 23 70 0
:!EII VIET ISBA

03 -ll 2 1I 3
JR 1 1 21 70 0
ISaA RAllo USSR

SI? 1 1 b 70 0
ISHA CtlAD :LAlii
-3 OJ -4 4 I lj

JB 1 1 n 70 0
USSR
03 03 -1 1 3
JR 0 1 2.;. 70 0
lUGE ~i:.41 VIET
03 03 Oll .(. 2 2
GR 0 1 30 70 0
lilliE itEXI VIET
03 03 -4 3 1 1
JB 0 1 22 73 0
VIET lsaA ilSSR

04 ,j i. 3
Jll 1 2 22 70 0
ssz.r VIET rsas
03 03 -4 3 4 .2
JB 1 1 a 70 0

-j 03 04
JB 0 1 20 74 0
VIET ISiiA USSR
-3 -j

FR 0 1 19 70 0
VIET ISBA USSB
00 -j -4 3 2 2

U740980.AU.SURVEY.DATA

SABA 3 3 3 1 180001-1 1 97 84 98 3-1-1 00 -3 03 00
-2 00 0 0 -1 01 0880 0
4 1 257 5 1 08 009 03 03 03 1 04 25 1 TAIW USOA ~CRl HKON
IRAN 3 3 3 1 20000001 1 97 97 98 400-1 -2 -3 03 -1 00
-4 -2 1 1 -1 00 1280 0
3 2 168 6 1 15 013 11 02 00 1 30 08 1 SING CANA USOA HKON
PHIL 3 3 3 1 1001-101 1 97 84 98 30100

o
3 1 204 6 1 17 005 05 00 00 1 04 18 a SING JAPA USCA UKIN
~CHI 4 3 2 1 05Cl-101 1 84 B4 98 4-100 00 00 -3 03 00 00
00 -4 1"0 00 01 0882 0
3 1 240 5 1 07 000 00 00 00 I 30 39 0 USOA HKON

5 3 3 0 000001 I 84 84 97 80000 00 00 -3 03 -I 04
00 -2 I 0 01 01 08 0
3 1 242 6 I 10 008 03 00 05 1 04 31 1 FRAN UKIN SWIT HKON
SKOR 4 3 3 1 1001-101 1 84 84 89 3-1-1 -2 -3 -3 03 -1 -4
00 -2 0 1 -1 0782 0
3 1 276 7 1 25 005 03 02 00 1 04 44 1 SING CANA USOA AUST
SARA 3 3 3 1 2002-101 I 89 B4 97 300-1 -2 -3 -3 00 04
-4 -2 1 0 00 01 0774 0
.3 1 222 5 0 1 04 41 USCA AUST SWIT HKON
:tCHI3 321150001-1196 84 98 30000 -4 01
JO -2 I I 07 01 0881 0
4 1 261 6 1 18 012 03 03 06 1 04 37 1 FRAN USOA AUST SWIT
~CHI 2 2 2 1 1200-101 1 96 98 84 30000 -2 03 03 03 04 04
-2 00 I 0 08 01 0782 0
3 1 240 3 0 1 28 1 HKON ~ACA

2 3 3 1 1001-101 I 97 84 84 40100 00 -3 -3 03 00 -4
-2 00 1 1 08 0782 0
3 1 131 1 1 04 013 10 00 03 1 30 35 0 CANA USOA AUST SWIT
SARA 3 3 3 0 000101 1 98 B4 98 100-1 -4 -3 -3 -3 00 -4
- 2 - 2 '1 0 00 01 0
3 2 072 6 I 12 026 02 00 24 1 30 37 1 SING USCA MCllI HKCN
IRAN 4 4 3 1 10000101 1 84 84 97 1-1-1 -2 -3 -3 -3 -1 03
-2 -2 1 I -1 00 0482 0
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APPENDIX B

ELITE INTERVIEW

Date: December 1982 to January 1983.

Situs: Hong Kong.

Sampling Frame: A professional mailing list of prominant Hong Kong

business and other professional elites furnished to this

researcher by a senior staffer in one of the world largest

and probably the top pUblic relations firm in Hong Kong.

Sampling Method: One half of the sample was randomly drawn fr~m the

mail ing 1ist. The other hal f was selected based on

respondents· expertise in the studies of Hong Kong affairs as

indicated by the number and the quality of their publications

on Hong Kong. This somewhat unconventional method of

selection was adopted to ensure both the representativeness

of the sample and the depth of elites· knowledge on Hong Kong.

Since the questionnaire and the data definition and control file

used here are similar to those of survey research, only the ra\'J data

table is shown here.



U740980.AD.ELI~E.DATA

00010 E'" 1 2 42 80 0 4 5 108 7 1 096 40 20 36 1 30 44 1 HKON AUST USCA aKIN
00020 ~lIGll ~EII CHAD SARA 4 4 1 1 1801-1-1 1 A9 89 84 1-1-1 -2 03 -3 03 -1 03
00030 03 03 -ll 433 -2 -2 0 1 00 -1 C183 0
00040 E'I 1 1 47 90 0 2 2 408 7 1 12 003 00 00 03 1 30 45 1 CANA TAIW USCA UKIN
00050 VIET CEAD IRAN I1CHl 4 3 4 1 3001-101 1 e4 84 97 1-1-1 -1 -3 00 03 00 00
00060 -3 03 -4 3 1 1 -2 1 1 01 -1 0183 0
(10070 ET 1 1 28 50 0 5 1 252 6 1 20 012 DE 03 03 1 30 41 1 SING CUA USOA UKI:i
oooao HGE CHAD USSB IRAN 3 4 3 1 2101-1-1 1 84 84 97 1-100 -2 03 00 03 00 03
!)OO90 -3 03 -4 3 2 2 -4 -2 1 1 -1 01 0183 0
00100 E': 1 1 0 30 44 0
(II) 11 0 5 1 1 4001-101 E4 84 1-1-1 -2 03 00 03 03
00120 03 4 -2 1 1 0183 0
00130 E':' 1 5 ,... 60 0 3 8 150 7 1 031 06 15 10 30 38 1 FHA~1 AUST PHIL PoKON
00140 V!ET CHAD USS!1 IRAN 2 4 3 1 1301-1-1 1 84 1-1-1 -2 03 -3 04 03
00150 03 03 -ll 3 1 3 -oj -2 0 1 0183 0
00160 EX 1 3 E2 80 1 4 7 396 7 1 100 36 28 36 1 30 44 1 ~EXI USOA PHIL IlKCN
00170 tHGE VH! JAPA IRAN 2 3 2 1 2001-101 1 es 85 97 1-1-1 -2 -3 03 -2 03
00180 03 -4 3 2 2 -4 -2 0 1 00 0183 1
00190 1.'':' 1 2 51 80 0 4 5 1 1 30 1
00200 3 3 1 1 01-101 1 e4 84 97 1-1-1 -2 -3 -3 03 -4 03
00210 03 ,13 -4 ~ 3 3 -4 -2 0 1 00 01 0183 0
00220 ~T 1 2 51 fiO C 4 5 156 7 1 019 06 10 03 1 30 4E 1 CANA USOA AUSI UKI:l
00230 NIGE VIET lEA N I'lCHI 4 3 1 01-101 1 E4 84 97 1-1-1 -3 00 03 00 00
1)0240 -3 -4 3 2 3 -2 0 1 07 01 0183 0
1)0250 ET 1 1 33 60 a 4 1 396 7 1 24 019 06 10 03 1 30 45 1 SING USOA ADST IlKON
00260 VIET CHA::l InAN SARA 4 J 3 1 01-100 1 e4 84 97 1-1-1 -2 03 03 03 04 03
f10270 03 03 -4 4 4 4 -2 -2 1 1 -1 -1 0183 0
'102 AO E1' 1 1 39 60 1 3 2 396 7 1 14 016 06 10 00 30 44 1 JAPA UKIlI HKCN :'IACA
00290 C,JAD USSR IEAN SARA 4 'I 3 1 240101-1 '1 e4 1-1-1 00 UO -3 03 04 03
00300 03 -3 -4 4 2 3 -4 -2 1 1 00 01 0183 0
00310 ~T 1 1 34 80 0 3 1 '108 5 1 13 cae 03 C5 CO 1 30 42 1 SING TAIII USOA liKDN
00320 nG~ :H::U ussa SAEA 3 3 3 1 1202-~01 1 e9 81.1 96 1-1-1 -2 01
::>033'J -4 4 2 4 -4 -2 0 0 00 01 0183 0
00340 ';T 0 1 34 flO 0 3 6 060 6 1 0]5 12 20 03 1 )0 45 1 SING f'KOl1
')0350 !RAN SKOR AUST SARA 3 4 3 1 2001-101 1 e4 84 96 1-100 -2 00 -3 03 04 03
00350 03 03 -4 3 2 3 -2 o 0 00 00 0183 0
10370 r:t ') 1 34 10 0 4 2 396 6 1 14 019 OE 10 03 1 30 Ll2 1 CANA USDA AUST !!KON
,)0380 'lIGo VIE':: rS1I.\ IllA" 4 4 1 3001-101 1 89 84 96 8-100 00 00
'J0390 -3 03 -4 3 2 J 1 1 00 01 018] 0
00400 ~~ 1 2 El 60 a 2 2 6 1 1 30 1 SING JAPA USCA !'ICUl
00410 V:;::::T IS3A nssa IRAN 1 5 2 1 01-101 0 es 89 1-1-1 -2 n~ 03 03 -2 03V.J

:)0420 03 -3 01 -2 1 1 -1 0
00430 ET 1 1 39 80 0 4 1 420 5 1 20 021 1!: 00 06 1 30 41 , HKOll
:J04UO 5ING ~JC E:: ?F.Il 4 1 2 1 25-10101 1 e4 84 89 2-1-1 -1 00 -3 03 00 00
~OLl 50 -3 13 -4 3 1 2 -4 CO 1 1 00 01 0183 0
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APPENDIX C

DELPHI SURVEY

Date: August 1982.

Situs: Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. However, questionnaires were sent

wor1 d wi de to 1ocati ons such as India, canada, Mexi co, France,

Israel, Switzerland, the USSR, Senegal, Holland, the USA,

Egypt, Yugoslavia, Argentina, Hong Kong and China.

Sampl ing frame:

1. Membership list of World Future Studies Federation 1982 and, 2. A

list of expert on Hong Kong developed 1>y the researcher.

Sampling Method: The sample was selected by this researcher and his

Di ssertati on Committee Chai r James Dator on the basi s of the known

expertise (in Hong Kong and/or Chinese Affairs) of the people on

the list. Since it is helpful to bring together a wide spectrum

of expertise in order to expose as many related factors or

linkages as possible, the criteria of selection are as follows:

A. People who have written books or articles on the political future

of Hbng Kong or on related subject such as the politics of Hbng

Kong.

B. People who are futurists and who are familiar with the issue

facing the political future of Hong Kong.

Forty one experts were selected Three rounds of questionnaires

were planned. Owing to the low rate of usuable return (19.5%), plans



for the second and third rounds of questionnaire were cancelled.

What follows is a copy of the letter and the questionnaire sent to

each target respondent.
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University of Hawaii at Manoa
Department of PoUtial Scieace
Pcrteue 640.2424 Maile Way

Honolulu. Hawaii 96822. Cable Address: UNIHA W

August 19, 1982

.~.r Sir/Madalle:

My PhD dissertation advisor Professor James A. Dator su;gested that I

send the attached delphi S'L"..rey to you because of yo'.Jr experience in futures

studies and/or Chinese politics.

Thank you very IU.lch for yen kind assistance!

Aloha,

Henry T.K. Au
T.A•

•
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Dear Sir/Madame:

By way of introduction, my name is Henry T.K. Au. I am a ~hD
candidate at the Department of Poli~ical Sc~e~ce of the UnIversItY"of
Hawaii doing a dissertation on possIble polItIcal futures of Hong ~ong.

My dissertation attempts to forecast po~sible political futures
of Hong Kong (HK) through different forec~stlng methods. In tu~, the
strengths and weaknesses of the methods WIll be evaluated acCOrdI~g to
how well the research results fulfil certain criteria of forecastIng.

One of the methods I am using is called "Delphi Forecasting".
Delphi is a survey method to collect experts' opinion o~ ~he future of
one or more events. Since you are an expert on the polItICS of Hong
Kong I am requesting your kind assistance to help me generate expert
jUdg~mental data on the political ~uture of Hon~ Kong. The ~a~a so
collected will be used in a cross-Impact analySIS on the'polltlcal
future of Hong Kong.

In TABLE 1, there is a hypothetical ultimate political future of
HOng Kong-ana-a list of important hypothetical events which will
probably affect the ultimate political future of Hong Kong. Please
take a look at the list to see' whether or not there are other
important hypothetical developments which you think would affect the
political future of Hong Kong. If there are, please add them to the
list and give the rationale for doing so. If there are no events you
want to add to the list or after you have done so, please assign the
initial probability of the occurrence of each event in 1982 and state
the reason for arriving at the respective probabilities. By "initial
probabili ty of occurrence in 1982", I mean the likelihood of that
event happening in 1982. For example, if you feel a certain event "A"
has a 20\ chance of occurrence in 1982, then the initial probability
of occurrence of event "A" is 20\ or .2. (Please use whichever one
of the above notations you want;. that is "20\" or ".2").
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Important Hypothetical
Events

lInitia1 Probability Reason for assi~
lof OCcurrence in 1982: the inltlal Pro~
! !

z) Change in communlst
China's Leadership to
a more radical group
similar to the "Gang
of Four"

1) The ultimate political
future of Hong Kong
is to remain a British
Crown Colony

3) Unlflcatlon of Talwan
(either militarily or

_peacefully) with China
4)-Unlflcatlon of Macau

with China
5) Improvement In Chlna's

state of the economy
to such an extent that
the economic benefit
derived from the
presence of Hong Kong
is dispensable

thetica1 Events

Rationale of adding the event

7) Name of Event:

Rationale of adding the event

8) Etc.
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In TABLE 2, assuming each of the hypothetical events were to
happen, please state how much effect (increase the probability of a
certain event by sPy 20%, decrease, or have no effect) of the
occurrence of a particular event has on the rest of the events in the
list. For example, if unification of Taiwan and China occurs before
an "ultimate" political future of Hong Kong is settled, such an
occurrence may increase or decrease the probability of Hong Kong
remaining as a British Colony by say 20% (.2). Or some may say that
the unification of China and Taiwan has no effect on the probability
of Hong Kong ''ultimately'' remaining as a Bri tish Colony. An
illustration is as follows:

KOng 1S to Rema1n a Br1t1sh Colony

The Effect on The FOllOwiIB Event Would Be
1) The ulumate polluca future of HOngIf The Following Event

Were to occur

3) Unification of Taiwan
with China
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TABLE Z
How the Occurrence of the Follc~ents affect the Status-~o of HK?

!The Effect on these Events would be
If This Event were to occur ! 1 ! Z ! 3 ! 4 ' 5 6: 7 ! 8 ! ••• n

l !! ! 1 !
1) The ultimate political

future of Ibng Kong is to
remain a British Colony

Z) Change to a radical
leadership in Olina

:» Unification of Taiwan
with O1ina

4) Unification of Macau
with O1ina

5) Improvement of Olina's
state of the economy to
such an extent that the
economic benefi t derived
from the presence of Hong
Kong as a British Colony
is dispensable

6) (Your suggestion)

N
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In TABLE 3, please indicate whether or not the New Territories
Lease an<rtlie"""'rest of HK is a "package deal". That is , that however
the N.T. Lease is settled, the status of the rest of Hong Kong will be
settled the same way. Please also state your reasons for giving the
answer.

Is This a Package deal? Yes _

Why?

No _

In TABLE 4a, you are asked to conceptualize HK's political
futures as to the kind 'of freedom HK will be allowed to have by the
People's Republic of O1ina. The extent of the freedom that HK is
allowed to enjoy is expressed in a continuum ranging from -4 to +4
with 0 indicating the status-quo (political conditions of HK) in 1982.
The status-quo means that HK is a British colony and that N.T. part of
the colony is leased from O1ina. Any decrease in freedom will be
interpreted as some kind of absorption back to O1ina, with (-4)
meaning total reabsorption. Any increase in freedom will be
interpreted as gaining certain degrees of independence on the part of
HK with (+4) meaning complete independence of HK. In TABLE 4a, please
indicate your feared, preferred, and anticipated (likely) futures of
HK on the contimum as well as the rationale behind your particular
indication (Please see TABLE 4a). In TABLE 4b, pl.ease indicate your
opinion as to the time of occurrence of your chosen three futures
(Please see TABLE 4b).
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TABl.E 4a
CONTINlRJ~1 OF FREEOOM OF HONG KONG

.j::>
o
.j::>

FEARED

Reason:

LIKELY

Any explanation?

PREFERRED

Explanation:

4 -3 -2 -1 o +1 +2 +3 +4



Estimate the year by which the probability of each future will already have occured
(likely time of occurence of your stated futures)

+>o
U1

TABLE 4b

FUWRES

FEARED

Reason:

LIKELY

Reason:

PREFERRED

Reason:

Year

Year

Year

10\

Year

Year

Year

25\

Year

Year

Year

50\

Year

Year

Year

75\

Year

Year

Year

90\

TABLE 48
EXPERTS' ESTIMATES OF TIlE TIME OF OCQJRENCE OF TIm THREE FUWRES



This is the end of the first round of my survey. Any conunents or
suggestions on the project are most welcome! Please put your answers
(Tables 1, Z, 3, 4a, and 4b) in the enclosed pre-addressed envelope
and return them to me at your earliest convenience.

Thank you very ouch for your assistance!

Very Sincerely Yours,

Henry T.K. Au
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APPENDIX D

SIMULATION

I. MYpothesis Testing

A. Theoretical Assumptions

~~ing to political inertia, Hong Kong will stay as it is, unless
there is evidence showing otherwise. Therefore, the null hypothesis
is that the mean estimated issue position (EIP) is equal to 0.0 (or
ft: Mean EIP =0).

B. Data Sources

Simulation runs on Hong Kong1s future were performed over a
period of five years, from Spring 1977 to Fall 1982.

1. Au (1977).

2. Students.
a• Fall 1981.
D. Spring 1982.
c. Fall 1982: The attempt to simulate Hong Kong1s future was

aborted after the September 1982 joint Sino-British
announcement on the general principle of maintaining Hong
Kong's stability and prosperity. -

3. Random numbers.
a. With 99.
b. Without 99.
c. 99 means not applied.

80 sets of random numbers were generated from a computer program
specially written for the generation of random numbers to be used as
input data to the Prooe simulation. For details of the actual random
number input, please write this author at the Political Science
Department of the University of Hawaii, Manoa.

There are 40 sets of random number with 99s in them and 40 sets
with no possibility of 99s in them. 99s mean "not app l tceo l e". So,
those random number sets that allow no 99s, in effect, force the OA
(output actor), in this case China, (and implicitly the reference
actors) to take an issue position on the PO (policy output), the
future of Hong Kong. Random number sets that allow 99s in them
provide China (and other reference actors) with the choice of taking
or not taKing an IP on PO.



C. Results

1. AU (1977)
EIP = 0.0.

Interpretation: From the vantage point of 1977, Olina will allow
the status-quo of Hong Kong to remain in the future.

Since there was only one simulation run based on data supplied by
AU himself, no hypothesis testing was done on EIP derived from this
source of data.

2. STUDENTS
a• Fa I t 1981 :

Mean EIP =0.62; n =5

mterpretation: According to simulation results from the five
groups of students, the central tendency of China is to allow a
little bit more freedom for HOng Kong in the future than it is
enj oyin9 new (1981).

Test to see if this central tendency of EIP = 0.62 is
statistically significantly away from an EIP =0.0.

Hb: Mean EIP =0.0
H1: Mean EIP ::f. 0.0

Resu1 t:
since p<0.18

Therefore don't rejec~ HO

Oonc1usion: central tendency of China1s decision on the
political future of Hong Kong is to let the status-quo of Hong
Kong remain in the future.

b. Spri ng 1982:
Mean EIP =2.28; n =5

mterpretation: According to the simulation results of the five
groups of students, the central tendency of China is to allow
much more freedom for HOng Kong in the future than it is enjoying
now (1982).

Test to see if this central tendency of EIP = 2.28 is
statistically significantly away from an EIP =0.0.

Ha: Mean EIP =0.0
H1: Mean EIP l' 0.0
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Resul t:
since - p < 0.003

Therefore reject 1i0

Conclusion: Central tendency of Chinals decision on the
pOlitical future of Hong Kong is to give Hong Kong more freedom
than it is now (1982).

c. All Students

n = 10
All Mean EIPs> 0

No _I ve EIPs

d. Test to see if there is a difference in the means of the two
SiLiCfent groups:

HO: Mean EIP (1981) - Mean EIP (1982) = DO
Hl: Mean EIP (1981) - Mean EIP (1982) f DO

Result:
t-statistlc = -3.1495

P < 0.014

Intrepretation: There is a difference between the population
from WhlCh Elps in Fall 1981 came and the population from which
EIPs in Spring 1982 came. This difference in mean EIPs may in
part be due to systematic differences in the physical and
attitudinal composition of the two classes. It may also be due
to the fact that conditions were so different in Fall 1981 from
those in Spring 1982 that the mean EIPs of the two groups of
students seem to come from two populations.

3. Random Number

a. With 99s: China may not take an issue position on Hong Kong1s
future. i.e. OAls IP on PQ may be 99:

Mean EIP = 0.15; n = 40

Interpretation: If Olina were given the option of leaving Hong
Kong's future alone or deciding for Hong Kong1s future, by
chance, the central tendency of Olina is to allow a very little
bit more freedom to Hong Kong than that that is enjoyed by Hong
Kong.
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Test to see if Mean EIP of 0.15 is statistically significantly
away from an EIP = 0.0.

~ : Mean EIP = 0.0
Hl: f4ean EIP =0.0

Result:
t-stati sb c = 0.609651

P-:; 0.546

Conclusion: I would not reject the hypothesis that the
population mean equal 0.0. We would run the risk of having 55%
wrong if we reject the hypothesis. Since the chance for error is
so great (traditional acceptable chance for error is 5%), I would
not reject the null hypothesis.

o. Without 99s: China must take an issue position on Hong Kong's
political future.

~lean EIP = -0.0925

Interpretation: A EIP of -0.0925 means if China were forced to
taKe a posltlon on Hong Kong's future, it will on the average
taKe a position of reducing a little amount of freedom that Hong
Kong is enjoying now.

A Methodological Note: Owing to software restrictions under this
assumption, all other reference actor(s) must take IP's on PO and
all RO(s). In the future, maybe it is a good idea to develop
software that can allow no 99s on OAls IP-PO cell only and still
let other cells to have 99s.

Test to see if a Mean EIP of -0.0925 is statistically
'Sigilifi cantly away from an EIP = 0.0. .

~: Mean EIP =0.0
Hl: Mean EIP ::f 0.0

Result:
t-stati s tic - ·-0.331766

p SO. 742

Conclusion: I would not reject that the population mean equals
0.0. Chances for error are too great to reject the null
hypothesis. In other wor ds, even if forced to take a position on
Hong Kong's future, oy chance the central tendency of China is to
allow the status-quo of Hong Kong to remain in the future.
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Test to see if the population mean of the sample Mean EIP =
u:TSI5 (EIP w/99) is different from the population mean of the
sample Mean EIP = -0.0925 (EIP w/out 99) or not.

HO: Mean EIP w/99 - Mean EIP w/out 99 = DO
Hl: Mean EIP w/99 - Mean EIP w/out 99 t DO

Resul t:
t-statistlc = 0.657718

p-=::0.513

Interpretation: There is more than 50% chance of error if we
reJect HO. Iherefore, we do not reject the hypothesis of no
differences in the means of the populations from which the two
groups were drawn.

Conclusion: According to chance, on the average, it makes no
difference whether or not China takes a position on the political
future of Hong Kong for the outcome will be the same, namely,
letting the status-quo of 11mg Kong to remain "in the future.
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II. A Summary of EIPs from Respective Random Number Sets

A. Random Number Sets With Possibility of 99s

Random Number Random Number
Sets Number EIP Sets Number EIP

1 0.8 21 1.6

2 -1.2 22 -1.0

3 2.3 23 2.4

4 -0.3 24 -1.3

5 -1.9 25 2.0

6 1.4 26 -2. 1

7 1.8 27 -3.0

8 1.0 28 -2.9

9 -0.7 29 *-0.0

10 1.2 30 2.1

11 1.6 31 -2.0

12 -1.4 32 -1.0

13 0.1 33 *-0.0

14 2.4 34 2.8

15 2.0 . 35 0.2

16 0.6 36 -3.0

17 1.4 37 0.0

18 1.0 38 -0.9

39 -0.7 39 1.0

20 1.2 40 -1.2

99s: Not App1 i ed.
* Rounding results.
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B. Random Numiler Sets With No Possibility of 99s

Random Number Random Number
Sets Number EIP Sets Number EIP

1 -0.5 21 -2.1

2 -0.2 22 -1.2

3 -3.0 23 -1.4

4 -0.7 24 1.2

5 2.2 25 2.8

6 -2.4 26 1.0

7 -1.8 27 -2.0

8 0.9 28 -0.8

9 2.8 29 -1.5

10 3.0 30 -1.8

11 1.8 31 -1. 7

12 -3.7 32 -2.5

13 0.0 33 -0.7

14 2.2 34 2.3

15 -0.3 35 2.0

16 0.7 36 0.6

17 -1.3 37 2.0

18 -0.5 38 -1.0

19 -0.7 39 1.6

20 0.5 40 0.5
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What follows in this appendix is

1. The output of the 1977 simulation done on input data supplied by

this researcher

2. The output of the simulation runs using data supplied by students.

3. A copy of the computer program that was written specifically to

generate random numbers as input data for the Probe simulation.
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Probe Simulation done by Au, Spring 1977

ISSUE POSITION MATRIX

UK

JAPN

TAWN

PFHK

o

o

o

o

o

415

TRAC

3

1

1

1

-3

1

3

3

3

2

2

o

3

99

3

2

4

3

3

3



4

1

3

1

1

4

2

1

1

1
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POWER MATRIX

3

2

2

2

1

4

2

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

1



2

1

1

1

2

3

1

o

o

1
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SALIENCE MATRIX

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

2

2



Estimated Issue Position = 0.0

THE CONTRIBUTING REFERENCE WEIGHT

TAWN

418

DECISION
RULE

IA

CN

CN

CN

CN

REFERENCE
WEIGHT

0.50

0.39

0.39

0.32

0.21



THE POLITICAL FU'TURE OP RaNG KOI/G FALL 1981 GROUP 001 00000010
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE FOLLOWING IS 1 LIST OF THE BUN PABA"ETEBS.
NunBEH OF ISSUES: 5. I/UnBER OP ACTORS: 5
THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOB AND BEPEHEN CE ACTOB U.K. IS: CN

THE CECISION BULE BETWEEp THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPEREN

THE DECISIO~ RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOB AIID BEFEREN

THE DECISION BU~E BETiEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AIID REPEREN

TRESE ~ATRICES ARE USED TO PRODUCE THE OUTPUT.

ISSUE POSITION "ATBII

PPHK FRIV PLGN PNBP ECBP
PRC. O. O. 1. o, o,
U.K. O. 3. 3.2. O.
U.S. J. 3. 1. 1. 1.
JAPN O. 3. 1. 3. 3.
TAWN O. 2. 2. 2. 2.

POWEB "ATaII

PPRK FRIV PLGN PNBP ECBP
PRe. q. 3. q. ll. ll.
O.K. 2. 2. 2. 2.2.
'1.S. J. 2. 2.2.2.
JAPS 1. 2. 1. 2. 2.
TAiN 1.1.1.1.1.

SALIENCE "lTRU

PPHK PRIV PLGII PNBP FCBP
PRC. J. 2. 3. 3. 3.
U.K. 1.2.2.2.2.
u.S. 1. 2. 2. 1. 2.
JAPll 1. 1. 1. 2. 2.
TAWN 2. 1. 1. 1. 1.
NOTE: 99. IS AN !JllDEPINED POSITION.

CE ACTOR '1. S. IS: CN

CE ACTOR JAPII IS: CN

CE ACTOR TAiN IS: CN

FALL 19B1 GROUP 001

"II THE POLICY OUTPUT PFHK

THE QUTP!JT ACTOR' S EsnnATED ISSUE POSITION IS: 0.0
CONTRIBUTING TO THIS DECISION TRE INPLUENCE OP EACH OP TUE OT!lER ACTORS IS:

r.ECISIO~1 REFERENCE START1NG
ACTOR PULE WEIGRT ISSUE POS InON POWF.R SALIENCE

-------- --------- ----------- -------

PPC. . Il 0.75 o• q. 3.

2 'l. ~. CN 0.411 O. 2. 1.

3 u.S. CN 0.51 O. 3. 1.

II JAPN CN 0.36 O. 1. 1.

5 TAWN CN O.q2 O. 1. 2.
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POSSIBEL POLITICAL PUTORES or BOIIG KOIlG FAU. 1981 GROUP 002 00000010....................................................................................
tHE POLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE RUII P1Bl!ETEBS.
IIU!BEH OF ISSUES: 5, NU"BER OP ACTOBS: 6
THE DECISION aULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR ASD HErEDEII CE ACTOB O.K. IS: CN

THE CECISION HULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT Acron AIID HEPEREN

THE DECISION RULE BETiEE! TBE OUT POT ACTOR AND RErEREN

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPOT ACTOR AND BErEREN

TBE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPOT ACTOB AHD REPEBEN

TBESE "ATRICES ABE USED TO PBODUC! TBE OUTPUT.

ISSUE POSITION "AT8II

PFHK TIrN SPHK CVC DEP
PIlC. 2. 3. 3. 2. 3.
O.K. O. 3. ij. ij. 3.
O.S. 0.2. J. 3.3.
JAP!I 2. 1. O. 1. 1.
TAWN 3. 1. J. ~. 1.
USSR -ij. -3. -3. -ij. -1.

POW1!B /lATRIX

PFHK TIPN SPHK CVC DP.P
PRC. U. ij. ij. ij. ij.

O.K. J. 2. 3. O. 3.
u.S. O. 1. O. O. 1.
JUN 2. 2. 2. O. 2.
TAWN 1. 1. O. O. 1.
USSR 1. O. O. O. O.

SALIENCE unIX

PPHK TIPH SPRK CVC DEP
PRC. u , ij. q. 3. q.
O.K. q. u, q. 3. ij.
U.S. 2. 2. J. 2. 2.
JAPH 3. 3. 2. 2. 3.
TAWN 2. 2. 1. 2. 2.
USSR 1. o, o. O. O.
NOTE: 99. IS AN rPlDEFINED POSITIOli.
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CE ACTOR 0.5. IS: CII

CE ACTOB JAPN IS: CN

CE ACTOR TAWH IS: CN

CE ACTOR USSR IS: CN



FALL 1'281 GROUP 002

ON THE POnC! OUTPUT PFBK

THE OUTPUT ICTOR'S ESTIlllTED ISSUE POSITION IS: 1.7
COIlTRIBllTING TO THIS DECISIOlt THE INPLUENCE OF EICH OF THE OTREIl ACTORS IS:

DECISION BEl'1!REIiCE S'URTING
ACTOR RULE WEIG!I'r ISSUE POSITION POliER SALIENCE

------- -------- -------- -----
PRC. U 1.00 2. ~. ~.

2 O.lt. CN 0.72 O. o, ~.

O.S. CN 0.76 o. o. 2.

II JAPN CN a.56 2. 2. 3.

5 TAIIN CN 0.55 3. 1. 2.

6 USSR CII -0.66 -~. 1. 1.
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FALL 1981 GROUP 003

THE POLt'UClL PUTURE OF HOIIG I{OllG 00000010
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c
THE POLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE RUII PARA!ETERS.
HU8BEB OP ISSUES: 5. NU!BEB OP ACTORS: 6
THE DRCISIOH RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND BEPEBEH CE ACTOR 0.1{. IS: CN

THE DECISICN ROLE BETWEEN THE OOTPUT ACTOR AND REPEBEN CE ACTOR JAPH IS: CN

THE DECISION RULE BETWEER THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPEBEH CE ACTOR USSR IS: Cll

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPEBEll CE ACTOR U.S. IS: CN

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPEBEN CE ACTOR TAWN IS: CN

THESE ~ATRICES ARE USED TO PRODUCE THE OUTPUT.

ISSUE POSITIOH !ATBII

PPHK 18EI INVT STIP TEIH
PRC. - 1• 3. 3. 3. ij.

U.K. ).1.2. 0.1.
JAPH 2. 3. 3. 2. 1.
USSR 99. O. O. 99. O.
U.S. O. 2. 1. ij. 2.
TAWN J. 2. O. 99. O.

POWER ~ATBII

PPHK I~P.I INVT STIP TEIR
PRC. ij. 3. 3. 3. 3.
IJ.K. O. 1. 2. O. 1.
JAPN 1. 3. 2. 1. 1.
USSR 99. O. O. 99. O.
U. s, 1. 3. o, 3. 2.
TAWil 2. 2. O. 99. 1.

SALIENCE ~ATBII

PPHR I8EX IHVT STIP TEIN
3. 3. 3. 2. ij.

1. 1. 2. O. 1.
1. ij. ij. 1. 3.

99. o, J. 99. O.
2. 1. 1. J. 2.
3. 2. 1. 99. O.

9<1. IS All '1NDEPIllEll POSIUOll.

PIlC.
IJ. K.
JAPIl
USSR
IJ. S.
TA WN
lIOTE:
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FAll. 1981 GROUP 003

Oil THE POLICY OUTPUT Pl'HK

THE OUTPUT ACTOD'S ESTI~lTED ISSUE POSIT1011 IS: 0.0
CONTRIBijTING TO THIS DECISIOll THE INFLUENCE OF EACH OF THE OTHER ACTODS IS:

DECISION DEFERENCE STUTING
ACTOR RULE WEIGHT ISSUE POSITION POIlI!ll sALInc;:----- -------- ------- --------

PRC. IA 0.75 - 1. Il. 3.

2 U.K. CN 0.38 O. Il. 1.

3 J APN Cll 0.37 2. 1. 1.

4 'ISSR Cll 0.13 99. 99. 99.

<; '1.5. Cll 0.47 O. 1. 2.

6 'l'& WII eN 0.33 o. 2. 3.
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FAlL 1981 GROUP 004

'fBE ANALYSIS 01' THE ~OLITICAL PUTURE OF HONG RaNG 00000010...................................................................................
THE PO LLOllIllG IS A LIST 01' TBE RUli PlBAIlETEBS.
NUIlBER OF ISSUES: 5, NUIlBER OF ACTORS: 6
'fHE DECISION BULE BETllEEN THE OUT~UT ACTOR AND REPEBEli CE ACTOR O.S. IS: CN

THE CECISION RULE BETIIEEN THE OUT~UT ACTOR AND REPEREN

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPERElI

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUT~U'f ACTOR AliD REPEBEN

THE DECISICN aUL! BETWEEN THE OOT~UT ACTOR AND REFEREN

THESE IlATRICES ARE OSED TO ~RODOCE THE OOTPOT.

ISSOE ~OSITION !ATRIX

~PHK IlIVT I/lGT TRAD ST/lB
~RC. o, 14. 1. 14. 1.
0.5. 3. 14. -2. 3. 3.
JA~!1 3. 14. -14. 14. 14.
TAilN 2. 3. 2. 3. 14.
ossa J. 99. 99. 99. 99.
O. K. O. 14. -3. 3. 14.

~OilER /lATRIX

PFHK INVT IIlGT TRAD STIlB
~RC. 14. 3. J. 14. 14.
O.S. 1. 2. r, 3. 3.
JA~N 2. 14. 3. 14. 2.
TAilN I). 1. 3. 2. 1.
OSSR O. 99. 99. 99. 99.
O.K. 2. 2.3.3.2.

SALIENCE IUTRIX

~PRK INVT IIlGT TRAD STIlB
PRC. 3. 3. 3. 14. 14.
O.S. 2. 3. 2. 3. 2.
JA~N 14. 14. 1. 3. 2.
'lAWN 14. 3. 3. 2. 14.
OSSR 3. 99. 99. 99. 99.
O.K. 14. 3. 3. 2. 14.
NO!E: 99. IS AN TINDEI'INED ~OSITIOll.
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CE ACTOR JA~N IS: CN

CE ACTOR TAIIN IS: CN

CE ACTOR OSSR IS: Cli

CE ACTOR O. R. IS: CN



FALL 1'l81 GROUP 004

011 THE POLICY OUTPUT PFHIt

THE OUTPUT ACTOR'S EST~~ATED ISSUE POSITION IS: 1. 'I
COHTHIBUTING TO THIS DECISION THE INPLUENCE OF EACH OF THE OTHER ACTORS IS:

DECISION RE'PY.RENCE STARTING
ACTOR RULE WEIGHT ISSUE POSITION POIiEH SALIENCE

------- --------- --------- ------
PRC. IA 0.7'; o. II. 3.

2 O.S. Cli 0.38 3. 1. 2.

3 JAPN CN 0.3lJ 3. 2. II.

II 'rAIiN CN 0.50 2. (l. II.

5 USSR CN 0.19 3. o. 3.

6 U.K. Cli 0.112 O. 2. II.
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FALL 191!1 GROUP 005

THE ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL FUTrrBE OP HONG K09G 00000010....................................................................................'
TB! POLLOWI9G IS A LIST OP TBE RUK PIRI!~TEBS.

NU!BER OF ISSUES: 5, NU!B!R OP ACTORS: 6
THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN TBE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPERRN CE ACTOR U.K. IS: CN

THE CECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND HEPfREN

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REFEREN

THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AHD REFEREN

THE DECISICN RULE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR A9D REPEREH

TaESE !ATRICES ARE USED TO PRODUCE TBE OUTPUT.

ISSUE POSITIOH !ITRtl

PPHK PEl! I!QA I!T. EIT.
PRC. O. J. 1. J. 1.
U.K. O. J. 2. 1. 2.
U.S. O. 2.3.2.4.
JAPN O. 1. O. 4. 1.
TAIiN O. O. v.I. O.
SiUN O. O. - 2. O. O.

POWER !!ATRII

PPHK PEl!! I!!QA I!!T. EXT.
PRC. 4. 3. 4. J. 1.
O.K. 2.2.4. 2. 2.
U.S. 1. 2. 4. 2. 3.
JAPN O. 1. 4. J. 1.
TAWN 1. 1. 4. 1. O.
SVUN 1. O. 4. o. o.

SALIENCE !lATRIX

P~HK PEl!! I~QA I!!T. EXT.
PRC. 4. J. 2. J. 1.
U.K. 3.3.2.1.3.
U.S. 1.2. 1. 2. J.
JAPN 1. 1. O. 4. 1.
TAWI/ 2. 1. 1. 1. O.
SiUN o, O. O. O. O.
NOTE: 99. IS AN flNDEFlNED POSITYON.
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CE ACTOR U.S. IS: CN

CE ACTOR JAPN IS: CN

CE ACTOR TAWN IS: CN

CE ACTOR SiUN IS: CN



FALL 1981 GROUP 005

ON THE POLICY OUTPUT PPRIt

THE OUTPUT ACTOR'S ESTIftlTED ISSUE POSITION IS: 0.0
CONTRIBUTING TO THIS DECISION THE INFLUENCE OF EACH OF THE ')THER ACTORS IS:

DECISION REFERENCE StARTING
ACTOII PITLE IIEIGHT ISS UE POS IT ION POIlER 3ALIESCE

------- --------- -------- --------

PIIC. lA 1.00 o. ~. ~.

2 IT. K. CN o, 5~ o. 2. 3.

3 u, S. CN 0.~9 o. 1. 1.

~ JAPN CN 0.51 o. o. 1.

5 'rAiN cs o, ~2 o. 1. 2.

6 SVUN Cll 0.27 o. 1. o.
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POSSI5LE P01ITICAL PUTURES 01' HONG KONG (SPRING 82 GROUP 1) 00000010
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE POLLOWING !S A LIST OF 'IRE RUN PARAMETERS.
BO~BEB OF ISSUES: 5, NU~BF.R 01' ACTORS: 6
THE DECISION RULE BETWEEN THE OUTt"JT ACTOR .HID REPE!l1:::1 CE ACTOR H. K. IS: CN

THE DECISION RULE BETIlEEN 1:HE OUTPUT ~CT':lR ANt: REFEREN CE ACTOR !AWN IS: CN

THE DECISION autE 8ETllEEN THE nTJ7?U-::- \CTQR AND REPEREN CE ACTOR U.K. IS: CN

THE DECISION RULE eETiiEE~ THE 0UTPll'l' .\CT':lR .ND REFER::N CE ACTOR JAPtl IS: CN

THE DECISION BULE EETIlEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND PEPEREN CE .lCTOR U.S. IS: CN

THESE ~ATRICES ARE IJSED TO PRODUCE 'IRE OUTPUT.

ISSCE POSITION ~ATBIX

Pl'RK ECON P.DUC ~IlI r,OVT
PPC II. II. II. II. 3.
H. K. II. II. O. -1. 3.
TAWN 2. -1. 99. -2. -3.
U. K. O. ~. 2. II. II.
JAPII' 3. 3. 1. J. 3.
U. S. 3. 3. 99. 99. 2.

peWFR ~ArRIX

PPHK ECON EDUC ~ILI GOVT
PRC II. 3. O. II. 3.
H.K. O. 2. 1. O. O.
TAWN 1. 3. 99. U. 1.
U.K. O. '0. II. II. II.
JAPN 2. 1. 1. 2. 1.
U.S. 1. 1. 99. ~9. 2.

SALIENCE ~ATRn

PI'HK ECOR ~Dnc ~ILI r,OVT
II. II. II. II. 3.
O. II. 2. O. 1.
2. 3. 99. 2. 3.
II. II. II. II. 'I.
3. 3. II. ~. 2.
1. 3. 99. qq. 2.

99. IS AH C~:DE?!~!D ?OSIT!a~.

PRC
H. K.
TAIlIi
U. K.
JAPN
D. S.
NOTE:
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SPRING 1982 GROUP 001
ON THE POLICY OUTPUT PPRI(

TBE OUTPUT ACTOR'S ESTI!lATED ISSnE POSITION IS: 2.11
CO!TBIBOTING TO THIS DECIsrON THE I!!FLUENCE OP nell OP THE OTRER AC1:0RS IS:

DECISIOll REPERENCE STARTING
ACTOR RULE .EIGHT ISSUE POSI"IIOll POIIER SAL IENCE

-------- --------- ------------- -------

PRC U 1. 00 4. 4. 4.

2 H.K. C!! 0.42 4. o. O.

3 TllIN Cll -0.36 2. 1. 2.

4 O.K. CN a.51 v. o. 4.

5 JAPN CN 0.&5 3. 2. 3.

6 O.S. CH 0.69 3. 1. 1.
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POSSIBLE POLITICAL FO~UPES OF HONG ~ONG (SP '82 GPOOP T~O) 00000010
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE POLLCiING IS A LIST OF THE RON PARA"EtERS.
SDIIBER OP ISSUES: 5, ND~BER 0F ACTORS: 5
THE DECISION RULE BETiEE~ THE 0UTPOT ACT~R AND R~FEREN C~ ACTOR O.K. IS: CB

THE DECISION RilLE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR A:ID REF ERE'! CE ACTIJR H. K. IS: CIl

THE DECISION RULE EEHEEN THE ::OTPUT ACTO R AN C RE~:;R E!i CE ,\CTOP 0. S. IS: C~

THE DECISION RULE SETWEE~I THE "lUTP'JT ACTOR ANC PSFERl"l C?: ACT'JR ,llPN IS: C~l

THE DECISIQ~ ROLE Be~IIEEN THE 'JUTP'lT lC'rlJ R AND PEF~nES CE ACTOR TAIIII IS: CN

THESE IIATRICES ARE USED TO PRODOCE THE OUTPUT.

ISSUE POSITION ~ATRIX

PPHK INVT IIIPT EXPT TOUR
PPC ~. ~. 2. 3. 3.
O.K. 3. 2. 3. 3. 2.
H.K. O. 2. O. 2. 1.
O. S. 2. 2. 3. -1. - 2.
JAPN 3. ~. 1. 1. O.
niN ~. 3. ~. -1. ~.

POll!':? ~ATR!lC

PPHK INVT I~PT EXP~ TOUR
PRC ~. 3. 1. 3. 2.
O.K. 2. 3. 3. 2. 1.
H.K. O. 2. 1. 1. 1.
0.5. 2. 3. 2. 3. 2.
JAPN 1. 3. 3. 3. 1.
niN O. O. 2. J. O.

SALIENCE ~ATRIX

PPHK INVT IIIPT EXPT TOUR
~. ~. 1. 1. 3.
3. 3. 2. 3. 3.
~. 3. ~. 'I. 3.
2. 3. 2. 2. 2.
2. ~. 3. 2. 3.
3. 1. ~. 2. 2.

99. IS AN O~DEPl'lED POSITION.

PRC
O. K.
H. K.
O. S.
JAPN
'IA liN
'lOTI!:
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SPRING 1982 GROUP 002

OR TBE POLICY OUTPUT PFHK

TBE OUTPUT ACTI)~IS ESTn ~TED ISSUE POSITIO!! IS: 3.1
CORTBIBUTING TO THIS CECISI:)!l TflP. I!!PLUE!!CE OF EACH OP THE OTHER ACT':JPS IS:

DECISION PEPE!'E!!CE STAPTVIG
ACTOB RULE WE!.:'iiT !SSUE pOSInO!! PC'tiER SALIENCE

-------- --------- -------------- --------

PRC IA 1. JO ~. ~. u,

2 U.K. C9 0.52 ) . 2. a,

3 B. K. C9 O. ) 1 J. o. ~.

II U.S. ClI 0.07 2. 2. 2.

5 JAPN CN 0.50 ). 1. 2.

6 TAIiN ClI 0.111 II. J. 3.
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POLITICAL PUTURES OF HONG KO!!G (SP' 82 GROUP 3) OC000010
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE POLLCWING IS A LIST OP THE RUN PARA~ETERS.

RUftBER OP ISSUES: 5. SU~BER OP ACTORS: 5
THE DECISION RULE BET.E!N THE OUTPUT ACTOR ANt REPERE!! CE ACTOR U.K. IS: CN

THE DECISION ~ULE BETWoEN THE 0UTPUT ACTJS AND SEPEPES C! ACTOR ~.S. IS: CN

TBE DECISION eULE BETWEEN THE 0UTPUT ACTOR ANt SEFEREN CE ACTOR TAw!! IS: CN

THE DECISION RIJLE BETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR AND REPEREN CE ACTOR JAP!! IS: CN

THESE 1Il'[RICES ARE IJSED TO PRODUCE THE OUTPUt.

ISSUE POSITION ~ATRIX

PPH~ ~ILI INVT TRtE TECH
PRC ij. O. 3. ij. u ,
U. K. ij. 2. 1. 2. 3.
O.S. 2. 3. 1. 3. 1.
TAWil 1. 2. 2. 2. 2.
JAPII 2. O. 3. 2. 1.

PO IIER ~ ATRIX

PPH~ ~ILI IlIVT TRtE TECH
PRC ij. ij. 2. 3. 2.
U. K. 1. 1. 1 • 2. 2.
O.S. .,

3. 1. 3. 3.~.

TAWil 1. O. O. O. O.
JAPIi O. O. 1. 3. ij.

SA L!::~ZCE ~ATRn

PPHK ~ILI INVT TRtE T,CH
ij. 2. J. u , 3.
u, 1. 1. 1. 2.
3. 1. 1. 3. 1.
1. O. O. ,C. O.
1 • G. 4. 1. u.

99. IS AN UNDEFINED POSITION.

PRC
O. K.
U. S.
TAWlI
JAPlI
NOTE:

SPRING 1983. GROUP 003

011 TBE POLICY orlT!:'OT PFHK

THE OUTPUT ACToe's ESTIMATED ISSUE POSITION IS: J.O
COIITRIBUUNG TO THIS DECISION THE I:IFLOElICE OF ?AC!! 0P THE OTHER ACTORS IS:

DECISION REFEe ENCE STARTING
ACTOB RllLE .EI':iHT ~SSUE POSITION PO.ER SALIENCE

-------- -------- -------------- --------

PRC IA 1. J J U. 4. u,

2 U.K. CN 0.54 U. 1. U.

3 O.S. CN O.Jq 2. 2. J.

4 TAliN C~! 0.39 1. 1. 1.

5 JAPN CN J. 49 2. I). 1.
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SPRING 1982 GROUP 004
POLITICAL I"UTURES OF HJNG !tONG 00000010
••••••••••*••••••••••••••••**••**.** •••••••••••••••••••*** ••••••••••••••••••••••••*.
THB POLLClIING IS A LIST OF THE RUIl PARA~E'l:ERS.

HUIIBEB 01" ISSUES: 6, NU~9ER 01" ACTORS: 5
TO! DECISION RULE 8ETWEEN THE OOT?UT ACTOI' AND aEFEREN CE ACTOR U.K. IS: CN

THE DECISION RULE BETW~EN THE OUT?"T ACTOR AND REPEREN CE ACTOR U.S. IS: CN

TliE DECISIOll RilLE Bl!TWEEN THE ')UTpUT ACTO PAN I: PEFER EN CE ACTOR JAPN IS: CN

THE DECISION RULE 9l!TWEEN THE OOTPUT ACTO R ArID REFEREN CE ACTOR SING IS: CN

TliESE ~ATRICES ARo "SED T~ PRODUCE THE OUTPUT.

ISS"!! POSITION ~ATRIX

PRC
U. K.
11.S.
JAPR
SING

PPHK TECH
O. 3.
2. 1.
3. 2.
1. 2.
3. 1.

TRAD CULT DIPL ~ILT

~. 1. 3. 1.
~. ~. 4. 1.
3. 2. 3. 2.
3. J. J. J.
2. 1. 2. J.

PO WEI' ~ATRIX

PPHK TECH TP1ID CI1LT D1PL ~ILT

PIlC J. 1. 3. 2. 3. ~.

u, ft. 2. 1. 2. 3. 2. 2.
U.S. 2. 2. 3. 2. 3. 1.
JAPS 0. ~. 2. .J. oJ. J.
SING O. 2. 2. O. 1. a.

SHIElIC:: ~ATRrx

PPHK TECH TRAD CULT DIPL ~!LT

4. 3. 4. 1. 3. 3.
4. 3. 4. u , ~. ~.

O. 1. 2. a. 3. 2.
1. 4. J. J. 'J. 'J.
3. O. 2. 1. 2. 2.

99. IS All UNDEFIIIED P0SITI0l1,

PIlC
11.K.
11.S.
JAPN
SING
NOTE:

SPRING 1982 GROUP 004

ON THE POLICY I)UTP"T Pl'HK

.\CTOR I S ES1'III.\TEO ISSTlE POSITION IS: 1.6
ACTORS IS:THE OI1TPUT INFLUEllCE 0F Enca C'F THE I)THER

CONTRIBUTING TO THIS OECISION THE

DECISION PEFEP sscs STARTING
SAL r:;:;ICE

RULE IiEI,HT !~SUE ~OS ITION pr.:..i EP
ACTOR --------------- -------- ---- ----- -----

O. 7'i O. 3. ~.

PRC H

1.l.54 2. 2. 4.
2 U.K. CN

0.51 3. 2. a.
u.S. Cll

0.50 ,. 'J. 1.
4 JAPll CN

O. ~2 3. J. 3.
5 SING CN
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SPRING 1982 GROUP OOS

POUTICAl FUTURES OF BONG KONG 00000010
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE RUN PIIRA~ETEIlS.

NUIIBER OF ISSUES: ~, NU~BEIl OF ACTORS: 6
THE DECISION RULE eETWEEN THE OUTPUT ACTOR liND RFFEREN CE "'CTOR U.K. IS: CB

THE DECISION RULE BE'r'l'!':EK THE :lUTPUT :'CTOR AND REFEPEN CE .\CTOF. JIIPN IS: Cll

THE DECISION RULE BETiEE!! rHI: :lUTPUT ~CTI)P ANC REFERE:! C"E "'CTOR o, S. IS: CB

THE DECISION RULE BETli'!': Ell rHE OUTPUT ~CTOIl AND RF-FEREN CE ACTOP TAliN IS: Cll

THE DECISION IIULE BETIlEE:! -:ORE 'JUTPUT ACTOP ANO REFEII::::I CF. .~CTOIl H. ~. IS: CB

THESE ~l\'l:RICES ...IIE USED TO PRODUCE TH F. ')UTl.'UT.

ISSUE POSITION ~ATIIIX

PFHK IHVT TIlAD M.IFC
PIlC O. 3. 3. 2.
U.K. 3. 3. 2. J.
JAPH 3. 4. 4. J.
U.S. O. ~. 2.2.
TAWN ~. ~. ~. 99.
H.K. O. u, 4. J.

POWEll M,ATRI';

PFHK IlIV! TIlAD M,IFC
PRC 4. ~. 4. J.
U.K. O. O. 3. i,
JAP!! 1. u, 4. o,
U.S. 1. 1. 2. 2.
TAWH 1. 2. 2.1.
H.K. 2. 1.2. O.

SAtIElICE ~ATP.IX

PFHK INVT Til liD M.IFC
PRC 3. 2. 2. 2.
U. K. 3. J. 2. J.
JAPN 2. 2. 2. 1.
U. S. 2. 2. J. 1.
TAWN 4. 4. 4. ,.
H. K. ~ . 4. 4. 1.
NOTE: 9q. IS AN UNDEFINED POSITION.
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SPRING 1982 GROUP 005
OR THE POLICY OUTPUT PPHK

TilE OUTPUT ACTOR'S EsTl!lATED ISSUE POSITION 15: 1.3
CORUI BUU};G TO THIS CECIsIOS THE ISPLnE'lCE OF EACH OP THE OTHER ACTORS IS:

DECISION REFER ENe E 5TARTI'lG
"crOR RULl:: ~EIGHT ISSUE POSI 'II~S PO~Ell SALIE:1CE

-------- --------- -------------- -------

PRC IA v.75 'l. ij. ~.

2 U.K. CB 0.29 3. O. 3.

JAPN CN 0.33 3. 1. 2.

ij n.s; CB 0.35 'J. 1. 2.

5 TAlIN CS 0.25 ij. 1. ij.

6 H.K. CS 'J. 25 'l. 2. ij.
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10 REM
20 REM
30 REM
40 REM
SO REM
bO REM
70 REM
BO REM
90 REM

100 REM
105 REM
110 REM
120 REM
130 REM
140 REM
150 REM
1bO REM
1bS REM
170 REM
1BO REM
190 REM
200 REM
210 REM
220 REM
225 REM
230 REM
235 REM
240 REM
245 REM
247 REM
250 REM
255 REM
260 REM
265 REM
270 REM
272 REM
274 REM
27b REM
278 REM
279 REM
280 REM
282 REM
284 REM
286 REI1
288 REM
289 REI1
290 REM
292 REM
294 REM
296 REM
298 REM
300 REM
340 REM
350 REM

THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN BY HENRY T. K. AU AND DARWIN
D. L. NG BASED ON THE ALGORITHM DEVELOPED BY HENRY AU.
ALTHOUGH NG TAKES CARE OF 110ST OF THE TECHNIC!,L DETAILS
OF THE PROGRAM, HENRY AU ALONE SHOULDERS ALL RESPONSIBILITIES
OF MISTAKES MADE IN THE PROGRAM, TECHNICAL OR OTHERWISE.

THIS PROGRAM UTILIZED THE RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTION TO
GENERATE RANDOM NUMBERS TO BE USED AS JUDGEMENTAL DATA IN THE
PROBE SII1ULATION MODEL FOR THE PURPOSE OF PREDICTING THE
POLITICAL FUTURE OF HONG KONG.

THE USER IS ASKED TO INPUT THE MAXIMUI1 NUMBER OF ACTORS
AND THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ISSUES FOR A PROBE SII1ULATION RUN.
THE COMPUTER WOUI.D THEN GENERATE RANDOM NUMBERS THAT ARE
WITHIN THE RANGE SPECIFIED BY THE USER TO DETERMINE THE
TOTAL NUI1BER OF ACTORS AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ISSUES USED
IN THE SIMULATION.

SINCE THE MODEL ASSUI1ES/REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF TWO
ACTORS, THE NUI1BER OF ACTORS USED WOULD BE BETWEEN TWO AND
THE INPUTTED MAXIMUM VALUE. SINCE THE MODEL ALSO REQUIRES A
MINIMUM OF ONE ISSUE, THE NUI1BER OF ISSUES USED WOULD BE
BETWEEN ONE AND THE INPUTTED MAXII1UM VALUE.

FOR SII1ULATION RUNS THAT ALLOW CHINA THE CHOICE OF
MAKING OR NOT I1AKING A DECISION ON THE SETTLEMENT OF THE
1898 LEASE (THE POLICY OUTPUT), A CERTAIN PERCENTAGE (E. G.
1/8) OF UNAPPLIED DATA IS ASSUMED, REFLECTING THE CHOICE OF
NON-DECISION.

UNDER THIS CIRCUMSTANCE, ONCE A RANDOM NUMBER IS
GENERATED, A CHECK IS MADE TO SEE IF IT FALLS WITHIN A
CERTAIN PREASSIGNED RANGE FOR UNAPPLIED DATA. IF IT DOES, THE
NUMBER 99 SIGNIFYING INAPPLICABILITY IS THEN ASSIGNED IN THE
CELL. IF IT DOES NOT FALL WITHIN THE RANGE, A NEWLY-GENERATED
RANDOM NUMBER WILL REPLACE THE OLD ONE AND BE ASSIGNED IN THE
CELL. THE SAME PROCEDURES ARE APPLIED TO EVERY CELLS OF THE
MATRIX, AND EVERY I1ATRIX OF THE SIMULATION - THE ISSUE
POSITION, THE POWER AND THE SALIENCE MATRICES.

AFTER ALL THE MATRICES ARE FILLED WITH DATA, RANDOM
NUMBERS A~E USED TO DETERI1INE THE APPLICABLE DECISION RULE
FOR EACH OF THE ACTORS. THERE IS NO UNAPPLIED DATA TO THE
DECISION RULE. THE FIRST ACTOR, THE ASSUI1ED OUTPUT ACTOR, IS
AUTOMATICALLY ASSIGNED THE DECISION RULE "IA",

FOR SIMULATION RUNS THAT ASSUMES CHINA MUST MAKE A
DECISION ON HONG KONG'S FUTURE THE SAI1E PROCEDURES ARE
ADOPTED WITHOUT THE TESTING OF RANDOM NUMBERS TO SEE IF THEY
FALL WITHIN THE RANGE FOR UNAPPLIED DATA. EVERY RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATED IS USED TO FILLED UP THE CELLS IN THE MATRICES.

THE VARIABLES ARE DEFINED:
NUI1ERIC
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MATRIX
M,N,S,DcTO STORE RANDOMLY GENERATED POSITIONS

FOR IP, POWER, SALIENCE, AND
DECISION RULE.

CHARACTER
ES,BS,JS=INPUT VARIABLES FOR EXPLANATION,

• OF ACTORS
AND ISSUES.

PS,SS,DScTO PRINT THE MATRIX ELEMENTS

**************************************************************
***************************

THE FOLLOWING IS THE MESSAGE USED DURING THE RUNNING
OF THE PROGRAM TO EXPLAIN THE PROGRAM TO THE USER.

B,J=MAX, • OF ACTORS AND ISSUEIS),
A,I=RANDOMLY GENERATED. FOR. OF ACTORS AND

IPIS)
P1,P2,P3,P4,S1,S2,D-LOOP VARIABLES
R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,Rb,R7=VARIABLES TO GENERATE

RANDOM NUMBERS

3bO REM
370 REM
371 REM
380 REM
390 REM
391 REM
400 REM
410 REM
415 REM
420 REM
430 REM
431 REM
440 REM
450 REM
455 REM
4bO REM
470 REM
480 REM
490 REM THE VARIABLES FOR INPUT ARE DIMENSIONED.
500 DIM ES[20l,BS[20l,JS[20l
510 REM
520 REM
530 REM
535 REM
540 REM
545 REM
550 REM
5bO PRINT -!o

"YOU HAVE JUST LOGGED ON A PROBE SIMULATION PROGRAM USING RANDOM"
570 PRINT -!o

"NUMBERS. DO YOU WANT AN EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM, PLEASE TYPE"
580 PRINT "Y FOR YES AND N FOR NO";
590 INPUT ES
bOO PRINT
b10 PRINT
b20 IF ES[1l="Y" THEN b90
b30 IF ES[1l="N" THEN 990
b40 PRINT "PLEASE TYPE IN EITHER Y FOR YES OR N FOR NO";
b50 GOTO 590
bbO REM
b70 PRINT
b80 PRINT
b90 PRINT o!.

"THE PROBE SIMULATION IS A FORECASTING MODEL WHERE ISSUE POSITON,"
700 PRINT -!o

"POWER, AND SALIENCE POSITIONS OF VARIOUS ACTORS, IN THIS CASE, NA-!o
TION-STATES"

710 PRINT o!.
"AND RELATED ISSUES ARE DEFINED BY THE USER AND THEN VALUES ARE ASo!.

SIGNED TO THE"
720 PRINT o!.

"VARIOUS IP, P, AND S CORRESPONDING TO THE ACTORIS). FROM THERE,"
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.J::o
W
CO

730 PRINT ~

"THE USER COULD THEN DECIDE WHICH ACTOR HAS WHAT KIND OF INFLUENCE~

740 PRINT "ON THE ISSUE."
750 PRINT
7bO PRINT
770 PRINT
780 PRINT ~

"IN THIS PROGRAM, HOWEVER, YOU ONLY NEED TO ASSIGN THE MAXIMUM"
790 PRINT ~

"NU/1BER OF ACTORS AND ISSUE(SI TO THE PROBE SIMULATION AND THE RES~

T"
800 PRINT ~

"WILL BE PERFORMED BY THE COMPUTER, THE COMPUTER WILL GENERATE"
810 PRINT ~

"RANDOM NUMBERS TO DECIDE THE NUMBER OF ACTORS AND ISSUE POSITION~

820 PRINT ~

"AND THEN ALSO USING THE RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTION TO ASSIGN VALUE TO~

"
830 PRINT ~

"THE IP, P, AND S. CERTAIN PERCENTAGE Of UNAPPLIED DATA WILL ALSO ~

BE"
840 PRINT ~

"ASSUMED, THEN THE DECISION WILL ALSO ~E ASSIGNED WITH THE RANDOM"
850 PRINT "NUMBER FUNCTION."
8bO PRINT
870 PRINT
880 PRINT
890 PRINT ~

·PLEASE TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF ACTORS AND ISSU 900 PRINT "THE QUESTIONS APPEAR ON THE SCREEN,"
910 PRINT "THERE IS AT LEAST TWO ACTORS,"
920 PRINT
930 PRINTSO PRINT
9bO REM
970 THE USER IS ASKED TO INPVALUE OF THE MAXIMUM
975 REM NUMBER OF ACTORS AND ISSUES,
990 PRINT "WHAT IS THE MAX, • OF ACTORS";

1000 INPUT B$
1010 CONVERT B1040
1020 IF INT(BI~B THEN 10bO
o 1000
1040 PRINT "YOU HAVE TYPED IN ";B$I~

" WHICH IS A CHARACTER, PLEASE TYPE IN AN INTEGER";
1050 GOTO 10bO IF B)2 AND B(2S THEN 1110
10bS REM THE VERSION THIS RESEARCHER IS USING
10b7 REM CAN HAY A MAXIMUM OF 10 ACTORS,
1070 PRINT "PLEASE TYPE IN A NUMBER BETWEEN 2 AND 25";
1080 GOTO 1000

>
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